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GRADED LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN HQDEffN LANGUAGES

1. BACKGROUND
MHMVH>r«i«une mjm gjw

1.1 Progress in applied linguistics

The Lothian Scheme owes its theoretical origins to the Council of Europe's

uiork in specifying an adult language learning scheme based on graded levels
of achievement. The Council of Europe's work is based on an approach to

language syllabuses worked out by David Wilkins of Reading University, which
allows us for the first time to specify language objectives in terms of the

learner's communicative needs.

1.2 Schemes seeking to set out graded objectives and through these graded levels
of achievement must take account of three basic language learning principles
1. All natural language learning in a particular language develops as

the learner's communicative needs in that language become more and
more complex. Natural language development ceases whan the learner's
communicative needs are satisfied. We can thus specify different
levels of language to conform to the different levels of needs.

2. Language learning is a cumulative process where the language system

(grammar, phonology and vocabulary) develops from one stage to the next.
3. Language learning is also a process in which that which has been learnt

must be continually recycled.

1.3 The Lothian Scheme is thus basorf on the learner and on levels of actual

or potential communicative needs in the foreign language. The levels are

cumulative, and at each level the knowledge of the previous level must be

recycled. The Lothian Scheme is elaborated along lines that will make it

possible to fit it into the Council of Europe's attempts to make a common

language learning policy for Europe. This is now well advanced.

1.4 There are also mare limited schemes for graded levels of achievement in

fSodern Languages currently being worked out in Oxfordshire, York, Hartford-
shirs, end other areas of England.

1.5 The present state of language teaching in Lothian, as elsewhere, lags well
behind our knowledge of hew languages are learnt and of how to specify
communicative needs.

!%jch of the blame for this delay in adapting to new knowledge must be placed
on the traditional University and College cf Education language departments.
The chief barrier to progress is however the Scottish Certificate of Education

Examinations.



1,6 The national examinations in Modern Languages in Scotland set out to teat

objectives that are often irrelevant to the learner's communicative needs#

Teaching practice in school reflects these irrelsvancies and thus lBads
to a distortion of the language learning process. This distortion is as

marked for the more able pupil as it is for the less able pupil. What is
required is a rethinking of objectives, syllabuses, materials, methods,
and as8eaament - all of uhich is possible given our knowledge about lang¬

uage learning. Such a re-thinking is in any case necessitated by the
Plunn and Dunning proposals for differentiated syllabuses and assessment

levels. The Lothian Schyme will help to pave the way towards more approp¬

riate language teaching, it ia hcped,

1,7 The present situation can be summarised as follows t

(a) The only objective or level that a language teacher can sim at for
his pupil8, when they start learning a language, i3 the distant 0 Grade.
Since the traditional and alternative versions of this examination do

not reflect the learner's actual or potential communicative neode in
any meaningful way, the objectives of the 0 Grade are inappropriate for
all language learners,

(b) Since only 1 in B pupila actually achieves an 0 Grade, the level of the
0 Grade examination In also clearly inappropriate for the vast majority
of oui pupila,

(c) Yet, since there is no objective other than the 0 Grade, school learners
start off in S1 on the first part of an 0 Grade course, 50 to 60%
(sometimes as high as 85%) of all pupils drop out of a Modern Language
course at the end of 52, In their own eyes they have failed to keep

up, and in the teacher's eyea they are 'not intelligent' enough to
learn a Modern Language, This sense of failure leads to motivational

problems which affect not only those who do not 'succeed* but also those
who do 'succeed',

1.B This situation ia worsened by the fact that the general, level of social
motivation towarda Modern Language learning in ochool is low. Further
to this the age at which Scottish pupils start to learn Modern Languages is
exactly the age at which they have the least interest in things outside
their own peer group. It 1© therefore not surprising to find that Modern

Languages 1s at the top of the list of problem areas in secondary schools.
Solutions to problem,: r? <orial motivation cannot be found within the sec¬

ondary school alone. The solution to the adolescent problem ie to sneure/



/ensure that language learning is seen as part of a life-long educational

process which covers much more than juat the period of time at the second¬
ary school. Nevertheless, solutions can be proposed to many language

learning problems within the present framework of secondary education.

1.9 What solution3 have so far been proposed?

Ono trend has bean for Modern Language teachers to opt out of language

teaching and become Social Studies teachers teaching European Studies or

French or German background to the leas able. This is not a solution to
the problem, it is an acceptance of failure.

1.10 In Scotland the Dunning Committee has suggested a new certificate at 3
differentiated levels to ba taken at S4„ This would clearly be an improve¬
ment on the present system, but reflscts a misunderstanding of what
language learning as a cumulative process means in practice. The lower
Levels of Achievement in a general language course are of necessity graded

sequentially, allowing learners to rise to the level appropriate to their
communicative needs. Learners will take differing lengths of time to
achieve the level they require, It is a crude proposal to wish to set up

differentiated levels of achievement to be attained by all at a fixed period
of time in S4, This proposal would mean determining well in advance what

particular long term targets and levels are appropriate for which learners,
and then tailoring the learners to the speed of the course which must

necessarily be provided for them, rather than allowing them to work at
their own best speed through a series of shorter term levels, until they
rise to the level best suited to them as a cut-off point.
The Dunning proposals also imply a norny-referenced framework of assessment,
where pupils are matched against each other in terms of their ability at
a particular point in time. For Levels of Achievement in language learning,
a criterion-referenced system of assessment is more appropriate. What the

public or future employers need to know is not whether pupil X is better
than pupil Y, but what pupil X can do in French, and what pupil Y can do
in French.

1.11 The Lothian Scheme, following the Council of Europe's, ssems to ue the
best solution to the problems o? tailoring our Modern Language teaching to
learners and their communicative needs, while at the seme time trying to

incorporate the knowledge wa now have of how languages are learnt.



2. THE LOTHIAN LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT SCHEME

2.1 Developments in syllabus writing allow us to specify the learner's
communicative needs. Through sending out a questionnaire, we have
established what our pupils wish to learn. Ue have now begun to specify
this for all languages taught within Lothian Region. There will therefore
be levels of achievement in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, and

English as a foreign language.

2.2 Since many of the general language learner's communicative needs are the

earns, whether he is an adult or a teenager, the scheme will allow us to
provide Levels of Achievement for school learners, and alternative syll¬
abuses for adult learners.

2.3 The scheme will provide common general language learning objectives at
each level up to the 'throshhold level', but beyond this there will bs a

variety of more specific language learning aims for which there will be
alternative syllabuses at each of the higher levels.

2.4 Thus the Lothian Scheme aims to provide levels relevant to all language
learners in Lothian schools, FE Colleges, Community Centres, and Adult
Evening classes in all languages.

2.5 In practice this means providing 5 levels of achievement up to the thresh¬
old level, which would be level 5, and 2 further levels up to level 7 to
lead into university levels.

2.5 Within S1 and S2 (the compulsory period of language learning in school),
Level 1 will be an appropriate objective for the least able, Level 2 for
the average, and Levol 3 for the mo3t able.

2.7 In a first language within S3 and S4 (when language learning ia optional),
Level 3 might be an appropriate final abjective for the less able optere-in,
Level 4 for the average opters-in, and Level 5 for the moat able optera-in.
Levels 3, 4 and 5 will accord with Cunning's Foundation, General and Credit

levels, it is hoped,

2.8 In a second language.; iho whole range of levels from Level 1 to Level 5

might be appropriate for any learners wishing to start a second language
in S2, S3 or S4.



2,9 Within S5 and S6 it is envisaged to specify a Level 6 with alternative

syllabuses (e) for those who wish to enter a University Language Course

(b) for those who are learning a language for purposes of
general communication

(c) for those who wish to use a language for business and
commercial purposes

(d) for those who are scientifically/technologically orientated.
It ia also envisaged to set up a Level 7 for future University language
students to lead towards the first year University Syllabus.
It would also be possible in S5 and S6 to take up a second or third lang¬
uage to any level from 1 to 5.

2.10 Transfer from school to F£ or from one school to another would be made

relatively easy in terms of the level achieved and/or the level currently

being worked towards,

2.11 At each level thera will be a defined contant syllabus specifying what a

pupil must be able to do and what actual language he needs to be able to do
this, He will be said to hava achieved that lava], when, on the basis of
an external test, ha succeeds in carrying out the specified objectives.

2.12 At each level there will be en assessment framework incorporating both

internal arid external assessment.

2.13 For internal assessment the teacher will be given e Pupil Profilo when it
has bean worked out through research, indicating stages of development along
various dimensions (eg. ability to interact, development of grammar system etc.),
through which pupils will necessarily pass in their progress from the start¬
ing point for that level to the final attainment of that level. When the
ticks indicating progress along the dimensions of the Pupil Profile show that
a pupil has attained the level being worked for, he will undergo the
critarion-rafsranced external test for that level. It is intended that no

pupil will be put in for any level test, unless he is ready to pass it. It
is also intended that level tests will be taken at any time in ordinary

teaching time,
IherG will be no need for pupils to take tests at every level. They will be
able to by-pass level tests should they wish to do so.

2.14 The external tests for each level in each language will be based on a frame¬

work of test-types appropriate to that level and to the objectives set for
that level. The panel of teachers responsible for the particular level test
in each language will set the test at the beginning of the academic year.

The same test will be valid for that level for one year, and pupils will take/



/taka it as and when they era ready to do so. The nature of the teat will

prevent leakage being either possible or even worthwhile. The testa will
be validated and then stored in a bank.

2.15 At each level it is hoped that a Regional Certificate will be available for
those schools that wish their pupils not only to feel success in their

language learning, but also to see in a particularly tangible form that

they have succeeded. Like learning a particular musical instrument, learn¬

ing a particular language is a skill that requires a great deal of practice,
and this is better encouraged by a system that provides evident proof of
success. Pupils would achieve certificates in Modern Languages as they do
in swimming or in music.

3. BASIC CRITERIA FOR SYLLABUS SPECIFICATION

3.1 The syllabus will specify what pupils and teachers should aim at. The

explicit nature of this specification allows teachers freedom to use their
text bocks/resource materials as they like. It indicates which activities
and language to aim towards, and therefore what can be conveniently left
out as inappropriate to that level. In the journey from Edinburgh to Dieppe,
the syllabus states where Dieppe is and what it looks like, but it leaves
it up to the teacher to decide how he should get there, whether by taking the

Longman's bus, or the Whitmarsh stage-coach, or the Eclair push-bike, or

his own hitch-hiking materials.

3.2 Each syllabus will have three parts to it:-

1. A specification of what the learner needs to do and to know in order to
understand and to communicate in speech and in writing (where appropriate)
with others. This is the Interaction Syllabus.

2. A specification of suggested activities and information sources eo

that the learner can practice processing information from spoken and
written sources. This is the Information Syllabus.

3. A list of suggested activities and sources through which learners can

use language in a pleasurable way - games, songs, magazines and books
for example. This is the Interest Syllabus.

3.3 Each syllabus at esch level s—

1. Will be baaed on the actual and potential communicative needs of the
le^nere at that level.

2. Will be attainable by all the pupils aiming at that level. Even the
least able will achieve Level 1.

3./



3. Will bo based on real language activities only (eg. no telling of
stories from picture compositions, and no fly-on-the-wall-listening
to other people's dialogues and then answering questions on thaml)

4. Will make a composite whole, requiring pupils to acquire the
necessary grammaij phonology and vocabulary system for that level,
which will permit them to carry out their communicative needs.

5. Will be a sequential development from tha previous level, eg. Level 2
is Level 1 and mora.

4. BASIC CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT

4.1 Each assessment test at each level;-

1. Will be based on the syllabus for that level only.

2. Will sample a rcasonabla proportion of that syllabus.

3. Will place items in a context so as to allow the pupil to see what
he is being askGd to do.

4. Will include only real language activities.

5. Will be attainable by the pupils for whom that level is appropriate.
Even the least able will attain Level 1.

6. Will be objective in terms of marking arrangements.
7. Will enable comparisons to be drawn from year to year on standards

achieved at any particular level.

8. Will be so constructed as to make it possible to administer it in
class time without disrupting the normal lessons. Oral tests will
however require special organisation. Headmasters are asked to ensure

that language teachers get all tha administrative help necessary to

organise oral tests.

5. RESEARCH

5.1 The Regional Consultative Committee on the Curriculum have agreed to a

5 year period of research f.or the schsma.

5.2 Each syllabus at each loval is specified on the basis of consensus among

the teachers concerned. There are no absolutes in syllabus construction.
In terms of communicative needs, and on the basi3 of the Wilkins frame¬
work for specifying language, decisions have been taken as to what to

put in and what to leavn '.tut. fill a later level. Evaluation of the

syllabuses, which consensus has led us to propose, will have to be done
through research. For example, if the pupils for whom the level is supp¬

osedly appropriate are failing to achieve it, then the syllabus must be/



/be adjusted accordingly.

5.3 Research into appropriate assessment tests at each level must be under¬
taken.

5.4 Materials must be produced to supplement the current commercial ones where
they are not suitable.

5.5. Research into methodological procedures will have to be done. We need to
examine how to adapt teaching input to stages of development in learning.
We need also to re-examine some of the ,,treadmill"-type procedures we use,

and to introduce more problem-solving ones.

5.6 We need to elaborate a Pupil Profile through research, that will then be
used to guide teachers and pupils alike.
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SYLLAHJS DESIGN FOR GRADED LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT

IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

INTRODUCTION

The first step in any language teaching project must surely be
to design a syllabus that will reflect the language needs arid wisher
of the learners concerned, and that will accord with a responsible
theory of language learning.

I would like to divide this article into three basic sections

1. A brief attempt to build up a model of language learning and language
behaviour as a theoretical framework within which to discuss syllabus
design.

?. An examination of the various units of Classifies*ion that be
used for a Check List Syllabus designed to reflect the le-mars'

communicative needs and wishes.

3. An examination of ways of organising the various components of larannge
behaviour into Teaching/Learning Units, and of ways of ;-:e^ en?irm the
'units.

Cyl'tabus design is only one of a series of operations relating to the
teaching and learning of a foreign language. But like all the other
•operations, it springs directly from what we think language learning is —
from our theory or model of language learning. If the theory is wrong,
component operations will be ill-designed. As in Diagram 1. these components
include not only syllabus design based on aims, but methods and materials
and evaluation.

Dia.i in 1

MODEL
of

LANGUAGE LEARNING

II i » '

why what how what with to what effect

The theory that we have about Ian'"..a me learn in •' has en irevi table effect upon
what we teach, how frt teach it, what we teach it v\Jh, and to what effect, we
1 each it.



SECTION I

A MODEL OF LANGUAGE LEARNING AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOUR

I should like to start by examining mother tongue learning. This has been
described in a recent book by Halliday as : "Learning how to mean". This
requires some explanation.

As outlined in Diagram 2, through interaction with our socio-cultural
environment, which includes the people within it, we build up an inner
model of our world. This inner model is a picture of the world and of
ourselves within it.

Diagram 2

INNER MODEL
of (=* MEANINGS)

THE WORLD

Each individual's model will be his own but will share features in common

with the models of those who share overlapping environments.

Language enables us both to build up our inner model, by helping us to
classify reality into a symbolic system^and to share the resulting meanings
with others through that system.

Mother tongue learning is not done through exposure to language alone, as
Chomsky would seem to he suggesting, but is firmly embedded in the total
socio-cultural environment in which the child lives, and is related to all
the other forms of his learning, such as learning to see and learning to
think.

In learning how to mean, the child must not only forge a language, through
which to perceive and express meanings, he must above all leam the purposes
for which language can be used. He must acquire the functions of language.
The child is endowed with powerful motivation not only to get what he wants fr
the world around him, but also to integrate successfully into that world.
Lambert has referred to these two sorts of motivation as "instrumental
motivation (getting what you want by means of language) and "integrative
motivation" (using language to .integrate with others). The child leam3
that if he uses an appropriate Language Act he will get his favourite toy,
or will succeed in bringing a smile to his mother's face. He leam3 that
he can use language to express his joy or disgust, or that he can use it
simply to make contact with someone and show friendliness.

Since the Language Acts he hears and uses are embedded in the total situation
within which they take place, he learns to associate features of the situation
with the appropriate language forms. Ey situation we mean the total physical
and psychological contort v/i thin which language takes place. This will
include the mer e c hvi"»us physical features such as places, objects and events,
but refers above all to he participants and to their shared knowledge and
interests, as well as -o their individual experiences, attitudes and emotions.



As the child perceives more and more meanings in the world around him, and
as he develops his functional potential, so he masters more and more
grammatical and lexical forms through which to express these. Thus, as in
Diagram 3, he builds up his language potential.

Diagram 3

LANGUAGE POTENTIAL

MEANING
POTENTIAL

+ FUNCTIONAL + UNDi
POTENTIAL OP FEATURES OP

SITUATION

HANDING

Mother tongue language development is a continuum, and at any stage or
point on his continuum a child's language is adequate for him, in that
through it he can express his meanings. It makes no sense to describe
child language as an inadequate version of adult language. It is as if
ontogenetically the child retraces in a short period of time the same
personal continuum as can be observed diachronically over a much longer
period of time in natural languages, that arise out of the contact of
two—language communities, who do not speak the same mother tongue. The
language that arises out of this contact also develops smoothly along a
continuum. We can divide that continuum arbitrarily into two phases —
the Pidgin phase and the Pull Language phase.

In the Pidgin phase the language is a limited one used for limited functions
such as buying and selling and socialising in the market place. Other
functions will be carried by the mother tonguesof the speakers. The grammar
system of a Pidgin is limited, but it is nevertheless a complex generative
system, adequate to cope as a lingua franca with the communicative require¬
ments of the speakers. I am using the term 'Pidgin* here in the technical
sense of the word, and not in the sense of an incorrect or incomplete form
of Ehglish for example. ■ In the sense in which I am using it, a Pidgin
is a language in its own right, with established language forms, used for
limited communicative purposes by a mixed community of speakers.

The Pidgin develops into a Ftill Language as the language becomes a mother tongue
for its speakers in its own right, with a full and complex grammar system and
a wider range of functions. In recently integrated contact communities this
full language is usually a Creole. I am using the term Creole here in the
technical sense and not in the sense of a barbarous form of French. A Creole
is a full language with well established language forms, but it usually co¬
exists alongside, a "standard" language which speakers use for education
purposes and. for reasons of prestige.

The baby learning his mother tongue can be said to pass through a Pidgin phase
towards 6U Pull Language phase. During the Pidgin phase the language system
that emerges from a study of his speech is not the same .--s the full adult language
system. It is a much simpler system. As he realises more functions for his
language and more meanings, his grammar ar.d vocabulary develop towards
the adult system.



-4-

The natural foreign language learner, the immigrant, can also he tserved
to go through a Pidgin phase in his mastery of the foreign language. The
immigrant beginner's system is a limited one, "but it realises his "basic
communicative needs in shops, on the street, and at work. He may never
progress "beyond this stage. This need have nothing to do with his
intelligence. It may simply he because he knows he is returning home soon,
and because he has no desire to integrate into the foreign environment.
In Lambert's terms he has basic instrumental motivation, but little if any
integrative motivation. The evidence suggests that we stop developing
language at the point on the continuum at which our communicative needs are
satisfied. Hence those immigrants whose Ihglish is not fully developed, but
who have been here for many years, and who achieve their communicative
purposes. The immigrant who does integrate develops his Pidgin language
system into a fuller version of the full language system. If he integrates
fully he will over time master the full system for the whole range of his
communicative needs.

Thus in natural language learning we can draw up a table as follows:—

Pidgin •*> Full Language ;

Baby Talk

!
]

Adult Talk

Immigrant Beginner Talk —=i> Fully Developed Immigrant Talk
1

1

Limited Functions >
i

i
Full range of Functions

Limited but complex Full grammar system
..grammar system

Limited environments Full range of environments

It is thus theoretically possible to postulate different levels of language
learning for natural language learners on a learning continuum graded
sequentially according to communicative needs and motivation. What about
classroom foreign language learning? The problem here is that classroom
foreign language learning is NOT natural. Motivation is limited. Exposure
to the foreign language is minimal. Inevitably the exercise is contrived.
The teacher feels bound to provide the learners with a more or less conscious
control of those parts of the structures and vocabulary of the foreign language
that he wishes them to master. He provides them with a "reference grammar".
This attempts to prevent the emergence of a "pidgin" mental grammar different
in kind from the fully accurate and socially appropriate forms aimed at.
And yet the pidgin mental grammar exists and develops and can be see;; in the
more systematic of the learners' errors. Somehow,when drawing up a learning
continuum graded sequentially for foreign language learners in the classroom,
we must think not only in terms of how we would like them to perform,but in
terms of the facts of how they do actually perform.

It is dangerous however to draw too close a comparison between mother tongue
and natural or foreign language learning. I would like to highlight one or
two major differences. But first let me attempt to summarise the five main
points that I have made about mother tongue learning. This:-

1. involves elaborating a language system through which to understand and
express meanings, achieved through interaction with the environment, or.e
part of which .is the language itself in the speech of others.

?. involves s-radual understanding and mastery of the function* of language.
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3. involves learning to relate language forms to features of the total
situation. As development in perception leads to finer and finer
distinctions being observed in these features, so an ever more elaborate
language system is required to express these distinctions.

4. relies upon strong integrative and instrumental motivation.

5. develops along a personal continuum as the learnerts meaning potential
and communicative needs become more complex. At any stage of this
development the learner's language system is adequate for his
communicative purposes^but will develop further as necessary, starting
as a "pidgin" and moving towards the full language.

When we relate these five points to Foreign Language Learning, the following
Questions arise:-

1. (a) To what extent do we need to build up a new meaning potential
through the foreign language?

To what extent do we merely learn a new language system through
which to express our existing meaning potential?

(b) to what extent can we build up a new language without interaction
with an environment of which the new language is a part?

2. To what extent do we have to relearn the functions of language to accord
with the functions of language in the foreign language environment?

To what extent do we merely transfer the functions of our mother
tongue to the foreign language?

3. Do we have to learn the relationship between particular forms of the
foreign language and features of the foreig: environment? Or can we
simply select the foreign language forms that seem to correspond
most closely to those we -would use in cur mother tongue for similar
features in our own environment?

4. To what extent are integrative and instrumental motivation necessary
to successful foreign language learning?

5. Should learners be encouraged to develop a pidgin system derived from
tut different from the "correct" system we teach them, and then be
helped to develop and restructure that pidgin system in the direction
of the "correct" language system?

Or should we teach a limited number of correct forms, and attempt to
permit only those correct forms to be produced by the learners?

Let us attempt to answer these questi~ns. To what extent do we need
to build up a new meaning potential through the foreign language? To
what extent do we merely learn a new language system through which to
express our existing meaning potential? (la) Where the meanings
expressed in one language are close to the meanings expressed in another,
then the learning of the one language by speakers of the other will
be a question of learning how those relatively common meanings are
expressed in the grammatical arid lexical system of the other language.
Where the cultural distance between the two language communities is great, and
therefore the meanings expressed are not always apparent, then new meanings
will have to be leamt as well as the ways in which they are expressed.
European cultures are so similar, that the problems of cultural distance do
not arise to any great extent. Learning any foreign language will, of course,
require the learner to perceive meanings in a different way. We must learn,
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for example, that the difference between "chaise" and "fauteu.il" is not
the same as that between "chair" and "armchair". We must learn that in
French "you" is expressed by "tu" and by "vou3". We must learn that it is
the relationship between the speaker and the interlocuter that determines
whether "tu" or "vous" is used, and not the physical situation in which they
speak.

To what extent can we build up a new language without interaction with an
environment of which the new language is a part? (1b) — We have to learn
the new code disembedded from the environment in which it is a natural
part. Governments have not yet seen the need for massive exchanges of
pupils. Some teachers have argued that since the foreign environment
is not there in the classroom, we should tell children about it. I fear
that talking about the socio—cultural environment is as ineffective as
talking about the language. We only learn whatever level of language we
recruire by doing language, end we shall only learn whatever level of cultural
knowledge we seek through :

(a) contact with the language in order to unlock the door to the culture}
and

(b) thro-gh experiencing the culture itself.

One fortnightTs visit to France, with a limited ability in the language,
is more effective than two years* so—called French Studies in English.

The best that we can achieve in our classroom is a simulation of the foreign
environment., through posters, through visuals, and through communicative
use of the foreign language. The extent to which we can usefully include
background in o>r teaching- is determined by the extent to which the pupil
needs or wants to become bi-cultural. There is no point in pushing an
unmotivated pupil into bilingual levels of language, and there is similarly
no point in pushing a pupil lacking in integrative motivation into bi-
cultural levels of socio—cultural knowledge. It will simply lead to lack
of interest. he can, and should of course, motivate pupils through socio—
cultural contact of a sort meaningful to thern, but we must beware of
alienating thorn through it. It is through involving the pupil, and making
both language and culture personally meaningful to him, and not just
objectively real to him, that we may increase his motivation potential. We
shall only achieve this by setting him communicative tasks that are relevant
to him personal!.«•, and that draw on his personal store of meanings and
interests.

To what extent do v;e have to relearn the functions of language to accord
with the functions of language in the foreign language environment?
(?) — Although the functions for which the average learner will want to
use a European Foreign language are much more restricted than those for
which he will use his mother tongue, they will be very similar in kind,
since language is used to fulfil much the same purposes in all European
cultures. Tt is therefore more a question of learning r.cw language forms
to carry out well-known functions, than of perceiving new functions
themselves.

To we have to loam the relationships between particular forms of the
foreign language and features of the foreign environment? Or can wc
simply select the foreign language forms that seem to correspond moo4
closely to those we would use in our mother tongue for sinular features
in our"own environment? (3) - Hole relationships, Topics, and Physical
Settings are relatively similar in European environments. Although we
shall have to learn which foreign language forms are appropriate to each
of the above features of the foreign situation, our perception of the
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relationship between situation and language will be aided by similar
relationships between our own mother tongue and similar features of
our own socio-cultural context.

To what extent are integrative and instrumental motivation necessary
to successful foreign language learning? (4) — Without strong
integrative motivation, a bilingual level will not be achieved by the
foreign language learner. Without at least some instrumental motivation,
an intermediate level will not be attained. For those with little
motivation of either sort, only a beginnerTs level will be appropriate.
The first and most important task of the foreign language teacher in
school is to inspire motivation by creating a relevant and enjoyable learning
environment where each learner may feel success at his own level on the learning
continuum.

Should learners be encouraged to develop a "pidgin"system derived from
but different from the "correct" system we teach them, and then be helped
to develop and restructure that pidgin system in the direction of the correct
language system? Or should we teach a limited number of correct forms
and attempt to permit only the correct forms to be produced by the
learners? (5)

This raises the question as to whether foreign language learning is
basically a question of accumulating correct bits of language, or whether,
as Corder suggests,it is a question of gradually restructuring a pidgin
system, acquired from previous language experience in the mother tongue,
towards the target language system.

The language system of the natural foreign language learner, living in the
foreign environment, exposed to the language and in need of it in order to
communicate, would seem to develop like the baby's. Through exposure to
the foreign language he acquires an internalised mental grammar which
emerges as a "pidgin" system, which gradually develops towards the target
language system until his communicative needs are fully realised. Since
he is given no formal language instruction, his pidgin system is allowed
to develop in a natural way. For the classroom foreign language learner
the learning process is more complex.

It would seem that pronunciation learning is more a question of restructuring
mother tongue pronunciation patterns towards the target language - a gradual
process where correctness cannot be expected but should be worked on from the
beginning.

It would seem that vocabulary learning is more a question of accumulating
correct foreign language terms as and when they are needed, and accommodating
these into one's existing lexical system.

It can be suggested that the all important acquisition of An effective mental
grammar which will permit understanding and production of novel language
appropriate to communicative needs is both a question of accumulation and
of restructuring. Accumulation occurs through exposure to correct language,
and above all through teacher explanations and pupil practice of correct
grammar to help the learner build up a reliable reference grammar upon which
he can consciously call, when time permits, to help him understand and produce
language. Simplified forms, however, emerge when the learner employs his
own language strategies to cope with communication. Thus he will take the
correct language he hears and seem to simplify it by a variety of devices that
are well known to teachers. Here are just a few:—

a) He may remove the redundant features of case endings, agreements and concords:
eg. "Ich seh de klein Hund in de StraBe"
He may remove redundant articles or prepositions:
"I go kitchen"

b) He may look for invariable free forms to replace inflexions:
c. MT C' • r '• '■ V -J y. 4 < y " 7 M "1 1 "V C "V> f f\ "V»*V- r A tf J /s T-. -h — i ft
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c) He will certainly "overgeneralise" the use of particular vocabulary
items and of structures:

eg. "J'ai parti" (i left)
"J'ai quitte" (I left)

d) He will want to reduce the complicated transformations - for example
use actives for passives, and non—inverted question form3 instead
of inverted ones.

eg. "Pourquoi tu fais ^a"
e) If he's very clever, he'll catch on to the useful words like "le true"

to make all sorts of paraphrases:

eg. "le true pour couper" (knife)

^ Restructuring of these simplified forms in the direction of the
target language will be necessitated by having to communicate through
tasks that increase the demands made on the learner. For example,
he will ^ave to learn to cope with inverted question forms for aural
understanding at least, and with passive forms for reading at least.

To what extent errors should be avoided would seem to be dependent upon what
particular objective the teacher is pursuing. Most teachers would now
agree that Communication is the aim of language learning. This implies
that the learner must have practice at building up communicative strategies
using whatevever means he can to get over his message. Accuracy of form
is one feature of communicative efficiency. Without the redundancy of
case endings, agreements and concords, noise or momentary lapses of attention
on the part of the listener might impair communicative efficiency, never¬
theless, it is true to say that for the more context—bound Language
Acts (buying, ordering meals, going through Customs, giving directions,
etc.) a great deal of inaccuracy can be tolerated,and effective communication
can still take place. . It is when language is context—free and largely
unpredictable that accuracy comes to play an increasingly important role.
Learners must be brought to realise this.

The danger of allowing errors to occur is that fossilization may take place.
The immigrant who has little integrative motivation ceases to restructure
his "pidgin" system towards the full language system, if, with his pidgin
system, he can communicate adequately. Will our classroom learners bother
to learn correct forms if their simplified "incorrect" ones achieve
communic ation?

In natural language learning development towards the "correct" language
system is dependent upon:—

1. Integrative motivation. The social 3tigma of incorrect forms is felt by
the learner.

2. The development of more elaborate communicative needs demanding a
more elaborate language system to effect communication.

3. Further massive exposure to the target language.

In classroom language learning integrative motivation and feelings of social
stimrna will not be felt. These will only be partially replaced by the
instrumental motivation for passing an exam in which accuracy is one of the
demands. It is the teacher's job in the classroom to set the learner ever
more elaborate tasks that make increasing demands not only upon his
communicative strategies but also upon the accuracy of his language. It
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is also the teacher's task to provide plenty of opportunity for the
learner to hear and read the authentic foreign language, so that the
accumulation of new language and the necessary accommodation of that

'new language into the learner's system can continue to take place.

To come to a "better understanding of what is meant "by a "beginner's language
system in classroom foreign language learning, further research is required.
We need to have much more knowledge about the components of a foreign
language learner's developing language system.

Meanwhile what we can attempt to do, as the Council of Europe's work based
on Wilkins and others has done, is to examine the communicative needs
of our learners and then specify those parts of the full target language
system that exemplify those needs.

As a description of communicative objectives and therefore of communicative
tasks that the learner must be able to perform, and as a description of a
suitable input to the learner this approach to syllabus work is invaluable.
However, it must be realised that we also need to examine the learner's
language as it develops through learning. It is already clear that at
school level, with largely unmotivated learners, there is much need for an
examination of and more knowledge about the sort of low level pupil
performances that nevertheless succeed in carrying out the communicative
objectives set by the syllabus. This necessitates a change in teachers'
attitudes towards these. It is clearly erroneous to imagine that what
you "put in" to pupils in terms of correct language will necessarily "come
out" in that form. Pupil performances will no doubt vary enormously in
quality. A "level" of language will have to be determined in terms of
learner performance as much as in terms of teacher syllabus input.

To establish syllabuses at different levels we need then:—

(a) to find a way of predicting the communicative needs, however limited,
of our learners at particular levels;

(b) to find a way of classifying those needs into components of language
behaviour;

(c) to find a way of organising the components of language behaviour
into teaching/learning units;

(d) to find an effective way of sequencing the units;

(e) to find an effective teaching, testing and evaluation programme,
embodying an effective methodology, that allows the learner to
achieve his purposes, and permits all concerned to see where
improvements must be made.

(f) to examine learner performance and make decisions about
acceptability.
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UNITS OF CLASSIFICATION IN SYLLABUS DESIGN

The Prediction of the Learners* Communicative Needs

It is of course impossible to predict accurately the needs in terras
of foreign language learning of any individual young pupil in school.
We cannot even determine which language he will need for his professional
or personal purposes, let alone decide the level of proficiency he will
reauire in that language. Perhaps, dare one say it, ultimately the choice
of language and the quantity of the language learnt, at least in the early
years at school, is not the most important thing. It is the experiences
that successful language learning brings that matter. These may be
summarised as follows:—

(a) The realisation that one's own language is only one way of classifying
reality and that there are other ways.

(b) The realisation that there are other valid socio-cultural contexts
different from our own.

(c) The building up of strategies for future language learning later
in life when this might be essential for personal or professional
reasons.

(d) The building-up of positive attitudes towards foreign language
learning and above all towards people in socio—cultural contexts
that differ from our own.

In order to achieve these aims, the foreign language learner must have a
successful language learning experience. How far he progresses along
his own language learning continuum is less important perhaps than
successful performance of that which is within his range. Success must
be judged in terms of communicative efficiency which includes accuracy
as' one of its features but not as its sole objective. Although it will
be impossible at the start of a school course to predict individual
communicative needs accurately, it will be sensible to lead pupils along
a general language learning continuum that reflects the "average" learner's
needs until the point at which these needs diverge. Hew can we predict
the needs of the average learner? I can only envisage four ways of doing
this :-

1. We can build on our intuitions as adult members of the society from
which the pupils come, and on the basi3 of our experience try and
predict what the average language learner needs.

2. We can ask adults what their needs in foreign language learning
have amounted to.

3. We can ask our pupils in schools by direct question, or by
cruestionnaire, what they wish to learn.

4. We can conduct case studies into the language learning needs of
particular individuals throughout their lives.
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Whatever general core predictions we may make and whatever core objectives
we may set our pupils, we must be sufficiently flexible in our arrangements
as to cater for their particular wishes at the moment that they are
learning, if we want to make use of whatever motivation they may have, and
build upon this. Teachers will need to go beyond the general syllabus
for each individual learner according to his needs and wishes.

Before we can predict general or individual communicative needs, however,
we need Units of Classification through which to do this.

Substantial advance has been made by Wilkins and others in the development
of new Units of Classification for components of language behaviour.
We have, in fact, already seen the concepts that these new units embody,
and I have attempted to provide a model of Language Learning and Language
Acts from which the Units of Classification can be directly derived. Let us
examine these.

Language Acts

A Language Act may involve one single function or it may involve several
functions. Telling the time involves one single function. Buying a loaf
of bread will involve the functions of greeting, asking for an object,
asking for the price, giving a verbal accompliment to payment,
thanking and leaving. Clearly the more functions that are
involved in a Language Act, the more complex it is likely to be.

Another aspect of Language Acts is the Modes of Communication or combinations
of skills that they bring about, according to the type of participation
that "is involved. As will be seen in Diagram 5» Language Acts usually give
rise not to one discrete skill but to combinations of skills.

Diagram *3

EXAMPLES OF LANGUAGE ACTS

Modes of Communication
Combinations of skills

Listening and Speaking

Reading and Writing

Listening and Gist
Extraction

Reading for pleasure

Reading and Extracting the
Gist & Writing a Summary

Reading & Listening & Speaking &
Writing & Summarising & Writing
Notes from which to speak

Type of Act

Interaction with people present (conversation
Interaction with people absent (letter)
Interaction with Spoken Text (Radio/News

Programme)
Interaction with Written Text (Story)
Interaction with Written Text, and with
absent employer (Summarising an article
"or one*s employer)

Interaction with Text3 and People
.Preparation of a lecture)
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When we converse with people we employ the listening and speaking skills
together. When we write a letter in reply to people, we first of all
read the letter that we have received and then write the reply. When we
summarise an article for our employer, we read it, extract the gist, and
then write the summary. In the preparation of a lecture we may read hooks,
listen and speak in conversational exchange with a friend, write a summary
of what we have discussed, and then make written notes taken from that
summary from which to deliver the lecture. When we listen to a radio news
programme we are listening actively and probably extracting the gist as we go
along. When we read a story, we are reading actively and again probably paying
attention to important details as we go along.

The widespread teaching practice of divorcing listening from speaking has
no basis in Language Interaction.Making up conversational listening comprehension
tests where no speech is involved, and conversational oral production tests where
cues are given in the mother tongue or in picture form, and where no listening
is involved, is clearly not designed to test real conversational Language
Acts. The dawning of this particular truth should have far-reaching
consequences for both teaching and testing.

Classroom organisation should be based on the type of Language Act that
is being rehearsed or performed. For Language Acts involving conversation,
the learners must be organised as pairs or in groups corresponding to the
participants in the conversation. For Language Acts involving the taking
in of information from spoken or written texts, the learners may be organised
as individuals actively processing information. For Language Acts such
as Games, Songs or Puzzles, the learners must be organised in groups or pairs
er as individuals according to the particular activity involved.

Language Acts are themselves composed of Meanings, Functions, Features of
the Situation, and Language Forms. Let us examine each of these in tun.

Meanings

Using Wilkins* terms, we can divide Meaning Potential into Lotions and
Relationships between Notions. These refer to the concepts and the
relationships between the concepts that we express through language.
Through Notions and Relationships between Notions, we express the reality
that we perceive.

Specific Notions refer to people, things, and events, such as Joe Eloggs. book.
and read. General Notions are those that may be applied to a variety
of specific Notions such as intelligent, "quantity", or "past time".
We can call Joe Eloggs intelligent, relate "past time" to read, or relate
"quantity" to book in five books. We can thus produce a sentence :
"That intelligent Joe Bloggs read five books".

However, in producing sentences, we not only relate General Notions to
Specific Notions, we relate the resulting Notions as sentence elements
together. Through the sentence Joe Eloggs is intelligent, we express
the fact that one concept (intelligence) is attributed to another
(Joe Eloggs). Through the sentence Joe Eloggs read five books, we express
an event in which no change is brought about to the state of the actor
or the thing acted upon. Neither Joe Eloggs nor the book are changed in
any way. Through the sentence Joe Eloggs tore the book up. we express
an event in which there _is a change. The book is no longer in the same
state.
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Wilkins points to five basic sentential relations between nouns, and
between nouns and verbs:-

a) agent :

b) initiator:

c) object :

d) beneficiary :

e) instrument :

At an even higher level we can relate sentences or sentential notions
together through co-ordination, relativization or complementation. An
example of co-ordination would be : Joe Blofc^s read five books, but he
learnt nothing by it. An example of relativization would be: Joe Elo££rst
who is very intelligent, read five books today. An example of complementation
would be : Joe Blogg-s* reading of five books brought him no extra knowledge.

It ~s through the grammatical and lexical system of a particular language
that Notions and Relationships between the Notions are expressed. Some
Notions and some Relationships may be coded in the grammatical system,
others in the lexical system. Languages differ in the way they divide
Notions and Notional relationships between the two systems.

Functions

Communicative functions may be divided into four basic types:—

1. Suasive

2. Factual
. emotional

3. Attitudinal^T" opinions
c oiiuiii linent s

4. Socialising

The suasive function is realised by such forms as : Va chercher mon stylo
and Je paux ouvrir la fen£tre?
The factual function is realised by such forms as : Quelle heure il est?
afld J*ai perdu mon stylo.

The attitudinal function is realised by such forms as Je sui3 content on'il
soit la, Je crois cru'il est parti, and Tu devrais lui casser la figure.
In all of these forms, the speaker's attitude to what he is saying is given.
The socialising function is realised by such forms as : Ca va?, and Merci.

The Relationship between Meanings (Functions & Notions) and Language Forms

Joe Bloggs read the book

John boiled the milk

Joe read the book

The door opened

They gave Joe a book

The key opened a door

If there war; a one—to—one relationship between functions and forms, and
between notions and forms,language learning would be purely and simply a cruest ien
of memory, since all that we would be required to do would be to learn a phrase
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book, where one phrase meant one xhing only. However, not even the most
limited Pidgin is without a complex grammatical system which allows many
meanings to be founded on one grammatical pattern. This means that the
learner must internalise the rules or grammatical system upon which
the meanings are based. It is not possible to summarise a language in a
phrase book, precisely because one form may give rise to several meanings,
and because one meaning may be realised by several forms.

Let us examine how one form may perform several functions and thus give rise
to several meanings. If you heard the form : De lteau? :

(a) It might be a request for water

(b) It might be an expression of disgust at not getting whisky

(c) It might mean : 'Take it away I don't want it'

(d) It might be an expression of opinion describing the liquid, meaning S
•I think that this is watcP'

(e) It might be a question asking for information, meaning : 'Is that
water?'

Only the features of the total situation will disambiguate what is meant,
although if it is a spoken form, clues will be given in the speaker's
intonation pattern.

Another example of how t" e same surface grammatical form can give rise to
different meanings is demonstrated in Chomsky's two famous examples :
John is eager to please, and : John is easy to please, which seem to
have the same form, but which clearly Lave different relationships between
the notions expressed. In the first sentence, John will be doing the
pleasing. while in the second sentence, it is John who will be pleased.

One meaning may also be expressed through different forms. For example,
the forms : Je peux ouvrir la fentire? and : II fait chaud, n*est-ce pas?
can both be requests to open the window, though one is a direct act and
the other is an indirect one.

In the final analysis, we must depend upon the relevant features of the
total physical and psychological situation within which a Language Act
takes place to disambiguate total meaning.

Features of the Situation

There are many features of the situation that we could examine, but we
shall concentrate on a few of the more important ones only.
The first of these is Role—relationships. The relationship between the
speaker and hearer will determine not only the social variety of language
chosen, but also where on the formal/informal continuum the choice of
language form will be made.
The knowledge and interests of the various participants will determine the
Topics that they speak about, and therefore the notions that they express.
One feature of the total situation, which often has no relevance to what
is said at all, is the Physical rotting. It is, for example, possible
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to go into a butcher's shop and complain about the noise that his fridges
are making at night. It is not necessary to buy meat. It is the
psyehological situation that is more likely to determine the notions and
the functions of communication than the physical situation.
Par from being tied to the physical environment, human beings are capable of
abstracting themselves from the here and now. Language, as one of the
ways in which we express our consciousness, is one means by which we can
bring the past into the present and think about the future. To quote
Britton : "Our state of consciousness is like the little dog with the brass
band, it is forever running on ahead or dropping behind or trotting alongside,
while the procession of actual events moves steadily on". We must therefore
beware of seeming to suggest to our pupils in language classes that there
is any one-to-one relationship between a Physical Setting and the language
that will be used within it. A language is not a set of phrases to be
learnt related to particular physical situations,although it may include
such a set, e.g. greetings, leave—taking phrases, etc.
The notion of a survival language for survival situations can be a particularly
dangerous one. The term 'Survival language* has been used to describe a
syllabus containing mainly formulaic items (such as au revoir and merci)
and semi—formulaic items (such as ,je voudrais) to cover the communicative
needs of the tourist in situations such as buying, eating out, travelling,
etc. It is in fact questionable to what extent language is needed at all
for such highly defined situations. It is theoretically possible for the
person who wishes to buy food in a shop to go to the appropriate—looking
shop, point at what he wants, pay for it, and leave without language
accompanying his actions. Similarly, he can find a table in a restaurant,
point to items on the menu, pay for them, and leave without a word being
passed. Gestures can often transmit as much as language in highly defined
situations. If.this were not so the generations of non—French—speaking British
tourists in France would have died of starvation? If surviving means anything
at all, it must surely mean being able to deal with the unexpected. Language
is needed, when, for example, the shopkeeper hasn*t got what the buyer wants,
or when the food obtained in the restaurant is cold, or when the train ticket
will clearly take the passenger to the wrong destination. Basing a language
syllabus solely on formulaic or semi—formulaic items is not going to help
the pupil survive in real—life circumstances. There is nc easy survival
kit in language learning, and to pretend that there is is to be dishonest. Fve.n
the most limited communicative language cannot operate on formulaic items
alone.

Grammatical. Lexical. Phonological and Graphological Forms

The grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and spelling forms that we teach
our learners will be derived from the functions and notions specified in
the syllabus. Since the functions and notions specify the communicative
needs of the learners, only those parts of the grammar and vocabulary systems
relevant to these needs will be specified. 'Thus we will not include parts
of the grammar and vocabulary systems just for their own sake, but because
they are required for effective communication of the learners* meanings.

There is, of course, no such thing as language without grammar. Language
learning involves practical mastery of the grammatical system. This will
be as true for the less able learner as for the more able learner. The

grammatical system is, in Chomsky's terms, the finite set of rules upon
which we can build an infinite number of sentences. It is the generative
part of the system and as such is central to the language learning process.
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To pretend to the less able learner that there is a short-cut to
communicative proficiency which "bypasses control of the grammatical
system is simply not true. What can "be said, however, is that it is
possible to communicate a tremendous amount of meanings with a limited
grammatical system.

It is the functions, general notions, and relationships between notions
within the sentence and between sentences that give rise to the
grammatical system we need to specify for our learners. Unfortunately
even at the Beginner's Level we shall need a limited but complex grammar
system.

It is the topics and specific notions that will give rise to the vocabulary
we need to specify. At the Beginner's Level this will be a vocabulary
limited to the most essential items. As the learner's communicative needs
become more and more sophisticated, and at the same time more and more
specific, at Intermediate and Bilingual levels, his vocabulary demands will
increase sharply. Thus, as in Diagram 6, progress along a language learning
continuum will involve quite a large amount of grammar being learnt early
for the functions and general notions even Beginners will need to express.
This will increase only a little as the Learner passes through Intermediate
levels to achieve Bilingual levels. Whereas for vocabulary the increase
for Beginners' levels through Intermediate Levels to Bilingual Levels will
be continuous and much steeper.

Diagram 6



For pronunciation, most of the rules of sounds, combinations of sounds,
of rhythm, of stress and basic intonation patterns will be required, even
at Beginners* Levels, to the extent that grossly inaccurate pronunciation
in any of these areas is likely to lead to the native speaker's being
unable to comprehend what the learner is saying. Certain aspects of
pronunication will be more important than others, but this is not the
place to enter into discussion of this. Intelligibility is likely to
be the Beginners* highest aim rather than strict accuracy of pronunciation.

Spelling accuracy is important for those for whom written communicative
functions are part of their language learning aims, but is strictly-
speaking irrelevant to others.

We now have the necessary Units through which to classify the communicative
potential that we wish to make available to our learners. This is
summarised in Diagram 7 I—

Diagram 7

LEVEL OF LANGUAGE REQUIRED

COMMUNICATIVE POTENTIAL

Meaning Potential Functional Potent!

(Functions )

:tual : Attitudinal

(Specific Notions
iGeneral Potions

Features of the Total Situation

Roles

Topics
Modes of Communication

Language Potential
Phonological

Grammatical Forms

'e can now draw up a list of Units of Classification for a checklist
syllabus reflecting communicative needs.
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Check List of Units of Classification for a Syllabus

reflecting communicative needs

Language Acts
Notions

Relationships between Notions
Functions

(Physical Settings)
Role Relationships
Topics
Modes of Communication — Skills and

Combinations of Skills
Grammatical System
Lexical System
Phonological/Craphological Systems

Following the work done in the Council of Europe on the establishment of
syllabuses for Threshold Levels, the Graded Levels of Achievement in
Foreign Languages scheme in Lothian uses these Units of Classification for
its syllabuses.

THE ORGANISATION AND SEQUENCING OF TEACHING /LEARNING UNITS

Checklist Syllabuses and Teaching Syllabuses

The Units of Classification I have proposed lead to lists of items classified
under various headings. Syllabuses made up of such lists may be called
Checklist Syllabuses. The lists of items, seen as a whole, should
reflect all the necessary knowledge and behaviour that will lead the learner
to success at the particular level of language that he requires.

For test constructors such checklist syllabuses contain all the
raw language and prescribed Language Acts from which they can concoct their
tests. For teachers, however, checklist syllabuses can offer no more
than checklist guide-lines. A Teaching Syllabus is very different
from a checklist syllabus in so far. as a teaching syllabus must
organise the components of Language Behaviour into Teaching/Learning Units
on some principled basis. These Units must then be sequenced in some way,
again on some principled basis. A syllabus is not enough by itself, it
requires a methodology, which will, as Brumfit puts it : "allow the students
to become comfortable in the negotiating process of language use". The
student must be able to make the language specified his own, relevant to
his own meanings and purposes. By defining a syllabus we must beware of
seeming to take away from the individual the effort that he must make to make
the language he is learning work for him. Again, as Brumfit puts it :
"At worst in the grammatical days, learners were left to grope their way
to communication. The danger now is that they will be taught to swim by
learning to lie comfortably on the wave analyst's photograph of the sea*'1

Gradus ad Parnassum

John Trim has described the traditional approach to the organisation and
sequencing of Units as a "logico—developmental" one, with grammatical
structure as the focal point. He describes the ever more complex
structural steps through -which the learner is expected to pass as "Gradus
ad Parnassum" : "a straight and narrow path beset with difficulties and
dangers towards a distant goal." Only the elite ever reach this distant
goal. Others fall by the wayside. The language teaching process is
thus a cuestion of eliminating the weaker brethern. This picture is all

i
i
i
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too familiar to us in our Scottish classrooms. However, with the advent
of Comprehensive Common Course Schooling for all, it is clear that the
results of such an approach are no longer acceptable. That such an
approach is in any case totally in conflict with the theory of language
learning that I have outlined earlier should also he evident. There is
not one "Parnassus" hut many, according to the learners1 motivation, needs
and wishes. Our task as teachers is to inspire pupils to attain the
highest levels they aspire to in the time available to them.

Wilkins has referred to the traditional language teaching approach as a
synthetic one, in which there is a gradual accumulation of the parts
■until the whole is achieved. No real communication takes place however
while the parts are being learnt, until the total system aimed at is
mastered.

Although this may now seem an exaggerated picture of classroom practice,
it is not everywhere that it has been abandoned. It is certain that, in
an age where children are not taught to postpone gratification of their
needs and wishes till a later date, but rather seek relevance and immediate
results in all they do, there will be little future in a school language
teaching system which suggests to them that they must learn the various
parts of a language over a long period of time first, before ever being
able to use it communicatively. Not only is this out of line with modern
life, it is also in conflict with the theory of language learning I have
outlined.

Focal points on which Units may be based.

The Units or Lessons in most text books, whether of yesterday or today,
are focussed on grammatical structures. In some of the more modern
courses, the custom is to base these structures upon a Situation. This
gives a ring of authenticity to whatever dialogues or texts are used, but
it is still the structures which form the focal point of the various Units.

It is possible in later stages of language learning to focus on Topics
or Themes. Here, the structures are being revised, and so there is less
necessity for them to be sequenced in a logico—developmental way.

The alternative to focussing on the one dimension of structures, or on
the two dimensions' of structures and situations with an occasional nod in
the direction of functions, is to make each Teaching/Learning Unit a
Language Act, in which there would be a complex of situational, functional,
notional and therefore grammatical, lexical, phonological/graphological components
involving various different skills and combinations of skills. A Unit
would thus be multi-dimensional, in the same way as a Language Act is multi¬
dimensional. It would be possible to concentrate on any of the above
components, either single or in combinations. Instead of having to wait
until one has accumulated all the grammatical parts of a language before using it
for effective communication, one should use the language communicatively
right from the start. One might call this, as Julian Dakin has done, *the
baby becomes the adult approach*. Baby Language Acts resemble Adult
Language Behaviour although the baby language system may not be the same
as the adult system. Pattern practice on particular structures does not
resemble normal language behaviour, in the sane way as the tadpole does not
look like the object that it will eventually grow into, namely the frog.
Language learning is more of a babj^/adult process of development than of
a tadpole/frog type of development. The theory of language learning as
outlined here would accord entirely with this view.



SEQUENCING OF UNITS

As I have suggested above^the sequencing of units will be a question of
finding a way to sequence Language Acts.

Rhetorical Complexity and the Linking of Units

Language Acts can most usefully be sequenced in terms of rhetorical
complexity. The good teacher automatically employs certain rhetorical
devices for simplifying his language. For example he uses short
sentences? he speaks clearly and at less than normal speed; he uses well—
formed sentences and avoids the hesitations and ungrammatical features of
authentic spontaneous speech; he will use a great deal of repetition
and redundancy; he will relate what he says to the context; he will limit
the topics, functions, structures and vocabulary he uses. Rhetorical
complexity is a question of how simple or how difficult it is to communicate
a particular message. Within the multi—dimensional field of rhetorical
complexity there will be several dimensions which we cam examine in turn.
But first a general statement to indicate that sequencing is not only
concerned with complexity, but is also essentially concerned with linking
one unit to another through common features of grammar amd vocabulary, or
through common f'unctions,so that the learners may build up within themselves
a picture of the language they are learning and of the ways in which it
can be used.

Clearly the ability to perform one Language Act effectively depends upon
some previous knowledge. In Bloomfs terms we can call this previous
knowledge the Cognitive Ehtry Behaviour. Only if that Cognitive Ehtry
Behaviour has been properly acquired will successful mastery of the
Laii-axare Act be achieved. Failure to master one Language Act will lead
to failure to master another. Each successive failure will lead to less
and less learning, until the pupil abandons the whole process. This will
recreate the same unacceptable results as the Gradus ad Parnassum approach
based on structures. It is less the change of focus in the organisation and
sequencing of units that will lead to more successful language learning,
as the understanding that the process is a continuum and that too much haste
to get to a particular point is both unnecessary and counterproductive.
Time must be given to the individual learner to be successful at each
Language Act before he moves on. Success breeds success and motivation.
Failure breeds failure. Let us examine some of the dimensions involved
in rhetorical complexity and in linking units in useful ways.

Structural Progression

Language Acts must be sequenced on some principled basis that will allow
learners to acquire the necessary Cognitive Ihtry Behaviour before
they embark upon a particular Unit. We cannot in the classroom introduce
learners to entirely random authentic language and let them float or sink.
At the other extreme, tightly sequenced units based on strict logico-
developmental structural progression have led only the elite to 'Parnassus'
but have left the vast majority unable to communicate at all.

What principles do we have for structural progression? Corder has
suggested that the learner has an 'in-built syllabus'. This develops a3
he progresses along his language learning continuum. Corder maintains
that we must assume that the learner takes the shortest route between a

charting point and the target language level at which he is aiming. He
suggests that this starting point is neither the zero of no knowledge at
all» nor the mother tongue in its fully adult developed form. He suggests
that in foreign language learning, we retrace our steps to 'the grammar of
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our language as infants', which we built up in our mother tongue. He
suggests that this grammar is a universal one shared by all language
learners. As evidence for the existence of such a universal basic

grammar, he points to the fact that all 'Pidgins' share the Same
grammatical features, and that these features are similar to those in
the 'baby talk* we use when talking to babies, lovers or animals, and
to those in the 'foreigner-talk' we use when talking to foreigners.
It is this universal basic grammar he sees as the starting jsoint for
foreign language learning. He suggests that the learner will take the
shortest route between this simple language system and the target language.
Since the starting point for each learner of a particular foreign language
is the same, Corder maintains that it is more than likely that every
learner's foreign language system will develop in the same structural
sequence, whatever his mother tongue may be. The 'distance' between his
mother tongue and the target language may affect the speed of his learning
and the amount of mother tongue interference that will occur. Classroom
research into the same target language learning of different mother tongue
learners has provided some evidence that may be interpreted in this way,
though a great deal more research will have to be done before we should
accept such a highly mechanistic view of language learning.

It would certainly be interesting for us in our classroom to examine
whether learners progress in much the same developmental structural
sequence towards the target language. Findings from such research would
not, of course, indicate the order in which structures should be introduced,
since this is dependent upon learners* needs, but it would allow us to
check the pupils* progress along a structural continuum. It would also
indicate to us which structures to concentrate on at particular moments,
and when to draw the threads together for the mastery of a particular
grammatical sub-system. In this way, the learners' in—built syllabus,
as demonstrated through research, would be one factor to guide us in the
sequencing of Language Acts.

A well-founded structural progression such as would emerge from the
description above, is not to be confused with the logico—developmental
intuitive progression of traditional courses. It is important to state,
as Wilkins has done, that "the adoption of a functional/notional syllabus
does not imply the abandonment of well-established criteria. Rather the
familiar criteria are to be incorporated into a new notional framework".
We must not throw out the baby (grammar structure) with the bath—water.
Through concentration on particular grammatical and lexical forms in
particular Language Acts, and through drawing the threads together, the
learner will be led to build up within himself a mastery of that part of
the grammatical and lexical system he needs for his communicative purposes.
In the logico—developmental approach, there is no attempt made to reflect
learners' communicative needs. Step by step the totality of the grammar
system is taught, and as the difficulties increase pupils drop out. The
approach may work for those with many years of language learning at their
disposal, which will allow them to reach Parnassus, but the shorter term
learner, and in school this means the vast ma.jority of our pupils, must
be provided with shorter term fully effective communicative objectives,
so that language learning has at least a limited 'surrender value* at
the time that the pupil chooses to opt out.



Functional Progression

Halliday in his book "Learning how to Mean has shewn that in mother tongue
learning there is functional development. He shows that the instrumental,
regulatory, interactional, personal and heuristic functions of language
are the first to emerge. These would be realised in French by such language
forms as:—

Instrumental

Regulatory -

Interactional

Personal —

Heuristic —

In mother tongu e learning these functions can be seen to develop separately
and then to form combinations in evermore complex series of Language Acts.
Learners of foreign languages will have developed functional ability in their
mother tongue but may well start off best in the foreign language with the
same 'simple* functions as in mother tongue early learning.

Notional Complexity

Notional complexity may arise out of the way in which a particular language
has chosen to code a particular notion. The classification of entities into
three classes in German - a der class, a die class, and a das class — is
clearly going to lead to complications. This will be further complicated by
the way relations between subjects, verbs, and objects are marked in German.
The way in which relationships between general notions (such as colour or
size) and specific notions (such as objects) is narked by gender in French and
German will lead to problems.
Situational Complexity

The choice of language forms for the particular functions and notions in a
Language Act depends, as we have seen, on such features of the situation as
the Role relationships between speakers and hearers. At basic beginners*
levels, vie try to teach those forms that will be appropriate
to most Role relationships — we call these the 'unmarked forms', which
will be more or less appropriate in all types of relationship, eg. between
friends, betvieen superiors and inferiors, etc. For example, in requesting
permission, we teach a relatively unmarked form like:*Je oeux ouvrir la fenetre?
We can introduce functions and notions at one level and provide basic
unmarked language forms for these, and then reintroduce the same functions
and notions at a later level, where more complex situational features are
involved, and v/here other more marked language forms will be appropriate.
Thus vie may "spiral" the same functions and notions at later levels with
evermore "delicate" or "marked" choices in language forms being suggested
as appropriate.

Functional/notional spiralling syllabuses viith Language Acts reappearing and
incorporating increasing rhetorical complexity, and with inbuilt revision
of learnt material, would accord with our theory of language learning much
mere closely than syllabuses based upon strictly structural logico—
developmental principles.

The Language Acts, then, can be seen as a basis for Teaching/Learning
Units. The Language Act will have several components within it, eg.
notions, functions, features of the total situation, and language forms
such as structure and vocabulary. The Language Act is thus multi¬
dimensional. It may be necessary to focus attention on any component, either
in isolation or in combination with other components. What is important
is that the Language Act should be real language behaviour, and that mastery
of a Unit should lead to mastery of a particular Language Act.

Je voudrais du pain
A

Prete-moi un stylo

^a va bien?
Je n'aime pas

Pourquoi tu fais ca?
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Sequencing depends upon decisions based on rhetorical complexity involving
structural complexity, lexical complexity, functional complexity, notional
complexity and situational complexity. It is not sensible to base
sequencing upon intuitive logico-developmental structural progression
alone. Sequencing also depends on the effective linking together of units
that allow the pupil to build up a picture of the language and its uses.

A syllabus for teachers at e. particular level might contain three parts:—

1 ) A checklist of the communicative ob.-jectives expressed in terms of
Language Acts, Functions, Notions, Situational Features and suggested
Forms.

2) A teaching syllabus organised into units and sequenced in some way.

3) An indication of the types of pupil performance that can be expected
on the different Language Acts, with an indication as to their
acceptability „

A syllabus for pupils should contain at least a list of the Language
Acts that- the pupil should be able to perform, so that he can monitor his
own progress in the accomplishment of these Acts, towards the attainment
of the level aimed at.

CONCLUSION

It will be clear from all of this that tinkering about with materials, or
methodology, or assessment, or syllabuses for that matter, will not provide
satisfactory solutions to our present problems. Methodology, to take one
component from this list, will require much rethinking. The audio-lingual,
audio-visual and grammar-translation methods aire very far out of step with
current theory. Instead of didactically providing information in the form
of correct language and forcing children to regurgitate it, we shall have
to find ways of creating Information Gaps and of leading pupils to complete
them.

Teaching a foreign language as an artificial academic exercise, unrelated
to communicative needs, is an elitist pursuit. We have no choice but
to make school language learning more relevant and more democratic, if we
wish all pupils to benefit from it. Let us strive together s
language teachers to work out a scheme for language teaching that is
learner—centred and not subject-centred, that is educational and not simply
administratively convenient.

The Lothian Regional Studies Group on Modern Languages has now completed

a French Level I Syllabus, based on the principles in this article.

Syllabuses at probably five levels will be produced for French, German

Spanish, Russian and Italian in the coming years. Further details

may be had from Mr John Clark, Assistant Adviser in Modern Languages,

Dean Education Centre, Belford Road, Edinburgh EH4 3D3.

John L CLARK
September 1978
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CrLA F <-(- 3 QUESTIONNAIRE S1 / 52

1.

PLEASE READ ALL THE POSSIBLE ANSWERS BEFORE

PUTTING YOUR TICKS IN THE BOXES

Are you in S1 or S2 ?

Put a tick in the
appropriate box

S1

S2

2. Which language are you learning ? French

German

Spanish

Russian

3. I am learning a foreign language because
it is on my time-table and

I can see no reason why I should

I want to, though I'm not sure why

I uant to and I have reasons

A. Which language would you have chosen to learn in
your Secondary School if you had the choice ?

THINK CAREFULLY before you answer.

F rench

German

Spanish

Russian

Italian

Norwegian

Gaelic

Chinese

Arabic

Swahili

Any other one ?
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Put a tick in the

appropriate box

5. Hers are some reasons for wanting to learn a

foreign language.

Tick the reasons that you know are true for you.

I have no reasons for learning the language

I might get an exam qualification out of it

I want to get to know the people in the country

I want to go on holiday there

I want to travel a lot and th9 language will be
useful in many countries

I have family connections with the country

I might want to work there

I want to live there some day

I want to learn about the way of lifa of people
in the country

I want to have a pen pal

I want to go and stay with a friend in the
country on an exchange visit

Life and people are more exciting in that
country

I will need to una the language in my job

I night need to use the language in my job

fly parents say it is useful

I like learning the language

Britain is in the European Common Market and
as a European I feel I ought to speak at
least one European language



Put a tick in the

appropriate box

a) Do you think you might use tha language
in your future job ?

Yes

No

Perhaps

Don' t
know

b) If you answered "YES" or "PERHAPS", which
job are you thinking of ?

SINCE IT IS COMPULSORY FOR EVERYONE TO LEARN A LANGUAGE FOR 2 YEARS

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YGU GET L'HAT YOU LA NT TO F R CM YOUR LESSONS.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WHICH TRY TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU WANT

TO LEARN.

Are ycu learning the language so that you can
use it NOW, or so that you can uce it whet
you are an adult, cr both now and later ?

Now (only)

Later as an

adult (only)

Both now and
later

Do you want to be able to make foreign friends and learn
the sort of language that friends use to other
friends, OR do you only want to be a tourist
in the country and learn the sort of language
for speaking to strangers, shopkeepers etc. OR
do you want to learn both sorts of language ?

Friend to friend language (only)

Tourist language (only)

BOTH friend to friend and
tourist language



Put: a tick in the

appropriate box

9. Do you want to be able to understand foreigners when
they speak AND be able to speak to them in reply
in their language OR do you want to be able to
understand them only (and reply to them in English)?

Understand and reply in the foreign language

Understand only (reply in English)

10. Do you want to be able to read in the foreign language ? Yes

r. i

11. Do you want to be able to write in the foreign language ?
Y 5 $

1

f.o 1

12. Uhich is more important for you to learn: listening
and speaking OR reading and uriting, OR are
they of the same importance ?

Listening and speaking more
important

Reading and writing more
important

BOTH of the same importance



Put a tick in the
appropriate box

13. a) What sort of things do you want to be able
to listen to in the foreign language and
understand ?

Tick those that are true for you.

Announcements in railway stations etc.

Conversation between a foreign friend
and yourself

A conversation between two other people
not involving yourself

Things said by a shopkeeper

Things said by a policeman

Things said by a hotel receptionist

Things said by a ticket office clerk

Things said by a waiter in a cafsf

Things said by a stranger giving you
directions how to get somewhere

foreign Radio and Television

Foreign Films

Foreign Songs

I don't uant to be able to understand
:.ha language

b) Can you think of any other things you want to listen
to and understand ?



In what sort of places do you think you would want to speak the
foreign language-?

Here are two suggestions.

Add any more places where you can see yourself wanting to speak
the foreign language.

SUGGESTIONS; In a cafe* to a waiter

On the street to a stranger to ask the way

Adc! your own ideas
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b) What sort of things do you want to be able to do or say when
you speak the foreign language ?

Here are two suggestions. Add your own ideas.

SUGGESTIONS: To buy things in a shop
To ask a foreign friend what his school
is like

Add your own ideas s
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c) Do you have any special things you want to talk about in the
foreign language.

Here are tuo suggestions. Add your own ideas.

SUGGESTIONS; Football

Pop music

Add your own ideas :

*

f



Put a tick in the

appropriate box

What sort of things do you want to be able
to read in the foreign language ?

Stories (fiction) (only)

Articles containing information
about the country or about topics
of interest to you (only)

Both stories, and articles
containing information

I don't uant to be able to read in
the foreign language

a) Which of the following things do ycu uan: to
be able to read ?

Signs/notices in the foreign fe-gusne

A neuspaper

A magazine

A comic strip

Instructions on bottl9s/on gadgets etc.

flaps

Mamas of people

Stories (Adventure, Love, War, Ghosts etc.)

Tourist brochures

Menus

Stories about famous people

I don't uant to be able to read in
the foreign language



Can you think of any other things you want to be able
to read?

Which of the following do you want to be able to write ?

Letters

A diary

Dialogues and conversations

Summaries of what you have read

Stories

Fill up forms

I don't want to learn to write

Can you think of any other things you want to ba able
to write ?



s-LA-FLL *-f j^g Sy||a5us What should
the learner learn?

by J. L. Clark
Dean Education Centre
Edinburgh

Introduction

This article is divided into four parts.
In part one an attempt is made to give a very

brief indication of past practice and present
concerns in syllabus construction.

In part two an analysis of some of the concerns
that the syllabus designer must take into account
is attempted.

In part three the results of a Questionnaire
designed to elicit the communicative wants of
pupils in the first two years of the secondary
school in Lothian Region are shown.

In part four an attempt is made to differentiate
between a checklist external syllabus such as
might be produced by an examination board /
LEA / Region, a teaching syllabus designed for
school use, and a learner syllabus expressed in
terms readily intelligible to the learner.

Part 1: Past Practice and Present Concerns

Past Practice. There was a time when it would
have seemed absurd to pose the question: "What
do we teach?" The answer was self-evident. We
teach the language, of course. By this was meant
the written grammatical system and the
vocabulary that emerged from texts deemed
suitable as language input / language practice. It
was important to cover the totality of the
grammatical system, regularities and
irregularities, and it was important to include as
much vocabulary as possible in topic lists that
went well beyond any text as a starting point. The
result was inevitable indigestion.

Few questions were asked about the most
sensible order in which to teach the various sub¬
systems of the total grammatical system. Tenses
were taught in whole paradigms starting in the
present and gradually moving backwards and
forwards in time, direct objects were taught
before indirect ones, etc. Grammar was

sequenced in a pseudo-logical developmental
way. based on past practice in the teaching of
dead languages. Thus "difficult" items such as
"Je voudrais" (a conditional) or "II faut que je

99

parte" (an irregular subjunctive) were not taught
in early courses, however much the learners
might have needed them.

More recently other criteria have been brought
in. The Direct Method and Audio-Visual
practices brought in the basic criterion of
Teachability. That which was easy to teach,
demonstrate or display in the classroom was to
be given priority. Thus courses became cluttered
with chalk, desks, windows, getting up and sitting
down, adjectives, prepositions and descriptive
items, to the exclusion of the sort of language
most learners would require, e.g. transactional
language (buying, ordering, etc.) and interactional
social language. Difficult areas of language to
teach such as the expression of opinions and
arguments were simply not taught at all.

Recently, the results of tl^f data collet lion
made in France brought in the criteria of
Frequency and Availability of certain vocabulary
and grammatical items, and these have had to be
taken into account in syllabuses (Le Framjais
fondamental).

All of the above, however, have shown a

woeful disregard for the learner. No attempt was
made to examine WHICH parts of the total
language system he would require for his wants
and needs. Nor was any attempt made to see IN
WHAT ORDER he might learn them to good
effect.

The pseudo-logical developmental sequencing
of grammar meant that many items essential in
communication at any level (e.g. expression of
past time, expression of wishes, obligations and
abilities) were excluded from basic courses. Thus,
for those eliminated on the road towards mastery
of the total language system ( all but the 1% or
2% in the elite), there was little or no surrender
value in terms of usefulness in communication for
what they had learnt. The sort of vocabulary used
by native speakers for their own preoccupations,
as reported in frequency counts, is unlikely to
reflect the sort of vocabulary items required by
non-native learners for productive purposes.



though it may he very useful for receptive ones in
the foreign environment. The non-native learner
will have his own communicative requirements
that arise from his own environment and

personality, and from the communicative
inadequacies he brings to the foreign
environment.

In terms of Activities, syllabus design has
moved from translations and proses to discrete-
skill-based work. In translations and proses the
learner was asked to process the thoughts of
others, but was never provided with the
opportunity of processing his own. In the prtscnt-
dav Listening Comprehension, Reading
Comprehension, Oral Production and Written
Production it is these activities themselves that
are artificial.

In conversation, for example, it is a
combination of listening and speaking that is
involved. It is artificial to stop the onward march
of events and ask pupils to think about what they
have heard, as if they did not have to take an
active part in the conversation. Listening and
preparing to reply must go on within the same
time period. Letter-writing will involve reading
and writing. Conversation will also involve both
participants in initiating and responding language
and is not a predetermined affair where one asks
and the other ansv/ers questions all the time, as in
the classroom or in oral exams. Thus our present-
day predetermined discrete-skill examination
practices do not test communication realistically,
and make for some bad classroom practices.
Again there seems to have been little regard to the
actual needs of the learner in terms of
communicative activities.

In examining present day trends in syllabus
design it is possible to see a shift in emphasis
away from teaching the language to teaching the
learner. Thus syllabus design is now more
concerned with building up a profile of the learner
and his communicative wants and needs, which
must then be converted into language input, than
with sequencing the total language system in
terms of some artificial logic external to the
learner. Syllabus design is now more concerned
with determining which communicative activities
involving different complexes of skills the learner
will have to perform, than with analysing
language activities into their separate component
parts and confining learners to one part at a time.

The switch from a concentration on teaching

to one on learning will not be complete, however,
until syllabus designers can call on studies of
language learning indicating how the learner
develops his communicative competence. Is it a
question of the learner restructuring what he
brings to the task of learning a new language (e.g.
experience in the mother tongue or other foreign
language), and gradually moving from some
pidgin system towards the target language
system, until his communicative needs are
satisfied; or is language learning such an artifici
exercise in classrooms that teachers must pre* .m
learners from developing a pidgin by demanding
total accuracy in terms of the target language
system from the start? Or is it a bit of both?
There are no clear answers.

We shall not, however, have shifted the
emphasis from teaching to learning, until we
know much more about the language learning
process in classroom situations. Suffice it to say
that present trends see language as a resource to
be developed internally in the learner in response
to his wants and needs so that he is able to cope
with the demands made upon him. This is a very
different concept from the view of language as an
external object to be studied, analysed, learnt,
and regurgitated, that still perv^fies many of our
practices.

Part 2: Areas of Concern

It would be impossible in a short article such as
this to outline all the areas of concern that the
syllabus designer must take into account. I am
therefore only going to look at four areas that
seem to me to be important, that past practice has
often ignored, and that many present-day
syllabuses do not yet seem to acknowledge.

These are:

A. The Functions of Language
B. Educational Claims
C. Psycholinguistic Claims
D. The Learner's Communicative Needs

A. The Functions of Language
If we examine the purposes for which we use

language as a resource, we might draw up a
tentative list as follows:

(i) STRUCTURING. As a way to help us
structure our thoughts and feelings and
make sense of our world — a sort of
internal stream of consciousness underlying
our plans, actions and reactions. This is a
covert form of language behaviour



interaction

(iii) TRANSACTING. As a way of getting what
we want from others or of providing them
with what they want

(iv) CHANGING. As a way of bringing about
some sort of desired change in the
environment

(v) INFORMING. As a way of acquiring,
processing and perhaps reproducing
information, and of imparting information
and attitudes

(vi) AMUSING. As a way of amusing oneself,
either alone or in company, or of amusing
others, e.g. doing crossword puzzles, playing
verbal games, or telling jokes

(vii) IMAGINING. As a way of going beyond
the real world, e.g. in poetry, drama, story,
etc.

This list is certainly not exhaustive. The
functions suggested are not to be seen as
separated into watertight compartments; they
frequently overlap.

As foreign language syllabus designers, what
we have to decide is the range of functions of
language that will concern our learners. It is
highly unlikely that their needs will be satisfied
with the transactional type of language alone (e.g.
buying in shops, ordering meals, etc.), as is
suggested by the more extreme survival
syllabuses.

It is also unlikely that in a general language
course their needs will be satisfied without some

attempts being made to include the "informing"
function and the "imagining" function, at least
receptively.

It is also useful for language teachers to
remember that language behaviour is not all
overt, and that they should encourage learners to
"structure" in the foreign language. I remember
well the attempts I used consciously to make to
speak to myself internally in the foreign language
I was learning, and although I am unable to
measure how much this assisted me, 1 am
convinced that it gave me an opportunity for
practising the language that went well beyond the
overt performances resulting from classroom
exercises. The morning in which I woke up
dreaming in the foreign language was quite an
experience. I have recently been told by a school
Oral Examiner who was able to award full marks

uut 111ai uiwjr u va{uwuu/ ••••«• ,

to themselves in the foreign language.
As will be seen from the results of the

Questionnaire in Part 3, there is no doubt that
pupils embarking on a language learning course
in the early years of the secondary school are to
some extent aware of the differing functions of
language, and feel the need, however weakly, for
a rich and mixed syllabus which does not
concentrate on one or two functions alone.

It is only in a "Special Purposes" Course (e.g.
French for caterers, German for secretaries, etc.)
that concentration on a few functions is justified.
In a "General" Course, or as it is sometimes
perhaps more aptly described a "No Obvious
Reason" course, we should provide for the sort of
range of functions suggested above.

B. Educational claims on the syllabus
Among the more essential demands that

educators wouid make on any syllabus, whether
within the subject fields of history, mathematics,
home economics or modern languages, would be
the following: that the syllabfls should embody a
content and a methodology that would allow the
learner:
(a) To learn how to learn the subject in question
(b) To relate the subject in question to his own

life
(c) To learn to PERFORM in activities that

reflect but go beyond the actual content of
that which has been studied

(d) To develop healthy attitudes.
In terms of Modern Languages this means

designing a syllabus and methodology that
among other things:

(i) Enables pupils to acquire strategies for
future language learning later in life

(ii) Enables pupils to learn how to plan their
own learning

(iii) Enables pupils to learn how to monitor their
own progress

(iv) Enables pupils to be aware of their own
potential

(v) Helps pupils to be more aware of what
Language is and what role it plays in their
life and what purposes we use it for

(vi) Helps pupils to learn something about how
language is made up

(vii) Helps pupils to be aware that their own



language resource is an arbitrary construct
born out of their own environment and
contacts, and that there are other ways of
looking at and of expressing life that lead to
quite different constructs

(viii) Helps pupils to see that other peoples have
other environments, other cultural and
moral values, other ways of life, and that
again most of their own values are arbitrary

(ix) Enables pupils to perform those
communicative activities that they wish to
master, to the level required

(x) Helps pupils to overcome any feelings of
prejudice towards language learning

(xi) Helps pupils to have positive attitudes
towards foreign people and cultures.

C. Psycholinguistic claims on the syllabus
Following the work that resulted from the

Chomsky revolution in Linguistics, the syllabus
designer must now ensure that his syllabus and
methodology view language learning in terms of
the ability to create an infinite number of
sentences from a limited set of rules. This is in
direct contrast to the mim-mem type of teaching
and learning that believed in repetition of correct
bits of language until memorised. It is also in
direct contrast to the behaviouristic habit-
formation type of teaching, linking stimuli to
responses in a one-to-one type of relationship,
and concentrating on the means (practice of the
grammatical system) while totally ignoring the
end (self expression). Thus psycholinguistics
would demand of the syllabus-cum-methodology
that: -

(a) It enables the learner to build up a resource
applicable to his own ever-changing purposes,
and thus to create an infinite variety of
utterances from a finite acquired grammar, in
harmony with an ever-varying complex of
social, personal and attitudinal features

(b) It allows for continual recycling of activities
involving ever more complex language until
the communicative requirements of the
learners are fulfilled

(c) It takes account, at least in principle, of what
the learner brings in the way of language
experience to his language learning, and does
not see the learner simply as a passive blank
slate onto which must be written straight
away the correct forms of the adult target
language system

(d) It permits the learner to feel reasonabl
involved in the language, the activities, an
the whole learning process that he is t<
undergo, so that his personality is involved ti
the maximum extent that it can be made to tx

(e) It allows for the inevitable differing levels o
performance that are a result, among othe
things, of motivation, of prior learning and o
aptitude.

There is a wealth of difference between the sor

of approach outlined here and traditiona
classroom practices.

D. 1 he Learner's Communicative Needs
It is frequently claimed thnt p,,

not have communicative needs in a .

language! While recognising a certain truth i

this, it is certain that if we were to adopt this
negative approach, we would be denying the
pupils a key to stepping outside their own
immediate language experience and environment
during their school years. As the Questionnaire
below indicates, pupils do seem to feel some level
of motivation towards learning a foreign
language.

Perhaps it would be more appropriate to talk
about three separate areas of potivation:
(i) The potential communicative needs of pupils

who either as pupils or adults will step
outside their own language environment,
whether for vocational or leisure purposes

(ii) The wants (rather than needs) felt by pupils
in their foreign language classroom learning.
These can be sought through discussion with
pupils and/or through Questionnaires of the
type quoted below

(iii) The sorts of activities which in the foreign
language classroom seem to appeal to pupils.
These might include playing games, certain
simulations, singing songs, reading well
chosen magazines and books, etc.

Potential Communicative Needs
Thanks to the work of Wilkins, Munby, and

the Council of Europe experts, we are now more
able to describe in language terms the potential
communicative needs of general language
learners. This can be done by working through
the following areas, and drawing up a syllabus
specification.
(a) The learner — his age. sex, interests and

language learning wants



(!>) The participants with whom he wishes to
interact; the sort of' relationships he will be

# entering into with them; and the sort of
attitudinal tones that'will need to be

expressed through the various verbal
interactions

l.c) The physical settings in which he is likely to
be using the language

(d) The sort of situations in which he is likely to
find himself

(e) The sort of topics he is likely to wish to
discuss / read about, etc.

(0 The sort of written and spoken texts he is
likely to come into contact with

(g) The sort of dialects and registers he is going
to have to cope with.

From the above it should be possible to draw up a
list of:
(fij Communicative Activities that the learner

will need to be able to perform.
These will involve:

<i) Communicative Functions
(j) and Notions
(k) and Propositions

and will inevitably also imply:
(I) Different Modes of Communication,

involving complexes of various Skills.
Having established these, it is then necessary to
look at the Communicative Activities with their
functions, notions, propositions and modes of
communication and to suggest (but not impose):
(in) Language forms appropriate to them for

each of the
(n) Different Performance levels that pupils are

working towards.
Having suggested the Language Forms
appropriate to the various Performance levels, it
is possible from these forms to extract:
(o) The Grammatical system upon which they

are based, which will then form the finite
system of rules upon which an infinite
number of utterances can be generated well
beyond the confines of the suggested forms

(p) The minimum vocabulary required.
By following these procedures it is hoped that a

teaching input tailored to the potential
communicative needs of the learners can be
established.

It is however important to realise that although
the content of an input syllabus at any Stage of a
General Language course can be rationally
derived from an attempt intuitively to suggest

language forms appropriate to the learners'
communicative needs, it cannot be scientifically
determined, nor can the variables of actual
performance that achieves communication be
catered for on a one-to-one basis between needs-

and-language. Munby's claims that this can be
done in such a scientific way are highly spurious.

A useful syllabus in the final analysis is no
more than an expression of what it is deemed
relevant and possible to teach within a set limit of
time to a particular group of learners who are
aiming at mastery of a certain number of
activities to acceptable levels of performance, and
who in the successful performance of these
activities will show enormous variation.

Armed with such a syllabus, it will then be
necessary to learn more about the learner's actual
wants, and to adapt the syllabus, or pick and
choose from it accordingly.

It is also useful to attempt to find a list of those
activities that appeal to pupils through which they
can practise the desired language and functional
content. Language learnt through one activity is
transferable to another activity, even if it involves
another Communicative Mode. Opportunities for
such transfer should be provider^
Part 3: Questionnaire to Lothian Pupils

In an attempt to find out WHAT pupils
thought they would like to learn in their Foreign
Language classrooms a Questionnaire was given
to 1,116 pupils in Lothian Region Secondary
schools. 568 pupils were in their first year of
language learning (SI), 515 were in their second
year (S2), and 33 were third year pupils doing
Italian as a second language.

599 were learning French
249 were learning German
139 were learning Spanish
96 were learning Russian
33 were learning Italian

T his sample was taken from 47 classes in 24
schools. All classes were of mixed ability in SI;
and in S2, where classes are often set according
to ability, a representative range of least able, less
able, average and more able was covered.

Some of the questions in the questionnaire
were completely open-ended, and pupils invited to
offer their own thoughts. In other questions a
closed set of alternatives were given and pupils
invited to tick only those relevant to them. An
open ended question asking for supplementary
thoughts was provided where this was relevant.



Which language?
1. Findings showed that if given a choice of first

language:
32% of pupils would choose French
22% of pupils would choose German
12% of pupils would choose Spanish
10% of pupils would choose Italian
10% of pupils would choose Gaelic
4% of pupils would choose Norwegian
3% of pupils would choose Russian

7% mentioned other languages such as
Chinese. Arabic, Swahili, Dutch, Polish,
Swedish, Welsh and Danish.

2. If given a choice offirst language:
of div/.-c. oiwuying French, 41% would have

chosen French
of those studying German, 35% would

have chosen German
of those studying Spanish, 15% would

have chosen Spanish
of those studying Russian, 15% would

have chosen Russian
of those studying Italian, 17% would have

chosen Italian
Comment: This makes depressing reading for

teachers of Spanish, Russian and Italian
who would like to see their languages
taught as first languages.

What reasons?
3. (closed choice)

46% stated that they had reasons for
wanting to learn a foreign language

34% were not sure why they wanted to
18% saw no reason why they should (21%

in S2, 16% in SI)
Comment: This makes more encouraging

reading than we generally believe.

4. (closed choice). Of the reasons suggested to
them for wanting to learn a foreign language:

57% said: "I might get an exam
qualification out of it"

48% said: "I might need to use the
language in my job"

43% said: "I might want to go on holiday
there"

42% said: "I like learning the language"
(42% in both S1 and S2)

37% said: "I want to travel a lot and the

language will be useful in mt
countries"

33% said: "My parents say it is useful"
31 % said: "I might want to work there"
28% said: "Britain is in the Comn

Market and as a European I fee
ought to speak at least one Europi
language"

23% said: "I want to have a pen pal"
22% said: "I want to learn about the v

of life of people in the country"
21% said: "I want to get to know

people in the country"
13% said: "1 want to go and -t o

friend in the c-,..i»ry «•
visit"

12% said: "I want to live there some d.
*11% said: "I have no reasons for lean

the language (13% in S2. <7% in S1)
8% said: "I will need to use the lanp.

in my job"
6% said: "Life and people are m<

exciting in that country"
5% said: "I have family connections w

the country" p
•Note the comparison of this figure (I
when reasons have been suggested, wi<
18% in 3 above.

Comment: It is of course instri'
motivation such as getting a qualificatr
using a language in one's job or
holiday or travelling, that provide t
popular reasons, but some pupils also fi
the need for pen-pals, for friends in t
foreign country and as many as 42% s
actually enjoying their learning. It may
that the crisis in Modern Languages whi
is often attributed to pupil motivation
much more a result of teacher attitudes
pupil performance.

Which Jobs?
5. (Open). The sort of jobs that a number ■

pupils have in mind for themselves in which
foreign language may be useful are :
follows:

Air Hostess

Army
Navy
RAF
Merchant Navy
Secretary
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Journalist

Interpreter
Travel Agency
Airport Staff
Pilot

Lorry Driver
Mechanic

Many other jobs were however mentioned -

teacher, engineer, architect, chef, travelling
salesman abroad, oil rig work, dress designer,
cU.

Which areas of Language?
ft. (closed choice). When asked whether they

were learning the language so that they could
use it now, later as an adult, or now and
later:

N' .i said: Later as an adult only
Isaid: Now only
rWV ;-.,iid: Both NOW and LA I I K

7 'closed choice). When asked whether ihev
wished to learn friend to friend language, or
tourist to stranger language, or both:

10% said: Friend-to-friend language only
21% said: Tourist-to-stranger language

only
67% said: Both friend-to-friend and

tourist-to-stranger language.

Which Modes of Communication?
8. (closed choice). When asked if they wanted

to be able to listen to and understand
foreigners and speak to them in the foreign
language, or be able to understand them only
and reply in Knglish.

86% said: They wished to understand and
reply in the foreign language

14% said: They wished to understand only
and reply in English

Comment: There is a moral here for those
who wish to restrict the least able to

receptive activities, as in the grid at the
back of the paper Curriculum II 16
I Modern Languages) produced by the
If MI in England.

9. (closed choice)
82% wish to READ in the foreign

language
!8"o do not wish to READ in the foreign

language
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10. (closed choice)
81% wish to WRITE in the foreign

language
19% do not wish to WRITE in the foreign

language
Comment: Alas, yes!

! I. (closed choice)
85% see listening and speaking as more

important than reading ant! writing
5"o see reading and writing as more

important than listening and speaking
58% see BOTf I of the same importance

Comment: A sensible balanced answer!

What Listening Activities?
12. (closed choice * open possibility ). Pupils

chose as follow s:

74".. Directions given by a strange to help
you get somewhere

71't;. Conversation with foreign friend
r>Q% Things said by a shopkeeper
66% Things said by a waiter jp a cafe
66% Things said by a policeman
58% Foreign programmes on radio and

television
55% Things said by a hotel receptionist
53% Foreign films
50% Things said by ticket office clerk
46% Announcements in railway station
37% Foreign songs
22% Other people's conversations
6% Don't want to be able to understand

the language at all
Other things added by the pupils include
tourist guide talks, teacher in class, insults,
sports reports, foreign classes learning
English.

Comment: The importance given to
Interaction with friends, and to the more
Transactional language with shopkeepers,
policemen, waiters, etc., should lead us to
provide pupils with a balanced diet of
both. It is also encouraging to note the
fairly large number of pupils who would
like to be able to cope with Radio,
Television. Films and Songs. We must
clearly provide for Listening for
Information Activities and Listening for
Pleasure Activities.



What Reading Activities?
13. (closed choice). Pupils chose as follows:

64% wish to read BOTH stories and
articles containing information

17% wish to read articles only
8% wish to read stories only

10% don't want to be able to read in the
foreign language

14. (closed choice)
72% would like to be able to read Menus
71% would like to be able to read Signs

and Notices
64% would like to be able to read A

Newspaper
64% would like to be able to read

Instructions on bottles/gadgets
60% would like to be able to read or

interpret Maps
56% would like to be able to read Stories
54% would like to be able to read

Magazines
52% would like to be able to read Tourist

Brochures
49% would like to be able to read Comic

strips
26% would like to be able to read Stories

about famous people
6% don't want to be able to read in the

foreign language
Comment: Again we can see the desire for

functional reading (menus, signs,
instructions) and for informational and
pleasurable reading (newspapers /
magazine / tourist brochure, and stories i
comic-strips.

Note the number of those who don't want to
read in the foreign language goes down from
18% in Question 9, to 10% in Question 13,
to 6% in Question 14 as more suggestions
are offered to the pupils.

Which Writing Activities?
15. (closed choice)

79% would like to be able to write letters
68% would like to be able to fill up forms
43% would like to be able to write a diary
41% would like to be able to write stories
29% would like to be able to write

dialogues
22% would like to be able to summarise

what they have read
10% do not want to learn to write

Comment: Again pupils wish to be able to
master both social / interactional activities
(writing letters), and functional actb
(filling up forms). Why they should wi.-.n
to write stories I cannot imagine!

Which Physical Settings?
16. (open). When asked in what sort of places

they thought they would want to speak the
foreign language the most popular were:

Shop/supermarket/market
Ticket office
Travel place — station, bus stop, airport,

garage, boat, car, train, tram, plans-
taxi. bus

Hotel/Camp-site
Street
Police station

M

Cafe/Restaurant/Pub
Home setting (Friends, T.V., etc.)

Others mentioned included:
Bank, Post Office, Cinema, School.

Football ground. Swimming pool.
Phone booth, Hairdresser's,
Party/Disco/Night club. Job Centre.
Seaside.

the

Comment: A useful start to a check list.

Which Spoken Communicative Activities /
Functions?
17. (open). When asked what sort of things they

would want to be able to do or say when
speaking the foreign language, the most
popular answers were as follows:
ASKING:

directions
for the time
for information from others
others for information about themselves -
others for information about their country1' .•

prices/money
about jobs
for money from a bank
for the bill
about places to visit
about entertainment possibilities

GIVING:
directions
information about oneself
information about one's likes / dislikes
inviting someone out
making plans/suggestions

Co
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using the phone
telling a joke
saying what's wrong at the doctor / dentist
insulting others if necessary
talking about the weathtr
saying how you want your hair done
answering questions put by other people,

eg. Police
Transactional:

Buying things (food, tickets, stamps, etc.)
Ordering food and drink
Booking a room

Cultural:

Singing songs
Comments: This makes a very useful basis

for the start of a Communicative Syllabus
check list of activities / functions.

Which Topics?
13. (open). When asked what special things they

would want to talk about in the foreign
language the most popular topics expressed
were:

Sports
Pop Music
T.V. programmes
Britain/Scotland and The Foreign

Country — similarities and differences
Self/Others
School
Parties/Discos/Dances
Holidays/Travel/Seaside
Films
Food and Drink
Sex
Pocket money
Cars/Bikes
Animals
Fashion
Parents
News/World Affairs
Jobs
Hair Styles
War/Violence

Conclusion

Although this in no way indicates the
strength or lack of strength of motivation felt
by pupils towards their foreign language
learning, it does provide an interesting
starting point for the design of an S1/S2
syllabus. It shows that, on the whole, pupils

would not be satisfied with a syllabus
concerned mainly if not entirely with
receptive activities, nor with a syllabus
concerned with tourism only, nor with a
syllabus that did not take account of their
needs here and now as teenagers as well as
their potential later needs as adults.
There would seem to be a danger in our
search for limited syllabuses for the least able
of not providing them with the balanced
mixture that on the whole they want, and
that most certainly they need, if they are to
have any communicative success in the sort
of activities they wish to engage in.

Part 4: The difference between a checklist
external syllabus, a teaching syllabus, and a
learner syllabus

Check-list external syllabuses of the sort
indicated in Part 2 attempt to include those
functions of language and language areas that
learners need and want to cover. Our ongoing
discussions and work in Lothian Region have led
us to conclude that it is better to produce a wide-
ranging composite external syllabus from which
teachers may draw their own particular
syllabuses in accordance with their own pupils'
wants and needs, and in accordance with the
resources that are available to them. In Council
of Europe terms we follow the lead of the French
"Un niveau seuil" from which teachers may
draw, rather than the English "The Threshold
Level", which is a more mandatory sort of
document. The Lothian Regional check-list
syllabuses are merely guides to teachers as to
what to aim towards, and as to what particular
language activities and language forms may be
appropriate to the particular stage of learning in
question. They are not teaching syllabuses in the
sense that any teaching syllabus must organise
and sequence content into units/lessons on some
principled basis. At each of the Regional Stages it
seems appropriate to specify as mandatory a
minimum number of Language Activities that the
learner must be able to perform. It also seems
reasonable to SUGGEST appropriate forms for
these Activities, taking into account the
situations, participants, places, topics, functions
and notions that are the very stuff of the
Activities themselves.

However, it does not seem sensible to make the
suggested forms mandatory for either productive



or receptive purposes. After all, when in contact
with the foreign language, through conversation,
written correspondence, magazine or newspaper
articles, stories, news broadcasts or whatever, it is
not possible for the learner to limit the language
spoken or written by others to those forms he has
learnt in his syllabus. Real Life is just not like
this. The purpose of language learning is not
simply to be able to regurgitate or understand
forms specified in a defined syllabus, but to be
able to adapt what one has mastered in the way
of forms, and of strategies for understanding and
producing forms, according to the
communicative tasks that arise.

It is at the school-level that wc shall be asking
each individual school department to produce a
scheme of work in which the language activities
and language content are organised and
sequenced into a teaching syllabus, probably on
the basis of commercial or home-made materials
available to the staff or that they intend to
produce. This scheme of work would then be a
blue print for any member of staff, and would be
a useful document for headmasters, parents,
probationers, pupils and others to consult. At the
school-level it will be necessary to organise the
content that will make up the Regional Stage into
school Waystages. Since pupils are asked to
monitor their own progress and to work towards
the completion of the language activities on their
Progress Card at their own speed (as far as this
can be managed in each school's practices), it may
well be that the Regional Stage is too distant an
aim for motivating purposes. School Waystages
will be shorter term goals on the way to the
Regional Stages.

Ft is of course also at the school level that all
the diagnostic assessment of pupils against lesson
content must be done, and resulting extension or
remedial work provided. The Regional syllabuses
will merely indicate the composite global
Achievement criteria against which pupils may be
assessed at the particular Stage in question.

At the Learner level, he will be provided with a
school-based Progress Card on which are written
the various Language Activities that he must
learn to master in order to complete the
Waystage in question. When he has completed all
the school based Progress Cards related to a
particular Regional Stage he will be able to take a
test to confirm his progress. The Progress Card is
thus the Learner's syllabus, and the means by

which he can monitor his own progress through
the various Language Activities he is learning to
perform.
Conclusion

Syllabus designers in their attempt to suggest
what to teach have many areas of concern to take
into account. Essentially these are centred on the
learner and the learning process and on language
and how it functions.

In addition, when it is realised that they must
also take into account the conflicting demands of

examination system, current educational
ma»',r':ils, and techniques, the •••:ioisnTinnal
lim 'os imposed by school
difierent learning styles of individuals in a group,
and a whole host of other irreconcilables, the task
becomes a daunting if not impossible one. And
yet it must be done. To pursue together the ideal
within the realm of the possible, and thereby to
raise the lev el of consciousness of all those
involved in the exercise, is what curriculum
development, of which syllabus design is an
important element, is all about.
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German, Spanish, Russian and Italian for beginners in
school. Further details may be had from John Clark,
Assistant Adviser in Modern Languages, Dean Education
Centre, Belford Road, Edinburgh EH4 3DS.

I should like to express my gratitude and debt to those
who took part in the Syllabus Design working party at the
recent CILT Conference on Giaded Objectives and Tests,
many of whose ideas are reflected in this article.
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LOTHIAN REGION MODERN LANGUAGES PROJECT

GRADED STAGES AND. LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

INTRODUCTION

In order to make the provision of Foreign Languages more relevant to the
learners, and more appropriate to the various aims and levels of ability
among school and adult learners, the Lothian Regional Study Group on
Modern Languages has embarked on a long-term project to develop a scheme
for Graded Stages and Levels of Achievement in Foreign Language Learning.
This has been approved by Lothian Region's Consultative Committee on the
Curriculum.

The project is related to the Council of Europe's work in the specification
of a unit/credit system for foreign language learning.

The project involves the following tasks:

1. Specification of the communicative needs in a foreign language of
the various language learners.

2. Examination of the aims, interests and motivational patterns of the
various learner groups.

3. Elaboration of appropriate syllabuses at graded stages for teachers
and for learners.

4. Elaboration of appropriate assessment procedures at graded stages
allowing for differing levels of performance. A bank or pool of
items and tests will be established.

5. Search for suitable materials, and probably production of new or
supplementary materials for the syllabuses.

6. Research into classroom methodology for communicative language teaching
and learning.

7. Examination of actual pupil performance as it develops through the
various stages.

8. Preparation of an in-service training package for teachers embarking
on the Project.

9. Evaluation of the Project.

It will be clear from the tasks outlined above that the Project is a very
long-term one.



SCHOOL SECTOR

Within the Scottish secondary school, 3 stages are envisaged for the first two
years (S1/S2) - the compulsory language learning period. Thus for the S1/S2
period:

Stage 1 should be within the reach of even the weakest learners, given a
normal allocation of learning time within the school

Stage 2 should be within the reach of average learners

Stage 3 should be within the reach of the most able.

For the S3/S4 optional period of language learning Stage 3 will serve as an
aim for the weaker pupils, Stage 4 for the average learners and Stage 5 for
the most able.

It is hoped that Stage 3 will lead to the Foundation Level, Stage 4 to the
General Level, and Stage 5 to the Credit Level, as envisaged in the Dunning
Report on Assessment Patterns in the Third and Fourth Years of Secondary
Education in Scotland (HMSO 1977)

For S5/SC alternative syllabuses and assessment procedures at two further stages
will be developed to cater for the varying aims and specific interests of the
learners.

Each stage is a statement of what the learner should be able to do at that
particular point in his learning. Each successive stage contains the previous
stage and adds further to the learner's repertoire. Thus Stage 2 is Stage 1
plus more.

In the assessment of the learner's ability to carry out the tasks specified at
a particular stage, there will be different levels of performance. Success or
failure will be determined by whether the learner has understood and communicated
effectively or not. Success, however, may be achieved at differing levels of
performance, reflecting the differing stages of development in the learner's
control of the target language system. This will be a question of accuracy,
range and appropriacy of language, of development in the control of the various
skills involved in communication, and will also no doubt have to take into
account the effectiveness of the learner's communicative strategies.

Languages Covered

The Foreign Languages included in fhe Project are those currently taught in
schools - French, German, Spanish, Russian and Italian.

Assessment and Certification

Learners will be provided with a Progress Card on which will be marked the
Language Activities that they are required to perform for the particular
Stage or Waystage that they are working towards. When they have completed
these Activities, they will be ready to take a Stage Test.

This will/



School Sector (cont.)

This will be given in two parts:

Part 1 A paper and pencil test

Part 2 An aural/oral interaction test.

The tests will be taken whenever the pupils are ready to take them.

A Pupil Profile system will be maintained for each pupil. Success at each
Stage will be indicated on the Pupil's Achievement Card.

ADULT SECTOR

A similar series of Stages suitable for Adults will be developed for the
Further Education and Adult Class sector.

PROGRESS TO DATE (May 1979)

1. Draft syllabuses for S1/S2 have been produced for schools in French, German,
Spanish, Russian and Italian. The Stage 1, Stage 2 and most of the Stage 3
Language Activities will be based on these syllabuses.

2. The School Stage 1 set of Language Activities has been finalised. Schools
are now engaged on sequencing these and on formulating their own Waystages
according to the materials available to them.

3. A draft Adult syllabus for beginners is still being worked out.

'■*. Experimental Tests for Stage 1 have been given tc school pupils in French,
German, Spanish, Russian and Italian. Results are not yet to hand.

5. A document on Syllabus Design for Graded Stages and Levels of Achievement
in Foreign Language Learning has been produced. This will appear in Modern
Languages in Scotland No.18.

3. The Results of a Questionnaire given to S1/S2 pupils to ascertain their
'wants' in Foreign Language Learning have been written up, and will appear
in AVL Journal Vol.17 No.2 (Summer 1979) in an article entitled 'The Syllabus:
What should the learner learn?'.

7. The Pupil Profile and Achievement Cards are currently being elaborated.

3. An article describing the Project will appear*: in Modern Languages in Scotland
No,19 entitled 'Lothian Region's project on Graded Levels of Achievement
in Foreign Language Learning'.

For further details about the Lothian Project, please contact Mr John Clark,
Dean Education Centre, Belford Road, Edinburgh EHA 3DS.
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GRADED ..LEVBS... OP . ACHIEVTMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

STAGE 1 TESTS

The syllabus and assessment pattern at Stage 1 is tailored to less able pv.pi'ln.
It is hoped that even the least able will attain a Stage 1 Pass towards the end
of S2.

It is possible to view Stage 1 as an end goal by the less able towards the end
of S2, but since the Stages are sequential and cumulative in nature, it i3 also
possible to view Stage 1 as a stepping stone on the way to Stage 2 or Stage 3.
It is thus an appropriate aim towards the end of S2 for the less able, but earlier
for more able pupils, perhaps even towards the end of S1 for the most able ones.
It is also an appropriate early stepping stone for those who 3tart a second
language in S3. It is thus not age-bound. It would normally be taken by any
learner who had completed a Sta,e;e 1 progress card.

In order to provide guidance as to the content of the tests to teachers who might
like their pupils to take a Stage 1 test this Summer Term, the proposed Stage 1
Progress Card of Language Activities on which the Test will be based is attached
to this paper.

The Stage 1 Test will be in two parts. The first part will be an external paper
and pencil test set by a regional panel of teachers. It is hoped that parts of
this test will be standardised and perhaps even computerisable over the years so
that standards may be accurately monitored. Eventually some three to ten versions
of the test duly standardised will be available for schools to draw on.

Part 2 of the test will be a school-based Individual Oral test. This will follow
a common regional framework, but each school will be able to adjust the content of
the test so that individual pupils do not all get the same items. For the purposes
of our experiment this Summer Term schools will receive an externally set Part 1
test to be administered to all pupils, and an externally set Part 2 Individual Oral
Test which will allow the teacher to choose between alternative versions of

questions wherever possible.

PART 1 External Paper and Pencil Test

This will be in three sections.

Seotion 1 is a Sequence of 20 items — some involving Listening Comprehension, some
involving Reading coraprehension; some involving the selection of an appropriate
English meaning for what was said or written, some involving the selection of an
appropriate foreign language response to what was said or written. This is based
on the Oxfordshire sequence test. The puoil is required to select tbe norre"+
answer from 4 choices given. * i

Total 20 item3

/ Section 2



Section 2 is a Letter from a foreign pen-pal which gives information about the
pen-pal and asks for 5 bits of information from the pupil.

The test consists of 5 questions, (Multiple choice or direct questions with answeri
in English) to see whether the pupil has understood the information provided. T1
pupil is also asked to write a letter in English in reply to the pen-pal providing
the 5 bits of information that the pen-pal has asked for.

Total 10 items.

Section 3 is a News Round Up, as on radio or TV, in the foreign language. The
pupil will listen to this right through once. Then he will receive questions
broken up into blocks directing him to look for specific bits of information in
the News Round Up. This is then spoken/played through again but this time it to<
will be broken up into blocks to conform to the blocks of questions. It becomes
a Listening for Information test, and therefore does not involve memory work to
any great extent. There will be 10 questions in the News Round Up in either
multiple choice or direct form (in English).

Total 10 items.

Total items in Part 1 Paper and Pencil Test 40 items.

PART 2 Individual Oral Test

There will be 4 sections in this test.

Section 1 invol/es the pupil in a series of 10 short initiating and 10 short
responding items. For the 10 initiating items the pupil will be cued in English
For the 10 responding items the pupil will hear a cue in the foreign language to
which he will be asked to give an appropriate personal response.

Total 20 items.

Section 2. Finding out about other people. In this section the pupil is told
to find out about the examiner who plays a particular role. The pupil will rece
a piece of paper on which is indicated 5 bits of information he is to get. He i;
told to get the information and note it down on the paper. He is therefore
involved in formulating 5 questions and noting down 5 answers.

Total 10 items.

Section 3 is a Survival-type Exchange (Shopping, ordering food and drink, finding
directions, travelling and staying in places). The pupil is planed in a
particular situation in English and then has to say something and interact with
the examiner. The examiner is told what 5 things to award marks to.

Total 5 items.

Section 3 is a General Information type of Exchange describing events, places,
people or things. It may be based on a diary, or town, or picture of a lost
person or thing. The pupil is put in a situation in English and then has to
interact appopriately with the examiner. The examiner is told what 5 things
to award marks to.

Total 5 items.

Total items in Part 2 Individual Oral Test 40 items.

/ Brief



iricf examples of items (French only)

'ART 1 External Paper and Pencil Teat

Section 1 Secruence

3.g. A Someone stops you in the Btreet and asks;

"Quelle heure est-il?"

He wants to know a) What the time is?
b) Where the post office is?
c) Who you are?

d) What the weather is like?

B You are looking for something to eat. Which sign do you look for :

a) Pharmacie

b) Restaurant

c) Boulevard

d) Sortie

Seccion 2 Letter Only a bit of a letter is given

L;her James

Yferci de ta lettre. Non je ne joue pas au football, mais je joue au tennis.
3t toi?

1-type questions Does he play football?

B Answer your pen pal's letter in English answering all his questions to you

Section 3 Only a bit of a News Round Up is given

Aujourd'hui le President Carter arrive a Paris. II dine avec le President
et Mme Giscard d'Estaing' a Faris ce soir

e.g. Whc is coming to Paris today?
What is happening this evening?

PARI 2 Individual Oral Test

Section 1 Initiating items

e.g. a) You want to find the way out of the station, what do you ask?
b) You want to open the window, what do you say?

Responding items

e.g. a) Quel age as-tu?

b) Quel est ton sport favori?

/Section 2



Section 2 Finding out about other people

You have a new Exchange teacher from Prance in your school. You have to write
a few things about him/her in your school magazine. Find out the following
things and note down the answers.

e.g. Name and where he comes from?

How long he's here for?
Does he like Scotland?

Section 3 Survival Exchange

e.g.

Ctifs for pupil You go into a Restaurant with your friend. You want to order
a meal. Ask for the menu and order your meal.

Cud for examiner Hark the pupil on his ability to do the following. Help him.

A Greeting
B Table for how many

C Request for the menu

D Order a meal

E (You tell him one of the items is off)
Order an alternative item

Section 4 General Information Exchange

e.g.

Cue for pupil You are on holiday in Paris. Your parents have lost their car.
You go to a Police Station, and since your parents can't speak French, you have
to explain what's happened. Listen to what the policeman asks. Here is a
picture of your car.

Cue for teacher Mark pupil on his ability to do the following. Help him

A Say what's happened
B Give make/model
C Give colour of car

D Say where it was lost
E Say where the family come from (Scotland)
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LOTHIAN REGION'S PROJECT ON GRADED LEVELS
OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

FROM PRINCIPLES TO PRACTICE

INTRODUCTION

Lying behind the work of the Lothian Regional Study Group on Modern
Languages are two basic shifts of emphasis which are inextricably linked.
These I would like to outline as follows:

1. A shift of emphasis from Language Practice towards Communication.

2. A shift of emphasis from Teacher Imposition towards a more Learner
Orientated Approach.

Note that I use the word "towards" and not the word "to", because our aim
is to help teachers to move as far along each continuum as they comfortably
can within the constraints of their own situation.

Our normal classroom practices lead us to isolate a bit of grammar, to dress
it up in a situation, to exemplify it in a contrived text or dialogue, and
then to present it to our pupils. Presentation is followed by choral, group,
and individual repetition; question and answer work; pattern drills; and in
later stages written exercises. We aim at inculcating mastery of the
grammatical forms and of a selection of items of vocabulary. This is Language
Practice. It is not Communication. In real life we do not repeat what our
interlocutor says to us, nor do we take up fixed roles as questioner and
answerer,and ask or answer questions to which ive already know the answer.
We do not often refer to the visually present environment in order to describe
it. We do not repeat a grammatical pattern in a series of sentences, whether
contextualised or not. We do not sit down and turn singulars into plurals
in writing, or make summaries of the news programme we have just heard, or
the article we have just re-d. One could make an endless list of the —'
artificial activities that we get up to in the classroom in order to avoid
allowing pupils to communicate. We create artificial activities, because,
according to our faith, authentic communication would lead to errors, and
these must be avoided.

All this would not be so bad, as I shall point out later, if such contrived
activities were merely preparations for proper language use, and actually
led to rehearsed or authentic communication, but more often than not they
do not.

M •(

The present reform is one summed up in the two words Functions and
Notions',' as exemplified in the work of Wilkins amongst others. Wilkins,
and through his influence Van. Ek, Coste, Porcher, and others in the Council
of Europe, Munby in the Eritish Council, and at school level the Lothian
Regional Study Group on Modern Languages have all attempted to classify
what might be taught into communicative units rather than purely intc
formal units. In this way it is hoped to provide
some surrender value for those opting out of further language study at any
particular stage. But, and here is a caveat, in case we all rush
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off into functional/notional syllabuses as if this was the end road of our
journey, the change from a listing of discrete language forms to a listing
of discrete language functions and notions, although representing a move
in the right direction, cannot account for the whole of communicative
competence. It is not the memorised knowledge of which sentences relate
to which functions or which forms to which notions that makes up our VtbJL
communicative competence. Rather it is our ability to assign the appropriate
function and notions to stretches of language not memorised before, and the
ability to make up appropriate and communicatively effective stretches of
language that are to a greater or lesser extent new to us.

The formal language syllabus leaves the learner to make the leap from language
practice to communication by himself. The functional/notional syllabus»as
conceived at present,leaves the learner with the task of learning how to
assign functions to stretches of more or less new language, and of learning
how to string together such stretches to carry out his intentions. Recall
of stereotyped phrases or sentences relating to particular functions will
not be enough. The formal syllabus suggests that the learner who has
internalised a grammar and a dictionary will somehow be able to communicate.
The present functional/notional syllabus may suggest that the learner who
has swallowed an appropriate phrase book will be able to communicate and
understand all he needs to. I seem to remember something about postilions
being struck by lightning. What is wrong with the postilion and lightning
form of teaching is of course partly that the phrase is a singularly useless
one, but more importantly that the learner who has learned a fixed phrase
in one context is untrained in how to adapt it to his purposes,since/he
has no explicit or implicit understanding of how it is made up or of how
it might relate to other contexts.

We wish surely to prepare our learners for the real world of communication,
and not for a convenient artifact drawn from it, since,at whatever point in
his language learning progress he chooses to opt out,it is with the real
world of communication that the learner will have to deal.

The framework within which the Lothian Project work is being done operates
at Regional, School and Classroom level. At the Regional Level consensus
has been achieved as to how many Stages to have. Each Stage represents
a point on the language learning continuum and involves mastery of a
communicative competence permitting the learner to carry out a number of
defined language activities and communicative functions. The Stages
are sequential,so that each Stage contains the previous Stage and more.
The 'more' can be summed up as firstly an enriched language content to
carry out the same activities and communicative functions as in the previous
Stage but in more complex contexts, and secondly some additional activity (ies)
and/or communicative functions.

At the school level schools are asked to break down the Stages into Waystages
of an appropriate length for their pupils. There might be any number of
School Waystages leading to a Regional Stage.

It has been decided that 3 Stages are necessary for the varying levels of
achievement in S1/S2. Thus Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 can be seen as
transitional or terminal points for pupils in S1/S2. In S3/S*t Stage 3i
Stage b and Stage 5 provide the necessary transitional or terminal points.

It is hoped that Stages 3,b and 5 will be compatible with Dunning's
Foundation, General and Credit levels. Until this happens, it is hoped to
have some sort of CSE link-up and therefore national award for Stages 3 and
and to make Stage b and Stage 5 compatible with 0 Grade. These will of course
be necessary transitional measures until we can achieve a more communicative
national pattern of exams at various levels.
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For Stages 1, 2 and 3 in each language a syllabus document Is to be produced
outlining language activities, communicative functions, notions, formal
realisations, a mini-grammar, and a list of vocabulary. This will be based on
the Draft syllabus for S1/S2 already produced. A similar syllabus document
for St* "es 1, k and 5 will be produced in each language.

A list of activities and communicative functions in lan<j"agn comprehensible
to the pupil has been elaborated for Stage 1. Similar lists will soon be
produced for Stages 2 and 3- The activities and communicative functions in
these lists must be sequenced and organised into Waystages by each school
based on the materials in use.

Waystage
At classroom level each pupil will receive aAProgress card on which to monitor
his progress. The Waystage Progress card will indicate the activ i tiesandfunctions
he is asked to master. When he feels he has mastered one^the pupil will
tick it off on the Progress Card. The teacher may put another tick if he
wishes to, when he has checked the pupil's mastery. Thus the pupil will
have an immediate way of monitoring his progress.

Here is a diagram outlining the above framework:-

SYLLABUS DOCUMENTS

LIST OF LANGUAGE
ACTIVITIES AND
COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS

S1/S2

Staqe^T^Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 5

PUPIL PROGRESS CARD <*ji*Way stage 1 Waystage 2 Waystage 3

Here is an example of one^school1s 1st Waystage Progress Card for pupils
sequenced according to the school's own requirements.

ok off in the Pupil column each of the following Language Activities when you
e sure that you can do it.

k your teacher to tick the teacher column once you have proved that you can
it.

Address people, greet them, enquire after their health,
say how you feel.

Say goodbye

Thank someone

Answer 'Yes*, 'No*, 'Perhaps1, *1 ■ don't know*

Ask someone's name, give one's name

Say 'I don't understand* and ask for repetition

Ask for information and give information about family

fcM. "ft-t

f

Pupil Teacher
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The biggest problem that has to be resolved is to reconcile the linear
successive nature of such activities and communicative functions with the

essentially non-linear cyclic nature of the development of a language
resource; which resembles the development of a bud into a flower.

The University graduate in French, touring in France,finds himself faced
with the same communicative challenges as the school pupil on exchange in a
French family for the first time. The communicative functions and activities
they have to perform are the same*, it is only the language resource they
bring to the problems that differs. It is thus essential even at the lowest
level of communicative competence at Stage 1 to provide pupils with a budding
language resource which will allow them to perform essential communicative
functions and activities more or less well.

I would like now to turn to the three parts of the teaching/learning scheme
of work that the Lothian Project embraces. These are:-

A. The Syllabus

i) The learners syllabus - a description of the end objectives - the
learners output.

ii) The teaching syllabus - a description of the input to the learner.

B. The evaluation of the end objectives.

C. The means to obtain the end objectives.

A The Syllabus

i) The Learner's Syllabus
In the Lothian Project we have been working towards a conscensus on end
objectives. Through questionnaire and informal discussion we have tried
to obtain pupil wishes and these have been written up in A.V.L. Journal
Volume 17 No. 2. Through meeting together at innumerable working sessions,
with pupil wishes as a starting point, teachers have also achieved some
sort of conscensus on the Learner's Syllabus. The Stage 1 List
of Language Activities and Communicative Functions represents a distillation
of our various deliberations.

The Stage 1 List is set out in language understandable to the pupil in
terms of his potential communicative needs. He can see why he is being
asked to master the various forms.

Such a learner syllabus is an "output" syllabus i.e. it tries to express
in as explicit a way as possible the outcomes that are hoped for as a result
of the teaching/learning process. As such it has several dangers:—

1. In its rigid definition of discrete communicative units it will not
necessarily lead towards the development of a language resource that
can cope with extended speech and writing. Language ability as a
whole is much more than the sum of its discrete parts however well
they may be defined.
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2. The teacher may feel that all he has to do is to cover the items in
the syllabus. He may forget that the syllabus ~~can-at" best be a list
of general suggestions, and that individual learners, will "need"
individual elements that go beyond the defined syllabus.

3. Such an "output" syllabus may be directly used as an "input" syllabus.
The teacher may easily be misled into thinking that teaching a language
involves the learner learning by rote the forms suggested for the
Language Activities in the "output" syllabus. This would be in the
worst traditions of learning through memorisation and recall with no
reference to either explicit or implicit understanding of the processes
involved in learning and using language.

ii) The Teaching Syllabus
A teaching syllabus is an 'input' one. A good 'input' syllabus provides a rich
exposure to simplified but authentic language, which will lead'not only to mastery
of the defined ianguaQeCjgfatoA&Q
Act i v i t ies and CommQ#tf¥iihct ions , but also to the building

up of strategies to cope with speech and writing that is often more or less
new to the learner in both the receptive and productive modes. The
inherent dangers of going beyond the pupil's capabilities with such an
input syllabus are obvious. A compromise has to be reached between the
richness of the input and the tender state of development of the learner's
language ability.

So far, in the Lothian Project, we have only got to the stage of listing
suggested communicative units for "output" as a guide to teachers. It will
be necessary to think deeply about what "input" to expose learners to in
order to achieve not only the discretely defined end objectives, but also the
sort of language resource that represents communicative competence.

B The Evaluation of the End Objectives

In the Lothian Project we are moving towards a three fold form of evaluation.

1. The mastery of discrete functions and forms will be evaluated by the
teacher as the learner acquires them, unit by unit or lesson by lesson.
This part of Formative Assessment is sometimes called Diagnostic Testing.
The purposes of such an assessment can be summarised as follows:-

a) To provide the learner with feed back on his learning progress. He can1
tick off the various Language Activities that make up his Frogress
Card as he masters them. This will, we hope, provide him with a
visible sign of success.

b) To provide feedback to the teacher. He will be able to see
whether what he hopes to have taught has been learned at the end of
each unit/lesson. He will be able to DIAGNOSE which pupils reouh re
further help in which areas,and which pupils can benefit from extension
work. He will have some sort of feed-back on the efficacy of his teaching.



2. We shall also have Waystage Tests which cover a block of units/lessons
in ways that suit a particular school's administrative set-up. Waystage
Tests will be a sort of half-way house between Diagnostic Tests (testing
discrete functions and forms) and Summative Stage Tests which will attempt
to test in a more global way.

The results of Waystage Tests w
and others VQAp

3. The Summative Stage Tests will aim at measuring the language resource
of the learner in his ability to cope with authentic language use.
Since the development of a language resource involves more than the sum
of its discrete communicative parts, it is necessary to test this language
resource in a way that is rather different from that suggested in the
other two tests outlined above. Whereas in Formative Assessment we are
concerned with assessing relatively easily defined functions and forms,
in Summative Assessment we attempt, as it were, to get a dipstick reading
of the learner's language development. It is perhaps obvious^but it
needs restating, that individual learners of a foreign language develop
at their own pace, in the same way as individual learners of mother tongues
It is naive to assume that they will all reach '0' Grade by S4 whether by
Mastery Learning or otherwise. Unless we really want to create a society
of sheep and goats, we must get the national examination pattern changed
to account for the varying language competencies that our learners evidence
It serves no-one'spurpose to state that pupil X has failed '0' Grade or
not been presented. We need to know w^ere pupil X is along the language
learning continuum end what he can do. W'e need recognition of Gra.ded Levels
of Achievement « . . This is what Lothian is attempting
to provide at Regional levelthe various Stages.

The purposes of Summative Stage Assessment are as follows:

a) provide feed-back to the learner on the state of his language
resource.

b) To fgpem&ttaims&fr help those who have to formulate decisions about
the pupils future - whether he is likely to be a Stage 5 pupil by S4
or by S5 - since it shows how far he has gone along the language
learning continuum and how far he still has to travel in the time
available to him.

c) To provide feedback to the teacher on the efficacy of his daily
teaching procedures .

The Regional Authorities have now agreed to provide a Regional Modern Languages
Achievement Card which will accompany the learner throughout his language
learning in the Region. Each time that the learner passes a Stage Test in
any language, this will be written into the Achievement Card, thus providing
him with a visible proof of success and progress. Since an outline of what
the learner is able to do at each Stage is provided, it may be found useful
to show the card to future employers for example.

.11 bevuseful to pupils, teachers, parents
^ lis A



Several points need to be made here. Firstly it may well be impossible to
bridge the gap through Summative Assessment in the early Stages between the
demands of authenticity of language use, which we see at present as being the
"best" way to get at language development, and the inevitably limited comm¬
unicative competence that the learner will bring to the test. This can only
be discovered in the light of research. Secondly, in our attempt to achieve
authenticity, we may well have to sacrifice our instincts to "sample" the
syllabus widely. An authentic conversation is a lengthy exercise which may
sample only a few communicative units; yet it is authentic in the way that
testing a series of more or less unrelated functional items is not. Thirdly,
it will probably be necessary in the final evaluation of any learner to combine
both the results of his mastery of discrete functions and forms, as shown in
the Pupil Profile?and the result of his level of language development as
indicated in Summative Assessment. This may go some way towards the tremendous
problem posed by the memory lapses of less able learners, which are likely to
be highlighted in Summative Assessment. Fourthly, I must state that the Lothian
experimental Stage 1 Test , which was intended as a Summative Test, may well
have been too much of a compromise between the testing of discrete functions/
notions/forms and authentic language use. In this respect it was similar
to the York and Oxfordshire tests. I would hope to see our next attempt at
a Summative Test move closer to authentic communicative activity.

There has been much mention of authenticity, and it is perhaps an appropriate
moment to repeat Widdowsonfs words of caution about it. A spoken dialogue
or written text is not authentic just because it was actually spoken or written
by native speakers. It only becomes authentic if the learner approaches it
as an example cf language use, and not as an exemplification ,of particular
forms i.e. if the learner is required to unravel the speakers intention behind
the text rather than just to analyse forms and textual meanings. As Widdowson
puts it: "Authenticity is a function of the interaction between the reader/
hearer and the text which incorporates the intentions of the writer/speaker".
Here is a diagram which outlines the Lothian Assessment scheme.

Test Type

Diagnostic Test

Waystage Test

Contents

Fo rms

Forms

Language Activities

Users

Communicative Functions Pupil
Teacher

Communicative Functions Pupil
Teacher
Parent

Functions

u t/p
Part .of c g-v'B mueius *
ATconnmeiit ai'id ef

Part of Continuous
Assessment and of
Pupil Profile.

Stage Test Authentic Language
Activities

Pupil
Teacher
Parent
Guidance
Staff
Future
Emp1 oyer

Indicates state of

Language Development.
When added to results
of Pupil Profile,the
total result can. be
marked on the

Regional
Ca rd

Achievement



C The Means to Attain the End Objectives

I would like to introduce the thorny issue of natural language learning into
the argument at this point. It is beyond dispute that the child learns his
mother tongue without formal instruction. It is also beyond dispute that
many immigrants learn to communicate through a foreign language without
formal instruction. There is thus natural mother tongue learning, and
natural foreign language learning. They both occur in conditions that
permit massive exposure to language, and in both cases the learner is
motivated to become master of his environment through language.

There is now a lot of evidence from research into mother tongues, second, and
foreign language learning, which indicates that they all develop in much
the same way from a sort of pidgin with simplified forms and limited
functions towards a more complete adult set of forms and a more complete
range of functions. In natural foreign language learning, as evidenced
in the way immigrant talk develops the learner does not acquire the
correct forms of the foreign language right away. He starts by using
simplified forms which gradually develop in the direction of the 'correct'
system of the language he is learning, as his communicative needs become
more complex, as he integrates further into the society whose language
he is learning, and as he is exposed further to a wider range of contacts
and contexts. Corder suggests that in approaching the learning of a new
language, the learner retains some sort of residual experience from
learning his mother tongue, and that is is this that forms the starting
point in his progress towards fuller mastery of foreign language forms.
The evidence indicates that errors in form made by language learners in
their development towards mastery of the correct forms follow a fairly
regular series of steps. At any point on the learning continuum the learner
seems to show a certain amount of variability in his use of forms. He will
use, for example, correct forms if given time to construct them, and if
correctness of expression is vital,but he will revert to his own variant forms
when speed will not allow him to refer to his knowledge of the grammar rules.
When under the pressure of normal communication, where the message is what
is important and not formal correctness, he will tend to use the simplified
forms. The interesting fact about the research evidence I am referring
to is that these simplified forms seem to be universally similar, and that the
sort of variability shown by learners who use correct and variant forms
within the same time period can also be shown to follow a fairly regular
pattern.

What we must now try to examine is how best to facilitate 'natural' foreign
language learning within the formal classroom situation. What we must
somehow attempt to foster in the classroom language learner is the development
of a language resource which permits communication (as does the pidgin of
the natural foreign language learner) but which does not prevent development
towards the correct forms of the target language. This would indicate that
we need to find a balance between explicit teaching and thus explicit
learning of correct forms and implicit learning from exposure and from
trial and error communication experiences. It is necessary through explicit
teaching to enable the learner to build up conscious knowledge of the language
and how it works that will permit him consciously to 'monitor' his
performance. This will be very useful to him when he has time to refer
to his conscious knowledge3but it may well let him down in the real world
of communication where he will not have time to do this. It is equally necessar
to allow him to build up an ability to communicate without conscious reference
to his monitor model. It is when 'explicit'learning is far ahead of and
thus/



thus out of step with 'implicit' learning that problems arise. So much of
our past teaching has been of this sort. It is probable that in the classroom
situation a balance between conscious explicit learning and implicit
learning through communicative experience must be maintained,so that the
conscious knowledge may in turn be accommodated within the more important
developing implicit language resource of the learner. In this way the
pidgin errors that will occur in the building up of a communicative resource
will gradually be 'corrected' through the learner's developing conscious
knowledge. Of ten in the classroom the learner will ask the teacher why
a particular language form is as it is. He does this because he is aware
of a discrepancy between what his experience (his implicit knowledge) suggests
it should be, and what it actually is. It is at times like this, when the
learner feels the need for explicit knowledge, that the teacher can most
usefully intervene with explanation. Hopefully such explicit knowledge, gained
out of need, will become part of the learner's developing language resource.

This means that language teachers must develop a new attitude to learners'
errors. Errors can be seen as evidence of the learner's instinctive
grasp of the communicative nature of language. Note that I am talking
about errors in communicative activities, where the task set to the learner
is to get a message over, and not about errors in the practice of the
language code - its grammar and vocabulary - where the task set the learner
is to get the code correct and not to get a message over.

Unfortunately, it is possible to contrive language learning - to teach
learners to regurgitate correct sentences in response to some formal or
functional stimulus. But take such a learner out of the classroom, away
from the contrived stimuli which allow him to produce correct language, and
place him in authentic conditions of language use.and he will immediately
start to produce all the simplified forms- that the natural
language learner evidences. We must therefore beware of the danger
of contriving language learning which stricty behaviourist practices lead
to.

Let us examine what might be meant by simplified forms. It is necessary first
of all to realize that all language users whether beginners or not have a
tendency to use simplified forms. Although it is a vast oversimplification
such forms can be divided into two sorts for pedagogical purposes, those
that are errors that one would not wish to teach, eg 'Moi arrive huit heures',
and^those that are 'correct' that one would want to teach, eg 'T'es^
alle ou?' rather than 'ou es-tu alle?' or 'ou est-ce que tu es a 11e?1

The formal realisations of Communicative Functions and Notions in the
Lothian Stage 1 syllabus, from which the Stage 1 mini-grammar was derived,
draws heavily on such simplified forms. We discovered, for example, thatin spoken French a two-sound system covered all persons of '-er' verbs in
the expression of Present, Future, and past time-/%< ■*>£JUfa¥9#

Thus the two sounds and 'ma^e' can cover time expressions as follows:-
er verbs

mS^e
Present je, tu, I1, elie, on, ils, elles vous

Futurejf either fxvtuJr ** culw4,
if P* je vais A/' etc

Past j i a i /v etc

After modals je peux etc

Command forms
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We also discovered that a declarative form with appropriate intonation
would cover all the basic sentence types we required„eg statements,
quest ions,'requests , ?nvitat ions .orders, and instructions.

Given that learners will develop pidgin forms in the first stage of
communicative competence Valdman has even suggested that we should teach
pidgin forms. This i cannot agree with for the following reasons:-

1) This would be to act counter to natural foreign language learning
processes, where the native speaker (represented in the classroom by
a teacher) does not speak pidgin to the immigrant or foreigner.
Indeed it would be the height of insult to speak to an English or
German learner of French in his own pidginl It would also run contrary
to the learner's experience of schooling to have the teacher actively
teaching him errors.

2) Such errors might fossilize - they might not be developed in the
direction of the correct forms since in the classroom the social

stigma of wrong forms felt by learners living in a foreign
country is simply not there. On the contrary, there is often in
the classroom a social stigma in the opposite direction which
actively encourages the 'swots' not to get things correct!

3) Another reason why we should not teach the sort of errors that learners
will inevitably produce is that once again it would be confusing the
nature of 'inputs' and 'outputs'. We must somehow try to get away
from the idea that what we put in must necessarily come out in some
sort of fixed immutable manner.

Language teachers have always seemed to want to use the learner's mind
as if it were a blank slate onto which must be written the correct

foreign language forms from Day 1. The lessons of Piaget are forgotten.
The mental construct that we gain from our experience of the world is
only capable of assimilating that which can be accommodated within the
construct without disrupting it too much. Any new knowledge that is
assimilated must necessarily make the learner change the existing construct.
The learner will resist new knowledge that causes too great a change, unless
he is very highly motivated to accommodate it.

There is a need in language teaching as in other subjects of the curriculum
for the teacher to step back from his role as classroom dictator, the
fount of all knowledge, whose task it is to transfer items of knowledge
or packages of skills to ignorant pupils, who will submit passively,
learn, regurgitate them and obtain an A, B or C grade at school or in
SCEEB exams to the delight of headmasters, teachers, parents, and
conservative politicians, who can then relax because the mythical standards
are being maintained, and the national heritage of out of date knowledge
and skills has been passed on.

Invitat ion
Orders (polite)
Requests
Instructions

Statement
Quest ion

Je mange a huit heures
Tu manges quand?
Tu viens ce soir chez-moi?
Tu fermes la porte, Georges, s'il te plaft?
Tu ouvres la.fenetre? . Je peux ouvrir la fenetre?
Tu mets le couteau ici, la fourchette 1^, et la
cu i 1 lere 1^
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But you may say, is the language teacher not after all the fount of all
knowledge? Is he not different from all other subject teachers in this
respect? This curious but attractive notion is frequently propounded.
It is not true. The pupil has mastery of his own language. He has little
difficulty in carrying out his everyday intentions through his own
language, however limited these may be. The learner comes to the
foreign language classroom fully aware that he uses language for communicative
purposes, and not as an exercise for turning sentences into the plural,
or conjugating verbs. In the initial stages of foreign language learning
there will a certain amount of willing suspension of disbelief, but if
after a certain time, he sees that he is never going to communicate in
the foreign tongue, the learner will lose motivation. The teacher who
concerns himself with the teaching of the forms of the language system
alone, will be forced to sit alone in his garden, conjugating away
quietly to himself. The pupils will have long ago jumped over the fence.
As La Bruyere put it:- 1 Le voillf plante et qui a pris racine au
milieu de ses tulipes'.

Those teachers who ask their pupils what they want to learn and who
discuss the learning and assessment process with them will not only
learn a lot but will find their pupils willing to learn a lot more
too.

What we in our Lothian Project are now searching for is not only /
methodological techniques for getting communicative activities going /
in the classroom - there are quite a number of these, most as yet known /
best to our colleagues the teachers of English as a Foreign language-
but also a methodology that uses pupil knowledge and pupil needs, and
does not impose new language on a blank state of mind. This would be a
methodology that moved from Needs to Language, and not from imposed texts
to communicative possibilities. It would be a methodology that started
with a discussion of needs, moved to trial and error attempts by the pupil
to carry out his needs in the foreign language on the basis of his
developing ability, then moved to teacher intervention to get over difficulties
and iron out problems, then moved to the practice of the new areas of learning
that had been thrown up, and finally moved to spoken and written texts
and activities in which what had been learnt was now exploited. It would
be a methodology that stands the present one on its head. Instead of moving
from Texts to possible Uses, we would move from Needs to Texts.

Finally I would like to stress that it is the process of self-education that
teachers in Lothian are undertaking through our project that is as important
as the end product. It is, in the long run, through the raising of the
level of consciousness of teachers, and, as a result of this, through
adoption of better practices, that our learners will experience better learning.

6 l*i 9-^
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LOTHIAN REGION STUDY GROUP ON MODERN LANGUAGES

GRADED LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

Pupil Progress Card Stage 1

List of Language Activities that pupils should have mastered before taking a
Stage 1 Test. These should be sequenced and broken down into Waystages by-
each individual school which will establish its own Waystage Pupil Progress Cards

A LISTENING AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

Being Polite

A 1 Address people, greet them, enquire after their health, say how you feel

A 2 Say goodbye

A 3 Thank someone

A 4 Apologise

A 5 Wish someone Happy Birthday
Happy Christmas

Happy New Year

Reacting to things that happen or are said

A 6 Say ♦Blast*

A 7 Say *You fool*

A 8 Say *1 don*t understand* and aslc for repetition

A 9 Answer 'Yes*, *No*, 'Perhaps', 'I don't know*

A 10 Say * Great!*

Talking about oneself and finding out about others

ASK for information about
GIVE information

A 11 Name
A 12 Age
A 13 Home Town
A 14 Address
A 15 Family

Nationality
Pets at home

Birthday
Personal Possessions

A 16
A 17
A 18
A 19

I ASK for information about
I GIVE information about
Talk about Likes, Dislikes,

Preferences

Ability to do things

A 20 Daily Life at Home
A 21 Daily Life at School
A 22 Leisure Activities
A 23 Sports
A 24 Foreign Languages

A 25



A 25 Ask for

Give
information about

Immediate Plans

Intentions

A 26 Say "I've lost, forgotten or finished" something

A 27" Say "i've been" somewhere and "i went" somewhere

A 28 |Ask someone if they saw and liked something

Say you saw and liked or disliked something

A 29 Ask someone if he/she is sick, tired, happy, hungry,
Say you are thirsty or sleepy

argibent/opinion

A 30 Make a statement

A 31 Question the truth of what someone has said

A 32 Say "It's not true/ldon't agree." State what is true

DESCRIBING

Ask for information

Give information

GENERAL INFORMATION

about

A 39 Ask for information about

Give information

A 40 Ask "Is there a.

"Are there any ...."

Say "There's a

"There are

A 33 Heather

A 34 People (size, personal
characteristics)

A 35 Clothes (colours)
A 36 Everyday means of transport

to school and home and town

A 37 Possessions/Things (colour,
physical condition, size, other
peculiarities)

A 38 What one is doing/Actions
(when the other person cannot
see or does not know)

Quantity (Numbers, Kilos,
Litres, a lot etc.)
Containers (Bottle, tin etc)
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A 41 Say whether someone is present or absent

A 42 Ask where people/things/places are

Say

A 43 Ask when things happen/will happen

Say

A 44 Ask xfhere one/others come from or is/are going to

Say

A 45 Ask or tell the time

A 46 Ask how to say something in the foreign language

A 47 Ask

Say how to get somewhere

INVITATI0MS /S UGGES TIQNS /RBQUESTS

A 43
Ask someone what he'd like to do

Say what you'd like to do

A 49 Invite someone to do something

Accept

Decline

A 50 Request someone to do something

A 51 Ask permission to do something

A 52 Offer someone an object

something to eat or drink

Accept

Decline

A 53 Say : "Watch out"

SURVIVING AS A TOURIST

A 54 Buy things (food, drink, tickets, postcards etc)

A 55 Order food/drink
A 56 Find your way about - directions

A 57 Cope with Travel Arrangements (Ask for information about forms of travel,
times, places etc.)
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A 58 Accommodation - Get yourself a room in a hostel/hotel, or a place for
a tent at a camping site

B LISTENING ACTIVITIES

B 1 Carry out simple instructions

B 2 Listen to and understand a simple radio/TV news programme, interview,
weather report, sports report etc

3 3 Listen to and understand simple dialogues involving yourself and
others

C READING ACTIVITIES

C 1 Read signs and notices on roads, shops and in public places

C 2 Read a menu and be able to order food and drink from it

C 3 Read a school timetable

C 4 Read a map

C 5 Read a travel timetable

C 6 Read a simple diary of events

C 7 Read a letter from a pen pal in the foreign language and write an
answer to him/her in English

C 8 Read a simple story as suggested in the eventual list of suitable
readers for Stage 1

C 9 Read a magazine-type article as suggested in the eventual list of
suitable magazines etc for Stage 1
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Use of Commercial Materials, Supplementary Materials and

G.L.A.F.L.L, Syllabuses

1, It was agreed at the outset by the Regional Study Group that
it was worthwhile attempting to agree a list of Language Activities
at a series of Regional Stages that pupils should be able to
perform without explicit reference to any particular course or
text book. It was thought that there was a need for an agreed
set of objectives at different stages to rectify imbalances in
particular course materials.

2. Having established by agreement a list of Language Activities
for Stage 1, Working Parties are now being set up to relate the
various Commercial Courses in use in schools to the Stage 1
Activities. A similar task will be carried out for Stage 2 and
Stage 3 in the coming term.

The intention is:

a. To relate Language Activities in course books to the Language
Activities specified in the Regional Stages.

b. To relate Grammar and Vocabulary in course books to the forms
suggested as appropriate to the Language Activities in the Regional

Syllabus documents.
3, In this way, it is hoped to diagnose what supplementary materials

will be needed for each particular course and to set about producing
these in working parties.

4, It is also felt that all courses are likely to be lacking in
communicative activities, and it is probable that a set of practice
communicative activities for pair and group work will have to be
produced.

5. Ways of providing more individualised work will also be studied,
so that learners may have more opportunities for working on
their own at their own pace. It is felt at this stage that
individualised 'practice' materials will be more useful than
individualised 'learning' materials.

6. For the Information and Interest parts of the Regional syllabuses,
a list of suitable Readers, Magazines, Songs, Poems, Puzzles, etc.
will be drawn up by Working Parties for the various Stages.
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Lothian Region Modern Languages Project

Graded Stages and Levels of Achievement in Foreign Language Learning

PLANS FOR 1979/80

G.L.A.F.L.L. Syllabuses & Tests

1. The Draft Syllabuses for Sl/52 have been produced in French, German
Spanish and Russian and there is an equivalent syllabus for Beginners
in Italian.

2. It is intended that the Stage 1, Stage 2 and most of the Stage 3
Language Activities will be derived from these composite syllabuses.
The Stage 1 Language Activities are finalised and copies of these are
included with these papers. The Stage 2 and Stage 3 Language Activities
will be drawn up during the coming Winter Term.

3. Pupils will be able to sit Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 tests during the
coming Academic Year, though it is likely that no tests will be ready
till the Spring/Summer term. Those pupils who are successful in their
Stage Tests will have this recorded in their Modern Languages Achievement
Card.

A. It will also be necessary to produce a Draft Syllabus document in
French, German, Spanish, Russian and Italian for S3/54 leading from
Stage 3 to Stage 5 of the Regional Scheme aiming to incorporate
0 Grade at Stage 5.

5, It is hoped to achieve some sort of link-up between the scheme for
Regional Stages and C.S.E. Mode III, so that pupils working towards
Regional Stages could obtain some sort of C.S.E. recognition if they
entered under the Group system.
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Pupil Profiling Scheme

1. Schools opting into the G.L.A.F.L.L. scheme will be asked to prepare
Pupil Progress Cards of Language Activities based on the materials
they intend to use (or produce) leading towards the agreed list of
Language Activities specified for the Regional Stages. Schools who
have made up Progress Cards have found it more motivating to produce
a series of Pupil Progress Cards, each of which the pupils can complete
in a relatively short period of time (6 - 10 weeks) rather than a longer
Progress Card which it would take the pupil 1 or 2 years to complete.
Each individual school in the scheme is asked to produce its own series
of Progress Cards in accordance with its own materials and its own
administrative frameworks leading towards the Regional Stages.

2. Each complete Pupil Progress Card can be seen as a Waystage on the way
to a Re gional Stage, Schools may wish to establish their own Waystage
Tests. It is possible that for the less able pupil it is better to
test performance cumulatively at a number of Waystages, which involve
fewer memory problems, rather than summatively at the end of a longer
period of time (i.e. at a Regional Stage), where memory of work done
some time ago may pose difficulties. It may be that as a result of
research into this aspect, it will be more appropriate to award a Pass
at a Regional Stage to less able pupils on the basis of cumulative
results on Waystage tests rather than on the basis of a summative Stage
test.

3. It has been agreed that the Region will provide a Modern Language Record
of Achievement for learners on which will be recorded progress in
Modern Language Learning. When the pupil has succeeded in achieving a
particular Stage in a particular Language, this will be recorded on the
Achievement Card. The Achievement Card will bear the Regional crest and
the signature of the Headmaster of the pupil's school.

4. In order to keep the Pupil Progress Cards, Waystage Test results, and
Modern Language Achievement Card, it is suggested that a simple Pupil
Profile Folder be provided for each pupil into which all these documents
can be put. Some schools will prefer to keep these Pupil Profile Folders
in safe keeping; others will prefer to encourage pupils to keep them
themselves. This must be a decision for each individual school.

5. It is intended through research to attempt also to develop a way in which
each pupil may keep a record of the language exponents he learns as he
goes along and to which he will be able to refer at any time. This will
probably be recorded in a booklet/jotter under particular headings. It
might be called a Language Resource Booklet.
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Pupil Profile

The Modern Languages Record of Achievement will be available to award to
pupils on successful completion of tests this academic year. The award
will be made on the basis of results recorded on a Pupil Profile made up
from Continuous Assessment in Waystage Tests, and on the results obtained in
the Stage test. It will therefore be necessary for schools to maintain a
record in Profile form of pupil results on Waystage Tests leading up to the
Stage Tests.

In order to blend the results obtained in Waystage Tests with the results
obtained in the Stage Test, it is suggested that the following framework be
used for the Waystage Tests Profile.

Waystage Test
Possible activities
include

Understood/
communicated
score

(U/C)

Level of
Performance
Grade
(LOP)
0.1.2.3

Comments

Conversation e.g. 7/10 2

Survival Routines e.g. 10/10 3

Listening Activities e.g. 1/10 0

Reading Activities e.g. 4/10 1

Writing Activities
(from Stage 3) e.g. 5/10 2

For each Waystage test, against the particular activity tested, a total mark
would be indicated in the understood/communicated column for the particular
items tested. A U/C mark is awarded if the pupil has succeeded in understanding
and communicating what he is asked to. No mark is awarded where he fails to do
this.

A Level of Performance (L.O.P.)mark is also given on the pupil's performance
over a whole section in terms of accuracy and appropriacy of grammar and
vocabulary, pronunciation, spelling, range of expression, length of utterance,
speed of performance and fluency. Although it is difficult as yet to pinpoint in a
very explicit way the characteristics of a particular Level of Performance the
following is given as a guideline

L.O.P./
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L.O.P. 0 The pupil has failed to understand/communicate enough
over the section of a test to warrant a "Pass" even at

a minimum level of competence.

1 The pupil has understood/communicated enough to warrant
a "Pass". He performs at the minimum level of accuracy/
fluency.

2 The pupil passes and performs at an adequate to good level
in terms of accuracy/fluency.

3 The pupil performs at a very high level of accuracy and
fluency and would merit a "Credit".

It will be necessary over the years to build up taped and scripted examples of
pupil performance that will help teachers to have as objective and explicit an
idea as possible as to what is meant by "minimum acceptable level of performance",
"adequate to good level in terms of accuracy/fluency" etc.

It may also be found useful in certain Waystage Tests to assess the pupil's
mastery of grammar and vocabulary directly. This could be indicated separately
in the Profile as a score and/or as a Level of Performance mark.

If: is hoped that schools intending to use G.L.A.F.L.L. tests this year will be
able to produce some information in Profile form of their pupils' achievements
in class work and/or Waystage Tests.

December 1979
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G. L.A.F. L. L. PROGRESS CAKBS

Starter Paper Wa.ystages and Progress Cards

It is clear that at some point in Sl/S2 the Waystage Progress Cards presented
to whole age groups and therefore to a wide range of ability will diverge.
Some will be aiming for Stage 3, others Stage 2, and others Stage 1; it may
even be necessary to envisage different Waystage Progress Cards for different
sets of pupilf. dn the same mixed ability classy

In order to outline what might happen I propose the following in diagram forms-

Stage Test

Assuming about 4 Waystages on the way to a particular Stage Test towards the
end of S2, it is likely that Waystage 1 would be a common one to the whole SI
age group. Waystage 2 would no doubt be largely in common but might begin to
diverge in terms of reading and possibly writing activities. Waystage 3
would almost certainly have divergent Progress Cards for prospective Stage 3j
Stage 2 and Stage 1 pupils, though again a number of activities/communicative
functions/language fonts would no doubt be the same. Waystage 4 would again no
doubt have divergent Progress Cards as above leading to the different Stage Tests.

It is hoped that schools will have completed the exercise, of making up Waystage
Progress Cards for Sl/S2 on the basis of their resources(commercial and home¬
made material) leading towards the various Regional Stages by the end of this
academic year (1980/81).
It would also be useful to make a start on making up Waystage Progress Cards
for S3/S4 leading to Stage 5 ('0* Grade), Stage 4 and Stage 3 as proposed
targets. We shall aim to complete this exercise in 198l/82.
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G.L.A.F.L.L. ASSESSMENT

STARTER PAPER ON LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE (L.O.P. )

A Level of Performance in Foreign Language Use is to be seen in terms of many
attempting to be exhaustive, the main parameters

Communicative Ability
Width and Accuracy - grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation
Appropriacy - grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation

parameters that are connected to those above

Ability to organise thought in language
Speed of understanding and of delivery
Ability to cope with longer and longer stretches
of language

In our attempt to set out Graded Stages and Levels of Achievement in Foreign
Language Learning it is necessary to describe as clearly as possible not only
the Activities that are to be mastered and assessed at each Stage, but also the
Graded Levels of Performance which indicate learning progress in terms of ability
to carry out the Activities prescribed.

It is hoped that at each succeeding Stage the learner should be able to perform
the Activities of the preceeding Stage at a higher level of performance.

It is therefore necessary:

a) to determine how many levels of performance we wish to set up from Stage 1
to Stage 4.

b) to describe as accurately as possible what is meant by each level of performance
in each main skill. ■

c) to indicate ways of recognising each level of performance when assessing
learners.

d) perhaps to determine Credit/Pass/Pail divisions in terms of the levels of
performance for each of the Stages.

A POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK

L.O.P. Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

■3 CREDIT

4 CREDIT —» PASS

3 CREDIT —— -•> PASS -— FAIL

2 CREDIT —J -> PASS « — FAIL FAIL

1 PASS «— - FAIL FAIL FAIL

0 FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL

different parameters. Without
would seem to be:-

(Intention)
(System)

(Context)
Other perhaps equally important
would seem to be:-

(Rhetorical Organisation)
(Fluency)
(Length of Utterance)
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This would permit overlaps in the sense that a learner who scored an overall Level
3 on a Stage 2 test might be allowed to sit the extra bits and pieces of a Stage 3
test and obtain a Stage 3 Pass. In the opposite direction a pupil who scored a
Level 3 on a Stage 4 test would not obtain a Pass at Stage 4 but could be given a
Pass at Stage 3.

Marking on Stage Tests would be done in terms of U/Cs on those tests where there
were marks for discrete items. A decision would need to be taken on how many U/Cs
were necessary for a Credit, and how many for a Pass e.g. 85$ for a Credit and 70$
for a Pass. In those tests where there was a need for a L.O.P. as well as/in place
of ll/C marks(Oral Tests Letter-writing in particular) pupils would be given the
L.O.P. that best suited their performance. It is expected that on a Stage 1 Test
L.O.P.S would vary from 2 (Credit i.e. capable of passing at Stage 2) to 0 (Pail
i.e. not up to minimum requirement of Stage 1. The bulk would be expected to
obtain a L.O.P. of 1, i.e. Pass at Stage 1.

This system would mean that an explicit description of what was meant by each
Level in each main Activity would have to be drawn up based on actual pupil
performance in tests of the nature we intend to set. This would ensure that
the award of a particular L.O.P. to a particular pupil was done on objective
grounds, on the criteria described, rather than on the basis of the normal
distribution of ability. This would help to ensure that for example a L.O.P.
of 2 on a Stage 1 Test was NOT automatically given to the top 10$ of pupils in
each class, but was awarded only to those who came up to the criteria of L.O.P.2.
That might mean 50$ or 0$ of any particular school's candidates.

REPORT CARDS TO PARENTS

On the Report Cards to parents one might indicate against the main
Activities whether the pupil's level of performance was "Below Minimum", or
"Minimum, "Average to Good", or "Very Good" at the particular Stage at which
the pupil was working.

This could be done on the following lines

J-i C \J 9 A •

5

U uOf5B J 0i.age n

(very good
(average to goo
(minimum
below minimum

4 (very good
(average to good
(minimum
below minimum

3 (very good
(average to good
(minimum
below minimum

2

1

0

(very good
(average to good
(minimum
below minimum

Were it necessary to have Grades at the end of S2 for the total age group
also be possible to arrange these as follows

it would

Grades A Level 4 performers
B Level 3 performers
C Level 2 performers
D Level 1 performers
E Level 0 performers

Rather than being norm-referenced Grades with no real meaning attached to them, these
would be criterion-referenced Grades with no doubt a much better predictive value
for future success, and itfith a much clearer indication of what sort of performance
could be expected from the pupils.
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Stage Tests 1980 (Description)

This year's G.L.A.F.L.L. tests are now approaching their final form for
all 4 stages in French, German, Spanish, Italian and Russian and should
be available to schools by the end of this term. Changes have been made
to the format and to the test types of the Stage 1 Tests so that they
are no longer exactly the same as the 1978/79 Experimental Tests of which
you have a copy. Stages 2, 3 and 4 Tests are also now nearing completion.
It is therefore perhaps a good moment to let you know what activities
will be tested and how this will be done this year.

The Stage Tests are essentially summative surrender-value tests, a kind
of "dipstick" reading of a pupil's potential to cope with authentic,
communicative situations in the foreign language. The activities and
communicative challenges do not vary much from stage to stage, since in
everyday communication it is not the activities that change, it is the
pupil's ability to deal with the communicative challenges encountered
(see the notion of Level of Performance on attached paper). The Waystage
tests devised by each school should be based on Progress Cards and test
the various parts of the syllabus in the order in which the school teaches
them. The final decision as to whether a pupil gets a Credit, or Pass,
or fails at any Stage will be based on the results obtained in Waystage
Tests AND in the Stage Test.

It has been the aim of the test constructors to produce tests which,
wherever possible, present the pupils with a purposeful communicative
challenge, with authentic material in the foreign language, and with a
reason for responding to the material. For some of the reading activities
the use of a dictionary is envisaged, or a glossary may be provided, as
this sort of help is likely to be available in real-life reading.

Stages 1 &_2

These Stages go together, and it is proposed to use the same textual
material for the tests with the addition of one extra paper for reading
at Stage 2. At Stage 2 however, there will be some harder questions.
Where questions are the sametStage 2 pupils are expected to show a higher
level of performance.

PART 1 TESTS/
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PART 1 TESTS (External Paper and Pencil Tests)

SECTION 1

SECTION II

SECTION III

SECTION IV

Stages 3 & _4

SECTION 1

SECTION II

Sequence of items - including Listening and Reading Comprehension -
almost identical to the Sequence in the Experimental Stage 1 Test
(1978/79) but some items are now open-ended.

Letter : This will be an authentic penpal letter, hand-written by
a foreigner. The comprehension questions will, in so far as is
possible, be those that might arise in discussion of the letter with
a friend or parent who does not speak the foreign language well.
The pupil will also be expected to write a letter in English
answering any questions asked by the penpal. S2 pupils will be
asked questions which would enable them to reply more completely
to the letter and which demonstrate their response to the letter,
as opposed to a mere understanding of individual vocabulary items.

Listening Activities : the very simplified news items of the
experimental test have been replaced by a sequence of conversations
in which the candidate is involved and to which he/she will have to

respond. The questions will be given first so that the candidate
knows what he is listening for. Each conversation will be played
twice (recordings will be provided).

Reading Activities : (Stage 2 only) : A selection of short reading
items which should be of interest to the pupil. These might be
adverts, cartoons, magazine requests for penpals, very short news
items of interest to teenagers etc. These will mostly be thken
from authentic foreign teenage magazines. The questions are
designed to test whether the pupil has grasped the gist of the
text and how well the pupil responds to the challenge posed.
It is not expected that pupils will understand all the words
found in the texts.

It is also expected that pupils being presented for a Stage 2 test
will have done some individual Reading for Pleasure in the foreign
language and that some sort of record of progress of this has been
kept. This information should be recorded on the Pupil Profile.

These stages go together.

Reading Activities : As for Stage 2 the main source of reading
material will be teenage magazines, and pupils will be asked to
respond in a realistic way to selected items. A series of items
will be chosen, some of them in common for both Stages but with
different questions for each Stage. The use of a dictionary or
a glossary is envisaged for some of them.

Reading for Pleasure - as above in Stage 2

Writing Activities : Part of a letter or post-card handwritten by
a foreigner will be the stimulus for a letter to be written by the
candidate in the foreign language in reply. Instructions will be
given clearly in English so that the candidate knows precisely
what he has to say in his letter. A« indication will be given as
to length but it is not proposed to have candidates counting the
number of words. A higher L.O.P. will be expected at Stage 4.
Stage 4 candidates only will also be expected to write a short note
in the foreign language for a foreign friend.
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SECTION III Listening Activities :

A sequence of conversations similar to those at Stages 1 and 2
where the candidate is involved and has to respond in some way.
Pupils will be given questions in advance and therefore have to
look for information.

[Stage 4 only) Media items taken from authentic foreign media sources,wherever
possible,for which pupils will be given questions in advance so
that they are listening for specific information.

PART 2 ORAL TESTS

There will be two basic sorts of tests :

- transactional tasks - getting something one wants
interactional tasks - exchanging information in order to reach
some decision or make some plan

At each Stage there will be two tests.

Test JL will be a Teacher with Pupil Oral Test where the Teacher/ECA
plays the part of a foreigner. Ideally this would be done by the
Foreign Assistant with the teacher as examiner not participating
in the exchange. The test might be of two sorts :

a) A Transactional task where the pupil would have to get something
from the teacher (e.g. a ticket, a meal, money)

b) An Interactional task where teacher and pupil would exchange
information. (e.g. about their home towns, family, hobbies etc)

Test 2 will be a Pupil to Pupil test where information and opinions
will be exchanged so that some decision is reached.

Marking

Marking of Oral Tests will probably be done in terms of U/Cs and
L.O.P.s.
U/C means understand and/or communicated
L.O.P. means Level of Performance in terms of accuracy, appropriacy,
fluency etc.

The teacher would have an indication of those bits of information/
bits of transaction that would have to be included for successful

completion of a task. This would form a common number of bits/
items in each test for each candidate to have to cover and could
be marked in terms of finite U/Cs.

A L.O.P. for each pupil would be decided upon over a whole test.
Explicit verbal descriptions of sequential L.O.P.s would aid the
examiner to choose the appropriate L.O.P. for a particular
performance.
e.g. Level 1 Speaks hesitantly, with many erros of form but can
get a basic message over etc.

The % of U/Cs achieved would determine whether a pupil passed or
failed, while the L.O.P. would indicate the level at which he
passed. (If he failed his L.O.P. would be 0 anyway).
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PART 2 (contd)

Common Standards

In order to come to common agreement about U/Cs and L.O.P.s,
samples of pupil speech on actual tests duly U/Ced and L.O.P.ed
will be available to markers to study and to discuss.
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An award on the Record of Achievement in Modern Languages is given on the. basis
of Continuous Assessment in class and of the results obtained in a Regional
Stage Test of communicative ability.

At each succeeding Stage the learner is required to show a higher level of
performance, i.e. more communicative ability, greater accuracy, a wider range
of grammar and vocabulary, more fluency and the ability to cope with longer
and more complex stretches of language.

Learners who reach the required level of achievement at any Stage will be
awarded a Pass. A Credit indicates a very high level of achievement.

Assessment will be based on the following activities:

Stage 1

Exchange simple personal information
Exchange simple general information; discuss and make choices, decisions
and plans at a simple level
Understand and take some part in simple everyday conversation
Understand basic signs and notices
Undertake simple tourist transactions such as buying, ordering food and
drink, making travel and accommodation arrangements, travelling and asking
directions

Help a foreigner in Britain to do the above
-* Understand an authentic letter or postcard from a foreign friend and be able

to reply to it in English

Stage 2

Stage 1 Activities at a higher level of performance
-* Look for and extract basic information from simple authentic reading

material (e.g. adverts, articles, instructions)

Stage 3

Stage 1 and 2 Activities at a higher level of performance
-* Write a simple postcard or letter to a friend in the foreign language
-* Read simple stories for pleasure

Stage 4

Stage 1, 2 an/i 3 Activities at a higher level of performance
Hold a simple telephone conversation
Look for ard extract basic information from simple authentic spoken media
sources

- Write simple instructions and explanations for a friend in note form
-* Prepare a holiday abroad (e.g. write for information, read tourist

brochures, book accommodation etc.)
-* Find information in the foreign language related to a topic of personal

interest, write it up in English, and be able to talk about it at a simple
level in the foreign language

* The use of a dictionary may be permitted in these activities.
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LOTHIAN REGIONAL STUDY GROUP ON MODERN LANGAUGSS

GRADED STAGES AND LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT

IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

Instructions to sohoolB for Stage 1 to 4 Tests in 1980



1. Format of Tests and Time Allocation

1.1 The Stage Tests are divided into two Parts.
Part I involves Paper and Pencil tests
Part 2 involves Conversation tests

1.2 Stage 1 and 2 paper and pencil tests go together, and Stage 3 and 4
paper and pencil tests go together.

It is therefore possible for pupils sitting Stage 1 and pupils sitting
Stage 2 tests to be given most of the paper and pencil tests together.
It is also possible for pupils sitting Stage 3 and Stage 4 tests to be
given most of these tests together.

-*-•3 At Stage 1 and Stage 2 the paper and pencil tests contain the following
sections:-

Section 1 A sequence of 20 items, some Listening some Reading, to
which the pupil is asked to respond. The text and the questions are
the same for Stage 1 and Stage 2. 20 points.
Section II A Letter in the foreign language from a friend. The pupil
is asked to answer some questions in Ehglish on the content of the letter,
and then to write a letter in Ehglish in which he answers questions in
the friend's letter. The text is the same for Stages 1 and 2, the
comprehension Questions may be different but the letter in reply will be
the same. 10 points

Section III Listening Activities

The p\ipil is asked to look for information in a sequence of conversations
involving him.
The text is the same for Stages 1 and 2 but the questions may be
different 10 points

Section IV (Stage 2 only) Reading Activities

The pupil is asked to answer questions on short reading texts (adverts,
cartoons, short articles etc.) 20 points

1.4 At Stage 3 and Stage 4 the paper and pencil tests contain the following
sections:-

Section I Reading Activities

The pupil is asked to answer questions on short reading texts (adverts,
cartoons, articles). Most of the texts will be the same for Stage 3
and Stage 4 but the questions may be different. There may be additional
texts and questions for Stage 4 only. Stage 3 — 25 points

Stage 4 - 30 points

Section II Writing Activities

The pupil is asked to write a reply in the foreign language to a letter
or part of a letter from a foreigner. This is common to Stage 3 and
Stage 4.
■^or Stage 4 only pupils will be asked to write a short note in the foreign
language for a foreign friend. Stage 3 - 10 points

Stage 4 - 15 points
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Section III Listening Activities

The pupil is asked to look for information involving him in a sequence
of conversations.
The text is the same for Stage 3 and Stage 4 though the questions may
be different.
For Stage 4 only pupils will be asked to look for information from a
spoken media source. Stage 3 — 15 points

Stage 4 — 25 points

1.5 Time Allocation for Paper and Pencil Tests

Teachers are asked to use their discretion about the time allocation
for Tests.
As a rough guide the following time allocations are suggested:

Stage 1 Section 1 Sequence 20-30 mins.
Section II Letter approx.20 mins
Section III Listening Activities 20-30 mins

S+age II Section I Sequence 20-30 mins
Section II Letter approx.20 mins
Section III Listening Activities 20-30 mins
Section IV Heading Activities 30-40 mins

Stage III Section I Reading Activities 30-40 mins
Section II Writing Activities approx.30 mins
Section III Listening Activities 20-30 mins

Stage IV Section I Reading Activities 40-50 mins.
Section II Writing Activities approx.40 mins
Section III Listening Activities approx.40 mins

1.6 Teachers are reminded that Stage Tests should be taken as and when pupils
are ready to take them. They should not be used as blunderbus end-of-
year exams and indeed are designed to replace these. There can be no

guarantee of pupil success unless pupils have worked through Progress
Cards at the various Waystages leading to the Stage Tests.

1*7 Conversation Tests

At each of the 4 Stages there will be Conversation Tests with 2 Sections.

Section I Pupil with Teacher/FCA test

The pupil will be given a task to complete with the aid of the teacher/
F.C.A. who will play the part of a foreigner. If the F.C.A. is available
the teacher would act as evaluator of the pupil's performance.

Section II Pupil to Pupil Test

A self-selected pair of pupils will be given a task to complete. The
teacher merely acts as evaluator of each pupil's performance.
Should it be difficult to assess a particular pupils performance (perhaps
because of his partner's lack of ability), then the teacher should ask the
pupil(s) a few questions relevant to the task set to assess more
effectively.



1.8 Time Allocation for Conversation Tests

Pupil with Teacher/FCA test

to Pupil test

4 mins.

4 iriins.

This means that for each pair of pupils the Conversation tests should
take no more than 15 minutes. They will be marked on a Level of
Performance (LOP) basis, see 3.4

Administration of Tests

2.1 The tests may be given at any time during 1980/81 until replacement
Stage Tests are elaborated.

Teachers should give Mrs. Hamilton, Research Officer in Modern Languages
at Lean Centre, at least a month's notice of how many test papers are
required at each Stage for their school.

2 2
It is essential that test-papers be kept confidential and that they
be stored in a safe place in school or Lean Centre away from pupils,
since in theory they can be used again and again. Teachers must

_ensure that all question papers and all answer papers are collected
and stored in a safe place. Under no circumstances should any pupil
keep any part of any Stage Test. Past Stag-e Test papers nay HOT be
used as practice material.

Over the years successful Stage Tests will be kept and stored in a
bank of available Stage Tests at Lean Centre. Failure +0 adhere to
the confidential nature of Stage Tests will inevitably mean that pupils
will cease to be eligible for awards on their Regional Record of Achieve
ment in Modern Languages.

2.3 Administration of Paper and Pencil Tests

Stage 1 and 2 Section I Sequence of 20 Items

There will be a Teacher's Sheet and a Pupil Sheet.

The Pupil Sheet will contain the contextualisation in English for each
item, those parts of the cue that are to be read, the question to be
answered and where relevant the multiple choice. It will of course
not contain the parts for Listening Comprehension. The Pupils will
select the appropriate answer and mark it on the Pupil Sheet or Answer
Sheet provided.

The Teacher Sheet will contain each item as a whole, e.g. contextual—
isation in English, cue whether for listening or reading, cuestion to
be answered, and the f rur alternatives.

The teacher will give a Pupil sheet to each Pupil at the start of the
test.

Ensure that each Pupil writes his/her name on the Pupil Sheet or
Answer Sheet
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For each item, the teacher will read out the contextualisation in
Siglish. It is also there for the pupils to read in their Pupil
Sheet. The teacher should ensure that pupils know what they have
to do.

If the item is a Listening Comprehension one (marked L.C. on the
Teacher's Sheet), then the teacher should read the Listening Comprehension
part TWICE and then leave the pupil to read the question and select the
appropriate answer. The Listening Comprehension part is underlined in
the Teacher's Sheet.

The whole Section 1 test is estimated to take 20—30 minutes, e.g.
1-1-g- minutes per item.

The teacher should go through the Instructions and Example in the
Pupil Sheet and ensure that pupils know what to do before starting
the test.

Stage 1 and 2 Section II Letter

For Section II there will only be a Pupil Sheet. The instructions,
test, and questions are all given to the pupil on this sheet. The
teacher will distribute one to each pupil. Teachers will provide
pupils with school paper to write their answers on. Ensure that each
pupil writes his/her name on the Answer Sheet. This test should take
approximately 20 minutes.

Stages 1 and 2 Section III Listening Activities

For Section III there will be a Teacher's sheet, a Pupil sheet and a
Tape.

The Pupil sheet will contain the instructions, contextualisations and
the questions.

The Teacher sheet will contain the text of the conversations and
instructions for giving the test.

The Tape will contain a recording of the conversations duly broken up
into parts.

The teacher will proceed as follows

1. Distribute the Pupil Sheets to the pupils, and give them some paper
on which to write their answers in Ehglish.

2. Ensure that they write their name on their Answer Sheets.

3. Give them an appropriate time to read the instructions, contextuali-
sations and ouestions for the first conversation.

4. Play the first conversation on the tape BOTH READINGS.

5« Leave the pupils an appropriate amount of time to answer the questions
on their answer sheet.

6 Give them time to read the contextualisation and questions for the
second conversation.

7. Play the second conversation on the tape BOTH READINGS.

8. Leave the pupils time to answer the questions on their answer sheet,
thfc ...

The whole test should take 20-30 minutes.
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Stage 2 Section IV Reading Activities

There will be a Pupil Sheet . This will contain texts to read and
questions to be answered. An Answer Sheet may also be provided.

Teachers should give out the Pupil Sheets and Answer Sheets or paper on which
to answer the questions.
Ehsure that the pupils write their name on the answer sheet.
The test should take 30-40 minutes.

Stage 3 and 4 Section I Reading Activities

There will be a Pupil Sheet . This will contain texts to read and
questions to be answered. An Answer Sheet may also be provided.

Teachers should give out the Pupil Sheets and Answer Sheets or paper on which
to answer the questions.
Ensure that the pupils write their name on the answer sheet.
The Stage 3 test should take 30—40 minutes
The Stage 4 test should take 40-50 minutes.

Stage 3 and 4 Section II Writing Activities

There will be a Pupil Sheet only containing a Letter or part of a letter in
the foreign language that the pupil should read and answer in the foreign
language.

For Stage 4 only the Pupil Sheet will also contain instructions as to the
note to be written for a foreign friend.

The teacher should supply paper on which pupils write their answers and should
ensure that they write their names on the answer sheets.
The Stage 3 test should take approximately 30 minutes
The Stage 4 test should take approximately 40 minutes.

Stage 3 and 4 Section III Listening Activities

There will be a Pupil Sheet, a Teacher's Sheet, and a Tape.

The Pupil Sheet will contain the instructions, contextualisation, and the
questions.

The Teacher sheet will contain the text of the conversations and instructions
for giving the test.

The Tape will contain a recording of the conversations duly broken up into
parts.

The teacher will proceed as follows:-

1. Distribute the Pupil Sheets to the pupils, and give them some paper
on which to write their answers in English.

2. Ensure that they write their name on their Answer Sheet.

3. Give them an appropriate time to read the instructions, contextualisat_ons
and questions for the first conversation.
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Stage 3 and 4 Section III Listening Activities

4. Play the first conversation on the tape BOTH READINGS

5- Leave the pupils an appropriate amount of time to answer the questions
on their answer sheet.

6. Give them time to read the contextualisation and questions for the
second conversation.

7. Play the second conversation on the tape BOTH READINGS.
8. Leave the pupils time to answer the questions on their answer sheet.

For the Stage 4 Media items, which will also be on the tape, proceed as
above.

The Stage 3 test should take 20-30 minutes
The Stage 4 test should take approximately 40 minutes.

c
2• 4 Administration of Conversation Tests

The tests are common to all languages.
It is suggested that pupils should do the conversation tests in
self—selected pairs.
Pixpil 1 does the Pupil with Teacher test and then Pupil 2 does the Pupil
with Teacher test, then both pupils do the Pupil to Pupil test.

The teacher will have a number of Fupil with Teacher tests from which
he selects one Test per pupil.
The teacher will have a number of Pupil to Pupil tests from which he
selects one test for each pair of pupils.

Realia will be provided for some of the tests as appropriate.
Each section (Pupil with Teacher and Pupil to Pupil should not takie
more than 4 minutes.
Each pair should therefore be tested within 15 minutes.

3. Marking

3.1 In the paper and pencil tests marks will be given as indicated in the
Pupil Sheet and where appropriate in the Marking scheme provided.

3.2 In the Conversation Tests teachers are asked to see themselves as

intelligent native speakers aware that they are conversing with/
listening to foreigners. Teachers are asked to determine whether
pupils have understood and communicated in a way comprehensible to
such a native speaker. Teachers must first decide whether pupils
have carried out 70% of the communication tasks set them in each test
in a comprehensible manner. If so, irrespective of grammatical accuracy,
the pupil will achieve an appropriate L.O.P. (See below 3.4). If the
pupil has not succeeded in carrying out 70% of the tasks set he will be
allocated a L.O.P. (Level of Performance) of 0.
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3.2 cont.

Explicit descriptions of criteria for allocating L.O.P. Ts to pupils
for their performance are provided in 3«4 below. it must be
understood that these are suggested criteria for this year and that
in the light of research they may be amended or added to.
Thus Conversation Tests will be marked on a L.O.P. basis and not a

marks basis.

A L.O.P. should be awarded for each Test and then a decision taken
as to an overall L.O.P. on the Conversation tests for each pupil.

3.3 An award on the Regional Record of Achievement in Modern Languages will
be made on the basis of Pupil Profile marks + Stage Test results.
Pupils who score 70% or more over the whole range of marks and wTho
obtain an appropriate L.O.P. in the Conversation Test will receive a
Pass. Pupils who score 85% and obtain an appropriate L.O.P. will
receive a Credit.

3.4 SEE SEPARATE SHEETS ATTACHED.

3* 5 Stage Tests Allocation of Marks/L.P.P.*s

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Seauence 20 20 — —

Letter 10 10 -

Listening Activities 10 ■ 10 15 25

Reading Activities - 20 25 30

Writing Activities - - 10 15

TOTAL Paper & Pencil
Test Marks 40 60 50 70

Conversation Tests
PASS L.O.P. LOP 1 LOP 2 LCP 3 LOP 4

Conversation Tests
CREDIT L.O.P. LOP 2 LOP 3 LOP 4 LOP 5

3.6 However TOTAL marks^on which an award on the Record of Achievement in
Modern Languages is based^will include the results of Waystage Tests
recorded on the Pupil Profile. Pupil Profile marks should be allocated
as follows:-

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Listening Activities 20 20 20 25

Reading Activities 20 20 30 30

Writing Activities - - 10 15

Conversation 40 40 40 40

Project - - - 30

Total
l'_

80 80 100 140
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3.7 To determine awards to "be made on the Regional Record of Achievement
in Modern Languages the pupilfs marks on both Profile and Stage Test
should be added together. The Profile marks count for ■§• of the total
marks and the Stage Test results for •§■ of the total.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Total Profile Marks 80 80 100 140

Total Stage Test Marks
Paper & Pencil Tests 40 60 50 70
TOTAL 120 140 150 210

PASS MARK 84 98 105 147
CREDIT MARK 102 119 127 178

Stage Test Conversation
LOP - Pass LOP 1 LOP 2 LOP 3 LOP 4

Stage Test Conversation
LOP - Credit LOP 2 LOP 3 LOP 4 LOF 5

Thus a Stage 2 pupil,for example, who scores more than 98 as a total of
Profile and Stage Test marks and who gets a LOP of 2 on his Stage Test
Conversation will obtain a PASS.

A Stage 2 pupil scoring a total mark of more than 119 and getting a L.O.P.
of 3 on his Stage Test Conversation will obtain a CREDIT.

3.8 Overlaps

A pupil who scores less than he needs to obtain a Fass at a particular
Stage may be awarded a Pass at a Stage below. Details as to how this
would operate will be worked out when general results come in.

A pupil who scores an overall Credit will be eligible to take a shortened
version of the test at the next Stage and could obtain a Pass or Credit
at that Stage. Again details of how this will work will depend on an
examination of results.
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Communicative Ability

RangeofStructures
GrammaticalAccuracy andappropriacy

Pronunciabion
Hesitancy Speed

Lengthof Utterance

0

Staffs1/2/3/4 Doesnotunderstand/ communicate70%of whathe/shewas askedtodo.

/

1

Staeres1/2/3/4 70%understood/ communicated.Can copewiththe Functionsofthe Stage1syllabus.
L.Cancopewiththe rangeofitemsin theStage1syllabus butis"thrown"by itemsbeyondthis.

S.Verynarrow.Uses asmallnumberof setphrasesandone wordutterances.Has reasonablemasteryof Stage1vocabulary andphrases.

Usessetphrases accuratelybut,when "creating",sentences areinaccurateand oftencontextually inappropriate (confusesformal/ informaland adolescent/adult language)butis intelligible.

Intelligible,but errorsinsounds, stressandrhythm, andintonation.
L.Probably needsa.lot ofrepeti¬ tionandcan onlycope withslow speech.

S.Mayhesitate alot.Slow.
L.Onlycopes withvery short sentences.

S.Veryshort- Maximumis
1sentence.

2

Staee18S%under¬ stood/communicated. Copedverywell withtheFunctions oftheStage1 syllabus Stagesg/3/470% understood/communi¬ cated.Copeswith theFunctionsofthe Stage2syllabus.
L.Cancopewiththe rangeofitemsin theStage2syllabus butis"thrown"by itemsbeyondthis.

S.Narrow.Usesastock ofsetphrases,but attemptssomere¬ combinations.Has reasonablemasteryof Stage2vocabulary andphrases.

Fairlyaccurateon Stage1items,but somewhatinaccurate beyondthis.Uses contextuallyin¬ appropriatelanguage sometimes.

Intelligiblebut errorsinsounds, stressandrhythm, andintonation weak.

L.Mayaskfor repetition often.Slow speechneeded butnot always.
S.Maybeslow andabit hesitant.

L.Copeswith single sentences andsome larger utterances.
S.Short.In 2sentences maximum.
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Communicative Ability

RangeofStructures
GrammaticalAccuracy andappropriacy

Pronunciation
Hesitancy Speed

Lengthof Utterance

3

Stage28L$under¬ stood/communicated. Copesverywell withtheFunctions
oftheStage2 syllabus Stages3/470$ understood/comm¬ unicated.Copes withtheFunctions oftheStage3 syllabus.

L.Cancopewiththe rangeofitemsinthe Stage3syllabusbut is"thrown"byitems beyondthis.
S.Beginningtouse structurescreatively. Relieslessonset phrasesforevery¬ thing.Hasreasonable masteryofStage3 vocabularyandphrases,

Fairlyaccurateon Stagel/2items,but somewhatinaccurate beyondthis.Uses reasonablyapprop¬ riatelanguage.

Intelligible. Beginningtomaster moreawkwardsounds. Rhythm,stressand intonationfair.
L.Lessrepe¬ tition askedfor. Cancope withnear native speechin knownsit¬ uations.

S.Lesshesi¬ tant,but maybea bitslow.
L.Copeswith combined sentencesin shortutter¬ ances.

S.Beginningto combinesent¬ ences,but vastmajority willbeone sentence utterances.

4

StageJ8L%unden-
L.Cancopewiththe rangeofitemsinthe Stage4syllabus.

S.Usesstructurescreat¬ ivelytoconveymean¬ ing.Hasreasonable masteryofStage4 vocabularyandphrases.
Fairlyaccurateon Stage1/2/3items, butsomewhatin¬ accuratebeyond, this.Usesreason¬ ablyappropriate language.

Intelligible. Beginningto mastermoreawk¬ wardsounds. Rhythm,stressand intonationcruite good.

L.Occasional repetition askedfor. Cancope withnear native speechina fairrange ofsituat¬ ions.
S.Beginningto showconfi¬ dence.Less slow,less hesitant.

L.Copeswith combined seniencesin shortutter¬ ances.
3.Combining2 sentenesquite effectively.

stoodandcommuni¬ cated.Copesvery wellwithFunctions oftheStage3 syllabus. Stage470$'under¬ stood/communicated. Copeswiththe Functionsofthe Stage4syllabus.
1

1

i



L.O.P.Communicative Ability
Sta,cre485%under¬ stoodandcommuni¬ cated.Copesvery wellwiththe Functionsofthe Stage4syllabus.

RangeofStructures
L.Cancopewiththe rangeofitemsin theStage5(0Ode) syllabus.

S.Usesstructures creativelyto conveymeaning. Hasreasonable masteryofStage5
(0Gde)vocabulary andphrases.

Prinunciation
HesitancyLengthof SpeedUtterance

FairlyaccurateonStage 1/2/3/4itemsbutsome¬ whatinaccuratebeyond this. Usesappropriate language.

Fairlyaccurate sounds.Good rhythm,stress andintonation.
Occasional repetition askedfor. Cancope withnative speechina fairrange ofsituations.

S.Speakswith someconfi¬ dence.

Beginningt> copewith largerutte: ancesquite well. Combining sentences quite effectively
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PUPIL MARK SHEET FOR STAGE TESTS. PROFILE MARRR. awti AWARDS
ON RECORD OP ACHIEVEMENT IN MODERN LANGUAGES. ^

DATE PAPER AND PENCIL TEST COMPLETED:

DATE CONVERSATION TESTS COMPLETED:
PROFILE MARKS (Waystage Tests)

Listening Activities

Reading Activities

Writing Activities

Conversation

Project
TOTAL

STAGE TEST MARKS

Secruence

Letter (Answer in English)
Listening Activities

Reading Activities

Writing Activities
TOTAL Paper & Pencil Marks

Conversation Test 1 L.O.P.

Conversation Test 2 L.O.P.

Overall Conversation L.O.P.

TOTALS & AWARD

TOTAL Profile Marks

TOTAL Stage Test (Paper & Pencil) Marks
TOTAL ALL MARKS (l + 2)
CONVERSATION TEST L.O.P.

AWARD

t— 1

<-2

Signature of Teacher:
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LOTHIAN REGIONAL COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

NAME

LANGUAGE STAGE AWARDS DATE SIGNATURE



An award on the Record of Achievement in Modern
Languages is given on the basis of Continuous Assessment
in class and of the results obtained in a Regional Stage Test
of communicative ability.

At each succeeding Stage the learner is required to show
a higher level of performance, i.e. more communicative
ability, greater accuracy, a wider range of grammar and
vocabulary, more fluency and the ability to cope with longer
and more complex stretches of language.

Learners who reach the required level of achievement at
any Stage will be awarded a Pass. A Credit indicates a very
high level of achievement.
Assessment will be based on the following activities:

Stage 1
Exchange simple personal information
Exchange simple general information; discuss and make
choices, decisions and plans at a simple level
Understand and take some part in simple everyday
conversation

Understand basic signs and notices
Undertake simple tourist transactions such as buying,
ordering food and drink, making travel and accommodation
arrangements, travelling and asking directions
Help a foreigner in Britain to do the above
Understand an authentic letter or postcard from a foreign
friend and be able to reply to it in English

Stage 2
Stage 1 Activities at a higher level ofperformance
Look for and extract basic information from simple
authentic reading material (e.g. adverts, articles,
instructions)

Stage 3
Stage 1 and 2 Activities at a higher level ofperformance
Write a simple postcard or letter to a friend in the foreign
language
Read simple stories for pleasure

Stage 4
Stage 1, 2 and 3 Activities at a higher level ofperformance
Hold a simple telephone conversation
Look for and extract basic information from simple
authentic spoken media sources
Write simple instructions and explanations for a friend in
note form

Prepare a holiday abroad (e.g. write for information, read
tourist brochures, book accommodation, etc.)
Find information in the foreign language related to a topic
of personal interest, write it up in English, and be able to
talk about it at a simple level in the foreign language

The use ofa dictionary may be permitted in these activities.
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STARTER PAPER ON G.L®A®F®L.L® METHODOLOGY

There are two major shifts of emphasis embodied in our GoL»AoF.L®L» project:

1. A move from language practice towards communication i.e. from the practice
of particular structures, vocabulary or pronunciation within contrived
language activities such as Questions and Answers on texts, oral composition,
reading aloud etc.. towards the use of language through authentic language
activities such as conversation, looking for information, reading for
pleasure etc.

2. A move from teacher imposition towards a more learner-centred approach which
places the learners at the heart of the process, and in which their needs,
potential, speed of learning and interests are taken into account.

Research and experimentation are now urgently needed in the area of G®LoAoF®L.L.
methodology. Modern Language teachers have largely rejected the traditional
cognitive approach with its emphasis on overt translation of what other people
said or wrote, the analytical study of sentence structure, the learning of
isolated and unrelated bits of vocabulary etc. More recently there has been
wide-scale criticism of the more modern behaviourist approach with its emphasis
on audio-visual presentation and immediate regurgitation of set phrases, oral
drills, learnt dialogues, and the practice of skills in isolation e.g. Listening
Comprehension, Oral Composition, Reading Comprehension etc.

There is no doubt that both of the above approaches contain useful practices.
Both approaches as used in our schools, however, have been characterised by a
total neglect of the learner's needs, potential, speed of learning and
interests. Both approaches have imposed what had to be learnt, set it out in
a rigid way, and assumed that whole classes could be taught at a uniform speed
in a uniform way towards the particular objectives. Learners who failed to
keep up were deemed unfit for modern language learning, and shed at the next
opportunity, whether this be at the end of S2 or S4.

Three forces have now combined to make us re-examine what we do^
1. The rationale of comprehensive education has helped Modern Language teachers

to question the validity of their elitist practices.
2. Developments in our understanding of language, how it is learnt and used at

differing levels of communicative performance have called many of our ancient
beliefs into question®

3. An all too pervasive state of failure and frustration felt by many learners
and teachers alike has provided us with a stimulus for re-examining our beliefs
and practices.

The present situation might be summed up by saying that we recognise that our
past endeavours, whether cognitive or behaviourist or a mixture of both, have
not always been successful; that we have some indicators of how we might
experiment to improve them (e.g. needs analysis, functional-notional approaches
to content, diagnostic assessment as part of the teaching process, explicit
objectives in Pupil Progress Cards, providing pupils with authentic language
activities, setting out graded levels of achievement etc); but that in
GoLoA.FoLoL® we are still far from having developed a rational and coherent
set of methodological practices .
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In the field of methodology there are two elements in particular in our
daily teaching that have come under review in G.L.AoF.L.L.

a) The slavish adherence to a particular course book
b) The instructional method

The slavish adherence to a course book is open to criticism because:-

a) Courses have a very limited life not only in terms of socio-culturarl-
linguistic content, but also in terms of the particular methodological
practices they suggest. They inhibit.

b) There is no guarantee that any course book has set out appropriate
objectives for the particular group of learners in question.

c) Slavish adherence to a course book reduces the extent to which the
teacher is in control. He cannot adapt his 'teaching0 to the learners
Decisions about choice of objectives, choice of language, choice of
emphasis, choice of activities, choice of methods etc. are taken away
from the teacher.

It is our belief that when teachers are in conscious control of such
factors they are inevitably made aware of their need for further learni
through in-service work; through active in-service work they become mo
conscious and gain more understanding of the teaching/learning process
and thereby become better equipped to experiment in the classroom and t
evaluate their own results. It is hoped that through G.LoA.FaL.L.
teachers can participate in research and developmental work that will
help to improve foreign language teaching/learning.

The alternatives proposed to the slavish adherence to a particular course
book are well known;

a) A more judicious use of the course book with much adapting, leaving-out
and supplementing done in accordance either with some external yard-sti
such as a syllabus (e.g. G.L,AoF.L.L0 syllabuses), or with internal
decisions reached by teacher and/or pupils as to the suitability of
particular parts, or with a mixture of both.

b) A pick-and-mix solution, where various resources chosen from published
courses, supplementary materials and from home-made sources are built v
into a set of available resources to be used.

c) A do-it-yourself solution where a team of teachers chooses to write the
own materials based on an external syllabus,or on "experience" or on be

d) A do-what-the-pupils-want solution, where, through some form of negotie
with pupils, teachers attempt to fulfil their needs and respond to the!
interests. This has probably never been systematically attempted. /
school level, with learners who do not perceive themselves as having
communicative "needs" in the foreign language, it may well prove to be
impossible. For highly motivated adults learning for particular reasc
it is clearly possible.

Teachers have traditionally had materials that dealt with the grammar and
vocabulary element (the system) in a structured way, but that did not deal
in any systematic way with the communicative side of language teaching
(Longmans, Le franpais d'aujourdhui, Whitmarsh etc). We may well see a
majority of the next generation of materials dealing with the communicative
side in a fairly systematic way, but leaving the system to be taught by the
teacher as and when necessary (e.g. Eclair).

Courses such as Vorwarts, Tour de France and Tricolore contain both system
and communicative elements to some extent.
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What is worth investigating is the extent to which learners can be encouraged
to negotiate the content of their learning both in terms of communicative
activities and system development, so that language learning may follow the
more natural path leading from communicative or system needs to language control,
rather than the fixed classroom one of language (in the form of texts or taped
dialogues imposed on the pupil) leading sometimes but not often to communicative
uses. It has now been shown through research (Mitchell et al, Stirling University
that the amount of language that takes place in the classroom in either real or
simulated communication is in fact infinitessimal. It should not be impossible
to improve thisJ

What the G.L0A0FoL<,Lo project hopes to lead towards is a strategy for selecting
or writing particular materials for particular purposes so that they can be built
up in a rational way into a flexible scheme of work covering, for example, graded
teaching/learning resources, graded remedial and extension resources, and "graded"
authentic foreign language resources, providing the teacher with material which
responds to the needs, potential, speed of learning and interests of the learners.

The instructional method is in force in all our classrooms. The Modem Language
teacher sees himself as the only direct source of knowledge. He takes pride in
his own hard-earned knowledge and skills, and sees his task essentially as one
of "teaching" that knowledge and those skills to his learners in as direct, as
quick, and as effective a way as possible. Certain questions may be asked howevei
a) To what extent does the teacher"s direct teaching prevent the learner from

learning how to learn. This is a crucial question.

b) Is the teacher really the only source of knowledge and skills? Are there
not resources that can help the learners to learn and to improve - tapes,
texts, readers, work-sheets, dictionaries, programmed learning material,
grammar books, BBC material, Linguaphone,computer,programmes etc. etc?

c) Is it more motivating to have to learn by your own efforts with help from
a teacher, or to have the teacher in effect imposing learning upon you?

It is not being suggested that the resources mentioned above replace the teacher.
It is however suggested that by judicious use of them at appropriate times teachers
can:

a) Help and encourage learners to learn how to learn.
b) Release themselves to some extent from the teacher-to-whole-class-situation

to concentrate on particular tasks with particular groups or individuals.
It is exceedingly tiring (as teachers know only too well) to be a permanent
theatrical performance in front of a large class.

There is no doubt that Modern Language teachers have been very much slower than
teachers of Science, History, or Home Economics, for example, to move away from
an Instructional to a more Enquiring method. The major reason for this, of course
is the fact that in the learning of a foreign language a new code has to be learnt.
There is much less of a code problem in the learning of science or history (but it
is never entirely removed). It could be argued however that whereas the code
problem is much greater in learning to use a foreign language, the content is much
less of a problem than in other subjects. We do not on the whole teach new
concepts or ask pupils to extend their experience beyond the fairly well-known.
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The instructional method has led to total teacher domination of the classroom
situation and has even meant that such potentially useful aids as dictionarie;
have been phased out of S1/S2 classrooms as "dangerous" aids to learning.
The pupil is instructed to "use only what he knows", and to rely entirely on
the teacher/text book for any new information. This is inhibiting and clear!
unproductive, however many errors it may avoid.

What we must now do through G.L.A.F.L.L. is to experiment with the enquiry
method. Wherever possible we must devise methods for pupils to learn by the:
own efforts and through this to acquire strategies for learning how to learn.
This means inevitably developing individualised resources and evaluating the
results.

We might examine how other subject teachers do this and adapt their ideas to
our own subject.
An enquiry method would help the foreign language learner develop strategies
for finding out:

a) how in the foreign language to convey his meanings

b) what particular chunks of the foreign language mean when he hears
or reads them.

c) how to go about tying the threads of the disparate elements of
language he comes across into some sort of manageable system.
In classroom foreign language learning this cannot be left to
chance and to nature. It must be actively promoted.

Here are some possible areas for reaearch. We would essentially like
G.L.AoFoLoL. teachers or schools to take any one or more of these areas to
work on in their classroom :

Can we negotiate the content (both the communicative and system aspects)
of lessons with pupils?
Can we develop a methodology that moves from needs to language and not
from imposed text to possible uses?
For what things can we develop individual learning materials? Do leame
learn better sometimes without a teacher, or always better with a teacher
How could we consciously set about helping pupils to learn how to learn?
What would we do? How would we know whether we had succeeded?
What methodological techniques and material can we use to encourage
communication in the classroom (e.g. games, simulations, role-playing, ta
involving exchange of information and decision-making etc) A lot of wor
has already been done for us here but will need adaptation to our purpose
What methodological techniques can we recommend for the teaching/learning
the system (grammar etc) which pay some attention to the findings of natu
foreign language learning i.e. that one learns to control the grammar of
language in a developmental way, and cannot be expected to get things "rig
straight away? Can we develop a series of acceptable approximative stag
and ensure that the system will not fossilize in an imperfect state for
those who wish to reach the next stage.

These are but some of the areas we might tackle. Any volunteers?

John L Clark
9.5.80
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Purposes and Types of Assessment
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ASSESSMENT S1-S4

1 PURPOSES AND TYPES OF ASSESSMENT

1.1 The principal purposes of assessment would seem to be as
follows:

a To help the pupil and teacher to know where Strengths
and weaknesses lie so that appropriate action can be
taken. This is usually referred to as assessment for
diagnostic purposes.

b To help the pupil and teacher to monitor progress and
to record this for parents, future employers etc. The
aim here is to build up a profile covering the whole
range of outcomes towards which learning a foreign
language in the classroom is orientated, stated both
in terms of classroom progress in the dimensions of the
syllabus and in terms of proficiency in accomplishing
real-life tasks.

c To help the pupil come to terms with his own progress
in language learning so that he can make realistic
decisions about future courses of action in conjunction
with those who guide him in course choice and in his
eventual career. This can be referred to as self-
eyaation by the pupil.

d To help the teacher to evaluate his/her own teaching
in the light of the progress made by pupils in the
various dimensions of the syllabus. This can be referred
to as self-evaluation by the teacher from, which information
can be fed back into the language-teachir.g/learning process.

A whole and healthy assessment policy would be concerned with
all of the above purposes. In order to plan a framework that
would include them all, we need to consider what should be
done in each of the four areas.

1. 2 Assessment for Diagnostic Purposes

Before undertaking this form of assessment, there has to be a
basic agreement as to:-

a What it is that the pupil should learn to do (global
tasks)

b What the various components of the learning tasks are
in which individual pupils may find difficulty (skills
and knowledge areas)

c How one might diagnose such difficulties or weaknesses
(diagnostic tests)

a Having diagnosed a weakness, how one might help the
pupil to get over it (remedial work)

Let us take each of these four areas in turn.
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a One might reasonably suggest that what has to be learnt
are the various communicative competencies that underlie
the ability to communicate in a variety of tasks. Thus
we might start by specifying the communicative tasks to
be performed in the various communication areas of the
syllabus.

b We might then try to specify the various components of
the communicative tasks. These might be seen in terms of:

i the skills and strategies that will be required
to carry them out

ii the meanings (intentions and concepts) that are
likely to arise

iii the particular language resource in terms of
pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary that is
likely to be needed to fulfil the tasks.

Pupils may have difficulties in any one or more of these
areas. Failure to carry out a task may, for example, be
due to faulty auditory perception, or lack of vocabulary,
or unintelligible intonation patterns in expression etc.

c How one is to diagnose what may be the cause of a parti¬
cular difficulty is not an easy question to answer. It
is often not too difficult to diagnose a macro-skill
weakness (i.e. difficulty in listening comprehension),
but it is much more difficult to isolate why there is
that weakness.

In the classroom it is all too common for teachers to

diagnose a general weakness but not to isolate a parti¬
cular cause.

d Without isolating a particular cause it raay be less than
helpful to provide remedial work in the form of more of
the same learning experiences. That some pupils often
do no better on a retest than they did on the first test
is an indication of this.

We shall have to do considerable research into ways of
isolating weaknesses, of devising diagnostic tests to
reveal them, and of providing appropriate remedial work.

In the area of development of the written system of a language
i.e. its written grammar and its vocabulary, it seems entirely
practical to consider the use of existing computers for
testing and remediation of individual errors. This, however,
is dependent on the development of a system for diagnosing
errors and understanding why they arose in the first place,
so that the appropriate computer programming can be under¬
taken .

1•^ Profiling Pupil Progress

In order to build up a profile of progress for each indivi¬
dual pupil, a Modern Languages department must ask itself
the following questions:

a /
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a In what areas/along what dimensions do we wish to
record pupil progress?

b What instruments do we use to measure this progress?

c In what terms "shall we record the progress made for
our own purposes?

d How shall we report the progress to parents?

Let us take each of these four questions in turn:

a The areas/dimensions in which we will want to record
pupil progress will be determined by our views as to
what are the various hoped for outcomes of modern
language learning at the different stages in school.

In the first four years of the secondary school, it is
suggested that these outcomes should include:-

i Proficiency in communicative skills, which implies
development of the appropriate skills and strate¬
gies, and of an appropriate language resource
(pronunciation,grammar and vocabulary) to interpret
and express meanings, and an understanding of the
rules of use in the target cultures concerned.

ii Better language awareness: of language as a human
activity, of the potential of language for drawing
people together and creating divisions, of the
systematic but arbitrary nature of language, of
the uses of language, of the varieties of language
etc.

iii Growth of responsibility for one's own learning so
that one learns how to learn.

iv Awareness of other cultures and values.

There might be others such as the development of aesthetic
awareness, or the widening of horizons through experience
of another country.

We have very limited experience of monitoring progress in
the development of communicative skills as opposed to the
four language skills, rather more experience of assessing
the development of grammar and vocabulary, but little if
any experience at monitoring the development of language
awareness or responsibility for one's own learning.

If a profile were to cover communicative skills alone, as
might be suggested, then there is no doubt that less empha¬
sis would be placed on other areas. It is probable that
neither teachers nor pupils would devote much time or
thought as to how these other areas might be promoted.
They would assume them to be catered for. We may well find
it difficult to specify exactly hew we would go about
developing and assessing progress in language awareness, or
responsibility for learning, but it needs to be thought about.

b The instruments that we might use to monitor progress are
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many and various. We would almost certainly wish to use
class tests, ordinary classwork and homework, project
work, subjective judgements where relevant, a folder of
pupil work kept over a period of time, external examina¬
tions, records of individualised work etc.

Each of these instruments would no doubt be suited to
different purposes. Tests would best be used for commu¬
nicative skills or language resource development areas,
teacher judgements perhaps for awareness and respon¬
sibility areas, folder work for project areas etc.

We have usually recorded pupil progress in terms of marks
out of a total mark on a test. A mark on a test, however,
gives little indication of progress, since the test criteria
are rarely specified, so one does not know whether 50 out
of 100 is a 'good' or 'poor' mark in that particular test.

It is suggested that progress in communicative proficiency
can really only be monitored against criteria which are
spelled out in terms of tasks and of levels of performance.
For example, for each unit of instruction one might indicate
a series of communicative tasks involving a range of skills,
meanings, and language resource areas. Poth teachers and
pupils would agree the tasks, skills and knowledge areas
to be completed for each unit, and these items might be
recorded for each pupil on a progress card. Progress could
thus be measured in terms of successful completion of the
items on the progress card. Although not a particularly
difficult framework to elaborate, it nonetheless involves
a lot of co-operative work by teachers and pupils on the one
hand, and by teachers working together on the other.

Whereas the assessment of achievement looks backwards and
assesses whether the pupil has mastered what he was supposed
to have learnt in the classroom, the assessment of profi¬
ciency looks forwards and tries to assess how the pupil
would fare in the real-life tasks he is likely to come up
against. The teacher and pupil are both concerned with
proficiency towards which they must aim. Some periodical
assessment of how the pupil is progressing in this dimension
must therefore be made and be recorded. It is suggested
that this can be done both through internal assessment and
through periodical external examinations as pupils become
ready for them.

A pupil profile should enable the teacher to record progress
in the various dimensions in the syllabus. An example of a
simple scale indicating level of performance on communicative
items might be suggested in a letter or number form, and
might look like this:

A or 3 (meaning success at a high level)
B or 2 (meaning success at a satisfactory to good level)
C or 1 (meaning success at a minimum adequate level)
D or 0 (meaning not yet successful)

Note 1 The use of terms such as 'high1, 'good' etc
should not be interpreted as deriving from
norm-referencing i.e. calculated on the basis
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of what so many percent of pupils achieve.
Rather, such terms derive from an evaluation
of the quality of communication or learning
as defined by criteria such as fluency,
appropriacy etc.

Note 2 Other dimensions of the syllabus might require
fewer grades, or even all or nothing categories.

The information provided in this way is of some meaning
in terms of telling what the pupil can do, since one can
refer to his progress card to find out. It also indicates
how well he can do it, since the letter or number will
indicate this. Both pupil and teacher can thus have a
clearer idea of progress if this system is used; they
would have much less information if a series of marks was

given.

An example of a profile is given at Appendix 2 (page 75).

d The report card that is sent to the parent probably does
not need to include all the information that we might wish
to keep on the individual pupil profile. It will be up to
schools in dialogue with parents to determine exactly how
much the parents would like to know. It is suggested,
however, that the parents need to know:

i what has been taught, and what progress has been
made

ii how well the pupil has performed

iii how well he has worked

iv what sort of future can be reasonably expected for
the pupil on the basis of present attainment.

We would therefore need a report card that dealt in
criterion-referenced terms with i) and ii), that might
include some information about educational outcomes and
attitudes to work at iii) , and that gave some sort of
prognosis of likely success at iv). It is suggested
that simple verbal descriptions of grades or categories
be used for reporting to parents rather than letter or
number systems.

4 Self-Evaluation by the Pupil

It is suggested that just as one of the main aims of teaching
is to enable the pupil to learn hew to learn, one of the prin¬
cipal aims of assessment is to enable the pupil to assess his
own progress, and through this to make judgements about future
courses of action. For this the pupil must know what inter¬
mediate or terminal goal he is aiming at, how far he has
progressed, how well he has done, what still remains to be
learnt, and how much time he is likely to have available to
him. It is only when the pupil is helped to know these facts
that he can take decisions and determine the amount of effort
he will have to put in to attain whatever goals he has in
mind. We require an assessment scheme that encourages every
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pupil to achieve as high a level of successful attainment
as he can within the constraints that are particular to him.

Such a scheme would require to be open so that the pupil had
access to all the information available. There should be no

mystery and no secrecy. Both the content of courses and the
criteria against which progress and proficiency would be
measured should be made explicit to the pupils. In this way
pupils could be more meaningfully brought into the decision¬
making process.

Pupils can also be encouraged to assess their own work from c
time to time through the provision of self-checking answer
sheets, or through asking them to assess how well they feel
they have performed on a particular task. Self-assessment
and appropriate remediation will become more immediately
available with the advent of classroom computers. Making
pupils responsible for assessing themselves from time to
time will help them gradually to develop greater responsibilty
and self-critical awareness.

1.5 Self-Evaluation by Teachers

By examining the outcomes of his teaching in terms of pupil
performance and pupil attitudes, the teacher can have some
idea of how well he has done. Through examination of pupil
results, through locking at his classroom in a critical way,
through opinion-gathering, he can build up an idea of what
might usefully be changed. This important area is beyond the
scope of this paper.

2 A COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT SCHEME

For assessment to cover all the purposes and all the various
dimensions outlined above there must be a balanced scheme incor¬
porating a wide range of different components.

Perhaps the first question that needs to be debated is whether ther
is any need for external assessment, or whether internal assessment
by the school based on clearly set out schemes of work and assess¬
ment criteria would be sufficient.

Let us examine the possible justifications and roles of external
assessment.

2.1 External Assessment

This can be seen either as the monitoring of internal assess¬
ment by some method of comparing standards to ensure that the
judgements made about pupil performance from school to school
are fair and reliable, or it can be seen as the setting of
external exams common to pupils from a variety of schools who
are judged by the same standards, whether the marking is done
by the teachers in schools or by external examiners.

In the first case the monitoring of internal assessment implie
some common national syllabus and common assessment criteria,
the comparisons of assessments made in one school are to be
compared in. any reliable way with assessments made in another
school. Such a system would no doubt require a large number c
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external assessors. The CSE Mode 3 form of assessment has
perhaps not led to total public acceptance of its reliability,
since grades awarded to one set of pupils on the basis of one
content and one set of criteria are difficult to equate with
grades awarded to another set of pupils assessed on different
content matter by different criteria. It would seem that
moderators are given a very difficult task in these circum¬
stances .

What has emerged from CSE Mode 3 work and other innovatory
projects in Scotland is a great deal of evidence to support
the claim that teachers can and do learn to plan schemes of
work for themselves, and that many of these are more interesting
and more usefully challenging than current examination sylla¬
buses. It is therefore our view that the planning of teaching
syllabuses and schemes of work should be the job of the teacher
and not that of any external body. It is extremely unlikely
that any one official body of people has a monopoly of wisdom
in the field of syllabus planning. All other things being
equal, what makes one syllabus work better than another is the
extent to which the learner and teachers concerned are committed
to it, and commitment is more likely to be obtained from
teachers and pupils who have been enabled to take decisions
about course content in the light of all the available current
insights. There is no doubt that this would mean that all
teachers should be involved in better and more rigorous profes¬
sional training and in-service work than is often currently
available, so that they may be equipped on a continuing basis
with the relevant insights. This in its turn implies that a
proper allocation of time be made in the teacher's professional
life for training, planning and assessing, and that the contact
teaching hours be appropriately reduced. With falling school
rolls it may well be now or never for a change in our profes¬
sional circumstances, and there is little sign as yet of those
in responsibility in educational administration preparing to
argue for this.

There is no doubt that a valid external exam common to a

variety of schools, if assessed reliably, is seen by many to be
the best way of monitoring and comparing standards. It is a
help to future employers and further education establishments
to have the proficiency of potential students/employees assessed
against common criteria regardless of the history of their
learning. This in no way reduces the importance of internal
assessment, concerned as it is with the whole range of educa¬
tional outcomes, but implies acceptance of an external examination
as one element in a comprehensive assessment system.

The dangers of having an external examination as the onby means
of assessment recognised by society are well known, but need to
be indicated here.

a External examinations are limited. They cannot assess
the total range of educational and subject-based outcomes
that are aspired to in the classroom. There will be
many classroom activities, learning experiences and
educational outcomes such as the ability to take part
in the exchange of tapes with a foreign school, or the
development of a sense of responsibility, or the indivi¬
dual reading'of books for pleasure, which cannot be
assessed in external examinations.
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b External examinations are limiting. Teachers concentrate
on those target outcomes that are to be assessed in the
exam, so that the classroom is transformed from a place
of education into a rehearsal area for the examination
in question. Whether the external exam is a good one or
not, the effect is to limit the range of learning experi¬
ences offered.

If external examinations are to be retained as one element in
a comprehensive assessment scheme, then we must ensure that
the limiting effects are reduced to a minimum, accept the
limitations, and plan accordingly. We must determine what
external examinations should assess within these constraints.

2.2 We have stated that we believe that each school should be
involved in the elaboration of its own teaching syllabus. A
teaching syllabus is concerned with the provision of learning
experiences in the form of PARTICULAR INSTANCES of a wide
range of tasks, skills, language elements etc. from which it
is hoped that the GENERAL COMPETENCE underlying communication
in a foreign language can be derived. We have made it clear
that, within certain limits, we believe that it may not matter
too much which particular instances of tasks are chosen pro¬
vided that there is a commitment to them on the part of teachers
and learners. Teachers must do their utmost to ensure that the
learning experiences selected do in fact lead to general
communicative ability.

It seems to us that it is this general communicative ability,
not simply linguistic proficiency, that external examinations
can most reasonably be asked to assess. The most appropriate
means of doing this is to ask pupils to apply what they have
learnt (irrespective of the content and history of this) to a
range of real-life tasks. Through criterion referenced tests
of proficiency on real-life tasks, towards which all class¬
rooms can be expected to lead, however diverse the paths,
external exams can provide a means for monitoring standards
and comparing pupil performances.

It is suggested therefore that a consensus of views is required
as to what constitutes relevant real-life tasks, and that the
consensus can best be achieved by an external agency such as an
examination board bringing together the various parties of
teachers and language users concerned (e.g. industry and
commerce, professions using languages, schools, universities,
colleges etc) to map out what these tasks might be and what
levels of performance on them are to be expected.

In the early years of language learning (at present exemplified
in the S1-S4 all-through course) these tasks might reasonably
be confined to a common core of tasks encountered by visitors
to a foreign country or by those interested in information or
entertainment in the foreign language, rather than the more
specialist vocational or literary tasks which are inappropriate
at these levels. An external examination syllabus should,
then, be elaborated containing the communicative tasks agreed.
It is inevitable and indeed logical that the external syllabus
communicative tasks then become one of the target outcomes for
classroom teaching. It therefore follows that all schools will
have this component in common and will necessarily include it
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in their internal assessment schemes. It would then become
possible to monitor this component of internal assessment
externally in a reliable way, since the content and assessment
criteria would be common to all schools. Internal assessment
should not of course be limited to this component, however,
concerned as it will be by communicative tasks related to the
classroom (penpals, tape exchanges with other schools, games,
classroom interaction), with mastery of specific language
elements and other outcomes that do not feature in an examina¬
tion syllabus concerned with real-world communicative tasks.

- »

2.3 It is suggested that teachers should be asked to make available
their teaching syllabuses/schemes of work, on which their
internal assessment is to be based, to some regional or national
body. It is suggested that Regional Advisory Services be
asked to discuss with individual schools and to provide advice
about their teaching syllabuses and internal assessment schemes.
It is suggested that guidelines on the construction of teaching
syllabuses and on internal assessment should be produced.

2.4 We need now to discuss how many levels of external examination
might be necessary. Periods of study of a foreign language
may vary from a one year crash course to six years. There
would be no point whatsoever in teaching a foreign language to
any pupil, unless one could guarantee some meaningful profi¬
ciency in real-life tasks at the end of the study period. It
is therefore necessary to elaborate a graded series of age-free
external examinations in foreign languages so that every pupil
may be assessed at the level appropriate to him/her.

It is probable that no national external examination board will '
be ready for some years to take on the responsibility for a ,

comprehensive graded series of age-free external examinations.
It looks in Scotland as if the best that can be achieved in the
forseeable future at the national level is Dunning's three levels o
examination (Foundation, General and Credit). The notion of
different levels of examination is to be welcomed, but the
decision to make these age-bound (for those over 16) is in
contradiction to the principles of this paper and to any
learner-centred approach to education. Some other agency must
therefore take on the responsibility for providing the missing
age-free levels of external examination.

It is suggested that Regional Authorities should be encouraged
to set up their own graded series of external examination as
components of comprehensive assessment schemes. This has
already been done in a considerable number of authorities such
as Oxfordshire, West Sussex, Cumbria, Leeds, the South West
Consortium of Authorities, Lothian and others. Not only might
such regional initiatives provide real objectives and validation
for every pupil's endeavours, thus increasing motivation and
raising"standards, but they might also provide a focus and frame
work for ueacher training and for active teacher participation
in the elaboration of regional schemes of work including exam¬
inations and internal school assessment schemes to complement
these.

The proposal we make within the Dunning framework is for interna
assessment, encouraged and assisted by regional initiatives, and
a graded series of external examinations, some at regional level
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and some at national level. This is inevitably a messy com¬
promise and does not reflect the ideal of age-free external
examinations at various levels. It is suggested that in early
school foreign language learning the following picture might
emerge:
Stage 1 Internal Assessment + an External Examination at

Regional level (Age-free)

Stage 2 Internal Assessment + an External Examination at
Regional level (Age-free)

Stage 3 Internal Assessment + an External Examination at
National (Foundation) level (End of S4)

Stage 4 Internal Assessment + an External Examination at
National (General) level (End of S4)

Stage 5 Internal Assessment + and External Examination at
National (Credit) level (End of S4)

What might happen beyond this is dealt with in a separate
paper.

2.5 Fupil Record of Achievement/School Certificate

The end product of the assessment scheme that we propose would
be a Pupil Record of Achievement or School Certificate on
which would be recorded the latest internal assessments made
over the whole range of outcomes and the external examination
proficiency results. There would" be no sense in conflating
internal and external assessments into some single grade or
mark, since the end result of internal assessment will be a
profile over thewhole range of outcomes, whi le the end result of
external assessment would be a very limited profile covering
only the areas in the examination. Conflation of the two would
only be possible in those areas of the profile where the infor¬
mation provided could logically be put together. We feel that
this is unlikely to occur, since internal assessment is concerned
with both achievement and proficiency, whereas external assess¬
ment is concerned with proficiency alone. The aim of the Record
of Achievement/School Certificate would be to provide external
users ('future employers etc) with the sort of information that
they require. We feel that this is likely to be in terms of a
profile of results obtained in different areas both in school
and on an external examination. It is clear that only when
dialogue with users of the Record of Achievement/School
Certificate is properly initiated will consensus on what infor¬
mation is required on it be achieved.

The present argument about the weight to be given to internal I.
v external assessment seems to us to be founded on a mis¬
understanding of the nature and purpose of the two components.
They provide complementary but different information. A clear
statement of internal and external components on a Record of
Achievement/School Certificate indicating what a pupil has been
able to dc and at what level he has done it in the various
areas concerned would provide all the "certification" that is
necessary.

2.6 Conclusion /
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2.6 Conclusion

It is our belief that only when a comprehensive assessment
scheme is adopted, such as is outlined here, will balance be
achieved and real improvement in the classroom made, since
internal assessment will ensure that the classroom is seen as

a real world in its own right subject to the purposes of
education as a whole,and not just to those target outcomes
assessable in external examinations, important though they are.
Improving the external examination system alone will not ensure
a proper balance between the demands of the classroom, where
pupils and teachers will only work more effectively if they are
committed to what they are doing, and the demands of outside
users as reflected in the external examination. We must be seer

to be concerned not only with external ends and end products,
but also with classroom means and processes.

3 COMMUNICATIVE PROFICIENCY

The external proficiency examinations typically encountered in the
British school system have focussed largely on pupils' linguistic
proficiency to the neglect of communicative proficiency of which
linguistic proficiency is only a part. It is communicative pro¬
ficiency that is to be assessed in external examinations. It is
now necessary to attempt to define what we mean by communicative
proficiency.

3-1 The nature of 'communication'

Communication means using a language for a purpose other
than, or additional to, the formal practice or display of
skills. That is, it means'using the language with a sub¬
stantial function or functions (which may be instrumental,
affective, descriptive etc) other than the function of
language practice. This may involve Listening, Speaking,
Reading cr Writing or combinations of these skills.

Whether a particular piece of foreign language use can be
described as communicative or not is ultimately a subjective
matter, depending on the mental focus of attention of the
participants in the discourse. However, an observer can
usually make useful guesses as to the communicative or non-
communicative character of particular instances of use, for
participants, by attending to a number of features of the
discourse, of which the following constitute a partial list:

a Unpredictability
If the form of successive utterances is unpredictable,
i.e. cannot be predicted from that which went before,
with very few exceptions (such as greetings) the discourse

likeJLy to be communicative.

b Purpose
If a clear instrumental purpose (e.g. getting someone
to do something) can be identified together with approp¬
riate behavioural consequences, the discourse is likely
to be communicative.
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c Information gap

If the information sought or transmitted via the foreign
language is not previously known to the person receiving
the message, the discourse is likely to be communicative.

d Discourse Coherence

If the successive utterances of the discourse are linked
by 'normal' real-world rules of discourse coherence
(e.g. inviting being followed by accepting or declining),
it is likely to be communicative.

e Personal Involvement

If the task involves the participant in drawing on
personal experience then it is likely to be communi¬
cative.

This non-exhaustive, overlapping list of indicators concerning
the probable communicative or non-communicative character of
particular instances of Foreign Language discourse is also
useful in attempting to plan classroom activities, and to
construct test items or tasks, which are likely to elicit
instances of communicative use.

3.2 'Simulated' and 'real' communication

The classroom setting, given a particular orientation and
commitment on the part of the teacher in particular, can
provide a context for a range of communicative uses of the
foreign language. The ongoing management of the classroom
may take place through the foreign language; the foreign
language may be used to discuss pupils' families, hobbies,
or other topics of intrinsic personal interest; it may be
used to transmit substantive information about - say - the
culture and society/ies associated with it; or it may be
used as a source of indirect imaginative experience through
exposure to literature, film etc. All these activities may
take place while the pupils retain their actual identities.

However the range of communicative activities possible in
the classroom is not limited to those in which the pupil
sustains his own present identity. Simulation techniques
offer the possibility of widening the range of activities
beyond those of the classroom, to encompass situations and
events likely to be met with on visits to the foreign country,
for example. Such simulated activities may be judged communi¬
cative, or otherwise, by exactly the same criteria as the
'here and now' activities previously discussed. Short of
parachuting all candidates for external proficiency assessment
into the foreign country, there is no other way of tapping
directly the communicative skills needed for purposeful inter¬
action with foreign language speakers (at least as far as the
oral skills are concerned).

3.3 Assessment of communicative proficiency

When candidates are aware of the fact that their efforts are

to be assessed in terms of linguistic proficiency alone
(accuracy in speech or in writing etc), it is natural that
they will wish to display their knowledge and skills to best
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advantage by playing safe and avoiding the expression of
ideas which will involve them in making up sentences whose
accuracy they cannot guarantee. This clearly militates
against communicative use of the foreign language. There is
some evidence that when pupils are aware of the fact that it
is their communicative proficiency and not just their linguistic
proficiency that is being assessed, they will 'have a go' and
create novel utterances if necessary by drawing on whatever
resource of skills and language they have available to them
for the fulfilment of the task. The examiner's job is to
select as test items those tasks most likely to encourage
this.

3.4 Appropriate tasks for assessing communicative proficiency

What types of task are appropriate to communicative proficiency
in an assessment context? It seems to us that three main
principles can be referred to, in answering this question:

a Tasks should be of an integrative, global character,
rather than of a discrete item type.

It seems to us that a focus on communicative rather
than on linguistic knowledge will be promoted by the
development of test items in the form of broad tasks
(e.g. conversations, listening activities, or reading
and/or writing activities) taking several minutes to
complete, with a fairly open specification of what
constitutes an adequate pupil response. Thus conver¬
sations would be favoured over scripted Q/A exchanges; \
replying to a given letter would be favoured over¬
filling blanks in a text; reporting the gist of an
aural text would be favoured over recall and translation
of individual words. Such tasks would frequently require
'mixed' skills (as in conversations, or in replying to
a letter).

b The tasks that are set should lead to communicative

activity which embraces the discourse features of
real communicative language use.

Some of the usual characteristics of communicative
foreign language use have been discussed above
(unpredictability, purpose, personal involvement,
discourse coherence etc). An appropriate selection
of these features should be built into any test tasks
intended to tap pupils' communicative proficiency,
whether of a real or of a simulated character. This
should at least make it more unlikely that, e.g. a
'shopping' simulation task will merely call forth the
repetition of a rehearsed script.

c As far as possible, tasks should require pupil behaviour
of kinds to be expected in 'real life' language use. We
shall examine this below.

3.5 In real life, individuals may be involved in communicative
language use in three ways:

a They may participate in a given communicative event by means
of overt linguistic behaviour (e.g. by participating in
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a conversation, giving a talk, or by writing something
down).

b They may participate through overt but non-Unguistic
means (e.g. by carrying out an instruction).

c They may participate through largely covert means
(e.g. in reading a novel, or listening to the radio).

In events of the sort covered in a and b there is overt,
observable evidence of the individual's engagement in
communicative activity, generated as part of the communi¬
cative event itself. In those of the sort covered in c,
however, no such evidence is produced.

Many of the tasks, real or simulated, we may wish to include
in communicative proficiency tests will be of types a and b
(e.g. interactive conversation tasks, or the following of
practical instructions such as directions). In these cases
the only pupil product required should be the linguistic or
non-linguistic behaviour required for completion of the task,
to standards acceptable from non-native speakers in the real
world.

Other problems arise in the case of tasks of type c (e.g.
reading or listening activities without direct behavioural
outcomes, such as listening to a radio programme). If a
selection of such tasks were to be included in communicative
proficiency tests, it would be necessary to collect evidence
of task completion by indirect, 'unnatural' means. Since
such tasks generate no observable behaviour testees must
perforce be asked to report on the covert linguistic activity
which has taken place. It was felt that it was important to
include tasks of type c in external examinations, provided
the "communicative" character of any such listening or reading
tasks was assured as far as possible through:

i providing texts likely to motivate pupils to listen
to or to read them for reasons additional to the
display of linguistic proficiency.

and

ii formulating the response stimuli in as open a manner
as possible (e.g. "What were those people talking
about?" rather than "What age was the speaker's
little sister at her last birthday?")

3.6 Real Life Conditions

Real life tasks are carried out under real life conditions.
Those who rece've letters or texts in a foreign language,
which have to be understood, will no doubt have dictionaries
to help them and have time to do the necessary work. Exam¬
ination conditions should attempt to replicate the sort of
authentic conditions appropriate to particular tasks. In
conversation with a native speaker it should always be possible
to ask for repetition, rephrasing or help wich a particular
difficulty etc. Interlocutors usually help one rather than
assess one'. Conversation tests should therefore reflect these
conditions. For most if not all reading tasks dictionaries
are appropriate, as they would be for most writing tasks.
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4 SELECTING AND GRADING TASKS

4.1 Selecting Tasks

It has been suggested above that a consensus of views between
teachers in school and professional users of language is
required as to which particular real-life tasks should feature
in the various levels of external examination.

In real life when we are in contact with people or with things
foreign, many everyday communicative tasks are common to us all,
whether we have mastered very little of a foreign language or
quite a lot of it. It is suggested that at Foundation level
the pupil should be able to carry out those communicative tasks
that he cannot opt out of if he is to fulfil his everyday needs
and wants on the one hand, and to maintain some level of social
prestige within the speech community on the other hand. Examples
of such tasks may be found in the syllabus example at 5.4. It
is of course always possible to try and opt out of foreign
language conmunication through:

a using English and expecting others to do so too

b asking someone else to interpret for you

c conveying basic messages through gesture and other
paralinguistic means

We are agreed that in examinations of foreign language
proficiency pupils should be required to communicate through
using the foreign language, though gesture and other para-
linguistic features may add additional support to what they
have to say.

At General and Credit levels we are concerned with the same

Communicative tasks that are covered at Foundation level plus
the additional tasks that those with a larger language resource
and additional skills can be expected to opt into, e.g. more
extended reading, more complex conversation tasks involving
discussion and debate rather than mere exchange of personal
information etc.

The problem that we must resolve is that of grading the tasks,
so that we set tasks appropriate to each stage of learning.

4.2 Grading Tasks

In traditional schemes of work, grading is seen in terms of
progression through a linear sequence of supposedly increasingly
difficult structural and vocabulary elements. For example the
past tense is considered more difficult and tackled later than
the present tense, and the future and the conditional are done
later still. In a communicative scheme of work, however, where
the syllabus content is seen in terms of communicative needs,
even a beginner must be equipped with a minimal adequate system
for communicating past time or future time. All pupils will
also have to acquire the necessary skills and strategies to
cope with the authentic listening and reading tasks that arise.

Grading can no longer be seen in purely linguistic structural
terms. It must be seen in global communicative terms. It is
suggested that this can be done along the following dimensions:
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1 Task difficulty
2 Complexity of language to be interpreted
3 Topic/Context difficulty

4.2.1 Task Difficulty

a This would be judged in terms of the amount of
creative thinking the pupil had to do to carry
out the task set.

b It would also be judged in terms of the skills
involved in the fulfilment of a particular task.
Understanding the fine detail of what is written
may be more difficult than extracting the gist.
Engaging in a task involving a combination of
skills, e.g. listening, note-taking and writing
may demand more effort than single-skill tasks.

4.2.2 Complexity of language to be interpreted

This would be judged in global rhetorical terms, i.e.
how easy or difficult it is for the pupil to understand
the meaning of what is said or written.

In information-processing tests involving reading and
listening it is the examiner who can determine to some
extent the level of rhetorical complexity used, since
he can choose which texts to set. He can bear in mind
the structural complexity, the width of the vocabulary,
the length of the text, the speed at which decoding has
to be done, whether the information is given directly or
indirectly etc.

In Conversation Tests it is also possible for the examiner/
interlocutor to vary the level of complexity of the language
to which pupils are exposed. Whether this should or should
not be done is debatable, since in real life a native speaker
speaking to a foreigner would adapt the level of his talk to
a level that the foreigner can understand. This may, however,
involve a certain amount of raising and lowering of level of
complexity to find an appropriate level which neither insults
the foreigner's ability nor yet goes beyond his/her capacities

4.2.3 Topic/Context difficulty

It is more difficult for pupils to handle topics with which
they are not familiar in their everyday experience, and it
is more difficult for them to operate in contexts (e.g. air- §
ports) in which they are not familiar with the language
activities involved.

It is also clearly easier for pupils to react to topics sub¬
jectively rather than to discuss them objectively in general
abstract terms.

4. 3 Caveat

Since language is not in any one-to-one relationship with
meanings it is not always possible to set tasks which
determine in advance the complexity of language to be
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"produced" by the pupil to express meanings in conversation
tests. Criteria such as width of vocabulary or breadth of
structural mastery or length of utterance may prove irrelevant
in judging a pupil's productive performance, since pupils
may choose to carry out a task with admirable economy,
simplicity, directness and precision, which may well not
provide direct evidence of a very large language resource.

4.4 Conclusion

This is an attempt to set out a list of the various features
that may be involved in complexity and in grading tasks.
This list is not intended to be exhaustive. Further research
work needs to be done in this area before any clearer picture
emerges.

Interpretative Tasks

The complexity of the skills involved
The extent to which creative thinking is involved
The complexity of the language:

structural complexity
complexity of vocabulary
directness/indirectness

length of sentences

speed of delivery
- well-formedness

The familiarity of the topic/context
The extent to which help is provided (dictionaries etc)

Expressive Tasks

The extent to which creative thinking is involved
The extent to which help is provided (from inter¬
locutor or dictionary)
Width of range of meanings to be expressed
The familiarity of the topic/context
The extent to which objectivity of treatment is required

- The extent to which accuracy and appropriacy are
required for intelligibility to be achieved.

5 AN EXAMPLE OF AN EXTERNAL EXAMINATION SYLLABUS FOR FOUNDATION,
GENERAL"AND CREDIT LEVELS - - -

What follows is an attempt to set out the sort of syllabus implied
by this paper. It represents a consensus of views of individuals
involved in the Lothian, Strathclyde and Tour de France projects,
though its origins lie in Lothian's GLAFLL project.

5.1 This syllabus example will be set out in the form of:

a/
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a Communicative tasks - any one of which might be
included in the examination. These tasks must
therefore be seen as prescriptive. Probable
functional and notional content will be indicated
where appropriate.

b Skills that are involved in the above communicative
tasks. These will cover the interpretative and
expressive skills, discourse organisational skills
and the various micro-skills.

There is no neat one-to-one relationship between forms in
language and total meanings or messages (intentions + concepts).
It is possible, for example, to get someone to open the window
by using a number of different language forms. Conversely the
same language form can mean a number of different things
according to the context in which it is used. Thus it is not
possible to DEFINE a syllabus of forms to fit particular
functions, though it may be possible to SUGGEST one or two
appropriate forms of expression for particular functions in
particular contexts in the style of the Council of Europe's
Threshold Level syllabuses. Here we prefer the "pick and
choose" style of Un Niveau Seuil to the more prescriptive
format of Threshold Level for English. It is an impossible
task to define a "receptive syllabus, since native speakers
and writers will have an entire language resource at their
disposal to express themselves and can draw on a whole variety
of forms to convey a particular meaning. It may be unrealistic
to prescribe the language elements of a productive syllabus,
since individuals in communicative situations will choose
which concepts and which intentions they wish to convey, and
also which forms (standard or non-standard) they wish to use
to embody them.

In addition to this, each individual will have different needs.
One has only to think of the pupils'" differing interests,
hobbies, likes and dislikes, pets, father's profession etc to
be persuaded that a prescriptive vocabulary is unhelpful if
personal involvement is one of the characteristics of communi¬
cation.

The argument is that the actual choice of language forms
selected to embody the pupils' communicative needs within the
prescribed tasks should be worked out in the classroom and
form part of the teaching/learning scheme of work and not of
the external examination syllabus. The language learning
process is seen more as a question of helping pupils to discover
and then to learn what meanings and language they need to carry
out tasks, rather than one of imposing language forms externally
for ingestion and regurgitation. Assessment of the pupils'
developing ability to internalise and control the language
resource taught is an essential part of internal assessment.

5.2 Syllabas Overlap between Foundation, General and Credit

At each progressive stage the candidate will be expected to
carry out all the tasks he was able to carry out at the
previous stage but with increased skills, an increased
ability to handle meanings, and an increased language resource
in terms of phonology, grammar and vocabulary. He will thus
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be able to carry out the same tasks with a finer degree of
appropriacy in a wider range of contexts.

The candidate will also have learnt to carry out a few new
tasks at each progressive stage which may have involved
the acquisition of new skills, new meanings or new language
elements.

Progress in language learning is thus seen as the development
of an ability to carry out more and more tasks better and
better.

The Foundation level syllabus will be set out in full.

Only those additions at General and Credit levels will be
mentioned, since the General syllabus automatically includes
the entire Foundation syllabus, and the Credit syllabus
includes the entire General syllabus.

5.3 Communicative Areas, Settings and Topics etc

In order to establish a framework within which to set out
communicative tasks, the syllabus has been subdivided into
various Communication Areas within which real-life tasks
may be set. These areas remain common to each level, though
the tasks within them become progressively more demanding.
The Communication Areas are as follows:

Social Relations through Conversation
Processing information and conimunieating it in some way

Corresponding at a distance

Entertaining a foreign friend or helping a foreign
tourist in Britain

Staying in a foreign home
"Tourist" Transactions:

a travelling
b finding the way
c eating and drinking
d accommodation/camping
e shopping
f getting services
g leisure activities
h sight-seeing

The settings within which the tasks may take place include
the use of the, foreign language in Britain, as well as
abroad.

The interlocutors with whom candidates will be expected to
communicate include foreign strangers, acquaintances and
friends, teenagers and adults, officials and sales persons.

The written materials which candidates may have to handle
include letters, articles and extracts as appropriate from
magazines, brochures, publicity leaflets, newspapers and
books, and realia such as menus, timetables, forms to fill
in etc.
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The spoken material may include extracts from radio or TV
recordings, or from live conversation or monologue, or from
conversation and monologue recorded for the purposes of the
examination within the constraints of the criteria set out
for communication.

The topics to be handled at each level can only be suggested,
since each individual may well choose to converse or correspon<
about different things within the prescribed tasks. The
following suggestions cannot therefore be prescriptive but are
intended to highlight the sort of topics related to the intere:
and experiences of most teenagers:

;s
Hobbies
Sports
Pop scene - records/music

pop stars
gear

Fashion
Entertainment personalities
TV
Cinema
Clubs/Societies
Holidays
Travel/school trips etc
Bikes/cars
Discos and dances

Relationships with parents
Relationships with others/other sex
Pets

Shopping/prices
Pocket money
School world
Teenage reading
Personal care

Comparisons Scotland: Foreign Country
News and events of relevance to age group
Careers

Topics of interest in other subjects in school
Personal experiences



COMMUNICATIONAREA1

SOCIALRELATIONSTHROUGHCONVERSATION
-FOUNDATIONLEVEL-

Tasks

PossibleFunctionalAreas

'I/lGettingtoknowsomeone
Greetings Exchanginginformationi, Commentingaj3°ut Askingforclarificationj

FI/2Conversingonappropriate topics

Exchanginginformation Seeking/givingcomment Seeking/expressingsimple attitudes:non-coramital surprise approvaland disapproval hope

Seeking/expressingsensationsjj Askingopinion/expressing opinion Seeking/statingreasons Expressingagreementor disagreement

-p

3 O

•a

j

PossibleNotionalAreas
Personalbackground Likes/dislikes/preferences School Leisureactivities Popscene Sport Friends Foodanddrink Clothesandfashion Abilities

to

Home School Leisureactivities:TVfilms
popscene

Foodanddrink Personalrelationships Pastexperiences Thingsboughtandprices Futureintentions Holidays Jobs Time/weather Wellbeing/sickness Thirst,heat,cold,tirednessetc.



Fi/3Gettingtningsnoneordoing somethingatsomeoneelse's requestandreactingtocertain events/situations

Expressingwisnes/reacting Makingrequests/reacting Askingpermissiontodo things/reacting Offering/reacting Expressingneeds/reacting Carryingoutinstructions Expressingthanks Apologising Swearingandabusincr Gettingridofsomeone Expressinggoodwishes
Activitiesrelatedtopersonal comfort(openingwindows,eatingetc; ortocontext(e.g.requestfora pen) Objects Actions

Fl/4Planningactivitiesincommon (usingadiaryifappropriate)
Suggesting/reacting Arranging Inviting/reacting Statingreasons

Activitiesrelatedtocontext Leisureactivities Times,places,rendezvousetc. Aproject

Fl/5Participatingingeneral conversationwithanumberof otherinterlocutors,soasto followthedriftofthecon¬ versation,understandthegist thatconcernsorinterestsyou, andparticipatewhenaskedto orwhen-you-wish•tow

Exchanginginformation Exchangingopinions Exchangingattitudes Exchangingcomments Exchangingexperiences Makingarrangements etc.

Topicsastheyarise

K>

-GENERALLEVEL-

Gl/1Discussingappropriatetopics
Exchanginginformation Seeking/givingcomments Seeing/givingopinions Seeking/statingreasons Seeking/expressingattitudes Expressingagreementor disagreement

Topicsandeventsofpersonal interest Topicsandeventsofcurrentgeneral importancebothinschoolandoutof school

Gl/2Narratingpersonalexperiences
Exchanginginformation Reactingtoinformation

Eventsofpersonalimportance



i/3Seekingforexplanation, help,advice,andexplaining
1/5Discussingandmakingcomparisons betweenBritishandforeignways ofdoingthings

Seekingforhelpandadvice andreactingtoinformation Explaining/seekingexplanation (cause/effect:reason)

1/4TelephoningtomakearrangementsAsinFl/4
Seeking/giving:information comment

Actionsdone Howtodothings AsinFl/4 Differentwaysoflife Prices Whatthingslooklike
-CREDITLEVEL-

1/1Debatingappropriatetopics 1/2InterpretinginEnglishfor someonewhounderstandsFrench
Presentinganargument Exchangingopinionsand attitudes Hypothesising GivinginformationinEnglish aboutwhathasjustbeensaid intheforeignlanguage

Topicsofinteresttotheparti¬ cipants

1/3Givingappropriateadviceand helptosomeone

Givinginformation/advice Instrueting

Whattodoandhowtodoit



COMMUNICATIONAREA2

PROCESSINGINFORMATIONANDCOMMUNICATING ITINSOMEWAY

-FOUNDATIONLEVEL-
GettingtheInformation Tasks

F2/1Findinginformationforpersonalinterest e.g.
Findingoutone'shoroscope Findingoutaboutthepopscene Findingoutabouteventsofinterest Findingoutaboutatopicofpersonal interest-e.g.football/fashion/motorbikes etc Findingasuitablepen-pal Learningaboutthewayoflifeina foreigncountry Findingoutaboutanotherpersonand his/herplans

F2/2Findinginformationaboutforeigngoods andprices
F2/3Findinginformationrelatedtoone's holidayplans -travel,accommodation thingstoseeanddoetc.

F2/4Findinginformationforsomesettask e.g.tomakearecipe tomakeamodel

SourceMaterial WrittenSources
Teenagemagazines Newsarticles Leaflets Anyappropriatetexts/extracts Lettersfromfriends

fo

Catalogues,adverts Travelandtouristbrochures Leaflets Timetablesandothertabularinformation Lettersfromforeignfriends Referencematerialssuchastextbooks
hobbymanuals fashionmagazines cookingbooks

SpokenSources



Communicatingtheinformation
F2/6Presentinginformationintabularwrittenform inEnglishforsomeoneelse

F2/7AnsweringquestionsinEnglishthroughspeech inEnglishtosomeoneelsewhohasapurposein askingthem
F2/8AnsweringquestionsinEnglishthroughwriting inEnglishforsomeoneelsewhohasapurposein askingthem

F2/9Answeringquestionsintheforeignlanguagethrough speechintheforeignlanguagetosomeoneforeign whohasapurposeinaskingthem

See3.5

-GENERALLEVEL-

Gettingtheinformation Tasks

G2/1Findinginformationforsomesetpurpose (e.g.holidayaccommodation,purchaseof goodsetc.)
G2/2Takingatelephonecallandrelayingthe messagetosomeoneelse

SourceMaterial WrittenSources

to
cn

Commercialletters
SpokenSources

Telephonecall

Communieatingtheinformation Tasks

G2/3Exchanginginformationonehasgleanedfrom spokenorwrittensourceswithsomeoneelse whohasmatching/mismatchinginformationand throughconversationintheforeignlanguage drawingconclusions/makingdecisions.



G2/4Presentinginformation inEnglishforsomeone
G2/5Presentinginformation inEnglishforsomeone

asaverbalsummary else asawrittensummary else

-CREDIT

Gettingtheinformation Tasks

C2/1Findinginformationforsomesetpurpose e.g.findingoutaboutthenews findingoutaboutatopicofinterest Communicatingtheinformation Tasks

C2/2Presentingtheinformationasaverbal summaryintheforeignlanguagetosomeone else

C2/3InterpretingtheinformationinEnglishon thespottosomeonewhodoesn'tunderstand theforeignlanguageandwhoasksfor specificinformation
ft.

LEVEL-

SourceMaterial SpokenSources
ActualTV/radio News/weatherreport Otherinformativeprogramme Actualintervieworconversationonasuitable topiconTV/radioorsuitabletapedversion



COMMUNICATIONAREA3

CORRESPONDINGATADISTANCE
-FOUNDATIONLEVEL-

Tasks

PossibleFunctionalContent
PossibleNotionalContent

F3/1Exchangingpen-palletters togettoknowsomeone
Seeking/givinginformation Seeking/givingattitudes comment

Reactingappropriately
Personalbackground Likes/dislikes/interests Popscene Homeenvironment School

F3/2Socialcorrespondencewith friends,e.g. -exchanginginformationin general
-planningsomecommonactivity -gettinginformationorgiving informationrelevanttosome particularpurpose

F3/3Understandingawrittenmessage fromafriendgivingspecific informationormakingaplan involvingyou

Asabove+ Makingplans/arrangements Seeking/giving/reactingto opinions Askingfor/offeringthings andreactingappropriately Expressinggoodwishesand reactingappropriately Extractinginformation Reactingappropriately -GENERALLEVEL-

Topicsasabove Holidayarrangements (times/traveletc) Gifts

K>

-J

Eventsasrelevanttothecontext. Leisureactivitiesplans Times/rendez-vous/placesetc.

G3/1Socialcorrespondence -narratingpersonalexperiences
G3/2Socialcorrespondence -thankyouletterstopeople whohaveofferedhospitality/ help

Seeking/givinginformation Seeking/givingattitudes Seeking/givingcomment Reactingappropriately Thanking

Whatyouhavejustseen,heardor done Whatyouhavejustseen/doneetc.



G3/3Commercialcorrespondence- (receivinglettersonly) Understandingrequested information
G3/4Writingamessagefora friendgivingsomespecific informationormakingsome plan

Extractinginformation Givinginformation Explaining Suggesting

Holidayplans Travelplans Purchaseofgoods Eventsasrelevanttothecontext Leisureactivities Times/rendez-vous/placesetc.
-CREDITLEVEL-

C3/1Commercialcorrespondence e.g.planningaccommodation onaholiday purchasing/hiringsome¬ thing

Seeking/giving/reactingto information Requesting Seekingclarification

Holidays Goods Prices Conditions

NJ
00



COMMUNICATIONAREA4

CONVERSINGWITHAFOREIGNTOURISTINBRITAIN ENTERTAININGAFOREIGNFRIENDINBRITAIN
-FOUf&TIONLEVEL-

Tasks

F4/1Tellingsomeonehowtoget somewhere
F4/2Answeringrequestsforgeneral information

F4/3Meetingafriendashe/she arrivesinBritainandputting him/heratease
F4/4Showingafriendroundyour town/environment/localsights ofinterest

F4/5Showingafriendroundyour houseandshowinghim/her his/herroomandhowtouse theamenities
F4/6Describingdailyroutines andtimesfortheminyour family

PossibleFunctionalContent Reactingtorequestsfor directions Givingdirections Reactingtorequests Givinginformation Politenesses Askingforinformation/ reactingtoinformation Givinginformation/describing Reactingtorequestsfor information Givinginformation/describing Reactingtorequestsfor information Givinginformation/describing Reactingtorequestsfor information

PossibleNotionalContent
Placesthattouristsetcvisit (e.g.monuments,shoppingarea, museums,banks,restaurants pubs,accommodationetc)

Directions Time Distance Bestplaceforsomeparticular purpose Whetheronecandosomething (e.g.smoke,drinketc.) Wellbeing Journey Tiredness Sights Shops Parks Countrysideetc Descriptiveexpressions Rooms Amenities e.g.-bath,loo,TV,heating, fridge,telephone
Gettingup Meals Goingtobed Leisureactivities Timesanddays



F4/7 F4/8 F4/9 F4/10 F4/11 G4/1 G4/2 G4/3 G4/4

Describinglocaltransport systemtoandfromhome Enquiringaboutwellbeing offoreignfriend Planningleisureactivities withfriend(SeeFl/4) Offeringfood,drinkand otherthingsasappropriate Takingleaveofyourfriend attheendofhis/hervisit Offeringhelptosomeone/ offeringtolendsomething Describingsightsand amenitiesinhometownfor touriststovisit

Givinginformation Reactingtorequestsfor information Seeking-information opinions feelings
Reactingappropriately Offering Politenesses -GENERALLEVEL- Offeringhelp Reactingtorequestforhelp Givinginformation Commenting

Telephoning(calltoor fromforeignfriend) Makingarrangements(SeeGl/4) ComparingthingsBritishtoSeeking/giving/reactingto thingsforeign(SeeGl/5)informationandcomments
Buses Trains Times Distances Lengthofjourney Payments Wheretogetonandoffetc, Likes/dislikes Health Feelings Sensations Food/leisureetc. Food/drink Objectsasappropriate

u>
o

Asappropriatetocontexte.g. shopping,postoffice,travel, restaurantetc. Sightstosee Leisureactivities Expressionsofapprovaland disapproval Wayoflife Goods/prices Popscene



G4/5Writingappropriatewritten messageforforeignvisitor (SeeG3/4)
G4/6Findingoutone'sfriend's interestsinleisureacti¬ vitiesandmakingappropriate suggestionswithinthecontext ofone'sownhometown

Givinginformation Seeking/givinginformation Suggesting Commenting

Asappropriatetocontext Leisureactivities+sightseeing

C4/1Advising/explainingtosomeone whattodoinaparticular circumstance e.g.-inanaccident -whensomeoneisill -thebestplacetogo foraparticular purpose
-useoftelephone -useofvendingmachine -publictransport system

C4/2Interpretingforaforeign touristorfriendin difficulty(fromEnglish toforeignlanguageand fromforeignlanguageto English)
C4/3Explainingdifferencebetween thingsBritishandthings foreign

-CREDITLEVEL-
Givingadviceandinformation Explaining Translatingotherperson's meanings,orexplainingsigns, notices,menuitemsetc. Comparingandexplaining
Wheretogo Whattodo Howtodoit Appropriateplacesandactions Shops,sightstosee,accommodation, amenitiesetc.

u>

Asappropriatetocontexte.g. shopping,restaurant,directions, travelandtransportetc. Wayoflife Howthingswork Goodsandprices Popscene Specialevents



COMMUNICATIVEAREA5

,,,vFOREIGNHOME
(seealsoSocialRelationsthroughConversation)

-FOUNDATIONLEVEL-
Tasks

F5/1Makingconversationwhenbeing metatthestartofastay
F5/2Beingshownaroundthehome Askingaboutroutines,places etc

F5/3Askingforthings(expressing wishesandneeds) Requestingthingstobedone
F5/4Askinghowtodocertainthings F5/5Askingwherethingsare F5/6Participatingingeneral conversationatmealtimes etcsothatyouknowwhat thedriftoftheconversation isabout,andsothatyoucan

PossibleFunctionalContent Politenesses Introducingoneself Seeking/givinginformation Reactingappropriately Expressing:sensations feelings

Expressingwishes Seekinginformation Extractinginformation Expressingwishesandneeds Askingandrequesting Reactingtoinformation Askingforinformation Requesting Reactingtoinformation Politenesses Information Comment Attitudes

PossibleNotionalContent Personalbackground Journeydiscription Tiredness Hungeretc Food/drink/loo/sleepetc Rooms Amenities Routines(e.g.timetogetup, mealtimesetc)

LJ

Food/drinkto Things/actionsappropriateto context(e.g.writingpaperto writehome,TVprogrammestobe putonetc) Languageproblems(howtosay something) Useamenities HowTVworks Places Amenities Gadgets Directions Rooms Topicsasappropriate Pastexperiences



F5/7 F5/8 F5/9 F5/10 F5/1.1 F5/I2 F5/13 G5/1 55/2 15/3

Planningactivitiesincommon (asinFl/4) Reactingappropriatelyto requestsaboutyourlikes/ dislikes,feelings,well- beingetc

Givinginformation Expressing-sensations feelings

Expressinglikesanddislikes
Reactingappropriatelyto particularevents,e.g. accidents,mistakes,getting apresentetc(SeeFl/3)
Apologising Swearing Thankingetc

Offeringtohelptodothings/Offering understandingwhattodoUnderstandinginformationgiven Planningdepartureand journey

Seeking/givinginformation
Readingmaterialinthehome (seeF2Tasks) Invitingahosttostaywith youandexplainingwhatto dotogetthere

Politenesses Inviting Givinginformation Reactingtoinformation -GENERALLEVEL-

Discussingandcommentingon whatyou'vejustseenordone
Seeking/givinginformation Seeking/givingcomment Seeking/givingopinions

Takingtelephonemessages forothers(seeG2/2andG3/4) telephoningtomadearrangements
'Cr*1/A\

Well-being Health Presentsensationsetc Leisureactivities Foodetc Asappropriatetocontext Houseworktasks,gardentasks, shoppingetc. Days/times/dates Travel/transport Wheretogoetc

u>

CO

Times/dates Arrangements Thingstodoetc TVprogrammes Sports Outdooractivities Leisureactivities Expressionsofapprovaland disapproval



-CREDITLEVEL-

C5/1Copingwithemergencies (facetofaceandtelephoning)
C5/2Listeningtomediafor informationandpleasure (seeC2/1)

Givinginformation Explaining Narrating Askingforhelp/service Reactingappropriately Seekinginformation

Plumbing/heating/fireetcproblems Anytopic



COMMUNICATIONAREA6

TOURISTTRANSACTIONS

a)Travelling b)Findingtheway c)Eatinganddrinking d)Accommodation/camping e)Shopping f)GettingservicesatPostOffice,bankandpolicestation+medicalservices e)Leisureactivitiesincludingsight-seeing
F6/i

Tasks

Seekingforinformationthrough conversation

-FOUNDATIONLEVEL- PossibleFunctionalContent Politenesses Attractingattention Seekinginformation Reactingtoinformation Seekingclarification Thanking

PossibleNotionalContent
Wherethereisandhowtogetto: (availability,existenceanddirection) a)station,taxirank,busstop, undergroundstation,airport,ferry

c)cafe,restaurant d)hotel,guesthouse,youthhostel, toilets,campingsite,caravansite, bathroom,diningroom,ownroometc
e)variousshopsandmarketsrelated tofoodanddrink,clothes, toiletries,medicines,postcards, writingmaterials,souvenirs, gifts,filmsforphotography, newspapers,magazines,books, records,campingneedsetc

f)bank,policestation,adoctor/ dentist,PostOffice,British Embassy
g)cinema,theatre,concerthall, museum,artgallery,sports place,swimmingpool,sightsin general,i.e.castle,monument, zooetc,church,countrysidespot -directions -distances -Proximity -timetakentogetthere

OJ



F6/2SeekingforadviceastowherePolitenesses togo/whattodothroughSeekingforadvice conversationReactingtoadvice Reactingtocomment Thanking

F6/3Planningwithothersasto whattodoandwheretogo together(eatingout,what tobuy,leisureactivities etc)andmakingarrange¬ ments (SeealsoFl/4)

Suggesting/reacting Arranging Inviting/reacting Statingreasons Commenting/reactingto comments Deciding/reactingto decisions

a)bestformoftransporttogo somewhere bestroutetogosomewhere
c)bestrestaurant/cafeforyour purposes bestthingstoeatanddrink foryourtastes

d)besthotel,guesthouse,youth hostel,caravansite,campsite foryourpurposes
e)bestshoptogotoforsomething bestthingtobuy(i.e.what souvenirs,whatlocalwines, whatspecialitiesetc)

f)wherebestrateofexchangeisto befound,bestwayofchanging money,bestwaytosendsome correspondence,bestdoctor/dentis togoto,howtomakeanappoint¬ mentetc.
g)bestsightstosee,bestleisure placestogoto,bestthingstoc dowithone'sfreetime,best countryside/seasidetoreach

Likesanddislikesandattitudes towards: a)journeys c)eatinganddrinkingout d)wheretostay e)whattobuyandwhere g)visitstoculturalorsports events,tripstothecountry¬ side/picnicsetc,visitsto particularsightsetc. Times,dates,rendez-vous,prices moneyavailableetc



76/4Makingasimplelistof thingstobuyorthings todo(foroneself)

Listinginformation

Foodanddrink Eventsandtimesandplaces

?6/5Booking/reservingthings throughfacetoface conversation
'6/6Buyingthroughfaceto faceconversation

Politenesses Seeking/givinginformation Askingforthingsor expressingwishtobook/ reservesomething Reactingappropriately Transactingpayment Thanking Politenesses Reactingtorequesttohelpyou Askingforthings Expressingwishforsomething
F6/7Gettingameai/adrink

Givinginformationabout intendedpurchases Seekinginformation Askingforsuggestionsor advice/reactingappropriately Askingfor/giving/reactingto comment Transactingpayment Askingforsomethingtobe done Thanking Politenesses Reactingtorequesttohelpyou Askingforthings Describingwhatyouwant
Seatsforajourney Atableatarestaurant Aroominahotel/guesthouse Abedinayouthhostel Aplaceonacampsite Aseatinacinemaorcultural eventoratasportsevent a)singleorreturnticket petrol,oil,waterforcar

e)goods-seesuggestedlistat F6/1
f)stampsatPostOffice,parcel tobesent

g)tickets,seats,permitsetc Quantity,size,colour,style! Availability,price Bestbuyforaparticularpurpose Approval,disapproval,suitability, tooexpensive,toobig/smalletc Money,change Purchaseswrappedinabag c)Atable Thewaiter Amenu Ameal Somethingtodrink Sizeofportion,rareorwell- cookedetc Wheretosit



F6/8Hiringsomething F6/9Gettingaroominahotel/ guesthouseorabedina youthhostel,orspaceata caravan/campsite
F6/10Gettingthingsdone whileinhotel

F6/11Changingmoney

Askingforsuggestionsoradvice/ reactingappropriately Commenting Changingone'smind Transactingpaymentandtips Thanking Politenesses Reactingtorequesttohelpyou Askingtohirethings Seeking/givinginformation Commenting Transactingpayment Returninggoodswiththanks Politenesses Reactingtorequesttohelpyou Askingforwhatyouwant Reactingtorequestsfor information Givinginformation Askingforinformation/ reactingappropriately Commenting Transactingpayment Thanking Politenesses Askingsomeonetodosomething Thanking Politenesses Askingforinformation/ reactingappropriately
Food Drink Approval,dissatisfaction Money,change Bicycles,pedalos,water-skis,skis, swimmingtrunksetc Lengthofhireetc/price Money,change Single/doubleroomwith/withoutbath, showeretc BedforXnights Spacefor:tent;caravan

u<

-Lengthofstay00 -Timeofarrival/departure -Typeofroomrequiredforwhich people Priceofaccommodation/sitespace Availabilityandwhereaboutsof amenities Approval,disapproval Money/change
-Wakeyouinthemorning -Bringsomethingtoyourroom -Dealwithyourluggage -Dealwithyourdirtywashing Rateofexchange Howmuchforeignmoneyyouwould rrofforXnounds



Expressingwish Givinginformation

F6/12Complainingwhensomething isnotright

Reactingtorequest Thanking Complaining Reactingtoexplanations

F6/13Readingsigns,notices, instructionsandlabels
Recognising/understanding Lookingforinformation Recognising/understanding Lookingforinformation

Tochangemoney Howmuchmoneyyouwanttochange Inwhatform(travellers'cheques/ currency) Howpaymentistobemade a)latearrivaloftransport c)foodcold,drinkgoneflat, mistakeinthebilletc
d)toomuchnoiseoutsidethe room,poorroomservice,dirty room,latemealsetc

e)qualityofgoods,goodsbroken easily,rottenfruit,wrongsize ofclothes,wrongchange
f)wrongamountofmoneyfrombank< a)Names/placessuchasstation, airport,underground,platform, toilet,waitingroom,tickets, informationetcJ; Signssuchas NoSmoking;Danger;Donotlean outofthewindow;Thiswateris notfordrinkingetc

c)Names/placessuchascafe, restaurant,snackbar,pub,toil cashdesketc.Signssuchas NoSmoking;Themanagementaccep noresponsibilityforlostprope etc.
d)Names/placessuchashotel,gues house,bed&breakfast,youthho camping Toilets,diningroom,lounge, televisionroometc. SignssuchasNoEntry;Private; Donotdisturbetc.



F6/13(continued) F6/14Readingmaps/timetablesSeekinginformation andotherpictorial/tabulated/ informationandactinguponit

e)Names/placessuchaschemist; grocer;supermarketetcand FirstFloor;GroundFloor; FashionDepartment;Souvenirs andGiftDepartment;Exit;Entry etc. SignssuchasClosedonTuesday afternoons;Donottouchetc Instructionssuchas:Openthis wayupetc.Instructionson labelsonfoodorvendingmachines
f)Names/placessuchasbank,foreigj currecyexchange,PostOffice, telephone,stamps,policestation hospitaletc SignssuchasOpeninghours 1000-1500;visitinghours1600- 1800etc Instructionsonmedicinessuchas ShaketheBottle;take1four timesadayetc.̂

o

a)Routes Timesoftransport Distances Prices Placeofdepartureetc Parkingnoticesrepricetobe paidetc
d)Layoutofcampsiteorofhotel e)Layoutofsupermarketorshopping centre

g)Layoutsofparticularsights, cinemaseatprices,swimmingtime andpricesetc.



F6/15

Readinglistsofthings onoffer(e.g.goodsfor sale,foodtobebought, menuoffood,listof drinks,winelistetc)
Seekingforinformation

F6/16

Extractinginformationfrom appropriatewrittenmaterial
Seekingforinformation

F6/17Understandingannouncements insitu

Seekingforinformation Overhearingandextracting relevantinformation

'6/18Understandingcontrived announcementsonradio/TV
Seekingforinformation

Thingstobepurchaseddutyfree Menu,winelist,snackbarmenuetc Amenitiesonofferinhoteloron campsite Cataloguesofgoodsonsale, advertisementsinnewspapersetc Ratesofexchangelisted,services offered Amenitiesoffered,listofthings tobevisitedetc. Travelbrochures/leaflets Informationoneatingoutina particulartowninbrochures/ leaflets Informationonaccommodation inaparticulartowninbrochures/ leaflets Informationonshoppingfacilities inaparticulartowninbrochures/ leaflets£ Informationonservicesavailable inbrochuresandleaflets Holidaybrochureswithinformation onleisureactivitiesinaparti¬ cularplace. Announcementsaboutarrivalsand departuresanddelaysinairports, stations,orferry,train,busetc Requestsforyoutoreportsome¬ where Specialoffersannouncedinshops etc Guidetalksasyoulookatthings Weatherreports Traffic/roadreports Policereports Advertisements



F6/19Goingthroughcustoms
Politenesses Reactingtorequestsfor informationorforyouto dosomething Providinginformation Payingifnecessary

F6/20Visitingadoctor/dentist whenill,oragaragewhen carhasbrokendown

Politenesses Explaining

F6/21Reportingalossoran accident

Reactingtorequestsfor information Reactingtoadvice Transactingpaymentif appropriate Thanking Politenesses Givinginformation Reactingtorequestsfor clarificationandfurther information Askingadvice/reactingto advice

F6/22Fillinginformsrelated toparticularpurposes

Yourluggage? Openluggage Anythingtodeclare Requestforpayment Nothingtodeclare Whatyouhaveinyourluggage Whyyouwerethere Wheresore What'swrong Possiblereasonfortrouble Whatyouate Howyoufell,etc Wnattodotogetbetter Whattoeat/nottoeat,etc Prescriptions Medicines

to

Whatyouhavelost,luggage,pursee Descriptionofcolour,sizeetc Whatyousaw/whathappenedinthe accident a)Requestsfortraveltickets Lostluggageform Hiringbicycleform
d)Registrationform Bookingaccommodationform

f)Parceldespatchform Telegraphform Lostpropertyform Accidentform Medicalform -i!iSSiit.iv-



'6/23Correspondenceexchange withafriend (SeeF3/1andF3/2)

a)Directionstoaplace Bestroutetotake Bestformoftransportetc,
d)Wheretostay g)Informationaboutleisure activitiesinthearea

-GENERALLEVEL-

36/1Telephoning: G6/2 J6/3

toarrangetraveldetails tocalladoctor tocallthepolice Understandingreal announcementsonradio/TV Discussevents/experiences andevaluatethem (SeeGi/1andGl/2)

Politenesses Givinginformation Reactingtorequestsfor clarification Reacttoadvice/informationgiven Seekingforinformation Seek/giveinformation Seek/givecomment Seek/giveopinions

a)Name,address,traveldetails, times,places,transportrequired etc

c)Bookingatableatarestaurant- times,numbersetc
f)Telldoctorwhatiswrongetc Callpoliceaboutlossoraccident

g)Getinformationaboutaparti¬ cularculture/sportseventand bookaseat

•»>
u>

a)Weatherreports Traffic/roadreports Policereports
e)Advertisements a)Ajourney c)Ameal d)Astayinaparticularhotelor campsite

e)Aparticularshoppingexpedition f)Aparticularvisittoapolice station/doctor/dentistetc
g)Aparticularcultural/sportsevent ortriptocountryside/seaside, picnic,visittoacastleetc



-CREDITLEVEL-

C6/1 C6/2

Correspondenceexchange relatingtobookingholiday, purchasingsomethingwith commercialagency (SeeC3/1) Interpretinavarietyof touristsituationsforan Englishspeakerwhocannot understand/expresshimself/ herself

Politenesses Seek/giveinformation Askfor/giveclarification Askfor/reacttosuggestions
a)

Translatethegistoutofand intotheforeignlanguage
b) e) g)

Travelbookings Bestroute Directionstoaplace Bookaccommodation/campingspace Goodspurchase Informationaboutleisureactivitie inaparticularplace
Allthetasksandeventsandtopics above e.g.interpretamenuforsomeone whocannotreadit,askfor somethingforsomeonewhocannot expressitandinterpretfor someonewhocannotunderstand whatissaidorwritten.

4*
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COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITIES

The above tasks can be listed under the following Communicative
Activities:

conversation (face to face or telephone)
correspondence

information-processing through listening
information-processing through reading
information-giving/reproducing for others through writing
in English

information-giving/reproducing for others through speech
in English
information-giving/reproducing for others through speech
in the foreign language

information-giving/reproducing for others through writing
in the foreign language

interpreting for others

The tasks are listed below at Foundation, General and Credit levels
under these Communicative Activities.

FOUNDATION LEVEL

Conversation

Fl/1 Getting to know someone
Fl/2 Conversing on appropriate topics
Fl/3 Getting things done/doing things at the request of others
Fl/4 Planning activities in common (using a diary if appropriate)
Fl/5 Participating in general conversation with a number of other

interlocutors, so as to follow the drift of the conversation,
understand the gist that concerns or interests you and parti¬
cipate when asked to or when you wish to.

F4/1 Giving directions to tourists
F4/2 Answering requests for general information from tourists
F4/3 Meeting a friend (in Britain) and putting him/her at ease
F4/4 Showing a friend round your town/environment/local sights
F4/5 Showing a friend round your home
F4/6 Describing daily routines and times for them in your family

to a visitor
F4/7 Describing local transport system to and from home to a

visitor
F4/8 Enquiring about well-being of a foreign visitor
F4/10 Offering food/drink etc as appropriate
F4/11 Taking leave of a visitor at end of visit
F5/1 Making conversation when being met at start of stay abroad
F5/2 Being shown around a foreign home
F5/3 Asking for things

Requesting things to be done
F5/4 Asking how to do certain things
F5/5 Asking where things are
F5/8 Reacting appropriately to requests about your likes/dislikes,

feelings, well-being etc
F5/10 Offering to help to do things
F5/1 1 Planning departure and journey back to Britain
F5/13 Inviting a host to stay with you and explaining what to do

to get there
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F6/1 Seeking information related to tourist needs
F6/2 Seeking for advice related to tourism
F6/5 Booking/reserving things
F6/6 Buying things or getting something done for payment
F6/7 Getting a meal/drink
F6/8 Hiring something
F6/9 Getting a room/bed/space for caravan or tent
F6/10 Getting things done while staying in a hotel
'6/11 Changing money
6/12 Complaining when something is not right
6/19 Going through customs

i'6/20 Visiting a doctor/dentist
F6/21 Reporting a loss or accident to police

Correspondence

"3/1 Exchanging pen-pal letters to get to know someone
^3/2 Social correspondence with friends

Information-processing - Reading

F2/1 Finding information of personal interest from magazines etc
or from letters

F2/2 Finding information about foreign goods and prices from
catalogues and adverts

F2/3 Finding information related to holiday places from tourist
brochures and leaflets and from letters

F2/4 Finding information for some set task (e.g. cooking from a
recipe) from appropriate reference material

F3/3 Understanding a written message from a friend giving specific
information or making a plan involving you

F6/13 Reading signs, notices, instructions and labels
F6/14 Reading maps/timetables and other pictorial/tabulated

information and acting upon it
F6/15 Reading lists of things on offer (menu, catalogue, wine list etc)
F6/16 Reading extended forms of information such as travel brochures etc
F6/22 Reading forms to be filled in

Information-processing - Listening

F2/5 Finding information for personal interest from contrived radio/TV
F6/17 Understanding announcements in situ (station announcements etc)
F6/18 Understanding contrived tourism-related announcements on radio and

Information giving/reproducing

VJriting in English U5

F2/6 Presenting information in tabular written form in English for
someone else

F2/8 Answering questions in English through writing in English for
someone else who has a purpose in asking them

F6/4 Making a list of things to buy

Speech in English

F2/7 Answering questions in English through speech in English to
someone else who has a purpose in asking them
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Speech in foreign language

F2/9 Answering questions in the foreign language through speech
in the foreign language to someone else who has a purpose in
asking them

Writing in foreign language

F6/22 Filling in forms for particular tourist purposes

GENERAL LEVEL

ALL the Foundation level tasks plus the following:-

Conversation

Gl/1 Discussing appropriate topics
Gl/2 Narrating personal experiences
Gl/3 Seeking explanation/help/advice

Explaining
Gl/4 Telephoning to make arrangements
Gl/5 Discussing and making comparisons between British and foreign

ways of doing things
G4/1 Offering help to a tourist in Britain
G4/2 Describing sights and amenities for tourists
G4/4 Comparing things British/things foreign
G4/6 Finding out one's friend's interests and making appropriate

suggestions
G5/1 Discussing and commenting on what you've seen or done
G6/1 Telephoning to book things or to call a doctor or police

Correspondenee

G3/1 Social correspondence - narrating
G3/2 Social correspondence - thank you letters to people

Information-processing - Reading

G2/1 Finding information for some set purpose from commercial
letters

G3/3 Understanding requested information from commercial correspondence

Information^processing - Listening

G2/2 Taking a telephone call and relaying the message to someone else
G6/2 Understand real announcements on radio/TV related to tourism

Information-giving

Writing in English

G2/5 Presenting information as a written summary in English for
someone else

Writing in foreign 1anguage

G3/4 Writing a message for a friend giving some specific information
or making some plan
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Speaking in foreign language

G2/3 Exchanging information gleaned from spoken or written sources
through conversation in the foreign language with someone else
who has matching/mismatching information and drawing conclusions/
making decisions.

Speaking in English

G2/4 Presenting information as a verbal summary in English for
someone else

CREDIT LEVEL

ALL the Foundation/General tasks plus the following:-

Conversation

Cl/1 Debating appropriate topics
Cl/2 Interpreting in English for someone who doesn't understand
Cl/3 Giving appropriate advice and help to someone
C4/1 Advising what to do in a particular circumstance
C4/3 Explaining differences between things British/things foreign
C5/1 Coping with emergencies (face to face and telephoning)

Correspondenee

C3/1 Commercial correspondence

Information-processing - Listening

C2/1 Finding information for some set purpose from authentic TV and rad

Infomat ion-giving

Speaking in foreign language

C2/2 Verbal summary in foreign language

Interpreting

C6/2 Interpreting into English and into the foreign language
in tourist transactions for someone else

C2/3 Interpreting general information into English for someone else

M
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6 SKILLS

The following skills are implied in the tasks to be accomplished at
the various levels.

FOUNDATION LEVEL

Interpretative skills

Reference skills (indexes, table of contents, dictionary
entries etc)

Ability to recognise signs and notices
Ability to understand pictorial and tabular information
Ability to scan and locate information in external speech
and writing

Ability to seek out specific information requested in speech
and writing

Ability to seek out gist in speech and writing
Ability to attend to conversation in multiparticipatory situations,
follow the drift, and understand the gist of that which concerns
you or interests you

Expressive sk11Is

Ability to express information, opinion and attitude in
conversation and in written correspondence in the foreign
language

Presenting information in tabular written form in English

Summarising information in English in speech and writing
Giving written information in English in answer to questions

GENERAL LEVEL

(Foundation level plus the following:)

Expressive skills

Writing messages in the foreign language

CREDIT LEVEL
(Foundation and General levels plus the following:)

1 nterpretative ski1 ls_

Taking notes for personal use from speech or writing in the
foreign language in order to produce summaries

Expressiveskilis

Summarising in the foreign language in speech

Interpretative skills

Interpreting to and from the foreign language
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DISCOURSE ORGANISATION SKILLS

FOUNDATION LEVEL

Conversation

Knowing how to start a conversation
Knowing how to indicate you wish to have a turn to say something
Knowing how to pause but still hold the initiative
Knowing how to involve someone else in turn-taking and/or how to
indicate whose turn it is

Knowing how to end a conversational exchange

Correspondence

Knowing how to lay out a letter - address, salutations etc
Knowing how to greet someone in a letter
Knowing how to set out one's ideas in paragraphs
Knowing how to sign off at the end of a letter
Knowing how to address an envelope

Information-seeking

Recognising indicators for

a) the introduction of an idea/opinion
b) the development of an idea/opinion
c) the conclusion of an idea/opinion

Information-giving

Using indicators for:

a) the introduction of an idea/opinion
b) the development of an idea/opinion
c) the conclusion of an idea/opinion

GENERAL LEVEL

(Foundation level plus the following:)

Conversation

Knowing how to start a telephone conversation
Knowing how to finish a telephone conversation

Correspondence

Recognising formulae in commercial correspondence
Knowing how to set out a message clearly

CREDIT LEVEL

(Foundation and General levels plus the following:)

Conversation/information-giving

Knowing how to argue a point through providing examples or enumerat:
supporting points

Correspondence

Knowing how to greet and sign off in commercial correspondence
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ALL levels

Pronunciation

Discriminating the sounds (phonemes, allophones and elisions etc)
Approximating the sounds (as above)
Discriminating the rhythm pattern of the language
Approximating the rhythm pattern of the language
Discriminating stress patterns and their uses within sentences
Approximating the use of stress patterns appropriately within
sentences

Understanding intonation patterns both in terms of sentence
function and of attitude

Approximating intonation patterns in terms of sentence function
and attitude

Spelling

- Mastering the sound-symbol relationships in the language for
reading and writing purposes

Vocabulary/meaning/notions

Understanding and expressing concepts (referential and abstract)
through words and phrases in the foreign language
Deducing the meaning of unfamiliar words through an understanding
of word formation (roots, stems, affixes, derivations, compounding
Deducing the meaning of unfamiliar words through contextual clues
Developing the ability to understand and express meaning relation¬
ships through: synonymy and paraphrase; inclusion (rose: flower);
exclusion (stool: chair); antonymy (big: small); converse (buy:
sell); consequence (break-down: repair); knowledge of the world
collocations (buy: bread: baker's); and knowledge of the language
collocations (humans murder: animals kill)
Developing ability to place vocabulary (words and phrases) into
semantic fields (e.g. colours, time expressions, food, leisure
activities etc)

Grammar/Cohesion

Understanding and expressing grammatical relations within
sentences (sentence structure, topic: comment, concords and
agreements etc)
Understanding and expressing relations between sentences through
cohesion devices such as anaphoric and cataphoric reference
(e.g. use of pronoun for already mentioned noun, use of time
relaters such as "then", place relaters such as "when" and "where'
and various connectors such as "because", "but" etc)

Functions/coherence

- Understanding and expressing intentions appropriately according
to context

- Relating intentions together coherently
- Reacting and responding appropriately in speech or writing to

intentions perceived in others
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6 EXAMPLES OF TASK-TYPES AND ITEM-TYPES

6.1 We have maintained that external examinations should reflect
real life foreign language use. Task-types and item-types
therefore should reflect the sort of communicative challenges,
responses and conditions likely to be encountered in real
life.

6.2 Task-types and item-types should be developed to cover all
aspects of the examination syllabus, so that for any one
specific examination a representative sample of the syllabus
can be covered.

6.3 It is likely that in the actual working out of test-types
for each level of examination viable ones will emerge which
accord with the communicative principles set out earlier,
but which have elements that do not feature in the syllabus
as set out at present. It is suggested that a certain
amount of flexible working back and forth from syllabus to
test-type and vice versa with appropriate amendments to both
will be necessary, so that the influences and ideas that
emerge out of syllabus pre-specification and out of test
construction may both be taken into account and harmonised
as far as possible. For the purposes of this paper we can only
work from the syllabus pre-specification as set out in 5 above.
This seems logically to give rise to three broad task-types,
though the item-types within the task-types might vary
according to the level of examination.

a) Tasks involving conversation between the pupil
and a foreigner (real communication or role-play
in social relations or tourist transactions).

b) Tasks involving the pupil in purposeful processing
of information from multi-participatory conversations
in which the pupil is involved, or from other spoken
or written sources in the foreign language, followed
by some indication of understanding of the information
concerned through purposeful speech, writing or
conversation in English or in the foreign language, or
through some other non-linguistic behaviour.

c) Tasks involving the pupil in some form of written
correspondence or message-writing to a foreigner.

6.4 It would be possible in an examination to set the above task-
types separately. It would equally be possible to set a
sequence of interrelated task-types. -Thus it would be possible
for example to set a task that asked the pupil to discuss and
make plans with a foreigner, and then to read a foreign 'text'
which would interfere with those plans in some way, and as a
result to propose alternative plans to the foreigner in message
or letter form. This sort of sequence of interrelated tasks
would almost certainly involve an element of creative thinking,
matching of previous information with new information and a
variety of skills, strategies, text-types, styles of language
etc. It would probably reflect rather closely real life
language use, in which past experience, present reality and
future possibility come together through a sequence of events
involving different modes of communication, each of which alters
something or adds something new to the onward flux and flow of
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life. Setting such a sequence of events would pose real
problems of assessment, however. Would one be able to
assess each of the events in the sequence separately, thus
being able to make some sort of reliable assessment of the
pupil's ability to converse, to seek for information, and
to write a message or letter? Hardly, since the pupil's
performance in subsequent events would no doubt depend on
how well he had coped with the preceding events.

Does one want to separate conversation ability from infor¬
mation-processing ability, from message or letter-writing
ability? Is it not the pupil's general communicative ability
underlying all the particular instances of language use that
one should attempt to assess? This is too vast a question
to be resolved in this paper. Suffice it to say that it seems
pragmatically useful for future employers etc to have a
record of the pupil's ability in each of the task-types
relevant to the level of external exam set, so that a profile
of his performance over the tasks can be drawn up. Perhaps
the best solution is to experiment with an exam that assesses
each of the relevant task-types in ways that allow a separate
assessment to be made for each, but that also includes at the
higher levels a sequence or sequences of events where task-
types are interrelated.

6.5 Let us now examine what specific item-types might be suggested
for each of the task-types.

6.5'1 Conversation (social relations and tourist transactions)

Reluctantly we suggest that pupil to pupil conversation tests
are inappropriate to external examinations. They represent
classroom reality and form a central part of internal assess¬
ment. However in the real world, pupils will not be talking
to each other in the foreign language. Another major problem
that would arise from pupil to pupil conversation tests is
the assessment of the extent to which one pupil's possible
inadequacies might affect another pupil's performance. It is
difficult in an interaction to make two separate judgements,
one for each pupil,even with two separate assessors/ each of
whom assesses one individual. Taping pupil to pupil conversa¬
tions for marking or moderating later leads to problems since
it is not always possible to tell which pupil is which on tape;
and videoing performances does not fall within the realm of the
possible as yet.

Reluctantly we suggest that external conversation tests be
restricted to pupil to teacher/interlocutor tests, where the
teacher/interlocutor plays the part of a foreigner. In real
life the foreigner to whom one converses is sympathetic and
adapts his/her talk to the level of the person speaking to
him/her. The foreigner would also providewhatever help was
asked for within his/her possibilities. Thus we reject the
notion of the teacher/interlocutor acting as an assessor. It
is not appropriate to ask the interlocutor to assess and to
help the candidate in a sympathetic way, since this involves
two quite distinct tasks, each of which is likely to demand
total attention. It is therefore better to ask a third person
in the form of an examiner to assess the pupil's participation
in the conversation with the teacher/interlocutor.
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Ideally the teacher/interlocutor should be a native speaker
who has had experience of talking to British learners of the
foreign language, e.g. a foreign assistant. This may not
however always be feasible.

It should be possible for conversation tests between pupil and
teacher/interlocutor to be recorded and marked later, but it
is suggested that this would be a less reliable way of
assessing communicative performance as a global whole than if
the assessor was present, since the paralinguistic features of
global communication would be absent from the tape recordings.

We reject the notion of the pupil conversing to an unknown and
absent interlocutor on tape. We suggest that conversation test
must be carried out on a face to face basis.

In order to cover both the language of social relations and the
of tourist transactions it would seem necessary to select a
role-playing task from each of those areas for each pupil. One
would require a number of possible tasks for the examiner (and
candidate perhaps) to choose from.

One would also have to ensure that the candidate was able to

engage in real communication and not simply in role-playing anc
simulations. This could perhaps best be done by including an
open-ended discussion between pupil and teacher/interlocutor or
a topic of interest, where both pupil and teacher/interlocutor
could lead the discussion in appropriate directions.

The suggested format for conversation tasks might then be as
follows:-

a) Social relations task (e.g. getting to know someone,
or making arrangements to do something etc).

b) "Tourist" transactions task (e.g. getting a meal,
shopping etc)

c) Open-ended discussion, where candidate is helped to
talk about things of personal interest.

Examples of the social relations item-type can be found in
GLAFLL Conversation tests.

Examples of the tourist transactions item-type can be found
in many examinations nowadays, e.g. York Graded Tests,
GLAFLL tests, OMLAC tests, Revised '0' Grade Oral Tests, thougl
the item-type used in most of these tests is set out as a seri^
of discrete functional items rather than as a global interacts
task. We would suggest that we need to get away from the
discrete-item type of test, whether structural or functional, in
favour of more global task completion.

Open-ended discussion is an item-type that used to feature in
the traditional '0' Grade and that has unfortunately been
discarded.

6.5.2 Processing information and indicating understanding in some wa;

It is suggested that for the item-type concerned with "listenii
in" as a largely silent participant in multiparticipatory
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conversations in which one is involved in some way,,we
must get away from the "fly-on-the-wall" unmotivated sort
of listening comprehension test, in which pupils are asked
to listen to conversations between third parties for no
apparent reason and then answer random questions to show
understanding. We would suggest that this item-type should
involve the pupil in listening to conversation and in picking
out information relevant to him/her for some specific task(s).
For example the candidate might be asked to listen to friends
discussing plans for tomorrow which would involve him/her.
Examples of this item-type can be found in GLAFLL listening
tests.

Item-types concerned with processing information from other
absent spoken or written sources would vary along several
dimensions. Firstly, they would vary in terms of the task set.
This might involve looking for information, or understanding
the gist, or understanding inferences, or understanding close
detail of what was said or written.

Item-types would also vary in terms of the actual material to
be processed by the pupil. This might be spoken monologue,
spoken conversation, written text in the form of articles,
tabulated information, brochures or leaflets, adverts or
notices etc.

Thirdly, item-types would vary in terms of the way in which the
candidate was asked to show understanding of what he had read
or listened to. This might be through doing something (carrying
out an instruction, putting a cross on a map' to show under¬
standing of directions etc). It might be through answering
questions for some purpose, or through exchanging the information
extracted through conversation with someone else, or through
verbal or written summary etc.

There are a whole host of examples of this sort of item-type.
Once again it is suggested that the purposeless setting of
random questions at the end of particular 'texts' must be
avoided. Item-types should contain purposeful tasks, relevant
and interesting material to be processed and a purposeful mieans
of getting candidates to show their understanding in overt ways.

It is likely that for most 'reading' tasks dictionaries will be
appropriate,as they would be in real life.

It is possible to have sequences of mixed listening and reading
material to understand (e.g. OMLAC test, GLAFLL or the new RSA
Preliminary Level French Test) or it is possible to set separate
tests of listening and reading. It is suggested that the mixed
input is closer to real life, but that this does pose problems
in the administration of the test.

6.5.3 Correspondence or message writing

For correspondence, either the candidate would be asked to
initiate a letter for some purpose. spelt out in the examination
instructions, or he/she would reply to a letter (or part of a
letter) received from some foreign friend or commercial agency.
It would be usual in real life to use a dictionary to help one.
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Message writing could be seen as part of a series of events
involving other task-types, such as listening to a telephone
conversation and then relaying a message to a third person
in writing.

It could also be seen as an item-type in which the candidate
received instructions to write a particular type of message
to a particular person about a specific topic.

An example of such an item-type can be found in GLAFLL Stage 4
tests.

6.5.4 Sequence of events involving interrelated task-types

An example of this sort of test has already been given in 6.4. "t
Other examples involving other combinations of task-types would
no doubt emerge if tests of this nature were to be developed.

Conclusion

It has only been possible to indicate briefly and somewhat inadequat
a range of item-types implied by the sort of syllabus we suggest.
Many of the item-types proposed are currently being developed, but
further experimentation needs to be done. Task-types and item-types
of the sort proposed here would, we feel, appear more meaningful
and relevant to pupils, and would corrupt classroom procedures less
than many of the item-types currently used in the national examinati
pattern.
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7 MARKING, GRADING AND PERFORMANCE SCALES

7.1 Task completion: Pass/fall categories

Since tests will ask candidates to carry out a number of
tasks that involve the use of the foreign language, it
would seem that the first decision that an examiner has
to make is to determine what constitutes the successful
completion of a particular task. For those tasks that
involve getting something done, the decision as to whether
a particular task has been completed is rather easier. If,
for example, the candidate is asked to buy a loaf of bread,
but ends up with a packet of biscuits, then he failed to
complete the task set,whatever linguistic brilliance he/
she may have shown in biscuit-buying! If the candidate
is asked to sit down but goes to the window instead, then
again he/she has failed to carry out the task set.

For items that are discrete it is often fairly easy to
determine whether a task has been carried out or not. In
discrete interpretative or expressive tasks the examiner
must merely determine whether the candidate has indicated
understanding, or expressed the appropriate meanings in a
way intelligible to a tolerant native-speaker.

However, few of the tasks-types or item-types we suggest
are of this discrete sort. Indeed we argue that they should
not be. The tasks that are suggested are rather more global.
Getting a meal in a restaurant, for example, may involve a
number of sub-tasks, such as getting a table, understanding the
menu, ordering a meal, reacting to the waiter's advice,
getting and checking the bill, transacting payment correctly,
socialising appropriately etc. Does "successful meal-getting"
involve the candidate in successful completion of ALL the
sub-tasks, of just a percentage of the tasks and if so why
that percentage, or of some particular tasks and if so which
ones and why those ones? Does the successful, completion of a
task involving the search for different items of information
from spoken or written material mean that the candidate has
to indicate understanding of all_ the items set, or of a certain
number of them and if so why that particular number, or perhaps
of particular key bits of information and if so which bits and
why these and not others? For some tasks it is not easy to
come to conclusions about task completion, but if the pass/fail
categories are to be retained, then the examiner has to provide
a reasoned answer to the problem of determining what criteria
are involved in the completion of each particular task.

We reject, of course, any form of norm-referencing to determine
pass/fail categories. We are concerned to set out explicit
and valid criteria for decisions.

7 . 2 Gradiricr

Whether or not we have pass/fail categories, we need criteria
for determining HOW WELL a candidate has performed a particular
task.

Having set the candidates tasks that involve them in drawing
upon their communicative competence, it is only appropriate
that they should be assessed on their communicative ability.
If the types of integrative tasks advocated in the foregoing
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section as appropriate for the assessment of communicative
proficiency are adopted, the scoring of discrete, individual
utterances produced by pupils, even using communicative
criteria (appropriacy, comprehensibility etc), becomes of
doubtful validity. Many aspects of communicative competence
(e.g. discourse coherence) reveal themselves only over
stretches of discourse considerably longer than the single
utterance.

Thus the most promising approach to the scoring of communi¬
cative proficiency, as demonstrated in the type of test tasks
under consideration, consists in the construction of global
rating scales on various dimensions of communicative performance,
and the training of examiners in the reliable application of
such scales.

The following suggestions are not intended to be exhaustive
but merely to indicate the sort of criteria that might be
appropriate for the grading of pupil performance on the various
task-types proposed in 6.

Conversation

Ability to cope with interlocutor's utterances as
evidenced by candidates' ability to interact coherently

Extent to which help, repetition, or rephrasing was
required from interlocutor

Intelligibility of candidate's utterances,
i.e. accuracy in meaning-bearing forms

Appropriacy of candidate's utterances
i.e. social appropriacy to role and to the relationship
with the interlocutor; appropriacy to topic and to context.

Fluency of candidate (general speed of decoding and
encoding)

Others might wish to add further criteria such as accuracy
in pronunciation or accuracy in grammar which might well be
socially important in certain tasks.

Information-processing tasks through listening or reading
plus Indicating understancflng

Ability to extract the information necessary to the
completion of the task, to ignore the rest, and to
indicate understanding in the form requested in a
manner intelligible to the addressee.

Correspondence

Ability to cope with the other correspondent's letter
as evidenced by the candidate's ability to write an
appropriate reply

- Intelligibility of candidate's writing

- Appropriacy of style

Accuracy (spelling, forms etc)
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Message writing

Intelligibility of message

Appropriacy of style

Accuracy (spelling, forms etc)

It would be necessary to indicate against such dimensions as
these what would be expected of a particular pupil at a
particular grade on a particular level of examination.
Examples of such descriptions of pupil performance at different
grades against particular dimensions can be seen in the RSA
examination at Basic, Intermediate and Advanced levels in EFL,
and in the new RSA Preliminary level examination in French.

However, Davies (1978) is right in describing assessment
schemes of this sort as still largely 'programmatic'.
Considerable developmental work is needed in the area of
the scoring of communicative performance - perhaps more so
than in any other area of foreign language assessment.

A fruitful approach to the scoring of information-giving
tasks is emerging from Dr Gillian Brown's project on
Competence in Spoken English (University of Edinburgh
Linguistics Department),in which assessment criteria are
being worked out for the pupil's ability to convey infor¬
mation explicitly.

In story-telling, for example, dimensions such as ability
to maintain the identity of the characters without
confusion, ability to refer to changes of location, ability
to structure events and link them logically together etc
can be scored separately. A list of such scoring dimensions,
from which one would choose a selection according to the
particular tasks set, would take us a step closer to reliable
marking.

7.3 Performance scales

In addition to working out criteria for awarding grades to
pupils relative to each level of examination, it would also
be helpful to establish some fixed performance scale in each
of the task-types for S1-S4 learners that would indicate to
outside users whet a particular pupil could do. This might
be done along the lines of the nine-point language band system
suggested by Carroll in Testing Communicative Performance
(Pergamon Institute of English 1980) .

In S1-S4, however, we would only require a scale with perhaps
five or six points on it for each task-type. At each point on
the scale a description of what pupils are able to do in each
of the task-types would be given. This would need to be spelt
out in terms of task complexity and pupil performance. An
example of what this might look like is given at one postulated
point in the scale for some of the task-types.
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Point 3 on the scale for conversation

Pupil can carry out everyday tourist transactions (e.g.
shopping, travelling, finding the way, eating and drinking,
accommodation, getting services and taking part in leisure
activities) at a minimum level of effective communication.
Pupil will also be able to socialise, to exchange personal
or general information, to arrange and plan activities in
common, and to get simple things done at a minimum adequate
level of effective communication. Pupil will require a great
deal of repetition and help from interlocutor, and will speak
slowly and hesitantly and with marked mother-tongue inter¬
ferences. Pupil will probably show knowledge of a useful set
of fairly predictable fixed phrases, but will not go much
beyond these.

Point 3 on the scale for information-processing through reading

Pupil can look for very simple directly presented information
with the aid of a dictionary from brochures and leaflets,

adverts, signs, notices or articles of a fairly direct
informative nature. Pupil will decode slowly and need
help with more extended prose or unusual vocabulary.

Point 3 on the scale for information-processing through
1istening

Pupil will not understand a great deal from authentic native-
speaker speech. It will be necessary for speech to be slowed
down, enunciated clearly and set in well-formed sentences.
Pupil will then be able to look for simple directly-expressed
information. If circumstances permit, pupil will frequently
ask for repetition, rephrasing and general help.

Point 3 on the scale_ for correspondence

Pupil will be able to reply to a simple letter from a friend
with the aid of a dictionary. Intelligibility should be
achieved, but there will gross errors of grammar and of
spelling.

Conclusion

What we require at this time is a study of pupil performance
as it progresses, so that we can fill out the details of what
a Point 1 or a Point 5 performance on a real-life task might
look like.

The theme that runs through this paper is that a great deal
of research and development work is needed in school now so
that Modern Languages teachers and pupils are ready to take
advantage of the unique opportunity for change offered by the
Munn and Dunning development programme, which will no doubt
shortly turn its attention to Modern Languages.

It is hoped that this document with its suggestions will provide
a useful starting point for discussion not only amongst
decision-makers, and syllabus and examination planners, but
also amongst classroom teachers.
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Aims, Principles, Project Work planned, and Check List for Departments
involved in G.L.A.F.L„L.

This document has been drawn up in order to help departments with answers
to the questions "What is G.L.A.F.L.L.?" and "What exactly does G.L.A.F.L.L.
involve for my department?" It is hoped that departments will discuss the
document and will find it useful for planning schemes of work.

1. AIMS OF G.L.A.F.L.L.

Communication

1.1 To develop communication skills to appropriate levels in the
foreign language.

1.2 Language Awareness

To help pupils to become aware of:
a) the systematic nature of language
b) the uses of language
c) the fact that the same language has many varieties

1.3 Widening Horizons

To help pupils to go beyond the linguistic and cultural
boundaries of their environment, and to help them experience
other ways of perceiving and expressing reality.

1.4 Learning how to Learn

To enable pupils to take increasing responsibility for their
own learning.

1.5 Success

To enable all pupils to achieve some measure of success
in their language learning.

2. PRINCIPLES

Communication

2.1 Communication means using language for a purpose through
activities which may involve listening, speaking, reading
or writing or combinations of these skills.

2.2 It is necessary to take account of the potential communicative
needs of the pupils and to introduce them to such authentic
communicative tasks as they would be likely to encounter when
in contact with people or things foreign.

By authentic communicative tasks we mean such things as
conversation, listening for information, listening for
pleasure, reading for information, reading for pleasure,
engaging in written correspondence for business or personal
reasons, or larger scale activities such as planning a
holiday abroad etc. We do not mean such things as reading
aloud, questions and answers in fixed sequence, the acting
out of dialogues learnt by heart, oral description or narration
from pictures, fly-on-the-wall listening comprehension etc.
These activities may be useful as stepping stone's on the way
to authentic communication but should not be mistaken for it.
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2.3 The role of the teacher is to assist pupils to develop ah
ability to communicate in the foreign language at a level
of performance appropriate to their purposes.

2.4 Effective communication implies a certain level of control
over the system of a language (pronunciation, grammar and
vocabulary).

Language Awareness

System

2.5 Pupils need to be aware of the fact that a language is made up
of a system of rules affecting pronunciation, grammar and
vocabulary.

2.6 The language forms and underlying rules which pupils are asked
to learn should arise out of their potential communicative needs
rather than from an attempt to cover the whole system of a
language in some pre-ordained sequence.

2.7 Control of the system can only develop gradually. Errors are
inevitable when learners attempt to carry out communicative
activities with incomplete mastery of the system. Teachers
must learn to judge between errors due to faulty learning,
and errors that are unavoidable at the particular stage
reached by the learner.

2.8 The majority of pupils do not aspire to native speaker
competence, nor is it sensible to compare their performance
with that of a native speaker. It is more sensible to help
pupils to develop their own version of the foreign language
and to improve it to the level required, and it is more realistic
to assess pupils against the criteria set for them at the stage
they have reached.

2.9 Since the classroom is not a natural language learning environment,
explicit teaching is needed to help pupils to build up an inter¬
locking system of grammatical and vocabulary elements related to
the meanings they wish to convey.

Uses

2.10 Pupils need to have experience of the uses to which a language may
be put e.g. socialising, the exchange of information, persuasion
through argument and propaganda, expression of attitudes, learning
about other ways of life, widening one's experiences through readit
enjoying songs or poetry etc.

Varieties

2.11 Pupils need to become aware of the fact that there are many
acceptable varieties of a particular language that differ in
terms of accent and of grammar and vocabulary and that are
related to geography, class and to features of context such as
the relationships between speakers, their attitudes etc.. The
sort of communicatively effective French spoken by foreigners,
such as classroom learners, may be seen as a variety of French.
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Widening Horizons

2.12 Pupils have to learn that their own language is not the
only way of encoding reality. This can perhaps best
be achieved through experience of another language.

2.13 In order to be able to communicate with people and things
foreign,pupils need some awareness of differences in
conventions and ways of life in foreign countries.

2.14 In order to develop an understanding of and empathy
towards other people and other values, pupils require
some personal experience of people and things foreign.

Learning how to Learn

2.15 To enable pupils to take increasing responsibility for
their own learning it is necessary for teachers and
pupils to discuss and agree the long term objectives to
be achieved, so that the pupils know what it is that they
are aiming at.

2.16 It is also necessary, however briefly, to discuss and
clarify the objectives in everyday learning tasks.

2.17 It is necessary for pupils to learn how to make use
of the materials available to them e.g. dictionaries,
grammar-books, individualised practice material, graded
readers, tapes etc.

2.18 Pupils must learn to monitor their own progress, to know
their own strengths and weaknesses, and with teacher
guidance to make realistic decisions about their learning.

2.19 Pupils must learn to evaluate their own efforts against the
agreed objectives in terms of the level of performance they
wish to achieve.
Succ^s s

2.20 Pupils need to feel that the objectives set them are
attainable within the time available. They need goals
in the form of a series of learning Stages and of Levels
of Performance that will encourage them to work towards
those suited to them, so that they achieve success. The
Stages should indicate what things they should learn to
do, and the Levels of Performance should indicate how
well they might do them.

3. PROJECT WORK PLANNED

Syllabus

3.1 Syllabuses will be produced which set out an explicit set
of communicative objectives and suggest language forms
appropriate to them'at successive graded Stages. The
functional/notional approach to syllabus design seems to
provide the most effective framework through which learners
and teachers can understand these objectives.

3.2 The syllabuses will also set out the system.(grammar and
vocabulary) that is required to understand and produce
the language forms suggested for the stages.

3.3 Pupils will be given Progress Cards on which communicative
objectives will be spelt out, so that they can have a visible
record of what they can do.
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3.4 Pupils will also be encouraged to keep a record of the

grammar and vocabulary they acquire,related to the
meanings they wish to express, so that they have a
visible record of what they know.

Assessment

3.5 An assessment system will be elaborated which allows pupils
to monitor their own progress,and with teacher guidance
to make appropriate decisions about their learning,and which
also provides explicit information to parents and other
interested outsiders about what pupils have achieved and abou
what communicative activities they can be expected to under¬
take.

3.6 A three-fold system of Assessment is proposed:-
school-based diagnostic checks of pupil learning through
Progress Cards
school-based waystage achievement tests at appropriate
intervals where the learning of what has been taught
over longer periods of time can be assessed.
external regional Stage surrender-value tests where
the pupil's ability to cope with authentic communication
can be assessed.

3.7 Diagnostic checks and Waystage tests expose the pupil's
strengths and weaknesses and thus help to indicate
appropriate extension or remedial work.

3.8 The results of Waystage Tests will be recorded in a Pupil
Profile.

3.9 The assessment of pupil performance will be determined
firstly by whether the pupil has understood and/or
communicated effectively, and secondly by the level of
performance achieved. The various levels of performance
will be described as explicitly as possible in terms of
accuracy, range, appropriacy and fluency to assist markers
to assess objectively.

3.10 Awards will be made on a Regional Record of Achievement in
Modern Languages which will be presented to the pupil like
a certificate. Awards are based on results recorded on

the Pupil Profile together with the results obtained in
a Stage Test.

The pupil will keep the Record of Achievement and add awards
to it as he/she progresses through other Stages or takes up
other languages.

3.11 The various sections of the Stage Tests will be built into
a test bank to which schools will have access. An attempt
will be made following the Rasch Model to calibrate the tests
in terms of the difficulty of the items, and then to assess
a pupil's language ability against the scale that emerges.
It is not certain yet whether this will prove to be meaningfi
or not. It would permit comparisons of standards from year
to year, but may beg too many questions about the nature of
language ability and individual performance.
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Methodology

3.12 Research will be carried out to discover and spread
methodological practices which:

a) lead to effective communicative performance
by pupils

b) lead to an effective learning of the system
underlying that communication

c) lead to a better awareness about language,
about how it works, about its uses, and about
its varieties.

d) encourage individual pupils how to learn, and
thus gradually take more responsibility for
their own progress

3.13 Research will be done into effective ways of using
authentic material at all levels.

3.14 Research will be done into ways of creating and
exploiting communicative situations, so that methods
of moving from communicative needs to texts rather
than from imposed texts to possible uses can be
developed.

Materials

3.15 It is not possible to produce a new course in French,
German, Spanish, Italian and Russian. For French and
German at least there are many courses currently available.

3.16 Teachers are asked to "pick and mix" whatever suitable
materials are available. They are asked to relate these
to the G.L.A.F.L.L. syllabuses, to adapt them accordingly,
and to assist in the work undertaken by the relevant
working groups to produce supplementary materials.

3.17 Each school should aim to have its own mixture of pedagogical
and authentic materials, of commercial and home-made materials,
of teaching, learning, extension and remedial materials.
These should be built into an explicit scheme of work for
each stage or each group of pupils to be catered for.

Research and Evaluation

3.18 Evidence of pupil performance in communicative tasks at
different stages in learning will be collected so that:

a) the developing competence of learners can be studied.

b) comparisons can be made between the forms suggested
in the syllabuses and the actual forms produced by
the learners.

c) conclusions about realistic levels of performance
can be drawn.

d) appropriate amendments can be made to syllabuses.
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3.19 A study of pupil motivation will be made and G.L.A.F.L.L.
pupils compared with non-G.L.A.F.L.L. ones..

3.20 A study of pupil reactions to G.L.A.F.L.L. will be made,

3.21 A study of teacher perceptions of G0L.A.F.L.L. will be
made.

3.22 A study of the problems encountered in implementing
G.LoA.F.L.L. in school will be made.

3.23 An attempt will be made to compare standards achieved
in G.L.A.F.L.L. classes with other "outside" standards.

3.24 Studies of various G.L.A.F.L.L. classrooms will be
made.

Teacher Training

3.25 The project aims to involve as many teachers as wish to
be involved in the various parts of the G.L.A.F.L.L.
project so that:

a) teachers may keep abreast of the latest developments
in language teaching.

b) a regional pattern for foreign language teaching may
be developed through teachers working together to
produce syllabuses, materials, tests etc.

c) teachers may gain increasing confidence and experience
in elaborating schemes of work and selecting and making
up syllabuses, materials and tests adapted to their
pupils, rather than having to rely on whatever course
books are available to do this for them.

d) teachers may experiment with new methods within the
G.L.A.F.L.L. framework.,

3.26 Video-recordings of different classrooms will be made
so that teachers may see and discuss what happens in them.
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4. Check-List for G.L.A.F.L.L. Teachers

The check-list is intended as a guide to departments and
teachers involved in G.L.A.F.L.L. work.

Preparations

Have you:

4.1 read the G.LoAoF.L.L. documents in your school's
G.L.AoFoL.L. file?

4.2 examined the G.L.A0F.L0L. syllabuses and stage tests?
4.3 made arrangements to join the various seminars,

meetings and working-groups involved in G.L.A.F.L.L.
work?

4.4 discussed G.L„A.F.L0L0 fully within the department,
or with other teachers.

4.5 discussed G.L.A.F.L0L„ with the Head Teacher and
others involved in school with the curriculum and
assessment policy and enlisted their support?

4.6 discussed G.L0A.FoLoL0 wifh your pupils?
4.7 explained G.L0A.F0L0L. to the parents?
4.8 seen the G.L.A0F0L.L. work done by other schools

in the region which is on display in the Dean Centre
Library?

Drawing up a G.L.A0F.L.L, scheme of work

Have you:

4.9 discussed with your pupils what communicative objectives
they might sensibly be aiming towards?

4.10 analysed the materials you have in terms of the pupils'
communicative objectives, and determined what is relevant,
what should be adapted, what left out, and what supplemented.
The regional syllabus should help here,

4.11 decided on the number of Waystages you would like on the
way towards the Regional Stages to be aimed at.

4.12 drawn up a plan to slot available materials into the
various Waystages. It is often helpful to share out
this work so that one teacher is responsible for materials
for Waystage 1, another for Waystage 2 etc.

4.13 decided whether differentiation is to be built into the
Waystages (e.g. for mixed ability classes) and if so when
and how?

4.14 prepared Progress cards for your pupils for each waystage
ensuring that they cover all the activities required
(i.e. not just listening and speaking ones).

4.15 prepared booklets in which pupils can keep a record of the
grammar and vocabulary they have acquired?
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4.16 prepared a folder for each pupil in which he can keep

his progress cards, booklets, and personal work. This
will be a useful record of the pupil's work to submit
when decisions have to be made about awards on the

Regional Record of Achievement cards.

planned an appropriate number of waystage tests?

planned the Pupil Profile system in which you are going
to record each pupil's progress. The profile should
help to identify an individual pupil's strengths and
weaknesses and thus indicate appropriate extension
and remedial work.

started to elaborate materials to fill the gaps in
the materials available to you?
treated the available authentic and other materials
so that they can be used by a pupil without a teacher
e.g. added questions at the end of reading texts that
direct the pupils' attention to key words and structures,
provided glossaries if necessary, prepared worksheets
to go with the taped listening work with gap-filling,
completion and comprehension exercises etc?

4.21 thought out exercises in communication like those in the
regional Stage Tests towards which your pupils will be worki

4.22 prepared a system of evaluating the G.L.A.F.L.L. project
in your school in terms of pupil motiviation (e.g. coirpariso
of S2 drop-outs among G.L.A.F.L.L. and non-G.L.A.F.L.L.
pupils), and if possible in terms of standards?

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

In a G.L.A.F.L.L. classroom one would expect to find;

4.23 an atmosphere in which teachers and pupils can talk in the
foreign language for ordinary classroom socialising without
undue strain.

4.24 evidence of explicit and agreed objectives and of pupils
using their Progress Cards

4.25 negotiation of the sort of things pupils would like to do
and to learn related to the agreed objectives. This would
be done for each theme/situation.

4.26 an emphasis on communication related to the themes/situation
All four communication areas outlined in G.L.A.F.L.L. 26 she
be in evidence.

4.27 evidence of the learning of the system going on and not just
of activity for the sake of activity. One would expect to
see pupils taking down new words, phrases etc, or the teache
helping tie up grammatical threads, or pupils involved in
language practice arising out of what is required for partic
activities etc. The pupils should have a booklet in which
keep a record of what they know.
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4.28 pupils working on their own, or in pairs,or in groups
with suitably prepared material at different levels.

4.29 evidence of diagnostic checks of pupil learning, and
evidence of pupils being directed towards appropriate
remedial work or extension work as a result of these
checks. Checks would be based on Progress Cards.

4.30 encouragement for pupils to learn to use dictionaries and
any other aids to learning that may be available.

4.31 lots of realia in evidence for the various themes, situations,
and activities undertaken (e.g. real menus for the restauarnt,
money for transactions etc).

4.32 lots of authentic materials available in the form of:

a) a class library of graded authentic reading
material such as magazines, pen-pal letters,
articles, cartoon strips, stories, adverts,
brochures etc.

b) a class library of graded listening material
in tape form covering different types of speech
such as interviews, news reports, announcements,
recipes, songs, conversation etc.

4.33 the foreign conversation assistant involved in
GoL.A.FoL.L. work

4.34 some degree of tolerance towards errors made during
communication exercises, where these errors are not
due to faulty learning.

4.35 pupils asking to be tested when they are ready for
diagnostic checks, waystage tests or stage tests.

4.36 pupils able to say what they had done, what they had
still got to do, and how well they thought they were
performing in relation to the objectives they had set
themselves.
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Communication in the classroom

Communication means using language for a purpose through activities which
may involve listening, speaking, reading or writing or combinations of
these skills. It has to do with meaning and messages, with both under¬
standing and expression.

By communication we do not only refer to conversation, but also for example
to listening for information, listening for pleasure, reading for information,
reading for pleasure,or engaging in written correspondence for business or
personal reasons.

I would like to start by making a distinction between reaj. communication,
exercises in communication, and language practice. It is essential for
us to understand the differences between the three. It is above all
important to see the difference between communication, whether real or
simulated, and language practice. The differences between theft have to
do with the purposes that lie behind them and with the depth of personal
involvement in them of the participants.

A few examples will I hope suffice to draw the distinction between the three.

Real Communication

The teacher who sees that someone is missing, but doesn't know who, and asks
the class: "Qui est absent aujourd'hui?" re'ally wants to know. He/she has a
real purpose for speaking. The pen-pal who writes:"Tu vas o3 pour les
vacances cette annee?" really wants to find something out. In real
communication the information sought or given is real. The participants
are fully involved as themselves at the time of communicating. The message
is a real one.

Exercises in Communication

The teacher who sets up a shopping situation and gets one pupil to buy goods
from the other is constructing an exercise in communication. This particular
type of exercise usually gives rise to a highly predictable type of communication.

The teacher who provides one pupil with one set of information (the TV programmes
on BBC 1 for that night) and another pupil with another set of information
(the ITV programmes for that night) and then asks them to discuss and decide
what programmes they would like to watch together that evening is constructing
another exercise in communication. This is a more open-ended one than the
shopping one, since the language that emerges is less predictable. In both
cases, however, a task is set which has to be completed through communication.
The participants, however, are only partially involved as themselves. They
are not really deciding which programmes to look at, and the buyer and seller
are not really transacting business. These exercises involve simulated but
not real communication.

There is one further dimension to add to exercises in communication. In
some exercises the pupil is asked to be himself but to imagine the situation
within which he is to communicate. The examples above are of this sort.
Sometimes, however, exercises in communication are set where the pupil is
asked to play a role other than himself. He might be asked to imagine that
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he is a German teenager with a particular set of attributes, or that
he is a Russian tourist guide or whatever. Clearly the pupil is less
involved personally if he is playing the role of someone else.

Language Practice

The teacher who points to a clock-face in front of the class,which shows
half-past four,and asks: "Quelle heure est-il?" is not involved in either
real communication or simulated communication, since he is not interested
in the information provided in the pupil's answer. He is interested in
the structure and vocabulary (and perhaps pronunciation) of the pupil's
reply. He doesn't really want to know the time, he merely wants to
know whether the pupil can say "half-past four" in the foreign language.
This is language practice.

The teacher who asks a series of questions on a text that has just been
listened to or read by pupils is not engaged in either real or simulated
communication, but in testing the pupils' comprehension of particular
structures and vocabulary,or in assessing their general ability in
listening or reading. He is not interested in the answers as messages,
since he already knows the answersj He is interested in the answers
as pedagogical evidence of understanding. This again is language
practice. Language Practice has a pedagogical purpose, not a
communicative one. Language Practice is concerned with structures,
vocabulary and pronunciation,or with abilities in particular skills,
but is not concerned with messages. The purpose is not to seek or
impart information, but to seek or impart evidence of learning or
ability. There is no personal dimension to the involvement of the
participants in Language Practice. They are merely involved
intellectually.

Traditionally in classrooms there has been much concentration on Language
Practice with its linguistic aims of mastering grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation,and in more recent audio-visual times of mastering fixed
forms to slot into dialogues, but there has been less concentration on
either simulated or real communication,in which it is meaning and message
that matter, and in which form becomes a means to an end rather than an
end in itself.

Language Practice must of course have its place in classroom language
learning, but it must be seen as a means to the end of communication.

It is necessary however to exclude language practice altogether from
our discussions about communication in the classroom, since it is
concerned with form and skill, and not with meaning and message.

In setting up communicative situations through which pupils can learn
to communicate, teachers will need to employ both real communication
and exercises in communication.

We need to find out much more about what teenagers find it sensible to
communicate about, and make it possible for them to do so, whether through
simulated or real communication.
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The better we get at creating a good classroom atmosphere and at
setting up exercises in communication, the more the pupils will
feel involved as themselves. And the more the pupils feel involved,
the closer we shall get to real communication.

In an attempt to provide a helpful framework for thinking about
Communication in the classroom, I would like to examine four
communication areas in which we can develop learning experiences.

1. Classroom socialising.. (Real Communication)
2. Communication with people and things foreign within the

classroom/school*(Real Communication)

3. Exercises in communication in the foreign language that
arise out of the pupils' interests and out of the challenges
set them. These need not be associated with the foreign
country.(Exercises in Communication)

4. Exercises in the foreign language of those communicative
challenges likely to be encountered when with foreigners at
home or abroad..(Exercises in Communication)

Each of these areas seems to me to have some sort of separate
identity, though there is obviously considerable overlap between
them.

I believe that we need to develop effective and enjoyable learning
experiences in each of these areas, and that all of them should be
included in a scheme of work for school language learning.

The Classroom

The classroom is where the foreign language is learnt in school.
Communication is the aim of language learning. Communication
skills in a foreign language can only be learnt if we use the
language. If we believe these things, it then follows that we
must use the language in the classroom in order to learn to
communicate. For some pupils the classroom may be the ONLY place
where they use a foreign language, and it would be foolish to
pretend otherwise. This is not to deny the tremendous efforts
that many teachers make to help their pupils to get to the foreign
country, nor is it to deny the growing numbers of those who find
a use for a language in their work and leisure time. What goes
on in the classroom cannot, however be seen merely as a rehearsal
for what might happen later. School is not just a rehearsal for
life, it is also life itself.

What we must try to do is to make the classroom (and the school in
general if possible) a place where it is possible to communicate
in the foreign language. This means that we must create a relaxed,
friendly, but purposive atmosphere, in which there is a willing
suspension of disbelief, so that it is possible for teachers and
pupils to communicate in the foreign language as normal adolescents
and adults.
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We need research and experimentation into ways of creating what|thas
been referred to in German as a "kommunikationsfreudige Atmosphare"
(an atmosphere conducive to communication), in which learning can
take place.

1. Classroom Socialising

Much of the routine talk that goes on in classroom between teacher
and pupils, and between one pupil and another, can be done in the
foreign language. The temptation to which nearly all teachers and
pupils fall prone is to use English,because it is quicker and
easier. In many continental classrooms, however, the foreign
language is used exclusively for all that goes on and it works.

Pupils will of course need time to learn the language for the
various routine events in the classroom: greetings; requests
to do something; exchanges of information; instructions and
the like. These events are usually so closely related to the
immediate context, and so like what occurs in every other classroom,
that the language can be fairly readily understood, learnt and
produced by the pupils themselves.

It would seem sensible to start with a few essential phrases,
and then gradually through teacher-talk and pupil trial and
error to build up repertoires of the sort of things pupils can
be expected to understand and to say in various situations.
Although a number of these will inevitably be unpredictable,
we can attempt to list the situations/events that we might
wish to include in a conscious way in our teaching. From
these will emerge the functions and notions that will need to
be expressed, and the suggested language that should be mastered
receptively and productively. This was, in effect, what we tried
to do in the Lothian Draft syllabuses under the heading of Routine
Classroom Interaction (Specific Notions). However, in this first
attempt, we were much too restrictive in scope, describing the
dictatorial classroom, where teacher-talk in the foreign language
was restricted to instructions, and where the notions were limited
to classroom movements and objects such as opening text books and
fetching chalk. Classroom interaction should not simply be a
question of instructions, but should be widened to exchanges of
information about many topics, some of which may fall well
beyond the physical confines of the classroom, e.g. school events,
news likely to have interested pupils, leisure pursuits etc.

Let us attempt to set out a few examples of situations/events and
the functions, notions and possible language they might give rise
to. These examples are to be seen merely as indications of what
might be done.



SITUATIONS/EVENTS FUNCTIONS & NOTIONS SOME SUGGESTED LANGUAGE

Greetings Greeting

Checking on absences Asking for information
about the whereabouts
of a specific person

Giving information
about the whereabouts
of a specific person:
Reference to present
time -

Reference to past time -

Events related to

beginning an activity

OR

Giving an opinion about
the whereabouts of a

specific person

OR

Saying you don't know
OR

Saying where someone was

Requesting if you can do
something

Asking someone to do
something

Talking about an
important event e.g.
International Football
Match.

Asking whether someone
saw the match.

Asking for an opinion-
approval/disapproval

Asking for information
as to who won, what the
score was etc.

Bonjour
Comment ga va?

a va bien?
a va mieux aujourd'hui?

etc.

Ou est X, *
X est absent aujourd'hui?
Je ne vois pas X

etc.

II est malade
II est chez le Directeur

etc.

II est alle chez le
m^decin

II est rentre
etc.

II a rate le bus, je crois
II est peut-etre malade

etc.

Je ne sais pas, Monsieur

II etait la il y a
dix minutes

Je peux distribuer les
feuilles, Madame?
Je peux travailler avec
X, Madame?
Tu veux chercher le

magnetophone?
Distribue les livres, X,
Voulez-vous prendre vos
crayons?
Prenez vos cahiers

etc.

Tu as vu le match hiery X?
/

Tu as aime?
C'^tait bien?

/

Qui a gagne?
Par combien?

etc.

There is obviously no attempt to be exhaustive with this tiny listj In this
area what we should try and do is to pool experiences about the sort of routine
interaction that can happily take place^and learn from each other.
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Here is a very short extract from an actual lesson in one of our schools
which shows some of the things I mean.

The class is a 1st year mixed ability one.

Teacher: BooahJ
Alors d'abord on va faire un petit, un petit test la -
avec les feuilles hein. Hop-la, hop-la. Allez des
volontaires, des volontaires. Reveille-toi.

(Pupil has hand in air) Beatrice?
Beatrice: Est-ce que je peux distribuer les feuilles?
Teacher: Oui, bien stir. Allez. Une a chacun, hein. Merci.

(Pupil has hand in air) Oui?
Pupil A: Est-ce que je peux ouvrir la ferietre?
Teacher: Oui, s'il te pla^t, hein, parce qu'il fait tres tres chaud

Attends, attends. Une petite minute.

Pupil B: The bus, the bus never came.

Teacher: Hein .Je n'comprends pas.

Pupil B: Urn.........
Teacher: Je ne comprends pas. C'est quoi? Pourquoi es-tu en retard?

Pupil B: I missed the bus.
Teacher: Hein? Hein? Je n'comprends pas. Hm, how are we going

to get round that one: 'Missed the bus'?
Pupil B: (Indistinct)
Teacher: How are we going to get round that one?

Pupils: (Indistinct)
Teacher: Je n'ai pas quoi f
Pupil C: II n'y a pas d'autobus .

Teacher: Ben, we might have said "II n'y a pas d'autobus", or what
you should have said was "J'ai manque le bus". Allez va.

Pupil B: J'ai
Teacher: J'ai manque le bus <

Pupil B: J'ai manque le bus .

Teacher: Allez vite assieds-toi, hein.

It is obvious that many communicative nuts and bolts can be learnt in this
way e.g. asking for things, giving opinions, stating facts, making requests
etc. From the point of view of development of the system (grammar and
vocabulary) a great deal can also be done. It is,for example,through such
interaction that it is easiest to introduce past time and to provide pupils
with a way of expressing it. They will need to say such things as:- "I
missed the bus", or "I went to the wrong classroom", or "I've been to the
doctors" or whatever. Teachers can thus help pupils to acquire a way(s)
of expressing past time (initially only involving a 1st person statement
and a 2nd person request for information) without waiting for the text-book
presentation of it. Most text-books present past time far too late for
classroom communicative purposes, give whole paradigms, and in French expect
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all the distinctions between verbs with avoir and verbs with e'tre, and
endings with -er, -ir and -re verbs to be mastered if not at one stroke,
then with about three or four hammer blows J Many French adults are
still making "mistakes" with their past tenses.

There is argument about whether explanations of a technical nature
(e.g. about grammar or difficult vocabulary) should be given in the
foreign language or the mother tongue. Common sense would seem to
indicate that when one is dealing with abstractions, the context may
not be of much help, and therefore the mother tongue should be used,
until pupils can be expected to begin to understand explanations in
the foreign language. However, there are times when meaning can
be demonstrated through synonym, paraphrase, inclusion or exclusion,
or through situationalisation or contextualisation, or visual reference,
rather than by translation. It is certainly useful for teachers to
build up a battery of techniques for demonstrating meaning quickly
and effectively without recourse to the mother tongue. It must be
admitted however that this is sometimes impossible or too time-consuming.

The learner, however, must gradually be brought to understand paraphrases,
synonyms and antonyms etc, since through these he can extend his vocabulary
in the foreign language/and eventually learn to use that essential tool of
the advanced language learners trade,a good unilingual dictionary.

Another area in which the mother tongue would seem to be indicated, at
least in the initial stages, is in the negotiation with pupils about the
content of their learning, so that it is clear to them what it is they
are expected to learn and to be able to do. It would seem to be a
question of weaning learners from an exclusive use of the mother tongue
to a rational bilingual policy in which over time more and more is done
in the foreign language.

It obviously helps the language teacher,if signs, notices and other spoken
or written information within the school in general is sometimes given in
the foreign language. It is very helpful to the pupil to know that it is
quite normal for people in the school other than specialist language staff
to be able to communicate in the foreign language. Head Teachers and
other members of staff are often unwilling to try their French and German
since they were brought up to be inhibited about mistakes. Language staff
should attempt to remove this anxiety through showing that what matters is
communication. If this feeling were ever to permeate the school as a
whole I have no doubt that foreign language learning would have a more
meaningful place within the whole school curriculum. There are schools
which try to make the foreign languages taught part of the whole atmosphere.
This seems to be a very sensible thing. Often, however,language teachers
are their own worst enemies, because with pride in and insistance on accuracy
they inhibit others from helping their cause.

2. Communication with people and things foreign within the classroom/school

What is meant here is the sort of real contact with people and things foreign
that can be got, for example, through the Foreign Conversation Assistant; or
through providing access to French newspapers/magazines, songs, radio or T.V.
talk, or other realia; or through setting up a penpal scheme; or through
organisation of French Days or Weeks, during which the pupils have maximum
contact with people and things French; or through visits of pupils to places
such as the French Institute; or through the setting up of a German Club,
where German songs can be heard, German food eaten, German people met etc.
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These can help to make the foreign language relevant in the environment
in which the pupils live. Without the existence of such things, the
foreign language must sometimes seem to the pupil artificial, or worse,
irrelevant, unless he can actually envisage himself going to the foreign
country.

It should be possible over the years to devise a series of conversation
events and games, set out perhaps in the form of cue cards or situations
to help Foreign Conversation Assistants to bring about conversation in—
the classroom. So often Assistants are left to sink or swim with
inevitable consequences. This is an often neglected area.

Personal contacts through pen-pal letters or exchanges of class tapes
with teenagers in the foreign country can help enormously to bring
relevance to classwork. The sort of language needed for such contacts,
involving information exchange, can be worked out in the classroom,
based not on potential needs but on real ones. Pen-pal letters, in
particular, reveal all sorts of interesting things, such as native
speaker mistakes, handwriting^bilingual scripts etc.

The use in the classroom of authentic documents (ones not prepared for
pedagogical purposes), of authentic speech, and of authentic cultural
snippets, such as songs and poems, is motivating and also essential,
since contrived pedagogical texts do not seem to be sufficient in
themselves to prepare learners adequately for coping with reality.
Authentic songs, or extracts from radio/television, or articles, or
cartoon strips can all be treated in a variety of ways, but ultimately
it is some sort of authentic response to the texts that should be aimed
at, e.g. the extraction of information from a news programme, or the
pleasure got from understanding the words and relating these to the music
of a song, or the personal response inspired by a story or poem.

Realia such as money, bills, adverts, brochures, maps, timetables, forms
etc. from the foreign country help to make the foreign language and its
setting more tangible, and such things are fairly easily collected on
holidays abroad.

Authentic texts and realia help both teacher and pupil above all to
remember that it is ultimately real communication that matters.
Schools need to build up an ever replenishable stock of such authentic
material.

3. Exercises in Communication between learners arising out of their interests
and out of challenges set them.

When helping pupils to learn to communicate in a foreign language it seems
sensible to involve them as themselves with their own interests in their
own environment. The learning of a new language is first and foremost
the learning of an alternative code through which to understand and to
express one's own meanings. If we think that learning a language involve
the building up of a resource of strategies, skills, and language for
understanding and creating meaning, then we must somehow devise learning
experiences that allow the pupils to make the links between their meanings
or intentions and the language they need to express them. When we learn
phrases by heart in set dialogues, we do not have to make the effort to
make these links. The links are, as it were, made for us. It is only
when we make the personal effort to make the links between intention and
language, as when we have to extract gist or have to "create" language to
fulfil our own purposes, that the links are sufficiently strongly forged
for them to be learnt and remembered. The current practice of teaching
conversation, by getting pupils to listen to and then learn taped dialogue
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by heart, would seem a less effective way of learning how to express
oneself, than, for example, the trial and error attempt by the learner
to create dialogue for himself with appropriate teacher intervention.
Teacher and pupils might try to fix on particular situations/events/
challenges and then gradually build up appropriate conversation.
In this way the learner would move from the communicative needs which
the situation/event stimulated in him to the realisation of those needs
in language, rather than from imposed texts to potential and often
unfulfilled needs. As Stevick puts it "The deeper the source of a
sentence, the more lasting value it has for learning a language
this same 'depth' factor, far from being an additional minor
consideration...is in fact more to be reckoned with than techniques,
or format, or underlying linguistic analysis". (E. Stevick -"Memory
Meaning and Method".)

If a pupil fails to get the feeling that the foreign language can be his
to do what he likes with, including making mistakes as native speakers
do, then he will quickly lose motivation and start to wonder why he
should learn this other person's code. It is a personal idiolect
which he wishes to build up, not a native speaker competence. It
therefore seems to me to be essential not to restrict the use of the

foreign language to imagined trips abroad or imagined contacts in
Britain, but to use the foreign language as often as possible as an
alternative code to the mother tongue to express personal feelings,
thoughts and opinions; to exchange both personal and general information;
to come to decisions with others etc. This means that the subject matter
for learning to communicate in a foreign language can be somewhat open-
ended, and can be made to depend on the participants' interests and the
teachers' experience of what communicative challenges make for worth¬
while and enjoyable learning experiences.

Exercises in communication can be set up for practically any theme or
topic. The ingredients would seem to be:

a) think up a sensible task involving some sort of choice such as
deciding which way to go to a place, choosing what present to
buy a friend, planning where to go for the holidays etc.

b) provide one pupil with one set of information related to the task,
and another pupil with an overlapping but different set of information.

c) get the pupils, through exchanging information, to build up a total
picture of the information necessary to make the choice/plan/decision,
and then come to some agreement.

Through working through such challenges pupils acquire strategies for
communication, and learn through involvement how to ask for information,
give it, state opinions, argue, persuade and reach conclusions. It
would seem to me that a graded series of such challenges, involving both
the gathering of information from some spoken or written source and the
exchange of information with others through conversation, should form a
central part of a G.L«AoF0LoL. scheme of work. Through personal
involvement in seeking and expressing meanings the link between intentions
and language would be forged.
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Exercises in communicative challenges likely to be encountered
when with foreigners at home or abroad.

This is the area that gets most attention today. There is an
implicit assumption that the pupil WILL meet foreigners or things
foreign outside school sooner or later, whether in Britain, or
abroad travelling as a tourist. Whether or not such a situation
arises, the fact that the pupil may well not share this assumption
is not often considered by course-planners who put all their eggs
into the basket of survival-as-as-tourist-in-the-foreign-country.
That it is an important communication area is not to be denied,
but it should not become the total concern for classroom communicatior

In the other three communication areas the pupil is himself in his
environment, whereas in this area we often ask him to transpose
himself out of his environment and out of his every-day persona
into that of a potential tourist in a foreign country he may never
have visited. It is clearly difficult for some of our pupils to
imagine themselves in other environments and in other roles.
Adolescents do not generally find this easy.

An additional problem is that, whereas in the other three communicatic
areas the people he is asked to enter into contact with in the foreigr
language are real e.g. other pupils, teachers, conversation assistants
pen-pals etc., in this area the interlocutors have to be imagined.
They are imaginary ticket-sellers, customs officers, shop-keepers,
market vendors, hotel keepers, teenage friends, pen-pals' parents,
foreign visitors and the like - all the little green men of LongmansJ
Who then is to play the part of the shop-keeper/hotel receptionist/
waiter etc.? Clearly it is not necessary for pupils to learn to
produce the language involved. This may reduce the possibilities
of pupil-to-pupil talk in the classroom, since either the teacher
has to play these roles, or they must be recorded or scripted for
the pupils in some way.

Role-playing is gaining considerable ground as an educational
technique, but we are still somewhat ignorant of the psychological
processes and attendant problems involved in learning through it.

Having said all this, it is, I think, essential to include this
area,and to devise ways of providing exercises in communication
for pupils against the day they meet foreigners on visits here and
must help them find their way, find accommodation and tiiake friends, ,

or against the day they go to a foreign country and want to do these
things for themselves.
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Conclusion

The plea is for a series of materials/exercises/learning experiences
that will provide pupils with real or simulated communication practice
in all four areas.

Schools will need to build up:-

1. a series of graded reading materials, perhaps arranged
in boxes according to Stages and colour-coded for each Stage.
These would include authentic materials such as magazine
articles, cartoons, realia (menus, timetables), brochures,
adverts, pen-pal letters, stories etc., some of which would
be treated as exercises in reading for pleasure and others
as exercises in reading for information. They would all
have questions and information at the end so that pupils
could cope with them on a self-directed individual basis.

2. a similar series of graded listening materials on tape,
similarly colour-coded by Stage. Material for listening
for information and for listening for pleasure would be
included. Scripts and Worksheets would be prepared so
that pupils could cope with the tapes on a self-directed
individual basis.

3. a graded series of exercises in communication related to
the themes and situations in the syllabus (e.g. restaurants,
making plans for leisure activities, writing pen-pal letters etc.)
These would be set out in the form of cue cards, games, simulations
for whole groups, projects for individuals or groups etc.
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Some Caveats about current curriculum development in Modern Languages
involving the objectives model , defined syllabuses, and criterion-
referenced assessment.

A. The "Objectives Model"
Recent curriculum development in Modern Languages has followed what
has been called the "objectives model". It seems indeed the most
sensible thing in the world to start by setting out explicit objectives,
to plan teaching materials for pupils to attain those objectives, to
assess their attainment of them in a direct way, and then to evaluate
the scheme of work employed.

There is however something inherently both mechanistic and over-
simple about such a view of the teaching/learning process, and I
would like to try and think through some of the reasons why a
pure "objectives model" may not be the total answer to curriculum
development in Modern Languages.

1. Many of the higher-order outcomes of educational experiences
that we aspire to are notoriously difficult to set out as
explicit objectives. In Modern Languages, for example, it
is extremely difficult to set out in any explicit way the
factors involved in such desirable aims as "language awareness"
or "learning how to learn", and yet if we exclude these from
our list of syllabus objectives, because they cajmot easily
be made explicit, we are in danger of losing the all important
shape of the wood through an over-concentration on some of the
more easily discernible trees.

2. It is often neither possible nor indeed helpful to predetermine
the outcom® of certain inherently valuable learning experiences.
How does one predetermine the outcomes of reading a good book,
or even of listening to a good song? Teachers can, through
experience,ftell what makes a good "lesson". it is not
necessary to reduce every lesson to the predetermined outcomes
that learners should achieve. It has been the attempt to do
this that has led to the worst forms of teaching history, art or
background studies, for example in which learning is reduced
to the regurgitation of . well rehearsed knowledge or
opinion. It may well be more sensible in such cases to specify
experiences rather than objectives. These should be "so
structured and infused with criteria that, given good teaching,
student learnings can be treated as outcomes, rather than made
the subject of prespecifications". (L Stenhouse. "Some
limitations on the use of objectives"in Beyond the numbers game
edited Hamilton et al).

3. Learning experiences, often, if not always, lead to outcomes that
are not predicted, but which may be just as worthwhile as those
that are predicted. An example would be the sort of group
activities that are often designed to lead to a particular language
learning objective, but which, in addition to that, lead to the
acquisition of strategies by the learners of how best to work
together in a group. It is as possible and as sensible to examine
learning experiences that have been shown to have intrinsic value
and to attempt to evaluate what outcomes have emerged, whether forseen
or not^as to predetermine what outcomes you hope to achieve, to
attempt to provide learning experiences through which pupils may
attain them, and then to evaluate those outcomes only.
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4. The outcomes of similar learning experiences are manifestly
different in both quality and quantity for individual learners.
Some are better at some things than others are, some choose to
concentrate on certain aspects, others on other aspects.,
There is, I believe, something essentially healthy in individual
variation. The "objectives model" in its most extreme
"mastery-learning" form seems to be suggesting that we should
strive towards uniform mastery of knowledge and behaviour
for each individual. Human nature will fortunately prevent
this from happening.

5. The prespecification of objectives assumes that the teacher
always knows best what the learner should learn. In an age
in which more emphasis needs to be placed on personal res¬
ponsibility, it is a more learner-centred methodology that
is required - one that allows the learner to negotiate his
objectives with the teacher, and in the light of his experiences
to adapt them to his potential as he goes along. There is
already evidence that negotiated objectives lead to higher
motivation on the part of the learner than do imposed pre¬
determined ones, however explicit they are made.

B. Defined Syllabuses

Current defined syllabus in Modern Languages (e.g. the various
Threshold Levels in the Council of Europe Modern Languages Project)
tend to be set out in terms of discrete functional/notional and/or
formal linguistic elements, rather than in terms of whole communicative
units. Yet what the teacher needs is a syllabus that not only breaks
down communication into its discrete elements but also indicates whole
communicative experiences through which pupils can learn. To learn
to communicate involves more than just learning a list of discrete
phrases on the one hand, and grammar and vocabulary elements on the
other hand, as is suggested by present day language syllabuses whether
functional/notional or structural. It also involves going beyond the
practice of discrete skills such as listening, speaking, reading and
writing, such as is implied in examination board syllabuses and test type
whether traditional or alternative. Learning to communicate implies
learning to carry out a range of contextualised comnunicative tasks
which may or may not involve combinations of discrete skills. The
skills, like the functional/notional linguistic content, however,
emerge in the fulfillment of the communicative tasks. Logically they
should not predetermine them, as they do at present.

The teacher still needs the syllabus breakdown of formal elements
related to the functional/notional units,so that he can help the pupil
build up on the one hand a set of very useful communicative phrases
as anchor sheets and on the other hand a generative system of phon-
logical, grammatical and semantic elements that will help:
a) to unravel the meanings in authentic language heard and read AND

b) to create language to carry out whatever communicative tasks
have to be fulfilled.

Instead of encouraging communication, it is arguable that current
defined syllabuses may tend to make teachers teach the discrete syllabus
elements, whether functional, notional or structural, in a direct way,
thus turning the attempted definition of the discrete elements of
desired output into directly teachable input. The teacher may be
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tempted to teach functions, notions, grammar, vocabulary,
listening, speaking and reading as discrete things, but fail
to provide whole communicative learning experiences. This
would be equivalent to driving lessons in which the instructor
taught the discrete elements of steering, starting, road-signs,
clutch-using, braking, judging distances etc. in a discrete
way, without ever actually providing the learner with driving
experiences in which he could put them all together in their
interrelated place.

Syllabuses should perhaps be judged in terms of whether they
explicitly help teachers to develop/find inherently enriching
learning experiences, rather than in terms of the adequacy of
their descriptive classifications.

Future syllabuses will perhaps need to indicate clearly what
communicative experiences the teacher is to set before the
pupils in order for them to learn to communicate.

C. Criterion-Referenced Assessment

The current Defined syllabuses in Modern Languages could very easily
be misused when translated into criterion-referenced . assessment.
In this sort of assessment we are concerned with testing pupils
against explicit criteria. If the objectives or criteria against
which pupils are to be assessed are set out in terms of discrete
content elements and sub-skills of communication, rather than in
terms of communicative activities, then tests derived from them
are unlikely to be assessing communicative performance. It is
not a switch from norm-referenced testing to criterion-referenced
testing by itself that will improve matters. What we have to
ensure is that the tests and procedures really assess the "right
things". Here we are in a Catch 22 situation, since if we find
it difficult to define what the "right things" are, we shall
obviously find it a problem to assess them. It is because of this
that one appeab for communicative authenticity in tests, since one
can postulate that with authentic material, with authentic comm¬
unicative tasks to solve, with authentic response to material
demanded, and with authentic conditions set for the carrying out
of communicative tasks, one must somehow be assessing some sort
of communicative performance, even if one cannot yet be too
explicit about its nature. Whereas,with contrived material,
contrived tasks, and contrived conditions, such as pertain in
most tests and examinations today, we may well be assessing
pupils against some of the discrete criteria set out in current
defined syllabuses,but we may well not be assessing communicative
performance.

Exam Boards tell us that they have been operating criterion-referenced
assessment for years. Perhaps to some extent they have. What is
at fault is that the criteria are wrongly defined, not that they are
not defined.



Achievement testing on a defined syllabus should be a school
internal affair, and this should play an important part in any
certification at any level. Teachers as professional% trained
in the basics of assessment, are the best judges of what pupils
should have learnt or learnt to do on the basis of what they
have taught them. A profile of learning progress, spelt out
in terms of communicative ability, of level of language awareness,
and of level of responsibility for one's own learning, would seem
to be the sort of thing to aim towards.

It can be argued that Public Exam Boards setting external exams
should concentrate on being absolutely explicit about the
behavioural tasks they may include in their exams, but should only
suggest possible functional/notional/grammatical/vocabulary elements.

One cannot predict what a native speaker is going to say or write,
and any attempt to define language for a receptive syllabus can at
best be seen as enlightened guesswork. Nor can one totally predict
what language any individual will want to use in speech or writing
to fulfil whatever personal tasks he may wish to carry out, so that
at best "productive syllabuses" can only be suggested too. Defined
linguistic content is a classroom artefact. ■,

Exam Boards however can and should be explicit about:

a) the communicative tasks involved in the various- communicative
areas set

b) the type of authentic material to be used within these tasks
and areas

c) the type of cues to be provided to the pupils
d) the type of response expected from the pupil
e) the conditions under which the tasks are to be fulfilled

(i.e. time limits, use of dictionaries and other aids,
questions to the examiner allowed etc)

f) the criteria for assessing commttnicative performance within
the tasks set.

g) the criteria for establishing the various grades/levels of
performance to be awarded. These should be based on real
pupil performance and not the idealised figments of the
examiners1 imagination.

Curriculum Development in Modern Languages

One of the particular problems that faces us as curriculum developers
in Modern Languages is that we are frankly unable to predetermine in
any certain manner the requirements in terms of specific future
communicative performances in foreign languages of any individual
school pupil. We cannot even answer the question as to which language(s)
the pupil may need, never mind what uses he might have to put it to.

In terms of individual language use, initial school language learning can
only be seen as a shot in the dark, the outcomes of which have as much if
not more to do with education as with specific needs of vocational traini
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School language teaching should aim towards outcomes such as

learning how to learn a language, language awareness, responsibility
for one's own learning, the widening of linguistic and cultural
horizons, self-evaluation, the ability to work together towards
common ends, positive attitudes through contacts with the foreign
country and its people and through school exchanges and visits, as
well as towards the learning of a language for certain communicative
purposes,

'It is,not difficult to see that such higher order educational out¬
comes will simply not be achieved if communication is not placed
in the foreground of classroom concerns. Without a proper concern
for communication, awareness of the different purposes for which
language is used cannot be fostered, nor can healthy attitudes
towards foreigners based on first hand communicative experience with
them be developed, nor can one learn how to learn in a natural
language learning environment.

The attempt to make language learning less of an elitist academic
classroom pursuit concerned uniquely with learning to control
structures of a foreign language, and more of a communicative
pursuit within the reach of all pupils, should not be thought
of as a movement away from education towards vocational training,
but rather as a much more effective way of attaining both the
desired educational outcomes and the potential vocational ones.

It can of course be fairly quickly demonstrated that effective
communication necessarily implies control over the system or
structure of a language, whereas the academic ability to demon¬
strate knowledge of the system of a language for its own sake
not only falls short of communication but cannot bring about
the educational outcomes desired.

A study of present pupil performance shows that the most able,
although they can cope with the formal criteria set them, are
being severely restricted in scope, are held back from the levels
of communicative performance that they could attain, and are simply
not achieving the broader educational outcomes to the extent that
they should and could. On the other hand the slower learners are
getting appalling indigestion from the ever-increasing dose of
structures and vocabulary given them, and cannot cope with the
formal criteria set them in exams and classroom exercises aiming
towards the exams. With a more logical concern for communicative
criteria, there is some evidence that all might do better. In
brief the argument is that:-

a) We should be looking towards educational outcomes as well as
towards potential vocational and leisure time needs when we
teach foreign languages in school.

b) It is at least partly through aiming at effective communicative
performance that we shall best achieve the educational outcomes
we seek, and at the same time be more likely to fulfil the
possible requirements of industry, commerce, tourism or personal
leisure.



CONCLUSION

It will be appreciated that some of what I have written above is
in conflict with some of the starting points of the Graded Objectives
movement. Like the devil's advocate,my aim is to call into
question some of what we have said and done, and to suggest that
we have a very long way to go before we begin to see clearly through
many of the important problems involved.

I sense a grave danger of the movement being formalised in an as yet
embryonic form, pickled for ever in some examination board's regulations,
with self-satisfaction the order of the day.

Even if it is now necessary for us to expose ourselves to the terrible
blind glare of the national sunlight in order to have some influence
on the future examination system, it is much more crucial for us to
continue to grow as wild flowers in the rank and fertile regional
woods.

John L Clark
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The Conduct of Conversation Tests and the Evaluation of Pupil Performance

1. The conduct of the test

The intention behind the existing GLAFLL Conversation Tests is to
provide the pupil with a clearly stated task to perform within a
given framework which he can readily grasp, thus enabling him to
give of his best. Hence the first concern of the teacher administering
the test will be the reassurance and encouragement of the pupil. In
order to do this the teacher will have to make some kind of provision
for the assessment of the test which will not interfere with his/her
role as a participant. This can be done in three possible ways:-

a) All teacher/pupil tests are recorded' and marked later
b) The or another teacher administers the test while the

class teacher marks it independently
c) The teacher develops an ability to separate in his mind the

two roles of helpful and sympathetic foreigner on the one hand
and unbiased marker on the other.

c) has proved in fact to be perfectly possible with practice,
although it is often easier to start conversation tests with
teachers working in pairs and comparing results.

An essential part of the teacher-cum-evaluator's role will be
to ensure that the pupil has a complete understanding of what is
required of him. Cue-cards, however well-phrased, can be mis¬
interpreted and a few moments going over the tasks with the pupils
first of all can save precious minutes later on. Not only should
pupils know what they have to do on the day, but it should also be
made plain to them what the aim of the Stage Conversation test is
long before they take it. Some pupils show confusion about the nature
of communication to such an extent that instead of getting on with
the task, they worry about providing a series of grammatically correct
but almost totally inappropriate and irrelevant utterances. These
pupils are bound to be severely penalised. Some pupils will embark
on a task which they have misunderstood, e.g. interpreting a grocer's
shop as a restaurant, or misinterpreting a diary and persuading their
partner to go out with them every evening. Such pupils have clearly
not understood what task they have been asked to carry out and should
quickly be.set aright without penalty.

Clearly for a few nervous pupils, the test represents quite a
psychological hurdle. Experience shows that pupils who have been
used to a great deal of paired activity in class, and who work in an
atmosphere conducive to communication,are less likely to have their
performance affected by nerves than those whose communicative experiences
have been limited to a few stressful periods preparing for the test.

While it should be impossible for pupils sitting the tests to be
unaccustomed to this kind of activity, because of the system of
Progress Cards and Waystage tests which are an integral part of
the Stage award, it must be accepted by markers that for all sorts
of reasons a variety of strange things can happen even to the
performance of the very best pupils.
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For example, the sudden blank can occur under stressful situations
to all of us, and where only one word is involved the examiner can
provide it, even if it is a key word, as long as he judges it to be
a "one-off" instance. This certainly is not to say that the
remembering of vocabulary items is not an important part of what is
being tested (indeed a pupil who repeatedly forgets the high-
frequency vocabulary which he should have been using regularly is
bound to fail, particularly bearing in mind that in the conversation
tests the language he uses is to some extent the language of his
choice - it is not necessarily forced by a question). Where,
however, a nervous but otherwise competent pupil struggles for a
word, and where this word once given is used correctly, there should
be no question of loss of a pass or credit. Occasional communi¬
cation blanks will occur in even the ablest pupils.

Such instances of forgotten vocahulary are not to be confused with
the poor memory of slower pupils. In the latter it is sometimes
helpful, in order to avoid breakdowns in the middle of a conversation,
to go over the task roughly in English so that the pupils get a clear
idea of what language they will need. Some pupils like to perform
the task in English first and unless it is a guessing task there seems
no reason against this. If too much help is going to be required it
will be obvious to the teacher that the pupil should wait a little
longer before he takes his test.

Consider the following strategies used by pupils in the tests when
faced with a sudden communication blank:

a) The pupil stops talking and looks miserable. (Such a response
should be discouraged - it would be better to ask for help, preferabl
in the foreign language)

b) The insertion of an English word:-
"Ich mochte ein Orange-juice." Here the- pronunciation of Orange
was with a German accent. To the native speaking grocer the
sentence is heard as: #"lch mochte ein Orange —— ". So. he might
well enquire - "eine Orange oder eine Orangensaft?", since it •

is likely that the customer requires one of these. The pupil
clearly shows from the pronunciation of Orangensaft as he takes
it up that the word is familiar to him.
Another example where the lapse is not corrected is '•
"Wir - meet - um halb 7 am Sportplatz, ja?"
Since "um halb 7 am Sportplatz ja?" is totally correct there is
no problem occasioned by the use of English - the message is 1007.
clear.

c) A request to be reminded of an item of vocabulary prior to a test:-

Pupils have to compare and select T V programmes and Pupil A asks to
be reminded of the verb to watch T V. (NB this is not essential to
the test) The teacher gives fernsehen.

Pupil A: Sehen wir heute abend fern?
Such an instance is of course quite different from "giving" a pupil
a word which he doesn't know or know how to use.
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the pupils themselves solve a misunders tanding:-

Pupil 1: Wann treffen wir uns? (When will we meet)

Pupil 2: Wir treffen vor dem Kino - eh, vor dem
Sportplatz (Savs where they're to meet)

Pupil 1: Wo? (asks where)

Pupil 2: .Vor dem Sportplatz (Gives place)
Pupil 1: Ah ja.. Und wann? (and when?)

Pupil 2: Halb 8 (Gives time - problem solved)

2. Assessing whether the task has been performed

The marker who has heard a test completed will first ask himself if,
over the whole test, the pupil has both understood and communicated
sufficiently to have accomplished the task. (In GLAFLL terminology

5 where u = understood and c = communicated, this is referred to as an
"u/c".)
This can be done either in retrospect with the whole test in mind or
by means of a shorthand system as is the example which follows:

A/1 Conversation Pupil/Teacher

SECTION A (Survival Conversation) Instructions to Pupil
1. The examiner is a grocer in a shop. You come in and wish to buy

something for your dinner which you can eat and drink right away.
The teacher will give you some foreign currency. You must do the
following:

Attract the grocer's attention
Request something to eat
Request something to drink
Say how much you want
Answer any questions you are asked - (Teacher asks "Is that all")
Pay the correct amount and get change if necessary
Take leave

In this example the pupil is asked to do 7 things.
It is clear that there will be in this as in most tests a hierarchy
in the importance of the tasks required. Thus the pupil who failed
to perform the social niceties but got his food and drink would pass,
whereas the one who left the shop without getting his food would not.
The first question for the marker is therefore "Did the pupil achieve
the required result?" (in this case food and drink which he could consume
right away). If the answer is no, the pupil fails. (Thus the pupil
who ends up with 21bs of leeks or a bottle of whisky fails - he can't
eat and drink these straight away - he is merely showing off his
vocabulary, not applying himself to the set task.)

An example of a personal shorthand system for recording a pupil's
performance is as follows

Pupil utters/acts Teacher records 1 (u/c)
Utterance/act fails to communicate Teacher cancels I (non u/c)
Various refinements are possible to indicate such features as accuracy
(or lack of it) hesitation or special proficiency. (These will be dealt
with in more detail under Assessing Level of Performance)
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S.G, U/C contains grammatical error Teacher records *L
U/C shows specially pleasing feature Teacher records 1
U/Cs are very hesitant Teacher records 1...1...1

Thus on any given test a pupil's performance might be recorded thus:-
1 1 X 1 l.S 1

Such a record, while helpful as an aide-memoire, is not to be regarded
as a numerical exercise in which the candidate has to achieve a certain
number of correct u/cs irrespective of their individual importance.
As always, success in a test will depend on whether the candidate has
completed the task, thus some utterances will weigh nere heavily than
others in determining Pass/Fail. An example of an actual pupil
performance marked in this way is as follows
Transcript of Pupil Performance with Marking System (for comments on

assessing LOP see below)

Instruction

Attract grocer's
attention

Request something
to eat

Say how much you
want

Request something
to drink

Say how much you
want

Pay the correct
money

Answer any
questions

Pupil

Monsieur,
Monsieur

J'ai faim-euh-

Euh-un paquet
de biscuits

Eh-non-les
biscuits au

chocolat

J'ai soif. Un
orangina merci

Eh oui

C'est combien?

Teacher

Oui, Monsieur

Vous desirez

quelque chose a
manger?
Un paquet de
biscuits. Vous
voulez ces

biscuits-^i?
Biscuits au

chocolat - tres

bien, voila-un
paquet de biscuits
Une orangina-une
bouteille
d'orangina?
Tres bien, voila
une bouteille

d'orangina
C'est tout?

said at

the same

time

Eh oui

U/C

1

Bon ca fait
15frv 20
Voila Monsieur
Au revoir Monsieur

There is no question but that this pupil has completed the task.
It is now therefore a question of how well he did it.
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3. Assessing Level of Performance (Lopping)

Communicative qualities

Since in these tests what is being measured is communicative
ability, it is necessary to decide what individual abilities
go to make this up. Without doubt the best communicators
show qualities which go beyond the purely linguistic. For
instance, a good communicator will be able to do some of the
following:*?

Say clearly and economically what he means; develop within
a given situation those aspects which are "real" to him; by
concentrating on the response of his partner(or examiner)he
will be aware when to interrupt, help, out or give explanation;
he will concentrate on conveying meaning first and foremost
and will when in difficulty use all sorts of strategies to do
this; he will rarely give up, nor will he allow a misunder¬
standing to persist as if it weren't important; he will not
be afraid of using his language resource however inadequate
nor will he be struck dumb with diyness in front of a stranger.
What a good communicator may not necessarily do within the
strict confines of some of the test items is provide a large
amount of utterances for the marker to assess, nor should he
feel it necessary to do so. In the above example it is
feasible for a good pupil to complete the task with a couple
of sentences. This economy of utterance cannot be regarded
as anything but a positive quality. If the administrator
of the test is in doubt and feels this may reflect some learning
by heart, he can always prolong the conversation to test the
pupil further beyond the outline of the test itself.

Since it is above all the qualities of the candidate as a
communicator that will influence our assessment of his level
of performance we will not only disregard, but may also
penalise the candidate who uses the sort of language traditionally
taught to impress SCEEB examiners, and whereas utterances like
"the birds are warbling in the trees" are unlikely to appear,
the use of well learnt set phrases in inappropriate contexts will
no doubt occur in GLAFLL tests. An example of this appears in
the transcript above. The pupil in the transcript was a fluent
speaker with a reasonable French accent and the initial impression
was favourable. A closer look at how he interpreted "request
something to eat" and "request something to drink" however, within
the context of a grocer's shop shows that he uses the expressions
'j*ai faim" and "j'ai soif", both of which show a correct use of
avoir with expressions of hunger and thirst, but are not appropriate
to the context of requesting something to eat and drink in a shop,
although they might perform this function if the pupil were staying
in a penpal's home. It is indeed arguable that the ensuing reaction
from a real French shopkeeper could have made his task extremely
difficult. Thus while accepting that thia"particular pupil did
indeed show evidence of communicative ability, (fluency, lack of
hesitation, a good understanding etc) he would not be considered
for the top LOP on this test (in this case the LOPs available are
0,1,2,3) and he wouLd be marked LOP 2.
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Linguistic Features

Other linguistic aspects of a pupil's performance will be taken into
account when measuring a level of performance. These are the range
of structures and vocabulary, grammatical accuracy, pronunciation,
hesitancy/speed, length of utterance. Along with communicative
ability and appropriacy they are dealt with in GLAFLL 19 which
represents an initial attempt to indicate what level of performance
is regarded appropriate at each stage. These are the actual
linguistic features which, combined with the communicative qualities
described above,are taken into account in determining a final level
of performance. The following description of LOPs 0-3 on Stage 1/2
conversation tests from the evidence of pupil performance to date,
taking into account the indications in GLAFLL 19,may be helpful.

LOP 0 Fails to complete task. Does not understand/communicate
sufficiently in the foreign language. (Some pupils in this
category use "foreign sounding" English to a certain extent).

LOP 1 Completes overall task but may fail to understand/communicate
on an individual task item and/or may require frequent
repetition/rephrasing to do so. Offers minimum possible
answers. Unlikely to initiate beyond instructions and
fails to develop pupil/pupil exchanges. Thrown by un¬
familiar items and likely to have few strategies to overcome
this. Hesitant, with intelligible but often poor pronunci¬
ation.

LOP 2 Completes task. Likely to understand/communicate without
significant hesitation on each item of task but may be thrown
by items beyond this. Narrow range of structure. Uses set
phrases fairly confidently and may attempt recombinations.
Such recombination may well be inaccurate, occasionally even
inappropriate. Likely to need repetition of unfamiliar
language and occasional repetition or rephrasings.
Pronunciation intelligible with some errors.

LOP 3 Completes task. Uses appropriate language. Goes beyond
set phrase level and can understand near native speech beyond
the strict confines of the task. May ask for occasional re¬
phrasing/repetition of unfamiliar items. Any language problem
likely to be solved by use of the foreign language. Likely
to initiate and/or develop parts of the conversation as approprl

f
N.B. While LOPs 1-3 can be awarded on all Stages 1/2 conversation tes

only LOPs 1-2 apply to pupils taking a Stage 1 test.
Stage 1 Stage 2

Thus: LOP 0 = Fail Fail
LOP 1 = Pass Fail/Pass at Stage!
LOP 2 = Credit Pass
LOP 3 = Inapplicable Credit

Should a pupil taking a Stage 1 test perform at LOP 3 on a
conversation test this might indicate that he/she should be
taking a Stage 2 test.

Progression of Communicative Ability

While GLAFLL is in its initial stages it would be premature to do more
than postulate what happens in the development of a pupil's communicativ
ability from Stage 1 to Stage A and beyond. As far as "communicative-
qualities" are concerned it seems likely that encouragement of such
qualities through increased communicative practice and the natural effec
of maturation will promote these. Pupils taking tests in the later Sta
of GLAFLL will already be aware of the nature of the tests and thus bett
prepared for them.
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In the later stages of GIAFLL pupils will be expected to have at
their active disposal an increased vocabulary* a variety of structures
upon which to call* as well as a greater length of utterance where
appropriate. Because their understanding will be better pupils should
be communicating more fluently and more freely. A better pronunciation
could also be expected. These would incontestably be improvements
which could reasonably be expected at later Stages and indeed all of
these can be found to varying degrees in the performance* of pupils
taking sample Stages 2 and 3 tests to date. What is not so clear
is what happens to a pupil's control of the grammatical system of
the language while the other features of his communicative ability
are developing* enabling him to deal with a wider selection of
increasingly more complicated tasks. It may well be that some
pupils will achieve all the communicative qualities as well as some
of the linguistic ones described above but that their grammar will
somehow become fossilised at the lowest level that allows completion
of the task. While not encouraging the acquisition of such a
fossilised grammar system* GLAFLL assessment can take this into

} account within the system of awards as a possible way in which
some less able pupils could progress through the Stages at a low
level of performance if this is what they wish to do. Much more
research will obviously have to be done along these lines. For
a detailed consideration of Lopping see the Appendix and the sample
tape which can be had on application to the Dean Centre.

4. Attitude to Error

In learning another language, pupils are learning an alternative code
for expressing meaning. Just as a child learning its mother tongue
will "make mistakes" in expressing his meaning through false analogy
etc* so it is a natural part of the learning of a second language for
pupils to do such things as translate concepts from English which don't
fit the foreign language - "j'etais allant" (interlingual errors) to
follow known patterns and analogise - j'ai all^ - etc" (intralingual
errors). Such errors, far from being grotesque aberrations, tend
to follow perfectly logical patterns. As each pupil develops his
awareness of the various ways in which the foreign language encodes
concepts* some of which are familiar, others of which have to be
perceived, so he builds up his own model of that language providing
him with rules for saying things which, although necessarily based at
any one point on an incomplete model, will enable him to say things
which will be understood. No pupil will ever be able to give a
consistent mirror-image output performance of a teacher's/text book
input, even under the most traditional of teaching methods, where
correctness was all important. It is therefore a question of
considering, since error is an inevitable part of the learning process,
which errors at which Stages are tolerable because inevitable, and
which should receive the greatest attention. For example, where
the pupil has to get something to eat from a grocer, the grammatical
error "je voule un paquet de biscuits" is potentially less serious
in its implications for the grocer's reactions than the grammatically
correct "j'ai faim" in this context, although traditionally the
opposite would have been the case. (An experiment in the nearest
grocer's shop should soon prove this point) This is not of course
to say that in a teaching situation "je voule" should go uncorrected.
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A way of looking at grammatical error is to consider the notion
of redundancy. A native English speaker, hearing an immigrant
child say "I want go home now" will immediately know what the Child
was intending because only one word in the English language fits that
particular gap, it is therefore 100% predictable and therefore does
not carry any meaning, so that its omission will in no way affect
communication,, Similarly "ich gehe heute abend Kino" will be
interpreted correctly immediately by a native speaker who will
mentally slot in the missing "ins", hence it is a question of a
linguistic error, not a communicative error.

Examples of communicative errors would be those that occur in <he
semantic load-bearers of language such as nouns, adjectives, verbs
and adverbs, Errors in articles, endings, some pronouns, some
prepositions and conjunctions often do not affect communication
and can be seen as borderline errors. Where lack of grammatical
form does not impair communication as in the example "ich gehe
morgen Kino" we have an insignificant linguistic error. An
example of a communicative error would be "Ich habe vor, eine
neue Farbe zu kaufen" in answer to a question in a clothing
department. The answer is 1007. grammatically perfect, but gets
07. for communication. The pupil has looked in the dictionary
for the word for suit, found Klage, Werbung, Anzug, and by choosing
the wrong one has said he intends to buy a new'Complaint" (i.e*lawsuit)

In considering the transcripts which follow and their accompanying tapes
distinctions such as the above need to be borne in mind. A rough
format for assessing the merits of an individualiperformance
taking into account the various parameters discussed in this
paper might be:- Teacher

Gives test

Pupil
comple

P _

completes task unable t

Perfoi
limits
compls
sometimes with
difficulty. Few
communicative
or linguistic
qualities.

express own

^ PAS S F A I

icative strategies/
linguistic features
to go much beyond
this

real meaning
appropriately
if occasionally
inaccurately
beyond set
phrase level
on a simple
task. Has fair
range of vocab.
and structure.

Uses language
appropriately.

LOP 1 LOP 2

Judith Hamilton
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FRENCH SAMPLE TAPE CONTENTS

|U£il Rev. Counter No.

'
'

)

Conversation LOP

1 000 T/P A1 1

2 031 T/P A1 1

& 3 065 P/P A2 2 + 2

& 5 108 P/P B2 1 + 0

6 155 T/P A1 3

7 169 T/P A2 2

8 189 T/P 63 3

& 9 248 F/P B1 3 + 3

& 7 264 P/P B3 1 + 2

9 283 T/P B2 3

0 319 T/P A1 2

0 & 11 332 P/P A2 1 + 1

2 349 T/P A3 2

3 367 T/P A1 2

2 & 13 383 P/P B3 1 + 2

4 & 15 402 P/P A2 3 + 3

: is important that thse transcripts should be used in conjunction with the
companying tape/cassette since the various features which make up a Level
Performance cannot be properly appreciated from a mere transcript.



FRENCH SAMPLE TAPE TRANSCRIPTION

CONVERSATION P/T 1A

SHOPPING

SII Less Able Papil

Pupil 1: Je votre - je voudrais un g&teau
Teacher: Un gateau - quelle sorte de g&teau Monsieur? Une tarte

aux fruits ?

Pupil: Une tarte aux fruits
Teacher: Aux cerises ou aux fraises?

Pupil: A fraises
Teacher: Tres bien Monsieur. C'est tout?

Pupil: Je voudrais un tasse de lait (inappropriate)
Teacher: De lait....nous n'avons pas de tasses Monsieur. Une bouteille?
Pupil: Oui une bouteille
Teacher: Une bouteille de lait. C'est tout?

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Eh bien. Qa vous fait Monsieur 3 francs 50.. Ah oui

3 francs 50 - ja suffit Monsieur. Et voila - 2 francs 50 la -
votre monnaie....et non, lfranc 50 - je peux pas compter moi -
eh bien. Au revoir Monsieur. Au plaisir

Pupil: Au revoir

Comment

Hesitant but comprehensible. Lots of help given. Bare minimum. IX3P 1
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CONVERSATION P/T 1A SHOPPING

SI PUPIL MIXED ABILITY

Pupil 2 Bonjour Madame
Teacher: Bonjour Mile. Que desirez-vous?

Pupil: Je voudrais du jambon, s'sil vous pla£t
Teacher: Oui. Combien?

Pupil: Et je voudrais de la orangina
Teacher: De 1'orangina, oui certainement. Combien de jambon

voulez-vous - un kilo, un demi kilo -

Pupil: Eh...
Teacher: Cinq cent grammes? Une tranche?

Pupil: Trois grammes (doesn't know weights)
Teacher: 3 grammes. Bon, tres bien. Et une orangina, c'est tout?
Pupil: Une orangina
Teacher: Une orangina oui, certainement. Vous voulez autre chose?

C'est tout? Du jambon et une orangina et c'est fini?

Pupil: Non
Teacher: Non....c'est ^a oui? Fini? Du jambon oui et une orangina oui?
Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Oui bon. Alors fa fait 13 francs s'il vous pia£t.

Voil&. C'est <ja. C'est exact. Merci beaucoup Mile
Pupil: Au revoir
Teacher: Au revoir Mile

Comment

Pupil has failed to realise that choosing to buy ham entails a knowledge
of quantities beyond what she possesses. She is also thrown by c'est tout?
aid doesn't have any strategy to cope with not understanding. At set phrase
level she seems to perform confidently but cannot go beyond that. LOP 1

PUPILS 2 & 3 ENTERTAINING MARC PUPIL/PUPIL A/2 (SI PUPILS. MIXED ABILITY)

Le matin c'est jouer au volleyball?
Eh oui, jouer au volleyball
Mn et aller au cafe?

Non. J'aime tour de North Berwick?

Mm, oui tour de North Berwick
Tour de North Berwick (notes this down on paper)
Les soeurs (for le soir) une discotheque.

Oui, un discotheque - Le matin....
Et aller au cafi ?
Oui "\

Le matin jouer au volleyball, l'apres-midi tour de North Berwick,
le soir discotheque

et le cafe

Et le cafe oui

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

Pupil 2: \



Teacher: Bon, tres bien. Ou est-ce que vous allez manger?

Pupil 2: Oh - jambon sandwich, de la salade sandwich (non U/C)
Teacher: Mais ou, dans un cafe ou chez vous?

Pupil 3: Un cola? (non U/C)
Pupil 2: Oui

Pupil 3: Du g&teau. J'aime le g§teau
Pupil 2: Oui, j'aime le gateau
Teacher: Et oi) est-ce que vous allez manger - dans le caf^ ou bien

dans un restaurant ou bien la maison?

Pupil 2: Le caf£
Pupil 3: Un cafe
Teacher: Dans un cafdl Bon, tres bien merci.

COMMENT

Task completed prior to teacher intervention. Free from hesitation and
pupils interact well. The exchange, though short, is to the print. Compare
10 & 11. LOP 2 each

PUPILS 4 & 5 SPORTSCENTRE B/2 (SII BOTTOM SET)

Pupil 4
Pupil 5

Pupil 4

Pupil 5

Pupil 4

Pupil 5
Pupil 4

Pupil 5

Pupil 4

Pupil 5

Pupil 4

Pupil 5

Pupil 4

Pupil 5

Pupil 4
Teacher

Pupil 4

Pupil 5
Teacher

Pupil 5
Pupil 4

Pupil 5
Pupil 4

Le rendez-vous est dans la jardin de publique
Oui

A - eh 6 heures.

Non. 6 heures et demie

7 heures

Oui

Vous jouez le football?
Oui

Est-ce que je - ne - je nelle *• journee (just comprehensible)
Eh lundi?

Non

Mardi?

Non - eh mercredi

Non. Et jeudi?
Non -

We cannae go then
What day are you going to go?

Thursday

Thursday
And Thursday is?
Mercredi

Jeudi

Jeudi

Oui
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COMMENT

An example of how not to set about arranging a meeting. Pupil 4
however does manage to u/c sufficiently to arrive at a time place,
activity and date. LOP 1 for Pupil 4. 0 for Pupil 5.

PUPIL 6 SHOPPING A1 (SII lstTERMp MIXED ABILITY)

Pupilj
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:

Comment

Bonjour Mme

Bonjour Monsieur. Que desirez-vous?
Je voudrais un paquet de biscuits et un bouteille de coca

Bon, un paquet de biscuits. Des bisquits au chocolat?
Oui

Oui bon alors voila, des bisquits au chocolat. Et?
C'est combien?

Les bisquits au chocolat fa fait 4 francs s'il vous plait
Et c'est combien de bouteille de coca?

Une bouteille de coca ^a fait 3 francs s'il vous platt.
C'est tout?

Oui c'est tout

Bon alors ja fait.....
Voila (gives 10 franc note)
Bon alors merci. <£a fait 7 francs en tout. Voila
Merci Monsieur

Merci

Au revoir Monsieur

Au revoir Madame

Language appropriate, fluent and competent. Compare to Pupil 10
transcript in GLAFLL 28. Teacher could perhaps have extended
conversation in order to be sure pupil could cope beyond ^this well
known area but on this evidence LOP 3

PUPIL 7 DIRECTIONS A2 (SII 1ST TERM MIXED ABILITY

Pupil: Bonjour Mme
Teacher: Bonjour Monsieur

Pupil: Pour aller a la poste?
Teacher: Pour aller £i la poste oui bon. Vous etes a pied Monsieur?

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Oui a" pied bon. Alors voila le plan de la ville - oui. Eh

bien voici la Poste ici, rue de Paris oui? eh bien nous sommes
ici oui?

Pupil: Oui



Teacher: Eh bien au bureau de tourisme,Alorsfvous descendez ici
l'avenue Carnot oui

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Et puis vous prenez la premiere rue a gauche

Pupil: Premiere a gauche
Teacher: Et la Poste c'est ici en face de la riviere

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Oui vous comprenez?
Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Tres bien - vous desirez autre chose?

Pupil: tin - le plan du village s'il vous pla£t
Teacher: Vous voulez le plan? Oui. Je vous en prie

Pupil: Merci, au revoir
Teacher: Au revoir Monsieur

Comment

Test tends to lead to too much talk from teacher. This pupil indicates
his understanding of the directions well however and gets his map. LOP 2

PUPIL 8 PHOTOS OF CHILDREN B3

Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupils:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Eh bien Leslie, voici mes 2 enfants
Oui, comment s'appellent-ils?
lis s'appellent Giles et Pierre

Quel age a-t-il? (a very common error)
Giles a 15 ans et Pierre il a 13 ans. Quel age as-tu?
J'ai 13 ans. II est a lycee
Au lyc^e - lequel? Giles ou Pierre?
Le Giles

Giles. Oui il va au lyce*e de Broughton
Oui

Tu connais Broughton High School a Edimbourg? - Non. Toi
tu vas aussi au lycee oui
Oui

A Musselburgh. Tu aimes ton lycee
Oui

Oui, c'est tres bon ici hein? Oui? Quelles sont tes matieres
pref^rees?
Je ne comprends pas

Qu'est-ce que tu aimes a l'ecole? L'anglais, les mathematiques?
J'aime le frangais et le math et l'histoire
Oui tres bien, tu aimes le franjais. Tu paries bien
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Pupil: Oui, Giles aime le muaique pop

Teacher: Non, il n'aime pas du tout la musique pop, il aime la musique
classique - il joue de la clarinette,'* Mais Pierre il aime
beaucoup la musique pop - et toi, tu aimes la musique pop?

Pupil: Oui, j'aime la musique pop

Teacher: Quel est ton groupe prefer^?
Pupil: J'aime Blondie et la Police
Teacher: Ah oui, oui...Et qu'est-ce que tu fais le weekend?

Pupil: Je vais aller au cafe
Teacher: Ah oui, Avec tes amis

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: A Musselburgh ou a Edimbourg?

Pupil: A Musselburgh
^ \ v# »

Teacher: Tu vas aussi a la discotheque ou.,..,pas tres souventr

Pupil: Je ne comprends pas

Teacher: La discotheque Disco-oui-tu y vas?

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Bon tres bien. Tu fais du sport Leslie?
Pupil: Oui, J'aime le tennis et le badminton. Giles aime le

football? (Sounds like statement)
Teacher: Oui, il aime le football mais il etait en France cette annee et

il s'est casse les deux hras en jouant au football. Tu comprends?
II s'est casse le bras, comme ja en jouant au football.

Pupil: (Smiles) Mm -

Teacher: Alors il ne joue pas au football en ce moment. Mon fils
cadet n'aime pas beaucoup le football il aime faire du ski.
Bon alors, au revoir.

Pupil: Au revoir Mme

Comment

Pupil communicates exceptionally well for only 3% terms French. A more
mature and experienced pupil might have been less shy and made more of the
test but LOP 3 nevertheless.

PUPILS 8 & 9 COMPARING OUTFITS B1 (SII 1st TERM MIXED ABILITY)

Pupil 8: J'ai un pantalon noir et un veste noir
Tu as un chemisier?

et un chemisier rouge

Pupil 9: Oui j'ai un chemisier bleu. Tu as un
noir?

jaquet noir - un veste

Pupil 8: Oui

Pupil 9: Tu as un pantalon noir?

Pupil 8: Oui
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Pupil 9: Moi aussi ....
Teacher: Quelle est la difference?

Pupil 8: Elle porte u« tthemisier bleu et je porte un chemisier rouge'
Teacher: C'est exact?

Pupil 9: Oui
Teacher: C'est ga

Comment:

Task completed without any room for development because of how they tackled
it. Efficiently done nevertheless. LOP 3 each.

PUPILS 6 & 7

Pupil 6: Bonjour Gordon

Pupil 7: Bonjour Graham. Que vas-tu faire le lundi - le lundi?
Pupil 6: J'aller a la stade. Vas-tu?

Pupil 7: Non je vais aller au supermarche. Le jeudi?
Pupil 6: Oui (hesitant)
Pupil 7: Tu aller a la stade?
Pupil 6: Oui

Pupil 7: A quelle heure?

Pupil 6: A 7 heure®

Pupil 7: Tu joues au tennis?

Pupil 6: Oui, je joue au tennis

Pupil 7: Et football?

Pupil 6: Oui. II joue au ping-pong

Pupil 7: Oui

Pupil 6: Au revoir Gordon

Pupil 7: Au revoir

Comment

Task completed. No development and little interaction. Pupil 6 is a less
effective communicator than his partner and sounds unsure. Pupil 6 LOP 1
Pupil 7 LOP 2.

PUPIL 9 TELLING FOREIGNER ABOUT HOME TOWN B/2 (SII 1st TERM MIXED ABILITY

Teacher: Alors vous habitez Musselburgh? Oui - Julie

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: C'est une grande ville?

Pupil: Non, c'est petite
Teacher: Je - on m'a dit que c'est tout pres d'Edimbourg - c'est exact?

Pupil: Oui. Tu habites ou? (Regular consistent use of tu to adult strangers
in these tests should not be encouraged)
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Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Pupil:
Teacher:

Comment

Ah en France moi j'habitc a Dieppe* Tu connaio?
Oui. Tu habites ou a Musselburgh?(Pupil concentrating on gettin

v. .. . .... . ..... jneaning clea
Ah, a Musselburgh - alors j'ai des amis, la famille Smith
que Efcbite dans le HighStrqfet:,c'est £a?
Oui

Et ou est-ce que tu habites a Musselburgh?
J'habite a Pinkie

Ah. C'est au centre de Musselburgh £a,ou? C'est
tout prls du High Street?
Oui (hesitant)
Est-ce que c'est joli Musselburgh? C'est une belle ville?
Oui

Et la ville, elle est moderne ou est-ce qa'elle est
vieille?

II est moderne

Modeme. Oui. Et la ou tu habites c'est une jolie
partie de la ville?

Oui, c'est joli
C'est joli lA. Oui. Qu'est-ce qu'on peut faire a
Musselburgh? Qu'est-ce qu'il y a k Musselburgh?
II y a un cinema?
Non. II y a un piscine et beaucoup d'ecoles et un lycee.
Mes amis me disent qu'il y a un tres bon cafe a Musselburgh
ou on peut manger des excellentes glaces.
Oui

/„
Quel est le nom de ce cafe?
C'est Luca

Luca, c'est dans le High Street n'est-ce pas?
Oui

Elle sont bonnes ces glaces?
Oui

Bon alors merci Julie

Good comprehension. Pupil might perhaps have volunteered more later
in year. A most creditable performance at this stage. LOP 3
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PUPIL 10 SHOPPING A1 (SEE TRANSCRIPT IN GLAFLL 28)

PUPILS 10 & 11 A2 ENTERTAINING PENPAL

Pupil 10: Marc arrive a 10 heures

Pupil 11: Le matin?

Pupil 10: Ah oui - eh - il adore le nager (pron. nagere) et la
musique de Blondie

Pupil 11: Ah oui - eh - l'apres-midi il va faire de shopping

Pupil 10: Oui-eh - et - et nager

Pause

Pupil 11: Je voudrais aller a un discotheque? Eh - ce soir
(Inappropriate je and ce soir)

Pupil 10: Eh oui, ce soir - 10.30

Pupil 11: Non

Pupil 10: Non?

Pupil 11: Non, a 8.30

Pupil 10: 8.30 eh OK

Comment

Pupils haven't really grasped what they're doing but aome minimal
communication and arranging takes place. LOP 1 each (compare pupils

2 & 3)

PUPIL 12 TRAVELLING A3 (BOTTOM SET SII)

Pupil: Bonjour Monsieur
Teacher: Bonjour Monsieur

Pupil: A quelle heure pour le train pour Paris?
Teacher: Bon. Le prochain train pour Paris part dans a peu pr£s

une demi-heure a 10.30

Pupil: Ah oui. C'est combien le aller et retour pour Paris?
Teacher: Aller et retour c'est 15 francs 10 s'il vous plait
Pupil: 15 francs....10
Teacher: Oui 15 francs 10. 15 francs

Pupil: Dix
Teacher: Merci beaucoup

Pupil: A quel numero voie train pour Paris
Teacher: Oui le train pour Paris part de la voie numero 10.

C'est la-bas

Pupil: Ah oui.Merci Monsieur
Teacher: De rien. Au revoir Monsieur

Pupil: Au revoir
Comment

Task carried out in full with some insignificant errors,
hesitation. LOP 2.

Some
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PUPIL 13 A1 SHOPPING (MIXED ABILITY SXI)

Pupil: Bonjour Monsieur
Teacher: Bonjour Mme. Vous desirez?

Pupil: Oui. Je d^sirez un - deux pommes s'il vous plait
Teacher: 2 pommes

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: Oui voil^. 2 pommes

Pupil: Merci, puis 2 croissants
Teacher: Et 2 croissants

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: C'est-tout?

Pupil: Mm - une petit bouteille de minerale
Teacher: Oui

Pupil: Puis une - deux tranches de jambon
Teacher: Et 2 tranches de jambon

Pupil: Oui
Teacher: C'est tout?

Pupil: Eh - oui. Non. Non
Teacher: Ce n'est pas tout? Vous voulez - vous voulez autre chose?

Pupil: - pardon - c'est - ne comprends
Teacher: Vous avez tout ce que vous voulez?

Pupil: Oui. (Sounds as if she really does understand the more
difficult question)

Teacher: Alors pa fait 20 francs.20 francs
Pupil: 20 francs.20.
Teacher: C'est pa. C'est exact. Merci beaucoup
Pupil: Merci
Teacher: Au revoir Mile

Pupil: Au revoir

Comment

Knows exactly what she wants. Shows variety of vocabulary. Fails
to understand c'est tout but indicates understanding of restatement
eventually. IX)P 2. (compare Pupil 6 for a slightly better but similar
performance with no errors of understanding)

PUPILS 12 & 13 B2 SPORTSCENTRE (BOTTOM SET)

Pupil 13: Bonjour

Pupil 12: Bonjour

Pupil 13: Comment pa va?
Pupil 12: Pardon?
Pupil 13: Comment pa va?
Pupil 12: fa va bien merci et toi?
Pupil 13: ^a va bien merci
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Pupil 12 Tu libre a lundi.

Pupil 13 A lundi pour le Meadowbank... ?

Pupil 12 Ah je libre ma.... .raerdi
Pupil 13 Mardi hon. Je vais jouer au tennis.

Pupil 12 Ah......

Pupil 13 Tu es libre a jeudi? Tu es libre a jeudi?

Pupil 12 Ah oui, je libre
Pupil 13 Oh, bon
Pupil 12 Bon. Ou vas tu?

Pupil

Pupil

13

12

Oui - ce n'est pas....eh - le -devant le Meadowbank? (interpreting
0ui partner's meaning)

Pupil 13 A une heure, oui?

Pupil 12 A 10 heures

Pupil 13 A 10 heures? Oui a 10 heures.

Pupil 12 Au revoir

Pupil 13 Tu

Pupil 12 Oh......

Pupil 13 Tu prendre le tennis - ou?

Pupil 12 Oui

Pupil 13 Oui le tennis

Pupil 12 Au revoir

Pupil 13 Au revoir

Comment

A good example of a better pupil making sure she has her say and not
being thrown by a less competent partner.
Pupil 12 shows understanding but little initiative - LOP 1
Pupil 13 - LOP 2

PUPILS 14 & 15 ENTERTAINING PENPAL (SII MIXED ABILITY)

Pupil 14: Marc a eerie. 11 arrive le samedi et je rencontrer a
la gare

Pupil 15 A quelle heure?

Pupil 14 A 8 heures

Pupil 15 Oh - qu'est-ce que nous allons faire?

Pupil 14 Mm - il aime nager

Pupil 15 Oh - nous allons eu-piscine

Pupil 14 Oui, Commonwealth Pool?

Pupil 15 Oui - a quelle heure?

Pupil 14 A 10 heures

Pupil 15 Ah oui. Et nous allons chez moi pour le dejeuner, oui?

Pupil 14 Oui. Et 1'apres-dejeuner nous allons acheter des souvenirs?

Pupil 15 Ah oui

Pupil 14 Nous allons a Princes Street

Pupil 15 Ah ja - oui (does German as a second language)
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Pupil 14: Ou allons-nous pour ie diner?

Pupil 15: Chez moi pour le diner. Et ce soir?

Pupil 14: II aime la musique de Blondie. Nous allons - nous
allons a un discotheque?

Pupil 15: Ah oui. II aime le»
Pupil 14: Nous rencontrons a la gare, la piscine?
Pupil 15: A la gare?
Pupil 14: A la gare. A quelle heure? A 8 heures?

Pupil 15: A 7.30

Pupil 14: Ah oui

Comment

Well tackled and well developed LOP 3 each.

i
i
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1. AIMS, NATURE AND COVERAGE OF THE SYLLABUS

1.1. Syllabus Aim

The aim of the syllabus is to provide the teacher with suggestions
in terms of content and methodology to help in the development of
schemes of work which will enable each pupil to attain some level
of communicative ability in a foreign language, and through this
some level of language awareness and cultural awareness. It remains
as ever the teachers' job to select, adapt, sequence and apply
these suggestions in the light of their own specific classroom
situation.

1.2. Nature of the Syllabus

Current language syllabuses are usually spelt out in structural/
situational terms or in functional/notional terms.

The structural/situational syllabus sets out discrete lists of
situations, topics, structures and vocabulary. The functional/
notional syllabus *1 sets out discrete functions and discrete
notions (both general and specific) with appropriate native speaker
language exponents. Both types of syllabus usually claim
communication as their aim.

The major weakness of both types of syllabus, however, is that they
fail to characterise the integrative coherent character of coxrurtunicatic
which is a creative activity, whose nature cannot be captured in
discrete lists of functions, notions, structures or vocabulary. *2
The lists are pedagogical artefacts which can all too easily lead
astray, since they give materials - writers and teachers the impression
that in order to develop communicative ability in the learner their
task is merely to contrive situations and dialogues or texts to include
whatever functions, notions or forms have been specified, and then
through explanation and exercises to ensure study and practice of them.
Such rehearsal is supposed automatically to lead to the development of
communication. Few if any suggestions as to hew the various discrete
elements might be integrated into coherent communication are given in
either structural or functional/notional syllabuses.

It is not therefore surprising to find that very little communication
actually takes place in the foreign language in the average classroom.
*3 The advent of functional/notional syllabuses has done little as
yet to improve the situation. Form (structure + vocabulary) and
meaning (function + notions) are after all but two sides of the same
coin. One can teach a particular structure and then think of a
"function" it may fulfil in a particular context, or one may think of
a particular function in a particular context, and teach an appropriate
form. Good traditional structural teaching did not neglect "functions"
since it attempted in the exploitation phase of the lesson to get
pupils to use structures in particular situations to convey particular
intentions. Some recent function-relateld syllabuses and teaching
materials would, however, appear to believe that structure is
unimportant, since functions and language exponents are presented and
practised in a fixed-phrase way, and no attempt is made to help learner
to see how the phrases are put together. This makes it difficult for
learners/
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learners to generalise from the particular language exponents they
are exposed to. Without some idea of how a particular exponent is
made up, no new exponents can be created by the learner to fulfil
the same function in another circumstance.

Thus a learner may quickly learn to associate 'Je voudrais '
with requests but be unable to express the rest of his intention
until he has learnt the conceptual distinctions, which are realised
at the structural level, between for example:

Je voudrais un pain
Je voudrais du pain
Je voudrais le pain

Similarly, although he may be able to parrot: "Je voudrais aller
aux toilettes s'il vous pla*ft", he will be unable to say "Je voudrais
vendre mon v£lo", for example, until he has some conscious or
unconscious understanding of the 'Je voudrais + infinitive' structure.

The phrase-book appraoch is a particularly unhelpful one since it gives
the impression that there is a neat one-to-one relationship between
forms in language and the intentions one wishes to convey. This is a
fallacy, since it is possible, for example, to get someone to open the
window by using a variety of different language forms e.g. "Wow, it's
hot in here! or "Would you mind opening the window". Conversely the
same language form can mean a number of different things according to
the context in which it is used. With proper attention paid to
functions and notions, and to the structural rule-bound nature of
language exponents, language forms cease to be fixed static chunks,
but become meaning potential available to learners to combine and use
in a whole host of ways to express what they wish to convey. Learning
which combinations will express which meanings effectively, and which
combinations are both appropriate to context and correct in form, can
only be achieved through communicative experience and appropriate
teacher intervention.

The thesis underlying the Lothian Project is that effective language
teaching/learning does not imply choosing between a structural or
functional approach, but implies adopting a communicative approach
which transcends and integrates both.

This Lothian syllabus is thus an attempt to provide suggestions for
integrative communicative experiences, within which needs for particular
skills, functions, notions, grammatical and vocabulary elements may
emerge.

Recently there has been a call for "Defined Syllabuses". *4 This emerges
more from a desire for teacher and pupil comfort when confronted with
external examinations, than from an understanding of the nature of
comrnun ication.

Since/
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Since language forms are not in any one-to-one relationship with
intentions or concepts it is not realistic to PRESCRIBE a syllabus
of forms to fit particular functions and notions, though it may
help teacher and learner to SUGGEST one or two appropriate forms
to express particular meanings in particular contexts.

It would be impossible to prescribe a receptive syllabus, short of
setting out the entire language resource available to all the speakers
and writers a learner might come across. What learners need to assist
them in the task of understanding native speakers and writers<is a
developing language resource, which cannot obviously be anything like
as complete as the native-speaker's, to help them to find some
meaning, and a set of strategies for coping with the unpredictable and
the unknown. It is absurd to imagine that one can in some way restric
what a native-speaker speaks or writes to the defined syllabus one has
learnt.

It is almost as absurd to imagine that a learner can be restricted to
a set of predetermined language forms in language production.
Individuals will choose which intentions and meanings they wish to
convey, and also which language forms (whether standard native-speaker
variety or language-learner variety) they wish to use to realise them.

The individual grammar and vocabulary through which pupil A effects
communication need not be the same as the individual grammar and
vocabulary theough which pupil B achieves the sarae end. What matters
is that both achieve communication at a level of proficiency
commensurate with the nature of the task set and the context in which
it has to be carried out. And of course it is clear that if personal
involvement is an important characteristic of real communication a

prescriptive vocabulary is unhelpful, since each individual has
differing hobbies, likes and dislikes, pets, father's profession etc.

It may make sense to attempt to PRESCRIBE the communicative events,
tasks or activities you want pupils to experience and be able to under
and then draw up a list of LIKELY functions and notions, and then with
even less certainty postulate a POSSIBLE useful set of context-sensiti
exponents, and out of this extract a SUGGESTED grammar and vocabulary;
but it makes little sense to attempt to PRESCRIBE a syllabus of forms.
The choice of language forms made to reflect the pupil's communicative
needs is best worked out in the classroom. Suggestions to teachers ma
of course help. Effective language learning remains however a questio
of discovering and learning what language to use to carry out
communicative activities, rather than a question of ingesting and
regurgitating externally imposed forms for their own sake.

It might therefore appear illogical that the Lothian Project is
producing a syllabus at all. Perhaps it is, but in offering it to
teachers we wish to make it clear that we are not presenting it as
a defined syllabus, but as a set of suggestions to help teachers and
pupils to create their own syllabus and scheme of work in the light of
their own requirements.

It/
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It is not intended as a set of 'objectives' to be worked through
systematically, but rather as a series of suggested learning experiences,
designed to fit L Stenhouse's recommendation that they be "so structured
and infused with criteria, that, given good teaching, student learnings
can be treated as outcomes, rather than made the subject of prespecifications".
*5

1.3. Syllabus Coverage

The syllabus is set out in a progressive series of steps or Stages, each
of which is more demanding than the preceding one. The content of each
Stage is an amalgam of suggested communicative activities, skills and
language resource areas (functions, notions and forms).

The word Level is restricted in its use to refer to the Level of communicative
ability a learner amy display when tackling a particular Stage.

The syllabus covers the first five Stages in the Lothian Project: Graded
Levels of Achievement in Foreign Language Learning (GLAFLL). *6 These
are intended to cover the period up to '0' Grade or '0' Level, or in the
future Dunning pattern up to Credit Level. Each Stage is designed
to be complete in itself, but also to lead on to the next one. There will
of course be further Stages to cover the more specific needs of post 0
Grade learners.

Although the content of the five Stages and the gradations have been
elaborated to fit the period of general language learning up to 0 Grade/
0 Level, each Stage can be seen as an age-free, time-free module to be taken
whenever pupils so wish. Thus Stage 1 might be appropriate for a 6th year
beginner, or for a 1st year fast-mover, or for a 2nd year slow learner.
Each Stage can thus be tackled at any time. Any Stage may be aimed at
directly. It is not necessary, for example, to go through Stages 1 and 2
to tackle Stage 3, though it might be helpful for slower learners to do so.
By the end of S2 all pupils should have achieved a Stage 1, 2 or 3; and
if, as is hoped, they continue to the end of S4, a Stage S3, 4 or 5 is
available.

2. Educational Outcomes of Foreign Language Learning in School

In terms of future foreign language use, initial school foreign language
learning must be seen as an enlightened shot in the dark, the outcomes of
which have as much to do with education as with the specific future needs
of pupils in the particular language(s) learnt.

We are unable to predetermine in any certain manner which language(s) the
pupils may need. We are also unable to predict accurately the uses to
which they might wish to put the language(s) learnt.

General/



General educational outcomes such as learning how to be responsible
for oneself, learning how to study, learning how to co-operate with
others etc. should form part of any foreign language learning
experience. The more subject-specific educational outcomes such as
learning how to learn a language, language awareness, the widening
of linguistic and cultural horizons and the reduction of insularity,
the fostering of positive attitudes towards others through contacts
with the foreign country and its people and through school exchanges
and visits, all of these should be as important in the school
language learning experience as the development of a communicative
ability in a particular foreign language.

The attempt to make language learning less of an elitist academic
classroom pursuit concerned with conscious control of the structure
and vocabulary of a foreign language for its own sake^and more of
a communicative pursuit within the reach of all pupils, should not
be thought of as a movement away from education towards vocational
training, but rather as a much more effective way of attaitiing both
the desired educational outcomes and those potential vocational ones

highlighted by such Reports as that of the British Overseas Trade
Board. *8

Pupil Motivation

Pupil Motivation, and how best to inspire this has been a major pre¬
occupation in our project.

We conclude from our research in the classroom that there is little
real extrinsic or instrumental motivation for foreign language learning
other than the eventual desire to pass a recognised exam and gain a
qualification. Although there is a vague perception there is no
strong feeling of the usefulness of a foreign language in work or
leisure. It is therefore intrinsic motivation inspired by the study
of the subject itself that must provide the main stimulus for
school foreign language learning.

We have attempted to operate on the basis of a few fairly simple
principles:

- Pupils do have language learning wishes, probably inspired by what
parents or society have led them to believe, or by personal
experience through tourism etc. It is worthwhile taking these
wishes into consideration. *9

- Success breeds success and a desire to learn more. It is important
to ensure success for each pupil at a level appropriate to that
pupil.

- There can be no feeling of success without challenge. Material
and activities should be challenging and of an appropriate type
for teenagers. The triviality of much of the subject matter of
language courses past and present gives cause for concern. Many
pupils complain that language lessons are boring because the
subject matter is uninspiring.
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- There is a fine balance to be drawn between subject matter that is
"known" or well within the teenager's experience, and subject matter
that takes him/her beyond this. It does not seem sensible for a
subject that hopes to open horizons and reduce insularity to be
based entirely on teenage obsessions. There is a need and a desire
to go beyond the teenage world into the adult world and into the
world of the imagination. It would however be foolish to ignore
the teenage world. We need to harness teenage interests and thus
prevent alienation and the feelings that the subject is of little
"relevance" to the here and now. We also need to go beyond routine
interaction whether interpersonal or transactional and enter into
the world of ideas, without which language learning is reduced to
learning how to meet, greet and buy things without anything further
to talk or inform oneself about. *10

- Alienation through a feeling of lack of personal involvement in
language learning is in our view the most common cause of dissaffection.
*11 If pupils fail to get the feeling that the foreign language
can be theirs to do with as they like,then they will quickly
lose motivation and start to wonder why they should learn this
other person's code. It is a personal idiolect which a pupil
wishes to build up, not someone else's native speaker competence.

- Pupils learn better if involved responsibly in decision-taking.
Teachers engaged in the project are experimenting with ways of
involving pupils in the periodic "negotiation" of lesson content.
It is here that a description of linguistic content in terms of
functions and notions initially, rather than structures and
vocabulary, is at its most useful. Pupils, however unsophisticated
they may be about language, can and do learn to understand and
use functional and notional terms relatively quickly. WTien
language objectives are expressed in functional/notional terms
(eg ask someone the time) they are readily understood, whereas
when expressed in formal terms, it is far from apparent to the
pupils why they should be mastering them (eg the present tense
of "devoir", or vocabulary related to animals). We have
developed a system of Pupil Progress Cards in Lothian, through
which teachers and pupils can negotiate lesson content in terms of
activities or tasks first, then functions and notions involved,
before studying language exponents (structures and vocabulary)
appropriate to the activity concerned and to the Stage of
development reached.

Pupils are encouraged to monitor their own progress through the
Progress Cards, which spell out what is to be/has been accomplished,
and pupils are encouraged to evaluate their own efforts. In
addition to this, listening and reading material for individualised
study are provided in graded library form to encourage pupils to
choose for themselves and to work by themselves. Communication
exercises in self-access form are also provided so that pairs
or groups of pupils can work on their own. Access to the teacher
and teacher intervention are of course essential in such
activities.

Pupils are also given the responsibility for deciding when to sit
tests at appropriate levels.
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It is through involvement of this sort that we hope to make
pupils more responsible for their own learning, and more
willing to learn,

4. Communication and the Development of Communicative Ability
in the Classroom

4.1, The nature of Communication

Communicating means using a language for a purpose. It has to do
with the exchange of meaning between participants whether through
speech or writing.

The following non-exhaustive list of characteristics of communicative
activity may be helpful:

a) Purpose

If a clear instrumental purpose (eg seeking or giving information
or opinion, getting someone to do something etc) can be identified,
the activity is likely to be communicative.

b) Unpredictability

If the form of successive utterances is unpreditable, ie cannot
be predicted from that which went before, the activity is likely
to be communicative. There are, of course, a number of
predictable exchanges in such activities as greetings, religious
services, shopping rituals etc, but these are the exception.

c) Addressee

If there is a clear addressee with whom one is communicating,
whether the addressee be present or absent, known or unknown,
then the activity is likely to be communicative.

d) Information or opinion gap

If the information or opinion sought or transmitted via the
foreign languageis not previously known to the person receiving
the message, the activity is likely to be communicative.

e) Discourse Coherence

If successive utterances are linked by 'normal' real-world
rules of discourse coherence (eg inviting being followed by
accepting or declining) , the activity is likely to be
communicative.

f) Personal Involvement

If the activity involves the participant in drawing on personal
experience then it is likely to be communicative.
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4.2. Overt and Covert Communicative Activity

In real life, individuals may be involved in communication in three
basic ways:

a) they may participate in an activity by means of overt linguistic
behaviour (e.g. by participating in a conversation, giving a talk,
or by writing something down).

b) they may participate through overt but non-linguistic means (e.g.
by carrying out an instruction)

c) they may participate through largely covert means (e.g. in reading
a novel, or listening to the radio)

The syllabus includes communicative activities in which the pupils'
response may be overt or covert. It is important for teachers not to
neglect those activities in which there is no directly observable
pupil behaviour, since so much linguistic activity in real life is
covert e.g. silent information processing, reasoning, planning etc.
It is important for teachers to resist the temptation to make all
pupil activities overt, since this may well corrupt the very nature
of many covert activities, such as reading or listening for pleasure.

4.3. The Development of Communicative Ability

By "communicative ability" in the foreign language is meant the ability
to understand and to express oneself in a range of differing situations
at some level of proficiency. This ability would seem to be based on a
number of strategies and skills, on a language resource as meaning
potential made up of language exponents, some of which may be available
in ready "chunked" form, others of which have to be processed on the
basis of some system involving phonological, morphological, grammatical
and semantic rules, and on some knowledge of which exponents are
appropriate to the different relationships and contexts in which one

may find oneself. *12

A teaching syllabus is inevitably concerned with the provision of
learning experiences in the form of PARTICULAR INSTANCES of a wide
range of tafeks, skills, meaning areas, grammar forms etc from which
it is hoped that the GENERAL ABILITY underlying communication in a
foreign language can be derived. It may not matter too much which
particular instances are chosen provided:-

a) that they reflect pupil wishes, sociolinguistically determined
potential needs, and classroom experience of what is effective, so
that there is some commitment to them on the part of teachers,
learners and outside bodies.

b) that generalisation from the particular instances is in fact achieved,
and can be demonstrated to lead to real-life communicative proficiency
involving the unpredictable.

c)/
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c) that some sort of formative evaluation of the teaching/learning
process is carried out to monitor the effect of the particular
instances provided, so that decisions to retain, adapt, or
reject them for future use can be made.

It is the development of the ability to generalise, from particular
instances of learning, and not merely to be able to regurgitate what
was learnt, that is the most important aspect of the teaching/learning
process. It would be rather pointless to teach a learner driver to
cope with a defined set of ten roads with their inherent problems of
traffic lights, zebra crossings, straight stretches, corners etc.,
unless one could ensure that the learner driver was able to generalise
from his experiences on the ten roads so as to cope with roads not
actually encountered before. The same is true of learning to communic
in a foreign language. There is little value in training pupils who
wish to acquire a general communicative ability to perform well in a
small number of defined situations, unless one can ensure that the
strategies, skills and meaning potential acquired through these can be
applied in other situations. Any meaningful assessment of a pupil's
communicative ability must involve the setting of tasks in which the
challenges faced demand some level of reworking within the strategies,
skills and meaning potential learnt in class.

A communicative ability is a complex integrated whole. For teaching
and learning purposes it may be useful to be able to isolate component
parts such as skills, strategies, formal control of the language
resource, knowledge of the social rules of use etc. so that one can
concentrate on those particular parts when required. We must remember
however, that the attempt to teach the component parts without
providing experiences of the integrated activity of communicating woul
be equivalent to driving lessons in which the instructor taught the
discrete elements of steering, starting, road-signs, clutch use, braki
judging distances, parking etc. in a discrete sequential way, without
ever providing the learner with actual driving experiences. We must
ensure that pupils get plenty of opportunities to communicate in the
classroom.

It is nevertheless important to ensure coverage of the various compone
One cannot leave out clutch-use or judging distances for the "less abl
driver, even as a beginner, since these are essential components of ari
level of driving ability. In the same way one cannot for "less able"
language learners leave out the development of control of the structur
or the need for intonation practice, or the ability to cope with
reading and writing demands, if they are to develop a level of general
communicative ability. All the evidence we have available to us in tb
project shows us that even the weakest pupils learn to control a granm
system, and can to some extent interpret and create new language whetb
in speech or writing.

This is not surprising since these are the language capacities that
distinguish humans from monkeys.

It/
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It is hoped that the classroom can become both a real world of
communication in which activities and content are subject to the
wishes of teachers and learners interacting with each other or with
appropriate authentic material, as well as a more defined contrived
language-learning world in which simulation, practice, study and
explanation can all find their appropriate place.

We take the view that a communicative ability is most effectively
developed when there is a balanced and reasoned articulation between
classroom communicative experiences on the one hand and the more
explicit development of particular skills and of particular elements
in the language resource on the other hand. There needs to be a
flexible working back and forth from communication to language forms
and from language forms to communication.

5 Syllabus Content and Layout

5.1. Selecting Content

As a first step towards setting out syllabus content it seemed sensible
to ask pupils what it was that they themselves wished to learn. *9
Information was obtained by means of a questionnaire which highlighted
the fact that pupils wanted to be able to make friends and relate socially
to foreigners just as much as to buy things and find the way. It also showed
that the vast majority wanted to be able to communicate through the four
modes of listening, speaking, reading and writing. There was little
evidence that some of the current trends found favour with pupils e.g.
the concentration on tourist survival language, the concentration on
receptive modes for beginners and/or the least able, *14 the efforts to
remove writing from the programme. What was apparently desired was a
healthy balance between social interaction and tourist transaction,
between receptive and productive skills, and between oracy and literacy.
We have tried to reflect these wishes.

In compiling the syllabus several strands have come together:

- the information obtained from pupils as to their language learning
wishes

- the information available in such documents as the Council of Europe's
Threshold Level, Waystage, Niveau seuil, Kontakstchwelle, Un Nivel
Umbral etc. which attempt to set out the potential communicative needs
of various groups of learners (including school children in the
adapted versions) *15

- the information pooled by our own teachers as to the learning
experiences that actually work in class.

It is thus a combination of pupil wishes and motivational patterns,
potential needs and actual classroom experience that lies behind the
choice of syllabus content.

5.2. /
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5.2. Real and Simulated Communication and the development of Skills
and of a Language Resource*

A distinction is drawn between real communication, in which the
participants are themselves and are involved personally in whatever
events are occuring, and simulated communication in which the events
are not real but imagined (eg buying ice-cream in the classroom),
or which the participants are playing imaginary roles rather than
themselves (eg acting the part of a waiter in a restaurant). Whether
the foreign language is used in the classroom for real or simulated
communication there must be a "willing suspension of disbelief" on
the part of the participants. It is the creation of an atmosphere
in which there is that willing suspension of disbelief LhaL is the
essential prerequisite to communication in the foreign language
in the classroom.

Communication may be based on the classroom as a real world in which
relations between pupils and teachers and between pupils and pupils
may be carried out in the foreign language or as a contrived world
in which simulation techniques offer the possibility of widening
the range of communicative activities to encompass events in the
various worlds real or imaginary outside the classroom.

The present trend is to see the classroom uniquely in terms of a
direct rehearsal for tourism. This is unhelpful for several reasons:

- it assumes that the only use likely to be made of a foreign language
is touristic in nature

- it makes the learning of a foreign language seem irrelevant to those
not likely to be tourists

- it reduces the subject matter of language learning to a fairly trivi;
set of concerns related to the purchase of food, drink, tickets and
the like

- it fails to graps the essential fact that language is meaning
potential *17,learnable from and adaptable to a whole host of
situations. One can learn such basic tourist activities as greeting
asking for directions, expressing wishes and requests, for example,
in the course of normal classroom relations, or in simulations
of events related to the pupil's home life or interests, without
having to set these activities within the limiting confines of
simulated tourism.

This is not to deny that potential tourist needs have formed an
important input into the syllabus. We prefer, however, to see
school language learning in a much wider framework, where
pupils are enabled to develop a general communicative ability in the
foreign language which they may then use for whatever specific
purpose may arise.

In terms of real communication^the syllabus suggests that the foreign
language may be used for relations in the classroom, when playing
games, and as the medium through which pupils come into contact in
Britain (or ideally abroad on exchange visits) with people and things
foreign, eg Foreign Assistants, Foreign TV or radio programmes,
pen-pal letters, magazines or brochures, books or songs.



In terms of simulated communication pupils can be encouraged through
contextualised exercises to find out about each other's families
and interests, to give information about themselves and their
habits, to exchange opinions about events in their daily lives,
to choose and make decisions about various courses of action in
the light of their own interests and experiences. They can also
be invited to participate in creative improvisations which draw
on their imagination. And, of course, they can rehearse tourist
events.

All of these real or simulated communicative activities will act as

a focus for the development of an appropriate set of skills and
language resource areas. It is a moot methodological question as
to whether pupils should be asked to carry out communicative
activities first^with whatever imperfect skills and language resource
they possess, so that the skill "needs" and the language "needs"
are exposed for subsequent teacher intervention; or whether the
teacher should first ensure that the pupils have developed all the
necessary skills and language required to carry out the activities.
There are reasons for believing that a judicious mixture of both
approaches may be useful. What is essential is that there is
movement from communicative concerns to language resource concerns
and vice versa, so that the Communicative activities are linked in
some way to the skills and language resource areas as indicated in
the diagram below.
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5.3. Syllabus Layout

Part 1 suggests a variety of real and simulated communicative
activities for each Stage. These are set out as follows:-

1A1. Relations in the Classroom

1A2. Social Relations

1A3. Information-Processing
1A4. Tourist Transactions

IB. Communication Exercises (Exercise-types with some examples)
IC. Activities based on interest, imagination and pleasure.

An indication of the skills, functions and notions that are likely to
arise within these activities is indicated wherever possible so that
Part 1 can be linked to Part 2 and Part 3.

Part 2 of the syllabus sets out the Language Resource suggested in
terms of functions, notions, grammar, and language
exponents for each of the Stages, as follows:-

3.A. Communicative Functions and Possible. Language Exponents

3.B, General Notions and Possible Language Exponents
3.C. Specific Notions and Possible Language Exponents
3.D. Grammar

6. Stages and Levels: Grading activities and grading performance

6.1. Language development in a "natural" learning environment

That there are differing stages of development and levels of
communicative ability is evident from our everyday experience of
language learning and use. The activities that mother tongue children
engage in, and the functions they put language to, are related to
their general social and intellectual maturity. Stages in mother
tongue development are thus closely related to stages in general
social and intellectual development and the needs and possibilities
that these give rise to.

For immigrants learning the language of the society into which they
are integrating, stages of language development can be seen in terms
of the range of communicative activities they choose to engage in,
and in the range of functions they put the language to. The
differing levels of communicative ability finally attained by
immigrants are not so much dependent on their social and intellectual
maturity, already acquired in most cases through the mother tongue,
as on the degree of social integration they desire or obtain and
the communicative needs and possibilities these give rise to. *18
There is evidence that suggests that immigrants stop developing
their linguistic ability at the point at which their communicative
needs are satisfied. Some may not develop beyond a fairly primitive
pidgin linguistic level, adequate for the limited range of functions
they wish to put the language to. Others may reach a near native leve
to reflect a much fuller range of communicative needs.
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It would thus be theoretically possible to postulate different
Stages and Levels of Language learning for natural language
learners graded sequentially according to communicative needs and
communicative ability respectively.

Although we know that classroom language learners are not in a
"natural" language learning environment, we nevertheless believe that
the language learning capacities of human beings, independent
of differences of age are best set in motion by:-

1. an attempt to recreate natural language learning conditions
and inspire communicative needs

2. an attempt to intervene in helpful ways in the learning process
in the hope that this will speed it up

3. an attempt to help the learners to take initiatives for themselves
which may help them to learn more effectively. *19

The one thing that is certain from our long history of relative
failure and frustration in school foreign language learning is that
we can no longer ignore the facts of natural language learning,
in the forlorn hope that newer pedagogical forms of 'unnatural'
learning, whether called "the audio-visual method", "the functional
approach", "mastery learning", or whatever will by themselves
provide all the answers.

6.2. Grading the Syllabus content

In traditional schemes of work, grading has been seen in terms of
progression through a linear sequence of supposedly increasingly
difficult structural and vocabulary elements. For example, the past
tense was considered more difficult and tackled later than the

present tense, and the future and the conditional were done later
still. Thus it was the language elements to be learnt that dictated
what could be said or done. In a communicative scheme of work we

set out to foster the development within the learner of an ability
to deal with the sort of communicative challenges that occur in
the classroom or in contact with people or things foreign. When in
the classroom or abroad it matters little whether we are beginners
or university graduates, we are faced with a certain number of the
same essential challenges. We must fulfil our obligations, needs and
wants, enter into a range of social relations and maintain some
level of personal prestige. We carry out these tasks at all sorts of
communicative levels that depend on the state of our communicative
ability. Thus even at the earliest stages of school language learning
we need to be able to carry out everyday social and transactional
activities, whether or not these involve the expression of such
concepts as past or future time, obligation, spatial relationships
or opinions or particular attitudes. What teachers must not expect
from early learners is a native speaker competence in the fulfilment
of such tasks, though they may encourage them to aims towards that.

In the Council of Europe's functional-notional syllabuses for schools
*15, there is no indication of how the content might be sequenced or
graded over the very long time span it will inevitably take to
achieve mastery of it. Grading has largely been ignored and the
implication would appear to be that any language elements can be
learnt and used in communication at any time. This is not what
happens in the reality of learner communication either in or out of
the classroom. What the Council of Europe syllabuses fail to hint
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at or characterise is the necessary compromise that may have to
be made at times between native speaker language exponents and the
limited language resource available to the learner.

It is not simply the suggestion as to what a native speaker would
use in a particular context that a teacher requires, useful though
that is. Teachers also need suggestions as to what an appropriate
learner (non-native speaker) exponent might be for the same context,
based on the limited grammar system and limited vocabulary learners
have available at the time. An attempt has been made through the
grammar suggestions in this syllabus to indicate rules for the
creation of learner exponents appropriate to the various stages of
development.

It would of course also be extremely helpful for teachers to know
what actual exponents language learners use in the development of
their language resource. There is already quite a lot of research
evidence available to show us this. *20

Grading is a question of maintaining a fine balance between the
complexity of activities to be undertaken and therefore of skills
and language elements required on the one hand, and the primitive
state of the learner's developing language resource on the other.
As Corder points out, grading is about adapting "teacher talk"
to the learner's language state in the way that a mother adapts
her talk to the child. *21 Such adaptation is of course not
merely structural but involves a range of rhetorical features.

Wc have used the following guidelines to help us grade the various
activities we suggest in the syllabus:

1. Task difficulty
2. Complexity of language to be interpreted
3. Topic/Context difficulty

Task Difficulty

This has been judged in terms of the amount of creative thinking the
pupil has to do to carry out a particular task. In many tasks the
speakers'/writers intentions are fairly predictable, since the context
may give them away and experience of the world leads participants
to expect them. Where the participants' expectations are not fulfilled
for one reason or another a task becomes more complex. Thus
unpredictability and the resultant need for creative thinking is one
of the features of complexity.

Complexity can also be judged in terms of the skills involved in a
particular task. Understanding the fine detail of what is written
may be more difficult than extracting the basic gist. Engaging in
a task involving a combination of skills, eg listening, note-taking
and writing may demand more effort than a single-skill task.

Complexity of language to be interpreted

This has been judged in global rhetorical terms, ie how easy or
difficult it is for the pupil to understand the meaning of what is
said or written.
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In information-processing tasks involving reading and listening it
is the teachers who have control over the level of rhetorical
complexity, since they can choose which texts to set. They can bear
in mind the structural complexity, the width of the vocabulary, the
length of the sentences, the speed at which decoding has to be
done, whether the information is given directly or indirectly etc.

In conversation tasks it is possible for teachers as interlocutors
with pupils to vary the level of complexity of the language to which
the pupils are exposed. In real life, native speakers who have
experience of conversing with foreigners will adapt the level of
their talk to a level that the foreigner can understand. This often
involves a certain amount of raising and lowering of level of
complexity to find an appropriate one which neither insults the
foreigner's ability nor yet goes beyond his/her capacities.

6.4. Grading communicative ability into Levels of Performance

Progress in communicative ability cannot simply be described in
terms of adding more structures to one's language resource. An
immigrant who has been in a particular country for some time may
display a fossilised and inaccurate grammatical system, but may have
few problems in everyday communication; whereas a classroom learner,
who has been fed on a diet of grammatical structures, and who,
if given lots of time, displays a text book knowledge of a language,
may have considerable problems in both interpretation and expression.
Communicative progress is to be seen as much in terms of more
flexible and readily available use of whatever has been acquired,
as in terms of the learning of further items. Thus grading can no
longer be seen in purely linear structural terms. It must be seen
in more global communicative terms.

The most promising approach to the grading of communicative ability
would seem to consist in the construction of global rating scales on
various dimensions of communicative performance. *23

The following suggestions indicate the sort of criteria that we have
been using for the grading of pupil performance on a variety of
task-types.

*. i
Conver sation

- Ability to cope with interlocutor's utterances as evidenced by
pupil's ability to interact coherently.

- Extent to which help, repetition, or rephrasing was required from
interlocutor.

- Intelligibility of pupil's utterances, ie accuracy in meaning-
bearing forms (phonological, syntactical and semantic)

- Appropriacy of pupil's utterances, ie social appropriacy to
role and to the relationship with the interlocutor; appropriacy
to topic and to context

- Fluency of pupil (general ease of decoding and encoding)

Others might wish to add further criteria such as accuracy in
pronunciation or accuracy in morphology which might well be very
important in certain contexts.
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Information-processing tasks through listening or reading plus
indicating understanding

- Ability to extract the information necessary to the completion of
the task set, to ignore the rest, and to indicate understanding in
the form requested in a manner intelligible to the addressee.

Correspondence

- Ability to cope with the other correspondent's letter as evidenced
by the pupil's ability to write an appropriate reply

- Intelligibility of pupil's writing
- Appropriacy of style - social niceties etc.
- Accuracy (spelling, forms etc.)

It would be necessary to indicate against such dimensions as these
what would be expected of a particular pupil at a particular level
on an examination at a particular stage. Examples of such descriptioi
of pupil performance at different levels against particular dimension:
can be seen in the RSA examination at Basic, Intermediate and Advance*
Levels in EFL, and in the new RSA Preliminary Level examination in
French. * 24

A fruitful approach to the scoring of performance on information-
giving tasks is emerging from Dr Gillian Brown's project on Competent
in Spoken English (University of Edinburgh Linguistics Department),
in which assessment criteria are being worked out for the pupil's
ability to convey information explicitly. In story-telling, for exam]
dimensions such as ability to maintain the identity of the characters
without confusion, ability to refer to changes of location or episode
ability to structure events and link them logically together etc. can
be scored separately. A list of such scoring dimensions, from which
one could choose a selection according to the particular tasks set,
would take us a step closer to reliable marking.

In addition to working out criteria for recognising levels of perform,
relative to each stage, it would also be helpful to establish some fi
performance scale in each of the task-types that would indicate to ou
users what a particular pupil could do. *23 This might be done along
lines of the nine-point language band system suggested by Carroll in
Testing Communicative Performance (Pergamon Institute of English 1980
but one might not require so many points at school level. At each po
on the scale a description of what pupils are able to do in each of t
task types would be given. For Conversation at Point 3, for example,
this might be as follows :-

Point 3 on the scale for conversation/
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Point 3 on the scale for conversation

Pupil can carry out everyday tourist transactions (e.g. shopping,
travelling, finding the way, eating and drinking, accommodation,
getting services and taking part in leisure activities) at a minimum
level of effective communication. Pupil will also be able to socialise,
to exchange personal or general information, to arrange and plan
activities in common, and to get simple things done at a minimum adequate
level of effective communication. Pupil will require a great deal of
repetition and help from interlocutor, and will speak slowly and
hesitantly and probably with marked mother-tongue interferences.

6.5. GLAFLL Stages and Levels

It will be remembered that each Stage is intended to be a complete
module in itself, but also to lead on to the next Stage. At Stage 2
for example, pupils will be carrying out the same activities as in
Stage 1 but with a more context-sensitive language resource and a greater
fluency. Stage 2 pupils will have additional activities to perform that
will be related to the added skills and/or language resource areas.

Since Stage 2 contains Stage 1 and Stage 3 contains Stage 2 etc.,
previous activities and skills and language resource areas will be
recycled by those going on to subsequent Stages, thus ensuring
reactivation of already acquired knowledge and skills. This is one
of the most important aspects of foreign language learning, since from
our own experience we are all aware how quickly a communicative ability
disappears if it is not kept active.

We have postulated Stages and Levels as follows :-

Level 5
Level 4 Stage 4 Leve1 4

Level 3 Stage 3 Level 3 Level 3
Leve1 2 Stage 2 Level 2 Level 2 (Level 2)
Level 1 Level 1 (Level 1) (Level 1)
Level 0 (Level 0) (Level 0) (Level 0)

Level 6
Level 5
Level 4

(Level 3)
(Level 2)
(Level 1)
(Level 0)

Thus a pupil taking a Stage 1 Course could succeed at Level 1 or Level
2. A pupil who failed to achieve even a minimal adequate communication
would be given Level 0.

From/
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From Stage 2 onwards we postulate three levels of appropriate
performance for each Stage. Thus at Stage 2 : Level I would
mean minimum adequate performance, Level 2 would mean satisfactory
to good performance, Level 3 would mean very good performance.

The pupil taking a Stage 5 course could theoretically perform from
Level 6 down to Level 0, though in practice we would hope that any
Stage 5 pupil would perform at Level 6 (very good) or 5 (satisfactory
to good) or 4 (minimum adequate). ■ If the pupil performed at Level 4
this would indicate that she/he might have been better to take the
Stage 4 course.

By encouraging teachers to negotiate with the pupils about appropriate
Stages for each individual we hope to have established a framework in
which every pupil is working for attainable goals at a worthwhile and
appropriate level.

7. Methodology

7.1. Creating the best conditions for Learning

Methodology is concerned with what the teacher can do to create the
best conditions for learning. In a communicative approach this would
seem to imply the creation of an atmosphere in which communication anc
learning are encouraged. Since learning is an individual activity it
is necessary to see the class as a set of individuals with different
problems, interests, strengths, weaknesses and speeds of learning; anc
since communication may involve individual, paired, group or whole clc
activity, it is necessary to allow for flexible organisation patterns
according to task.

We wish to work towards the following conditions for communication anc
learning, each of which necessitates a change iri current methodologies
practices;

- a communicative atmosphere reflecting natural language learning
conditions

- a learning atmosphere in which teachers intervene to respond to the
communicative and system-building needs of individual learners in a
flexible and sensitive way.

- an atmosphere in which learners are encouraged to take increasing
responsibility for their own learning. *25

There are of course serious constraints to the creation of such
conditions

- How does one create a communicative atmosphere in an institution in
which the foreign language to be learnt has no reality outside the
modern language classroom, and in which teacher-talk normally
predominates over, restricts, and controls pupil talk.

- How/
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- How can the teacher bring about communication or respond to
individual pupil needs when confronted with 30 or more learners
in a class with little or no time available for the preparation
of appropriate material?

- How does one encourage pupil responsibility in an institution
in which it is usual for outside agents to decide what has to
be done, and in which pupils are seldom consulted?

Through the project we are attempting to assess what can be done
within the existing constraints.

7.2. A few Principles

A certain view of methodology has been implicit in the preceding
sections, but it may be useful to outline a few of the principles
that guide us:-

1. Pupils work better when they are encouraged to become more and
more responsible for their own learning.

2. Contextualisation

3. Learners are looking for pattern or 'system' in what they
learn.

4. Success breeds success.

7.2.1. Pupil Responsibility

We have already outlined ways in which we try to involve pupils in
Section 3, and in Section 10 we describe what is meant by pupil
responsibility. >

7.2.2. Contextualisation helps learning *26

Children find it difficult to learn, when what is to be learnt is
abstract and removed from the context in which they find themselves.
Foreign Language learning, of all subjects, is not within the
normal context of adolescent British life.

We need to think of ways of contextualising learning and use of
the foreign language, eg through establishing class contacts with
people and things foreign, and through use of the foreign language
for real of simulated communication in the classroom for a variety
of purposeful tasks. It is when communication is contextualised
that learners can be helped to understand the relationships between
language and features of the context, and the ways in which
intentions and concepts are realised through particular forms.

7.2.3. The Search for System

It is said that humans are able to retain successfully approximately
seven discrete things (random numbers or random words) in the short
term memory. In order to retain more, it is necessary to make
links between the discrete elements, and thus start to form a

pattern or 'system'. This may happen consciously or subconsciously.
*11 It would certainly not be possible for humans to process
language successfully if they had not found system within the
millions of discrete elements that go to make up a language.
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When learning a language the learner who is mentally active is
seeking for system all the time. This might take the form of
comparing elements in the foreign language with elements in
the mother language, or it might involve the seeking of system
within the foreign language itself on the basis of some experience
of how language works.

The mother tongue child who says "I goed there yesterday", or
"I letted her do it", has not learnt the words "goed" and "letted"
from anyone else, but has created them from a rule or system based
on subconscious understanding of past-tense formation in English.
In the same way the foreign language classroom learner who says
"je alle au magasin, et je achet£ le pain" is using a system for
past tense construction in French that he has sought for himself, .

since he cannot have learnt it from the teacher.

One of the teacher's main tasks is to provide help or create
conditions for the development and improvement of the internalised
system. As outlined in the. previous section (5) the mastery of
system may be conscious and form part of the explicit source of
knowledge, but to be of communicative value it must eventually become
part of the implicit source of knowledge. Thus Corder is able to
write: "To the question should we teach grammar? one can give the
answer, yes if by 'teach grammar' you mean no more than that
activity which promotes a development of a functionally effective
body of implicit knowledge. But it may not resemble anything we
have hitherto thought of as the formal teaching of grammar". *27

We have maintained that the provision of communicative experience
(receptive, productive and interactive) will help learners to
develop an effective body of implicit knowledge, but it also seems
to us essential, given the nature and constraints of formal classroom
language learning, to continue to help pupils to draw the threads
of discrete bits of grammar together into systems or sub-systems in
an explicit way, so that they may consciously undorstand them. In
doing this however we need to be sure that we really are responding
to needs and not simply confusing pupils.

It may well be that certain parts of the system of a particular
language are in fact too complex to explain, so that they cannot
really form part of explicit knowledge and must simply be built
up over time implicitly. In such cases it is "feel" that will
keep the user right rather than any conscious understanding. One
thinks for example of some subjunctive uses or of the expletive
"ne" in French.

It seems sensible to use to ensure thai each individual learner has

adequate communicative experience to build up his/her implicit
knowledge and adequate explicit grammatical explanation and help to
respond to his/her conscious system-building needs. It is our belief
that pupils of all abilities learn more effectively when both sources
of knowledge are fed in this way, though there will no doubt be
differences in learning styles which may mean that the balance between
the two should be somewhat different for each individual at different
times. It has certainly been our experience that all pupils of
whatever ability want to understand how the foreign language works.
"System" questions (why is there an 's' here?) should be encouraged in
the same way as "communicative" ones (how do you say 'x'?).

Experience seems to show us that implicit second language knowledge
by itself is soon forgotten if not regularly activated - eg
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a 3 year old soon forgets a second language he has mastered
if moved to another language-speaking environment. Similarly a
purely formal explicit second language knowledge by itself will
soon be forgotten - I am unable to string more than half a dozen
phrases of Latin together, though I learnt it in a formal way for
9 years. One suspects that the inability of many adults to
speak the foreign language learnt at school stems from this
second source.

Where both formal and informal sources of knowledge have been fed,
although of course regression occurs, it might well be less
severe. School foreign language learning might be less subject
to regression if a balance were maintained between communicative
experiences and formal language study. This is of course only
a hypothesis and.must be subject to research.

Whatever the facts about learning, memory and regression may be,
what we must avoid is the oversimple notion that pupil's minds
are blank slates, and that we can force pupils to internalise
into their implicit source of knowledge exactly what we want to,
when we want to. Within us there are expectations and selective
mechanisms, and there are also inbuilt learning mechanisms
characterised by Piaget in the notions of assimilation and
accommodation, which may make it difficult for the learner to
acquire the sort of new knowledge that disrupts the system of
knowledge currently existing.

Since it seems to us sensible that all individual pupils build up
for themselves in a conscious systematic way a picture of how the
various discrete bits and pieces of language can be fitted together,
and of what intentions and concepts they realise in what circumstances,
we suggest that pupils be given a blank "language resource booklet",
into which they can record their "knowledge" in previously
determined functional, semantic and grammatical categories. This
can be used for synthesising, memory-jogging and revision.

7.2.4. Success

The notion of "success" for pupils is built into the whole Lothian
regional scheme of work, through the setting out of Stages of
interrelated communicative, skill-based and language resource areas
and Levels of Performance appropriate to individual aspirations.

At the classroom level, through the elaboration of Pupil Progress
Cards, pupils encouraged to keep a record of their successful mastery
of the various activities suggested. No summative tests are taken
unless pupils wish to sit them and are ready for them. Tangible
proof of successful completion of a Stage, in terms of the Profile
of progress and Stage Test result, is offered to the pupil by an
award on a Regional Record of Achievement signed by the pupil's
Head Teacher.

We wish to make success available to all who strive, and thus
encourage further effort.

7.3. Experimentation

It has become evident in our project, as in other projects, that
changing the nature of the syllabus or of the materials used, or
of the tests set does not necessarily lead to methodological
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improvement in the classroom. Improvements in classroom
methodology are likely to be brought about by teachers acquiring
further insights into language, language learning and education
in general on the one hand, and developing an ability to be self-
critical and learn from classroom experience on the other hand.

In the development of this project teachers have participated in
the thinking, discussion and elaboration of all the various
frameworks and instruments such as syllabuses, communicative material
and tests, and have thus acquired insights which have led them to
question some current methodological practices and to experiment
with others. The areas in which we are experimenting can be
summarised as follows:

- the negotiation of objectives. To what extent can pupils
usefully play a part in determining lesson content?

- trial-and-error learning from communicative experiences and
conscious learning of language elements for communicative
purposes. Can we find a harmonious and effective balance
between formal conscious learning and implicit learning from
communicative experiences?

- individualised material. For what activities can we usefully
develop such material ?

- learner responsibility for his own learning. Howt can we best
encourage this and promote learning how to learn?

- communication in the classroom. What activities and techniques
can we use? What organisational patterns seem best?

- monitoring of pupil progress. How best to operate an open
system of assessment in the form of a profile of progress?

- diagnostic assessment and remedial work. How best to diagnose
and remedy pupil weaknesses?

We are hoping to build up a series of video-recordings showing
teachers and pupils at work in these areas for discussion purposes.

7.4. Lesson Sequence

Nothing could be more boring for the learner than a predetermined
unvarying lesson sequence of the Presentation-Practice-
Exploitation type. We do not believe that any one lesson sequence
holds all the answers to language learning. Text
books that do not vary the nature and order of the events in each
Unit become boring. Our aim is to invite teachers and pupils
together to determine the order in which to sequence classroom
activities in the light of the particular material or objectives
they have in mind.

We have very strong reservations about the current methodological
practice at the start of each lesson unit of presenting a
contrived dialogue (taped or written), in which learners must first
watch or read how the foreigners might "ideally" use particular
structures or cope with particular situations, then commit bits
of this to memory, and finally play a role involving regurgitation
of what has been learnt. This might be referred to as the:
"This is the way the French/Germans etc. do it, now you do it"
approach. There are several objections to this:
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- the pupils are not French/German
- there is confusion between "acting" and "communicating", and

between "memorising" and "learning"
- since the job of creating language appropriate to intention and

to context has already been done for the pupils, they are not
practising the making of the necessary links themselves

- the exploitation phase, when reached, seldom seems to inspire
pupils to go beyond further regurgitation of chunks of the
same language. Little flexibility and little ability to cope
with the unpredictable is shown. When we take the actor's
lines away from him he is left speechless.

We wish to encourage an alternative approach which invites pupils
to use what skills and language resource they have available to
them to carry out new activities, and learn from their mistakes
through appropriate teacher intervention. *28 Thus pupils can
be asked to process new information through listening or reading
and to make what they can of it, or they can be asked to carry
out productive tasks involving conversation or information-giving
in speech or writing and again to make what they can of it. This
will encourage the development of pragmatic communicative strategies
for coping with new language and new situational demands. Teachers
can then intervene, correct errors and fill the gaps in knowledge.
It is impossible to rehearse pupils for all the challenges that
will face them in foreign language use. They will eventually
have to face up to the unpredictability of real life. We believe
that this ability should be fostered from the very beginning. The
classroom should not be seen just as a preparation for life, but
should be a variety of life itself.

An alternative way of making pupils participate more actively in
the initial phase of a lesson sequence is to determine with them
in advance the particular activity they are going to have to perform,
and then to present authentic or contrived language dialogue or
text related to that activity. Learners are then invited to look
for, extract, learn and use what they think they will need for the
agreed activity. Here, there is active search for language on
the pupils' part.

We do not believe that language can be learnt just by trial and
error activity. In the early stages of the Lothian Project it was
common to see a great deal of communicative activity - children
playing games, children involved in communicative exercises etc
- but little evidence of learning in the form of improvement in
performance over the weeks. The pupils' language resource fossilized
very early,since communication was in fact achieved and they
recreated the same errors time and time again. There was little
or no teacher intervention to respond to the language resource needs
exposed. Teacher intervention roust of course be sensitively done,
but, without formal study and practice of functional/notional
exponents, grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation in meaningful
ways, there may be little improvement in the building up of the
language resource.
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We might suggest that whatever sequence is used in lessons, time
must be found for the following components:

- Negotiation and explanation of objectives and lesson content with
pupils

- Trial and error attempts followed by effective teacher
intervention

- Exposure to authentic or contrived materials, in which pupils
are invited to search for what they need to carry out a
particular activity

- Individualised Enquiry and search to respond to individual
needs

- Study and Practice of particular parts of the Language Resource,
and of particular Skills

- Communicative Activities based on previous learning
- Diagnostic checking and profiling of knowledge or performance

at a level appropriate to the individual pupil
- Remedial Work to cope with individual weaknesses
- Extension work for those who can go beyond the lesson core

That all of the above lesson phases require different organisational
patterns according to the activity undertaken will be obvious.
There will be times at which the class as a unit can work together,
times at which pairs or groups are appropriate, and times at which
individualised work with self-access material is appropriate. This
will be true whether the class is set, streamed or of mixed ability.

8. Language Awareness

8.1. Approaches to Language Awareness

There is much concern at present at the general level of ignorance,
both in and out of school, as to the nature and function of language,
There are several schools of thought as to how to remedy the
situation. Some wish to teach directly ABOUT language either in an
introductory course before foreign language learning starts (eg
Introduction to Language by Aplin et al: Hodder & Stoughton 1981),
or as a formal linguistics course at an intermediate or more
advanced level. Others wish to foster a school policy around the
theme of 'Language for learning' or 'Language across the Curriculum',
in which teachers are helped to become aware of the principles
underlying language and learning, so that they may reflect upon
the way in which they themselves use language in their teaching,
and the way they invite their pupils to use language in their
learning. Such a school policy is probably best initiated through
an analysis of the sort of language experiences pupils undergo in
their classrooms*.

This often reveals a number of ills to be remedied. This approach
aims to ensure that the teacher is aware of the sort of language
experiences that lead to effective learning. Others see the
problem as being largely a question of asking pupils to reflect
upon their own experience of language, language learning and
language use. Through reflection of this sort insights may be
developed which can then be extended into new areas.
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There is probably a place for all of these approaches in school.
It is hoped that through our project Modern Languages Departments
will feel well placed to assist in the development of a general
school language awareness policy. At the very least it will be
useful for Modern Language Teachers to discuss areas of common
interest and concern with English and other Language Departments,
so that the insights about the nature of language, its functions
and varieties that are imparted to pupils within these departments,
and the terminology used, are not in conflict, as is frequently
the case today.

8.2. Suggestions for Course Content

Areas in which awareness of language could usefully be fostered
within pupils,through the drawing out of insights based on
personal experience, or through direct teaching are:

- Language as communication: What is language? Human v animal
communication. Different forms of human communication - codes,
braille, sign language etc. The human need for communication
and the function of language to carry information and affect.

- How language grows: A language as a human creation responsive
to the needs and concerns of its speakers. Language stability/
language change.

- Language families and their distribution: Origins of languages.
Relationships between English and the Foreign Language to be
studied. Similar sources and transparency.

- How languages affect each other: Loan words, "Franglais"
- Language Variety: Dialects, Different varieties of an

international language. Styles and Register related to people
and their relationships and to uses and contexts.

- How languages affect human beings: Togetherness and divisiveness.
Prejudices related to geography, race, class etc. Notions of
correctne ss.

- How we learn a language: Mother-tongue learning. Immigrant
language learning. Classroom learning. Strategies for learning
a foreign language.

- Language as System with meaning potential: Pronunciation,
Grammar and vocabulary. Functions, Notions, Context, Discourse,
Organisation etc.

- Literacy: The development of reading and writing. Functional
and Expressive writing. Literature.

- Language and Thinking/Language and Learning: Cognitive
development. Learning through language. Language as a
reflection of thought.

8.3. Suggestions for the inclusion of Language Awareness in
Foreign Language Learning

A short introductory course before foreign language learning
starts may be useful if it invites pupils to reflect upon their
existing knowledge of language and languages, and how they function,
and through discussion to extend this experience into some of the
areas outlined above. This will have the dual purpose of setting
the scene for the learning of a foreign language, and of establishing
with one's new class the sort of "communicative atmosphere" in
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which pupils participate actively. It will be essential in
the initial period to create such an atmosphere in the mother-
tongue rather than in the foreign language.

As the foreign language course develops the teacher will be able
to choose appropriate moments to pick up and develop various
Language Awareness themes. The topic of language as system with
meaning potential, for example, can be approached through the
discussion of the functions that particular foreign language
exponents perform in particular contexts, and of course through
the study of how various notions or concepts are realised through
the grammar and vocabulary of the foreign language, eg number,
gender, tense, spatial reference, actor-action relationships,
negation etc. *29

9. Cultural. Awareness

9.1. Approaches to Cultural Awareness

There are a variety of ways of fostering understanding of and
openness cowards others and their ways of life. Perhaps the most
used but the least successful approach is the direct teaching of
"background information" as subject matter to be learnt and
regurgitated. Teaching ABOUT the language may not be the best way
to learn it, and teaching ABOUT a country may not be the best way
of developing understanding of it.

It would seem more sensible to set up direct experiences of people
and things foreign through pen-pal correspondence, Foreign
Assistant work, tape or even video exchanges from school to school,
school exchange visits and holiday travel, as well as through the
provision of authentic documents such as menus, magazines, tourist
brochures, songs, poems, books, tapes, visuals and the like. These
will no doubt give rise to discussions of a socio-cultural nature
based on the experiences derived from such events, which can then
extend into further areas of interest. This is a very different
sort of classroom activity from the teacher talk (or text book
script) and pupil listening (or reading) that characterises the
"teaching about" approach. Openness towards a foreign culture
is better fostered by experiencing it and reflecting upon it than
by hearing about it at second hand. This may be essentially what
differentiates a Modern Language classroom from a Social Studies
one.

9.2. Suggestions for Course Content'

Experiences that might be brought about in a Cultural Awareness
Syllabus would include:

- Meeting foreign people (Foreign Assistants; Visitors to school;
Exchange Visits; Foreign Travel)

- Communicating with foreigners at a distance (pen-pal
correspondence; Tape and Script or Video Exchanges with a foreign
school)

- Encountering 'things' foreign (magazines; realia such as menus;
timetables; adverts; leaflets; tourist or other brochures;
songs; -rhymes; poems; stories; literature; slide films; radio
excerpts; TV excerpts; taped interviews and conversations etc)
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These would throw light on all sorts of background information
areas such as:

Homes and home-life

Individual Life Styles and interaction patterns (teenage and
others)

Education and school-life

Leisure Patterns

Aspects of the country and its way of life of relevance to
tourists and visitors

Foreign attitudes towards Britain/Scotland
Foreign attitudes towards Social, Moral and Scientific issues

Foreign attitudes towards current events

9.3. Exchanging background information with foreign schools

The exchange of information through pen-pal correspondence and
through tape, script or video exchange from school to school
provides a context for pupils to convey the information they
have about themselves - their home life, their school life, their
leisure interests, their home town or village, their national
customs, their holiday plans etc - and to receive similar
information from the foreign school. *30 It would seem useful
for both sides to provide information in bilingual form - some
parts in the foreign language and other parts in the mother tongue,
so that the exchange package can be of maximum interest to each
partner on each occasion.

An exchange scheme of this sort provides a purpose and a context
for the use of the foreign language and makes pupils think about
such things as their handwriting or clarity of speech, the way in
which they express themselves, the correctness and appropriateness
of what they say or write, and indeed the total impact of what they
are presenting. Such an exchange will also throw up all sorts of
communicative and system-building needs that teachers can usefully
satisfy. Such an exchange allows information and creative skills
from other curricular areas to find their way into the foreign
language classroom - artistic skills, information about one's
home environment gleaned from social studies, an interesting
recipe from Home Economics, or project writing skills from English
for example.

It would be sensible to attempt to build up an exchange not only
with a European country which uses the foreign language as a
mother tongue, but also with a developing country using it as an
international second language, whose culture would be more distant
and potentially more interesting to find out about. Many African,
Indian Ocean, Pacific and Asian countries use French as an
international second language for example.

This might help to foster the notion that the use of the foreign
language can be instrumental in furthering international
understanding.
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10. Pupil and Teacher Responsibility

10.1. Pupil Responsibility *31

The project aims to encourage pupils to become responsible for
their own learning, so that they can develop the particular
learning style and techniques that suit them. By involving
them in decisions concerning objectives, Stage and Level of
performance to be achieved, lesson content, activities, material,
learning style, monitoring of progress and summative assessment
it is hoped that they will become active participants in the
school language learning process, able to initiate action for
themselves according to their own needs rather than expect
teachers to do everything for them. Many pupils of course prefer
to have things done for them. This may be the inevitable result
of the fact that most schools are still very authoritarian
institutions. The project hopes to find ways of overcoming this.

The teacher is not the only source of knowledge, and pupils should
be encouraged to consult other sources of information relating
to their communicative needs, system-building needs, cultural
understanding needs etc.

It is a spirit of enquiry rather than a passive "waiting to be
told" which we would like to foster.

10.2. Teacher Responsibility

Each teacher needs to be responsible for course content and pace.
Such responsibility cannot simply be handed over to outside bodies
such as text-book writers and examination boards, however well-
intentioned they might be. It would help teachers if there were
a balanced, comprehensive assessment framework involving internal
and external assessment, in which a properly validated internal
assessment scheme using profiles ensured that the classroom was
seen as a real world in its own right, and a properly constituted
external examination ensured that standards were monitored and
that the concerns of real language users (not just teachers) were
taken into account. *32 It is important that teachers do not
feel totally constrained by the limited and limiting concerns of
external examinations. It is ultimately the teacher's responsibility
to establish the right sort of balance between the concerns of
education as a whole and of the subject in particular; between the
claims of internal and external assessment reflecting classroom
and real-life demands; between teacher wishes and pupil wishes;
between syllabus suggestions and text-book or other material
constraints; and between the ideal and the realities of the
classroom.

10.2.1. Materials

Teachers are asked to relate these syllabus suggestions to
whatever pedagogical and authentic material they have or hope to
have available to them. It is important to have a fair amount
of up-to-date authentic material so that learners are exposed
to up-to-date language.

It seems possible and sensible to use contrived material both
pedagogically and communicatively, just as it seems possible
and sensible to use authentic material pedagogically and
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communicatively. There would seem to be no reason for
restricting the use of authentic material purely to authentic
communicative purposes. A great deal of language can be
usefully studied and learnt from such material in an explicit
pedagogical way. But if it is for communicative purposes or for
entertainment that particular material has been chosen, what
matters much more than whether the material is authentic or

not is that the response required of the pupils should be
appropriate to the type of material presented. Poetry is for
enjoyment and personal response, menus are for ordering meals
from, and it would destroy the "authentic" communicative nature
of both if they were used for any other purpose. It is as ever
a reasoned balance between authentic and pedagogical material,
and between pedagogical and communicative use of material,
that is required.

When this syllabus has been set against existing materials a
number of gaps have always emerged. It is suggested that the
following additional material has to be found or produced:

- a graded library of reading material (including extracts from
articles, brochures, pen-pal letters, newspapers, books etc)
These should be treated for individual study and colour-coded
by Stage.

- a graded library of listening/viewing material (on video or
tape) + appropriate scripts also treated for individual study
and colour-coded by Stage.

- a graded series of communication exercises for paired or group
work relating to the Communication Areas in the syllabus and
colour-coded by Stage.

- a set of foreign realia such as goods, money, tickets, menus,
timetables and visuals of all sorts.

- a set of interest and pleasure-based materials such as songs,
puzzles, games, films, Tape/Slide presentations etc.

10.2.2. Waystaging

The amalgam of activities, skills and language resource areas
suggested for each Stage has to be sequenced in some way to
conform with the material available and with teacher and pupil
wishes. We therefore invite teachers to break up the content
of a Stage into a number of Waystages. *6

The actual number of Waystages chosen is left to individual
schools to decide. This usually depends on the unit or lesson
structure of the text books used, or on the particular internal
assessment requirements. On completion of a Waystage, it is
suggested that pupils should take a Waystage Test to show that
they have mastered the content of that Waystage at an appropriate
level. Schools usually set out from three to five Waystages
leading to the completion of a Stage.

10.2.3. Pupi1 Progress Cards

Teachers are asked to prepare individual Progress Cards for each
pupil for each Waystage. These spell out the communicative
activities and the functional content. Pupils can then tick off
these as they master them, and ask their teacher to counter tick
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them if they perform successfully on them. This permits pupils
to have a visible record of their progress.

10.2.4. Pupil Profiles

Teachers are asked to keep a record of each individual's progress
in the various tasks and outcomes of the syllabus. This is best
done in Profile form. The Profile might cover the following
dimensions, which are not intended to be exhaustive:

- Conversation

- Information-Processing - Listening
m Reading

- Information-Giving - Speaking (monologue)
Writing

- Correspondence
- Project Work
- Language Resour e - Pronunciation

Grammar

Vocabulary/Phrases
- Language Awareness
- Cultural Awareness

- Responsibility

10.2.5. Language Resource Booklet

It is useful for pupils to be able to keep a record of the language
resource elements they are learning, listed according to the
functions they carry out, the semantic areas they belong to, and
the part of the grammatical system they enter into. This would be
in the form of a blank booklet with headings under which pupils
could write in what they had learnt. This is a much better way of
keeping a record of what one 'knows' than the traditional
vocabulary book or jotter, in which words, phrases and exercises
appear higgledy-piggledy without rhyme or reason. A properly
organised Language Resource booklet is not only an aide-memoire
for revision purposes but a way of helping pupils to look for
system and thus to understand how language works. Teachers
can usefully prepare such blank booklets for their pupils, thus
helping them to build up for themselves the same sort of reference,
facilities as would be found in phrase-books (functions),
dictionaries (semantic areas) and grammar books (grammar system).

10.3. Self-Evaluation

Through a self-critical approach, through examining whether the
pupils are in fact achieving the objectives sought, through
asking pupils for their reflections upon the materials and
activities, the teacher is encouraged to evaluate what has been
done, so that appropriate changes can be made. Nothing should
be static. Curriculum development is an evolutionary exercise
necessitating continual revision of aims, syllabus, materials,
methods and assessment.

This syllabus can at best be seen as an attempt to encapsulate
a few ideas and suggestions recorded at a particular moment in
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the Lothian Project's life. It will no doubt need to be
revised frequently in the light of fresh insights and
further classroom experience.

J L Clark
Dean Education Centre
1981
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Starter Paper on Differentiation and Coping with Individual Differences in the Classroor

A brief summary of the issues involved

1. Which particular human characteristics might affect foreign language learning
in school? :

A few suggestions

Learner's age: Cognitive and Social
maturity

Sex

Language experience

Aptitude

Personal!ty/Attitudes

Learning styles

triviality of content
frustration of adolescent mind
with a baby foreign language level
concrete operational stage v formal
operational stage : can they use
abstract rules?
social maturity - can they work
co-operatively in groups?

social stereotyping and school
stereotyping
girls mature earlier and are
therefore less self-conscious
in F.L.
interests differ (reading etc)
career-orientation

have the higher-order M-T functions
been developed?
literacy level
language awareness level

- IQ
Verbal Intelligence
Memorising ability
Auditory ability
Grammatical Sensitivity
Language Awareness

Introvert - Extrovert

Empathy for others - ability
to decentre
fear of the foreign/unknown
enthnocentrism

anxiety (errors)
self-concept
group-identity

Visual v Aural/Oral
Field dependent v Field independent
Holistic v Serialist
Overgeneralisers v Narrow Categorisers
Reflectivity v Impulsivity
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Motivation - Integrative v Instrumental
- Intrinsic v Extrinsic
- Girls v Boys

What things disliked? Why?
- What things liked? Why?
- Acquaintanceship with Foreign Coun

Feelings of success/Self-ratings
"success breeds success"

2. What strategies can the teacher adopt to cope with individual variation?

do nothing: treat ail the same.
- use knowledge of the variables to help diagnose

why certain errors/learning failure occurs.
- train pupils to adopt certain features that

"good" learners have
- select an appropriate teaching style to suit

each individual learner
- reach own compromise. HOW?

WHAT?

3. What alternative strategies has the teacher got for differentiation?

Bruner: "Any subject can be taught effectively in some intellectually
honest form to any child at any stage of development". Involves
"courteous translation" of knowledge to child's level.

a) Classical Humanist approach was an elitist solution - one form
of education for elite, another for masses.

b) Above not permitted - Compromise with Academic course for top set
and Watered-down version for lower or Background Studies.

c) Above not permitted - so SAME COURSE for all - aim at average
pupil and hope for the best.

d) Mastery Learning approach. This aims specifically at equalization
of achievement at same level of mastery for all - pupils all move
from unit to unit at same pace for all class - holds up more able if
necessary.

e) Watered-down Mastery Learning approach - Same mastery level and
progress from unit to unit for whole class,but differentiated level
of work after diagnostic test eg. Tour de France.

f) Alternative version where 'Mastery' can be at several successful/
acceptable levels. Pupils work through material adapted to
themselves as far as possible towards 'their' mastery level -
GLAFLL LOPs.

g) Pupil Contract Schemes: SElf-direction in pace and level only - rest
dictated.
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h) Some level of self-direction and group-direction in a variety of
areas - objectives negotiation

- materials choice
activities options

- learning style
- monitoring own progress and own record of work
- self evaluation

k What Activity Options? A few suggestions:

A. LISTENING/VIEWING

Graded bank of material for self-access or group-access.
Taped and video-taped material and Equipment for easy
individual and group access. Centred round Text-Types,
Activities and Themes.

eg. - Stories
- Listening Links: Listen and share information
- Listening for information

Listen and extract information
- Listen and respond personally
- Listen for fun

B. READING

Graded bank of reading material for self-access or group-access.
Should cover a wide range of TEXT-TYPES, THEMES and ACTIVITIES
both in reading for information and in reading for pleasure.

eg. - as above but in reading

C. COMMUNICATION TASKS

Graded bank of material for paired and group work based on

Information-Gap activities. Mostly for Conversation or Writing
but would involve some stimulus listening or reading material too.

D. GAMES, PUZZLES etc

Graded bank of material for group, pair or individual work.

E. SIMULATIONS

Material to establish roles and tasks.

F. LANGUAGE RESOURCE EXERCISES

Worksheets or Micro programmes or Taped material designed to teach
or to practise particular areas of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary,
'functional phrases, notional areas, collocations etc.

G. PROJECT

Graded material assembled to assist pupils to carry out their own
modest research and reporting activities.
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H. POETRY/SONG material.

I. PRESS CORNER

Contemporary material of relevance and interest from newspapers/
magazines etc.

5. How to monitor one's own progress and keep one's own record of work?

A few suggestions:

A. Pupil Progress Card RUT ensure that this does not become merely
a discrete item check list. Can be predetermined, negotiated,
or left to pupil to fill in as she goes along.

B. Folder to keep work in.

C. Language Resource Booklet "This is what I know", where pupil
keeps a record of what he knows - functions, not ions/grammar,
vocabulary thematically set out.

D. Cassettes belonging to pupils for keeping a record of the aural/
oral work done. Should be available to take home.

John Clark
Dean Education Centre
31 May 1984

Recommended Reading

1. Gecdes M and Sturtridge G
Individualisation
Modern English Publicationa Ltd - 1982..

2. ELT Documents 103
Individualisation in Language Learning
British Council/CTTC - 19 78

3. McDonough S
Psychology in foreign language teaching
Allen and Unwin - 1981
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(FRENCH STAGE 1: PART 1: SECTION IT)

LRSGML

GRADED STAGES AND LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

FRENCH STAGES 1 MP 2 TEST

PART 1 TEACHER SHEET FOR SECTION 1

Sequence of 20 items

Section 1

Instructions to pupils

You are going to read from the Pupil Sheet and to listen to the teacher.
For some of the items there are four possible answers given. You have to
choose which is the correct answer. Draw a circle round the correct answer.

Example

You are looking for somewhere to drink a cup of tea.
look for?

A Gare
B Caf£
C Sortie
D Port

ring round the letter

A Gare
Caf£

C Sortie
D Port

For other items, write the answer in the box provided.

1. You are staying in Paris during the winter holidays with your French penpal
Nadine Lacoste. You are alone in the house. The phone rings. It is
Nadine's friend Monique phoning to arrange a visit to the cinema that evening.
She says:

"Eh bien, on se rencontre devant le cinema"
Where does she want you to meet?r

2. You check the newspaper to see exactly what is on and when it begins.
You read:

GAUMONT - Tous les jours (20h)
lundi,mercredi, samedi (l4h.30) /

"MAIGRET ET EE CLOCHARD"

Today is Tuesday. What time will the film start:

A 2.30
B 4.30
C 8.00
D 10.00
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(L.C.) 3.

(L.C.) 4.

You and. Nadine want a quick meal "before you go, so Nadine says:
"II y a du jambon et des tomates dans le frigo"
What do you expect to eat?

AMD

When you and Nadine get to the cinema you are a little late. Monique
says: "Depechez-vousJ Le film commence dans un instant!'
Why does she say "Depechez-vous"?

(R.C.) You and Moniaue go to buy the tickets. You look for which sign?

A
E
C
D

Attention

Renseignements
Gare
Billets

(L.C.) 6. Monique "buys the tickets: "Trois places a huit francs, s'il vous plari
How much is each ticket? .

francs

(L.C.) 7. Monique then says to you: "Tu as de la monnaie"?
She is:

A asking if you have any money
B asking if you have any change
C asking you for money
D offering you money

(L.C.) 8. As you sit down Nadine whispers: "J'adore les films pollciers".
She says:

A she likes cartoons
B she adores policemen
C she adores documentaries about the police
D she likes detective films

(R.C. ) 9* During the interval Nadme asks you to get 3 icecreams. Yo like
strawberry flavour, so on. the tubs you 1 ook for the word:

A fraise
B pistache
C ananas

D framboise

(L.C.) 10. When you ask for strawberry icecreams the usherette says:
"Je n'en ai plus"

What do you do next?
I



.) 11.

.) 12.

.) 13.

.) 14.

.) 15.

.) 16.

_ 1

On the cinema wgll iS a. Sj^a Saving: "Defense de fumer"
What does this mean? r "

As you leave the cinema you see an advert for a coming film. It says:
"A partir de dimanche LTADOLESCENT ET L'AMOUR"

A this film starts on Saturday
B this film finishes on Saturday
C this film starts on Sunday
D this film finishes on Sunday

Under the advert for the film you notice a sign saying "L'adolescent et
1'amour - Interdit aux moins de dix—huit ans".
This means:

A the film begins at 18.00
B those under 18 will not be allowed in
C you must be accompanied by someone over 18
D it costs 18 francs extra to see this film

On the bus Wadine says to you: "C'^tait un peu bete le film, n'est-ce
pas"?
She is saying:

A the film was boring
B the film was rather boring
C the film was a bit silly
D she liked the bit about the animals

As you pass through the town centre you see on the window of a department
store the word "SOLBES". This interests you because:

A they don't usually put notices on shops which are sold
in Britain

B since the goods are shop—soiled, they will be cheaper
C you'll be able to get travel brochures there
D you like a bargain

When you get home Nadine's mother asks you both: "Vous voulez boire
oueloue chose avant d'aller au lit"? She is asking if you:

A want to go to bed
B want something to drink before going to bed
C want to watch T.V. instead of going to bed
D want a bath before going to bed
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(L.C.) 17. Nadine replies: "Je ybudrats rnais ,je suis trcp fafcnquee".
Nadine says:

A ".yes, that would "be nice"
B "no thank you"
C "later perhaps"
D "that would "be nice, but I'm too tired"

(L.C.) 18. Before going to bed Nadine asks: "Tu veux faire ur. tour des mamas ins
demain"?
She is asking you if:

A you fancy a tour of the toivn tomorrow
B you'd like to go dancing tomorrow
C you want to do some shopping tomorrow
L you'd like to read teenage magazines tomorrow

(L.C. ) 19. Next morning at breakfast, Monsieur Lacoste asks you: "C'£ta£fc bier,, 1
film"?
He is asking:

A at what time the film, finished
B what kind of film you saw
C if the film was good
D if you like going to the cinema

(R.C.) 20. The headline in M. Lacoste's newspaper reads: "L'aercpor£ Charles de
ferme a cause de la neigft" . You think:

A "drat it, maybe I won't be able to get back home
Eritain tomorrow"

B "Charles de Gaulle is always in the nfews"
C "French airports seem to be always on strike"
I) "why on earth would Charles de C-aulle want to cl

the airporc".
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G.L.A.F.L.L. STAGE 2 FRENCH 1980

SECTION II LETTER

Your friend Keryll has received a penpal letter from a French girl called
Veronique (see over). This is her first letter to Keryll. Read it
carefully so that you can help your friend understand it and reply to it.

Since this is a real letter you do not of course have to understand every
word. You just have to understand enough to get the main points and to
he able to help Keryll reply to the letter.

A. 1. How many penpals has Veronique had before? (l)

2. What good wishes does she send Keryll? (1)

3. What 2 things are you told about Vitrolles in the postscript?(1)

4. What's happening on January 10th?

5. How does Veronique feel about this?

(1)

(1)

(5 marks)

B. Veronique asks Keryll 5 questions in the letter. Write a
short letter in English to Veronique such as Keryll might
write*- Be sure to answer all five questions.

(5 marks)

Total (10 marks)
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G. L.A.F.L. L. STAGE 2 FRENCH 1980

SECTION IV READING

(F2;IV;P)

QUESTION I

Your French penpal has written to you and sent you the attached list of people
in her class who are looking for a penpal. Your classmates don*t understand
French as well as you and need your help.

You will need to know which of the French teenagers particularly want "boy or
girl penpals, as well as something about their hobbies, interests or reasons
for wanting a penpal.

Fill in the form on the Answer Sheet. (lQ marks')

QUESTION 2

You are staying a few days in the French town of Istres. Attached are some
adverts from the town guide. Read them and answer briefly in English on the
Answer Sheet the following cruestions about them.

a. Whereabouts in the town would you find the restaurant "Chez Lulu"?(See F) (l)
b. Look at C. What is the supermarket selling at reduced prices? (l)
c. If you wanted to buy a rather special present, where would you buy it? (l)

(Answer A,B,C etc.)
d. Where is a good book shop?(Answer as above) (l)
e. What does the "Cave Co-oplrative" sell? (See B) (l)

QUESTION 3

HERVE VI LARD SPEAKS OUT

Herve Vilard is a favourite French
is a collection of readers letters

questions on all sorts of topics.
Lydie Le

singer. A popular feature of French magazines
addressed to famous personalities asking them
Here are a few examples

Patricia
Schreiar.
2A. rue
de
Guaburiiar.
68260
Kingersheim

ton imper¬
ils est te
r6f6r6e ?
i pr616r6a est
et aussi «La
. Files sont
! album.

loes
;ia want
)w? (1)

Roy. 110
rua du
Bicetre,
94240
L 'Hay-las
Rosas

Quel a 6t6 ton plus
beau souvenir ? Pour-
quoi ?
II y a dans la vie des mo¬
ments profonds... J'ai
v£cu des jours heureux,
magnifiques : en bateau
sur I'Amazone avec des
papillons sur les 6paules

b) What does Herve
tell Lydie about
his happiest

des
les

memory:

papillons
epaules =

(1)
= butterflies
shoulders

Anna-
Maria
Chaudet.
29 rue
Pierre-
Belon
72000Le
Mans

Aimes - tu les a I
cools, le bon vin, car
j'ai remarqul que
dans ton 33 tours que
j'ai achetd, tu paries
souvent de vin ?
Je pr6ffere le vin au
whisky. Quoi de plus na¬
ture! qu'un bon repas ac-
compagn6 d'un bon vin ?
Et puis, le vin entrefient
I'amitid...

c) What does Herve
think about wine'

(I)

\ Isaltina
Campelo.
rua

Chirurgian-
Boy
70600
ChampUtte

Quel dtait le metier
que tu exerpaia event
de devenir chanteur?
Je n'ai exerc6 aucun veri¬
table metier avant d'Stre
chanteur. J'ai fait un peu
de tout. J'ai travailie dans
une laiterie, servi dans
des restaurants et pen¬
dant un anetdemij'ai£?e
disquaira sur Ses
Champs-Elyseas.

d) Name 2 jobs
that Herve had
before becoming
a singer. (2)
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QUESTION 2 (F2; IV; P)-

DOMINIQUE
me Bombarda

PRE? A POR1EH

POUR ENFANT S C
/«j Inline meinan an mundau

4ti, Avenue Helena Boucher Id IH I Ht.N

5UPER
IARCHE

Le supermnrthe
de ia (untitle

ESSENCE DISCOUNT
Quartier dt;s Craux - ISTRES

T6I.: bb.05.03

CAVE COOPERATIVE
SES VINS BLANCS
StS VINS ROSIS

SES VINS ROUGES
SON VIN MOUSSEUX

Av (. (.uynemer ISIKES I£l SS OO HO
VLN1I MIX PARI ICULIt RS 1()US LIS lOURS

8 /) I ll\ el 14 h 18 h ijut lundi matin

Le Tanneur»
CADEAUX

Clodoltu COUI ION

ti, Av. H6l&ne Boucher
13800 Isttos

HALL DE LA PRESSE

J. et G. MISTRAL
I illume P.ifictent? Maruquinerie / /

• s.mio/is </e Provence

IJ 11(1 (If I.I Kf|Hlllll(|(lf

ISIRI S I.-1 r.S OS 40

Chez JZulu <>i.
RESTAURANT PIZZERIA "^(SdV

Sui 1c Port V ytH
I cs llcurcs Claires ISIRES

Set tpet iililM el aw carte :

UuuillubdiMe - Paella - Lmiguutla a I'amcricalnc
(Invert tome I'urittee ■ I el 55.1)2.81
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G.L.A.F.L.L, STAGE 2 FRENCH 1980

ANSWER SHEET SECTION IV
_ READING

NAME:

CLASS:

SCHOOL:

Tick as appropriate

Wants Boy
penpal

Wants Girl

penpal
Doesn't matter

which
Stated interests etc,

(give one only)

rancois

t

te

Lan
,

-c

(3 marks) (7 marks)

J,

(5 marks)

CD
(1)
(1)
(2)

(5 marks)

Total (20 marks)
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1. Maman:

Philippe:

Marcar:

Philippe:

Maman:

Philippe:

2. Papa:

Philippe:

Papa:

3. Papa:

Philippe:

Papa:

Philippe:

Papa:

Philippe;

Maraan:

Philippe:

Ma.man:

G.L.A.F.L.L. STAGES I & 2 FRENCH 1980

SECTION III LISTENING TEXTS

Alors, vous allez a! la piscine finaleraent

Oui, moi j'ai envie d'aller nager. II fait si chaud.
Tes amis y vont aussi?

Oui, Patrique et Catherine veulent parler anglais avec Chris -
ils ont un examen en anglais la semaine prochaine.

Que faites-vous ce soir?

II y a une bourn chez Patrique. On va danser, Patrique a tous les
nouveaux disques de Blondie et de Plastic Bertrand. Qa va etre
super!

On mange generalement trls bien ici. Tenez, Philippe et moi nous
allons recommander nos pla.ts fa.voris toi, tu aimes beauccup
le cabillaud, n'est—ce pas Philippe?
Eh bien, moi oui, mais je crois que Chris n'aime pas beaucoup le
poisson. On mange assez peu de poisson en Ecosse a part naturelleme
les "fish and chips".

Eh bien, Chris, moi je prends du coq au vin. C'est du poulet au vin
rouge. C'est excellent - une specialite de la maison. Toi aussi,
tu aimes le poulet - n'est—ce pas Chris?

Si vous e*tes prets a 8.30 je peux vous y emmener en voiture. Nous
allons au cinema ce soir, ta mire et moi, et nous passons devant la
maison de Patrique.
Oh merci Papa. Dis, a quelle heure faut-il rentrer apres la. bourn?
Eh bien, disons 11.30.
11.30? Oh la la Papa, c'est trop tot! Disons minuit et demi ....

c'est quand-meme samedi demain.
Minuit et demi c#est. bxen tard — mais enfin, comme c'est demain
samedi

Merci Papa. On sera certainement. a la maison avant minuit et demi.

Voulez—vous prendre des disques?

Oui, bien sur — je prends tous mes disques des Rolling Stones.
Eh bier., ne les oubliez pas!
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G.L.A.F.L.L. STAGE I FRENCH 1980

SECTION III LISTENING

You are spending a fortnight in summer with your French penpal, Philippe and
his family in Avignon. While you are there, Philippe and his family make
lots of plans to entertain you. You of course listen very carefully to what
is going on around you since it involves you and you need to know what is
expected of you and how to react. In the conversations you will he referred
to as "Chris". You should read the questions before you hear the tape.
Answer the questions on the paper provided.

Conversation Number One

It is morning and Philippe and his mother are discussing your plans for the
afternoon and evening. The mother speaks first. You will need to know
the following.

.

(a) Where are you going this afternoon?
(b) In what language will the others wish to talk with you?
(c) What's on this evening?

(3 marks)

Conversation Number Two

You are now in a restaurant for lunch with Philippe and his father. You have
in front of you a menu with the names of the dishes - this is not much help,so
Philippe and his father are going to make some suggestions. This is what
is on the menu.

%

Omelette
Cabillaud poche
Coq au vin
Roti de boeuf

Listen to what Philippe and his father have to say about it and find out:

(a) Philippe is having "cabillaud poche",but he's not sure about you. What
is "cabillaud" in fact? Answer "a kind of ".

(b) Which of the dishes does the father recommend you to take? (Give the French
name from the menu).

(c) He explains what it is and tells you the two main ingredients. What are
they?

(4 marks)

Conversation Number Three

You are having your evening meal and Philippe is telling his parents your
plans for the evening.

(a) How are you going to get there?
(b) When do you have to be home?
(c) What does his mother remind Philippe to do?

(3 marks)

Total (10 marks)
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SECTION II WRITING

Below is part of a letter you received from your French friend Jacques who
is coming to Scotland.

/ A auwaA. _>ojl <b<- 12- -y*™- ■ 6-6^
* 1 ■ • - i;0.

oz.-

-<lus£ ^

M- ^ -**■ X J*Y»- n- - r** -^T
xdL*Jr. & /&€AO- VOU. \

Answer Jacques letter inviting him to stay with you and telling hi- you
will meet him when he arrives.

STAGE 4 ONLY

While staying with you Jacques went out leaving the key behind. You also
have to go out. Write a short note saying where you have left the key
(la clef) and when you will be back. Write your note on your answer paper.
Draw a box like this to write in:-



Marianne:

Jean-Claude
Lebois:

(FE:III;T)
G.L.A.F.L.L. STAGE IV FRENCH 1980

SECTION III TEACHER'S SHEET

LISTENING TEXT

Vous ecoutez Radio Region. II est exactement 9^.30.
Et maintenant en Direct d«-^.. Centre de la Jeunesse de
Nice se deroule actuellement la semaine de rencontres
internationales de la jeunesse, le programme de la journee
presente par Jean—Claude Lebois.

Merci Marianne. Nous voici done au Centre de la Jeunesse
de Nice d'oii nous allons donner le programme de la journee
pour cette premiere journ^e des rencontres internationales
de la jeunesse. C'est maintenant que nous allons donner les
instructions a nos amis etrangers. Alors Ecossais, Allemands,
Italiens, Espagnols ecoutez. bien. Tout d'abord il faut que
tous les participants de toutes les nations r^pondent \ 3
questions generates. Et puis chaque participant doit apporter
ses 3 reponses \ la Mairie de Nice le plus rapidement possible,
au bureau num^ro 3 de la Mairie, qui se trouve Rue de 1'Hotel
de Ville. Done ecoutez bien les 3 questions et repondez—y
rapidement.

Question Numero 1:

je repete

Question Numero 2:

Comment s'appelle la mer qui se trouve a Nice?

it it tt tt

Quel est le pays etranger qui est le plus
pres de Nice.

je repete

Question Numero 3: Quelles sont les couleurs du drapeau fran^ais'
je repete

Cet apres-midi a 14h.30 les participantsVoila pour ce matin,
italiens et espagnols doivent aller au terrain de sport pour un
match de football, alors que les Ecossais et les Alleroands doivent
aller a 15h.00 sur la plage, en face de 1'Opera pour leur match de
volleyball. Je repute (as above)

v ^ /
Ce soir a 20h.00 a la Salle des Fetes aura lieu une grande soiree
disco, laquelle sont invites les participants de toutes les nations
C'est la que se passera la finale de cette journee avec une
competition de danse disco entre les participants des equipes
gagnantes de cet apres-midi.

Nous finirons la soiree autour du Podium de Radio Region ou nous
recevrons notre invite special, Plastic Bertrand . Alors,que les

. , V. ' -*
meilleurs gagnent,et bonne chance a tous. Et a ce soir, ou je
vous verrai en compagnie de Monsieur le Maire^ qui remettra le Prix
de la journee a l'equipe gagnante. Ceci se passera dans la Salle
des Fetes, apr^s la soiree disco autour du podium de Radio Region,
bien sur, la Radio qui est plus pres de vous - Marianne, 1'antenne
est a vousj

Marianne: Merci Jean-Claude. A ce soir et bonne chance a nos jeunes amis.



G.L.A.F.L.L. STAGE 4 FRENCH 1980

SECTION III LISTEKING

You are staying in Nice as a member of the Scottish delegation to an internationa
youth congress. It is your first day and the local radio gives you the programm
for the day, with news of competitions, quizzes etc. Listen carefully to find
out what you must do:-

1. Where exactly are vou told to take vour answers to the
quiz questions? (3)

2. What are the answers to the 3 quiz questions (in English) (3)

3. What are the Italians and Spaniards doing this afternoon? (1)

4. Where should you go this afternoon? (2)

5. What will you be doing there? (1)

6. What's on this evening at the Salle des Fences? (1)

7. When dees it begin? (1)

8. Who will be involved in the competition? (1)

9. Who is the special guest? (1)

10. What will the mayor be doing there? (1)

Total (15 marks)
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GLAFLL Stages 1 and 2 French Test 1983

Your French teacher has arranged for your class to take part in a
letter and tape exchange with a French school. Today ycur first
parcel from the school has arrived.

1. Overleaf is a letter for your class from class 5A in the College
Villeneuve in Grenoble.

There is a new pupil in your class who doesn't understand French.
Tell him/her as much as you can about what it says in the letter.

2. Now here is the tape from the French pupils. Your teacher will
play it a few times for you. The French pupils are looking
for penpals from your class and you have all to be matched up.

Your task is:-

- to listen to what each of the French pupils says

- to choose any 2 of them that you personally would like to write
to

to say for each of the 2 what it is about them that appeals to
as a possible penpal. What do you have in common, if anything,
or what about them might make them interesting to know? Do you
think they would like to correspond with you? Listen to what
they say about the kind of person they are looking for.

Their names are:- Sebastien Lefewre
Annick Leclerc
Bernard

Sylvie Seriot
Marcel
Marie-Laure Dumont

Philippe

Stage 2 candidates: Now write a short letter in French to your
first choice of penpal, telling him/her a
few things about yourself.
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GLAFLL FRENCH STAGE 2

READING TEST

The pupils have enclosed 5 photos of their school and area with comments
on the back. These have been photocopied and the comments typed beside
them. Your task is to explain as much as you can concerning what the
pupils say about each photo. Be sure to write the number of the picture
beside your answer.

1.

Voici notre college. II est tout
neuf. Les cours commencent

a 8h30 sauf le mercredi quand
in n'y a pas de classes. Le
college est situe dans un pare.
Notre salle de class se trouve

au 2 ieme etage a droite -
- (regardez la photo.)



Voici Sylvie, Anne, Laure et Marie-Ange. C'est midi. Elles rentrent a
la maison pour le dejeuner. On a deux heures pour manger. Comme vous
voyez, on ne porte pas d'uniforme. On peut aller a l'lcole en jeans.

3.

Voici le tel£ferique. On
peut monter au sommet de
la montagne. C'est sensatic
(Regardez la photo).
En haut il y a un cafe.
C'est cher - mais le chocola
chaud est dalicieuxJ



4»

C'est la piscine municipale. Elle est couverte et chauffee. C'est gratuit
pour les groupes scolaireSo Elle est ouverte tous les jours de 9h du matin
a 8h du soir.

5.

C'est mercredi apres-midi. Notre equipe joue contre le college St.
Aubin. On a gagne 2-0.



Martine Jacquemin est
deleguee de classe pour
la classe 5A.

Interview

Martine Jacquemin frequente le College
Villeneuve depuis deux ans. Ses
passetemps favoris sont le ski, le
basket et le patin a glace. En effet,
elle pratique tous les sports. Ce
qu'elle deteste c'est de rester sans
rien faire et de ne pas sortir.
Martine joue du piano depuis l'age de
huit ans et elle adore les Beatles.

Ce qu'elle pense du college? Dans le fond
elle trouve les profs assez sympas.
<<Heureusement que je suis tombee dans
une classe vachement sympa et c'est ca qui
compte pour moi >7 .

Y a-t-il un animal dans sa vie? Martine
avait un perroquet, mais ses parents l'ont
vendu car elle etait allergique k ses
plumes.

Son opinion politique? A vrai
dire, elle ne s'int^resse pas a
la politique mais elle fait part]
de la campagne pour le
desarmement nucleaire.

Comme deleguee de classe,elle a les intentions suivantes:-

ameliorer les relations entre eleves et profs.
encourager la creation de clubs de toutes sortes pour les eleves.
demander plus de temps pour les activites sportives.

P- f- O



Overleaf is an article from the Villeneuve school magazine about Martine
Jacquemin who is the class representative on the Students Representative
Council.

Complete the grid with as much information as you can.

Name Martine Jacquemin

Hobbies

Dislikes

What she thinks of school

Membership of any organisation

What she'd like to do as

class representative



 



N.B.DONOTATTEMPTTHESETESTSBEFOREREADINGTHEFOLLOWINGNOTES APREPARATIONFORTESTING 1.Foradetailedaccountofconversationtesting,GLAFLL28stillapplies. Departmentsshouldbefamiliarwithitscontentsandhavelistenedto theaccompanyingtapesandreadthetranscripts.
2.Thenewtestsarecolourandlettercoded(A,B,C,D).ThereareAbatches. SchoolsshouldascertainfromDeanCentrewhatcolour(s)theyshouldbe offeringamaximumof5daysbeforetheybegintesting.

3.Schoolsmustofferaselectionoftestitemsfromthebatch.Itisnot acceptableforallcandidatestodothesameitem.
A.Choiceofitems# Itisinorderforteachers,tooffercandidatesaselectionof2-3test items,describingtheareatestede.g."travelling,shopping,talking aboutScotland",providedallpupilsdon'tchoosethesameitem.

^TESTING 1.Useofforeignlanguage Oncethetesthasstarteditshouldbeconductedthroughoutintheforeign language.Teachersshouldcheckthatcandidateshaveallessentialvocabularyitemsbeforebeginningthetest.Thereaftercandidatesareexpectedtoaskforhelponlyintheforeignlanguagee.g."Commentdit-onplatformenfran^ais".Frequentrecoursetothisstrategywouldhoweversuggestthatthecandidateisincapableofcompletingthetask.
2.Cueing Thewordingofthetestitemsisforguidanceonly.Teachersareaskedto findtheapproachbestsuitedtotheirpupils.Ithasbeenfoundthatcueing oncardalonewithnoverbalbackingistheleastsatisfactoryapproach. Teachersshouldtaketimetoexplaintothecandidateswhattheyarerequired todo.

3.Flexibility Interlocutorsshouldadjusttheleveloftheirspeechtosuitthecandidate asappropriate.Themainaimistoencouragecandidatestointeractas naturallyaspossible.Interlocutorsshouldfeelfreetodevelopanylead offeredbythecandidate.
A.Errors Errorsinmeaningwhichimpedecomprehensionmustbedealtwithaswouldoccur withanativespeaker:Forinstance:- a)drawthespeaker'sattentiontotheerrorwhereitisclearasemantic errorhasoccurred."Comment?""Wie?""Como?""Come?"

b)allowthe"misunderstanding"toproceed,makethecandidatetakethe consequencesandclearitupsubsequently.Candidatesshouldnotin generalbepenalisedfor"oneoff" errorswhichcanbeclearedupin thisway.

....2/

Realiashouldbeusedasindicated.Whendealingwithmoney,prices shouldberealistic.Candidatesshouldbefamiliarwithhandlingthe foreigncurrency.
6.ExtraTests Teachersshouldfeelfreetomakeupsimilartestsunderspecialcircumstances asappropriate.Whereforexamplesomethingexcitingorunusualhastaken placerecentlyinschoolorinthelocalityetc.

LOPPING(LOP*LevelofPerformance)(SeeGLAFLL28-AssessingLevelofPerformance Page5)
Forgradingperformancesmarkersshouldlookforthefollowingfeatures:- communicativequalities useofstrategies interactiveability appropriacy linguisticrange N.B.Slipsofpronunciationandgrammarwhichdonotinterferewithmeaning shouldbeignored.

Inadditiondifficultyoftaskistakenintoaccount.Thus,withtasksdeemed difficult,theavailableLOPsmaybe0,3,AwithnoLOP1or2beingavailable onthistest.ThelowerLOP(e.g.3)*taskcompleted,thehigher(e.g.A)= taskcompletedwell,bearinginmindtheabovefeatures. Asaruleofthumh,testsofferingLOPs1and2areforaverageStage1pupils. AtestofferingLOPs2,3couldbegivento:-
a)goodStage1pupilslookingforcredit b)averageandaboveaverageStage2pupils c)poorStage3pupils Thefollowingdiagrammaybeofhelp:

ipllfailstou/c tcausahadidn't ndaratandtask

Performance Haltedto coopletlngtask, aoaetiaaswith difficulty.Few coanunicative orlinguistic qualities.

Fairlyconfident atphraselevel. Maylackcoomun- lcativastrategies/ linguisticfeatures togomuchbeyond this



onholidayandwanttogotofortheweek-endleavingonFriday6ometime.You'reattheticketofficeandwanttobuyareturnticket2ndclass". Theinterlocutorshould:-askwhenpupilwantstogo,ifFriday(anyorder)notoffered
onestablishinghe/shewantsreturnticket, askhowlongtheyarestaying

-inordertooffercheaprateweekendreturn fare(explaininsimpleterms)
In ordertoPass,the pupilmust:-understandaboutthecheapweekendreturn -payfortheticket LOPavailable0,1,2

Materialneeded:Foreignmoney Theinterlocutorisapoliceofficer.Thecandidateistoldverballyor
onacard,somethinglike:"YouareonholidayinXstayingattheXhotelinXstreet.(Thisinformationcouldbegiveninwriting).Thismorningyoulostyourbagintown.(Candidateshouldbegivenabagpluscontentsor photoofbagpluscontents,toincludepasspost,sumofmoney,personalitemsetc) Yourtaskistoreportthelosstothepoliceofficer. Thinkofwhatyouhavetodointhissituation—giveandperhapsspellyourname,giveyourFrenchaddress,describeyourbagandcontentsandreport whereandwhenyoulostit.Bepreparedtoanswerthepoliceofficer's questions.Listencarefullytowhatissaid.Theremaybeacomprehension checkinEnglishattheendofthetest,soifyoudon'tunderstand,sayso(intheforeignlanguage)." Theinterlocutorshould

InordertoPassthe candidatemustata certaintime:

-haveanotepadtowritedowndetailsastold; name,forename,address,wherelostetc.
-getcandidatetospellname(helpasappropriate) -getexactdetailsofbag-colour,materialand contents(amountofmoneyetc)

-findoutwhen/wherebaglost -ifbaglostatstation,banketc,findoutif candidatehasalreadyreportedit
-askcandidatetocomeroundtomorrowatXo'clock toseeifithasbeenfoundORsuggestcontactby phone

-reportmissingbag -beabletogivetheinformationnecessaryfor findingthebag
-understandwhathe/shehastodotomorrow LOPavailable0,2,3,4

Materialneeded:
Bagorphotoofbag Formforteachertocomplete

NB.Notthesameforallpupils

there. ForLOP1/2-Findoutsimplethingslike;isitabigschool,numberof pupils,whendaybeginsandends,isthereaswimmingpool, areteachersnice,strictetc.
ForLOP3/4-Candidatesareexpectedtoaskaboutlengthoflessons, subjectsstudied,discipline,afterschoolactivities, homework.

Stage4-Candidatewouldalsocomparewithownschoolandexpress preferences.
Theinterlocutorisaforeigntouristinthecandidate'stown.Thecandidate istoldverballyoronacard:"Youareinacafeintownwhenyouare addressedinbyaforeignerwhowantsyourhelp". Theinterlocutorshould: (thisismerelyanoutline teacherswillnodoubt findthebestwaythem¬ selves)

askifthecandidatespeaks sayhe/shehasaproblem sayhe/shewantstophoneafriendinthe townbutdoesn'tknowhowtoworkacoinbox. askhowmuchmoneyisneededorifitusesa token askwhentoputthecoinin shownumberplusdiallingcodeforareaand askpupilifthatiscorrect.
Int0Passthe _givereasonableinstructionsastohowtocandidatemust:•,

useacoinbox explainthatforeignerdoesn'thavetodial areacode
LOPsavailable0,3,4

NBThistestrequiresadegreeofmaturityfromthecandidateand shouldnotnormallybedonewithSISIIpupils.Arealpublicphone orapictureofonewouldbehelpful.



candidate
is

told

eitner
verbally
or
on

card

something
like:
"You

are

staying
in

the

home
of

your

penpal

in

Your

penpal
is

out

shopping.
While

playing
ball

with
the
dog
in

the

garden,
you

kick
the

ball

through
the

kitchen
window
and

smash
it.

Go

and
tell

your

penpal's

mother/father
who
is

reading
the

paper
in

the

sitting
room.
You
had

better
say
you
are

sorry
and

offer
to

pay
for

the

damage".
The

interlocutor
should:

-

find
out

what's
happened
(perhaps

ask

what
the

noise
was)

-

find
out

which
window

-

find
out
how
it

happened

-

say

payment
not

necessary

In

order
to

Pass
the

candidate
must:

-

report
broken

window

-

offer
payment

LOPs

suggested
0,2,3

A6.

The

interlocutor
is

a

foreigner
met
by

the

candidate
on

the

plane
going

to

The

candidate
is

told

verbally
or
on
a

card

something

like:
"You

are

travelling
by

plane
to

stay
with
your

penpal
for

the

first

time.
You

meet

someone
on

the

plane
who

comes
from

your

penpal's
town.

See

what
you
can

find
out

about
the

town
-

for

example:

-

where
you
can

shop
for

things
you

like

-

what
there
is

in

the
way
of

entertainments

that
you

fancy

-

what

places
of

interest
there

are

nearby

-

if

you
can

play
your

favourite
sport/s
there

-

what
the

local
food

specialities
are

The

interlocutor
should:

-

answer
the

questions
asked

-

ensure
answers
are

understood
if

in

doubt

-

develop
questions
in

the

direction
of

the

candidate'siown
interests

and

preferences

In

order
to

Pass
the

candidate
must:

-

find
out

enough
about
the

town
in

order
to

do

things
he/she
finds

interesting

-

be

able
to

talk
about

what

he/she
likes

doing
in

respect
of

the

above

LOPs
1/2

Candidates
who
only
ask
"Is

there
a"

"Can

you...";
"Is

the

town
big

etc..."

LOPs
3/4

Candidates
who
talk

about

specific

interests
in

an

interactive
way.

•.auuxuaie
coia,

either

verbally
or
on
a

card,

something
like:
"You

are
on

holiday
in
X

with
your

parents,
who

speak
no

French.
You

are

travelling
by

car.
A

month
ago

on

the
X

of

(month)
you

wrote
to

the

hotel

reserving
2

rooms,

1

double
with
bath
for

your

parents,
1

single
with

shower
for

yourself,

for
X

nights.
You
have
just

arrived
at

the

hotel
and
are

tired
and

hungry.

You'd
like

to

get

your
rooms
as

soon
as

possible.
It
is
7

o'clock.

The

interlocutor
should:

(playing
the

role
of

uninterested
hotel

employee)
In

order
to

Pass
the

candidate
must:

-

get

name
(get
it

spelt)

-

get

details
of

booking

-

fail
to

find
trace

of

letter

-

say

hotel

practically
full
(be

unhelpful)

-

eventually
'find'

rooms
but

without
bath/

shower
etc.

(unless
pushed
hard
by

pupil,

in

which
case
LOP

may
be

high
if

this
is

effective)
OR

-

if

candidate
says

he/she
will
go
to

another

hotel
point
out

that
it's
late

and

there
will

be
no

room
there

either
because

of
a

local

festival
etc....

-

give
times

of

meals
and
say

where

restaurant
is

-

work
out
a

reasonable
solution
to

the

problem

LOPs

available
0,3,4,5

NB

This
test

depends
totally

on

the

flexibility
of

the

interlocutor.

He/she
should
offer

various
suggestions

starting
with
the

least

acceptable.
Candidates

who

want

another
hotel

should
be

dissuaded

from

getting
one.

The

interlocutor
is

him/herself.
The

candidate
is

told

either
verbally

or
on
a

card,

something
like:
"The

person
you
are

talking
to

has

brought

some

pictures
to

show
you
of

his/her
children
(or

of

someone
else's

children
-

e.g.

foreign
children).
See
how

much
you
can

find
out

about

them
-

e.g.
what

they're
called,
their

ages,

interests
or

hobbies,
pets
etc.

Be

prepared
to

talk
about

yourself
as

well".

The

interlocutor
should:

show
the

pictures
saying
who
the

children

areanswer
the

candidate's
questions

(interact

with
the

candidate
to

keep
the

conversation

going)find
out

about
the

candidate's
personal

background
and

interests
if

he/she
doesn't

know

already

In

order
to

Pass
the

candidate
must:

demonstrate
an

ability
to

interact
in

the

foreign
language

be

able
to

ask

some

questions
relevant
to

the

photos
be

able
to

give

information
about

his/her

own

interests
LOPs

suggested:
0234

NB.

This
test

seems
to

depend
on

the

character
of

the

testee.
Be

prepared
to

jettison
if

necessary.



».i.avej.j.Aiig oy train irom XtoYwhereyouweretomeetsomefriends.Unfortunatelyyouhavemissedyourconnectionandarenowin....Z.......whileyourfriendsarewaitingatthestationinYYouhavetotelltheclerkwhathashappenedandsee
ifhe/shecangetintouchwithyourfriendsandalsohelpyoutogettoY". Theinterlocutorshould:

-establishwhathashappened -getcandidate'sname -getnamesanddetailsofpeoplewaitingforhim/her
-offersuggestionsastohowtoget toYbytrainorbus

-askwhatmessagecandidatewantsleft
InordertoPassthe candidatemust:

-reportmissedconnection -reportfriendswaiting -askforhelp -decideonmessage LOPsavailable0345

A10.Theinterlocutoriswardenofacampsite.Thecandidateistoldeitherverbally,ononcard:"YouhavearrivedatyourholidaydestinationbycarwithyourparentswhospeaknoYouarestayingatacampsite.Yourcarhasbrokendown-no-oneknowswhatiswrong.Youhavetotellthewardenwhathasheppenedandaskhim/hertorecommendyouagaragewhichisreliableandwon'tchargetoomuch".Listencarefullytowhatyouaretold.TherewillbeacomprehensioncheckinEnglishattheend. Theinterlocutorshould:
-findoutproblem

-askwhatkindofcaritis -suggesttwogarages(seebelow) -givecandidatepapertoquotedetailson -getcandidatetowritedownaddressesof garages
-sayoneisbetterthanother(seebelow)

InordertoPassthe candidatemust:

-tellaboutproblemwithcar -getcheapbutgoodgarage -beabletogiveinformationtoparents aboutthegarages.
LOPsavailable034

GarageA

GarageB

near

furtheroff

big

small

busy

lessbusy

ratherdear

cheaper

verygood

OKbutslow

Thesearesimplyideasforteacherstobuildon.

wwQitvuigiu a
foreignvisitortotheschool,whowantstoaskyousomequestionsaboutwhattodoinhis/hersparetimehere.Seeifyoucanfindoutwhatthevisitorlikesdoingbest-sport,cinema,theatre,discosetc.andgivewhatadviceyoucan". Theinterlocutorshould:(anyorder)

askcandidate'sname waitforcandidatetoaskwhathe/shelikesdoingifpossible askabout2ofthesuggested(oranyother)topics getroughideaofwherehecandowhat
In ordertoPassthe candidatemust:

-beabletounderstandwhatforeignerwants todo
-beabletosaywheretogofor2activities LOPsavailable0,1,2,3

A12.Theinterlocutorisawaiter/waitress.Thecandidateistoldverballyoronacardsomethinglikethis:"YouareonholidayinYouareinarestaurantandmustorderfromthemenuamealwhichyoucanafford.Youhavemoney.Youmustbesuretoordersome¬thingyoulike,soyouareexpectedtoaskifthereissomethingyoudon'tunderstand". Theinterlocutorshould:(anyorder)

explainthecontentsofanydishverysimplywhenasked tellthepupilhisfirstchoiceisoff,eitherimmediatelyitisorderedoronhis/hersupposed returnfromthekitchen.
InordertoPassthe candidatemust:

-getamealheissuretolikeandcanpayfor LOPsavailable0,1,2
Materialsneeded:

Menu(NB.Themenu(seeexample)shouldbesuchthatonlyonechoiceoutofthreeislefttothecandidateanditwillbetheunknownitem.Thecandidatehastoaskwhatitisinordertopass.Ifhe/shedoesn'tlikeit,offeranomelette.
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..
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....2.00
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If
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candidate
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any
of
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above,
the
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can

offer
an

omelette. 10.2011.0015.00
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CLAFLLREVISEDCONVERSATIONTESTSPUPIL/PUPIL NOTESEORTEACHER

I

isf i^l
mW

N.L.DONOTATTEMPTTHESETESTSBEFOREREADINGTHEFOLLOWINGNOTES A.TIMEOFTEST Becauseoftheproblemsassociatedwiththelogisticsofconversationtesting,the followingsuggestionshavebeenmaderegardingpupil/pupiltests.Thesewould equallywellapplytoteacher/pupiltests. 1.Thetestscouldbedone"ondemand"whenpupilsarereadywithinaninformal
...>•-.classroomsetting,attheendofalessonforexample. 2.Thetestscouldthu9bedonethroughoutaterm/yearwithresultsheldbackuntil thewholestagetesthasbeencompletedbythegroupbeingpresented.

N.B.Theabovedoesnotalterthefactthat25%ofbothteacher/pupilandpupil/pupil testsshouldberecordedandsubmittedwithGLAFLL22toDeanCentrebefore RecordsofAchievementcanbeawarded.
B.PREPARATIONFORTESTING 1.Foradetailedaccountofconversationtesting,GLAFLL28stillapplies. Departmentsshouldbefamiliarwithitscontentsandhavelistenedtothe

' *accompanyingtapesorreadthetranscrips.
m1 A

ill m 1

Thenewtestsarecolourandlettercoded(A.B,C,).Thereare3batchesofpaired testsplus1batchofGroupTests(SeeE).SchoolsshouldascertainfromDeanCentre whatcolourtheyshouldbeofferingamaximumof5daysbeforetheybegintesting. Whereschoolsaretesting"ondemand",overaperiodoftime,they,should'selecttests fromeachbatchinturn.
3.Schoolsmustofferaselectionoftestitemsfromthebatch.Itisnotacceptable forallcandidatestodothesameitem.

4.Choiceofitems Itisinorderforteacherstooffercandidatesachoiceof2testitems,describing theareatested-e.g."choosingapresent/arrangingadate,"providedallpupils don*tchoosethesameitem.Thetestsshouldundernocircumstancesberehearsed,however."Learningbyheart"ofdialogueswillbepenalised.
5.Familiaritywithpupil/pupilinteraction* Itisessentialthatcandidatesarefamiliarwiththistypeofactivity."Communication exercises"areprovidedinGLAFLLpackIasonewayofpreparingthemforthis.

6.Choiceofpairs Asfaraspossible,candidatesshouldsitthetestwiththeirnormalpartner.
7.Reaction/cuecardsetc. Departmentsshouldtrytobuildupastockofitemsfortests-e.g.diaries showingdifferentactivitiesfordifferentdays/dates,non-matching/matching"lost"items,same/similar/differentclothes/presentsetc.maps. TV/cinemaprogrammes. See"CommunicationExercises"forideasonhowtopresentthese.

8.Cueing»,« Teacherswillnodoubtfindforthemselvesthemostsuccessful»aytocue
candidates-verbalbji^krup.tocardshasbeenfoundtobeessentialhowever.ItmustalwaysbecleartothecandidatesWhattheoutcomeofthetestshouldbe.Materials,timetables,diaries,programmesetc,shouldhoweverbeintheforeignlanguage. TESTING 1.Interventionbyteacher Oncethetesthasstartedtheteachershouldremaininthebackground.If candidatesareseriouslyintrouble,theteachermayinterveneusingtheforeignlanguagee.g.tosortoutasemanticconfusionwhichhasledtoabreakdown.Ifindoubtastoarrangements!choicesetc,teachersshouldcheckwithcandidatesattheendoftheexchangeintheforeignlanguagetoseewhathasbeenarranged,decidedetc.

2.Useoftheforeignlanguage Oncethetesthasstarteditshouldbeconductedthroughoutintheforeignlanguage.Teachersehouldcheckthatcandidateshaveallessentialvocabularyitemsbeforebeginningthetest.Thereaftercandidatesshouldfirstaskeach otherforhelpintheforeignlanguageeg."Commentdit-onbirthdayenfrancais,andonlyhaverecoursetotheteacherwhereseriousdifficultyarises(see1above).Frequentrecoursetothisstrategywouldhoweversuggestthat acandidateisincapableofcompletingthetask.
3.Useofpidgin Theproblemofpartnersusingashorthandversionoftheforeignlanguage specifictothemselvescansometimesarise,usuallywherethepartnershavebeen workingtogetheroveralongperiod.Teachersshouldaccustompupilstochanges ofpartneranddealwithsuchdevelopmentsaspartofclassroommethodology.Where"Englishwithaforeignaccent"predominatesinsuchatest,candidates arelikelytofail.Someallowancescanhoweverbemadeforstressundertest conditions. LOPPING(LOP-LevelofPerfomance)(SeeGLAFLL28-AssessingLevelof PerformancePage5) Forgradingperformancesmarkersshouldlookforthefollowingfeatures communicativequalities interactiveability appropriacy linguisticrange useofstrategies

N.B.Slipsofpronunciationandgrammarwhichdonotinterferewithmeaningshouldbeignored.
Inadditiondifficultyoftaskistakenintoaccount.Thus,withtasksdeemeddifficult,theavailableLOPsmaybe0,3,4withnoLOP1or2beingavailable onthistest.ThelowerLOP(e.g.3)■taskcompleted,thehigher(e.g.4)=task completedwell,bearinginmindtheabovefeatures. Asaruleofthunb,testsofferingLOPs1and2areforaverageStage1pupils.AtestofferingLOPs2,3couldbegivento a)goodStage1pupilslookingforcredit b)averageandaboveaverageStage2pupils c)poorStage3pupils
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A1.YOUWILLHEED:detailsofatleast4differentfilms-2each SITUATION:"Youwanttoarrangewithyourpartneravisitto thecinema."•
PAST•"Decide-whichfilmtoseeaccordingtoyour ownpreferences

Finup-whentogo whattimetogo wheretomeet"

LOP0,1,2
A.2.YOU1/1LiHEED:tosupplycandidateswiththeinformationbelow. SrrjATIOTs"YouwanttospendthedaytogetheronSaturday" "Plenaniceday,finishingbeforemidnight. Youhave£each. Besuretohavealternativesincaseofbadweather"

LOPs01.2,3 KBTillscouldbedoneasagrouptest. A%YOUinLLHEED:anewattractioninthelocalareatotalkabout(HEALSITUATION)
SITUATION:CandidateAhasbeentothenew:golfcourse

pancakehouse rollerdiscoetc.

andthinksCandidateBshouldvisitit.
?ASgjCandidateBwantstoknowaboutit e.g.whenit'sopen howmuchitcosts whatitoffersetc.

LOP.0,1,2,3
(Thi*willdependoneituationandcueing)

A4.YOUWILLHEED5to,getpupilstobringholidaysnaps/familyphotos inadvance(BEALINF0BMATI0H)
SITUATION:"Youhave.bothbrou^itphotosofyourholidays/families toshoweachother"

TASKs"Telleachotheraboutwhereyouwere/whothepeople are. Findoutasmuchinformationasyoucanabouteach others'holidays/families"
LOP0,1,2,3 A5.SITUATION:"Yourfavouriteteacherisleaving" KBArealteacherbothcandidatesknowwellshould heagreedonandextrainformationabouthis/hergiven asnecessary.

TASK:"Chooseafarewellpresentfromtheclasscostingno morethan£"
KB:Thiscouldbedoneasagrouptest.

LOPs0,1,2,3

1



A
6

.

TOO
WILL
HEED
:

de-tails
of

choice
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school
dinners
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alternatives
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and
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he
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today
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s

'

"Discuss
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alternative
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local
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be

better
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0

2,y
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,
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needs
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A
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"
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....

,,,verr̂.—..
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.
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0

2,3

A10
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a
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:
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i

.
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the
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basket:
"
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items,
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back
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where

possible.
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0,3,4



A12..

SITUATION:"Youand.yourfriendaregoingyouthhostelling -thisweekend"
TASK:"Planfortheweekende.g.Wheretogo

hitchhike

Howtogettherebus S\train

Whattotake"

NB:Thiscouldbedoneasagrouptest
MPs03,4,5

A13.YOUWILLNEED:extrovertpupilsofdifferentsexwhodon't knoweachotherwell.
SITUATION:"Youareonablinddate.(Teachertosupply appropriatedetails-friendsincommon,where, whenetc...)"

TASK:"Gettoknowasmuchabouteachotherasyoucan"
MP0,3,4,5
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APPENDIX 3

GLAFLL materials for pupils to be published by Macmillan Education.

1. Hamilton J (1984) Corresponding with a French penfriend
Hamilton J (1984) Corresponding with a German penfriend
Hamilton J and Cumming M J (1984) Corresponding with a Spanish
penfriend

2. Hamilton J, Harris M, Jardine K, Meldrum D - French for reaj
Hamilton J, Priester J, Watkins S, Wheeldon P - German for real
Cumming M J, Mullen D - Spanish for real

The above publications will be available in January 1985.

3. Hamilton J and Clearie J - Take your partners: French
pairwork exercises

Hamilton J and Wheeldon P - Take your partners: German
pairwork exercises

Hamilton J and Cumming M J - Take your partners: Pictorial

The above publications will be available in May/June 1985.

4. Listening materials (no title as yet) in:

French
German

Spanish

Cassettes + Teachers Books + Pupil's Books

Forthcoming
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Foreword
W A Gatherer
Chief Adviser, Lothian

There are several reasons why modern language material has been produced in Lothian Region.
By far the most important reason is that a large number of teachers immediately recognised
the value of the approach in the Graded Levels of Achievement in Foreign Language Learning
project and were willing - in many cases eager - to participate in an important research
and development project. I am sure, however, that this enthusiasm would be matched in any
group of teachers of modern languages lucky enough to learn about the approach. I am
equally sure that the language teachers in Lothian would not have been able to achieve what
they have done if the system of curriculum development had been less suited to the
project.

It is often said nowadays that curriculum development is essentially teacher development.
The truth of this generalisation becomes clearer the more one reflects on the various kinds
of curriculum development which have been developed in recent decades. The curriculum
package, produced by a relatively small group of specialists brought together for the
purpose, is perhaps the longest established as well as the most common product of the
curriculum development movement. The new science and language curricula produced in various
American curriculum centres, the many new programmes and kits produced for different
subjects by the Schools Council, the numerous commercially published sequences of textbooks
and work materials - all these testify to the prevalence of the so-called 'agricultural'
model of innovation: you produce a new and better packet of seeds and broadcast them as

widely as you can. Admirable though most of these undoubtedly are as curricula, they lack
the 'credibility' of the curriculum designed for particular pupils by particular teachers.
The materials developed in this project are, whatever else they may be, those of practising
teachers working for and with their own pupils.

The system of curriculum development we have established in Lothian enables teachers to
produce their own curricula. We have set up a Regional Consultative Committee (RCC)
containing head teachers, advisers, representatives of colleges and others: this takes a
global view of all curricular matters, and constitutes one of the Authority's principal
sources of advice on secondary education. For every specialist area of the curriculum we
have Regional Study Groups (RSG). These, consisting of specialist teachers and normally
chaired by a head teacher, take responsibility for guidance on their specialist areas. The
RSG may set up working parties and may conduct surveys or research and development
projects. At any time it may seek the RCC's support for a major change in the Authority's
policy. While its status must remain an advisory one, it is nonetheless a potent influence
in the region, and (depending on the professional authority it wins for itself) it is seen
to be a powerful source of advice and leadership. Like the RCC, the RSGs are serviced,
funded and managed by a comprehensive advisory service whose officers, many of whom are
seconded teachers, see themselves as partners rather than supervisors of the teaching
staff.

In such a context the achievement of the RSG on modern languages may be seen to be a
natural and expected outcome. But it is much more than that: it is, in a real sense, a

triumphant justification of our belief in participatory curriculum development. As such I
welcome it and confidently predict its success. But it is also an instance of cooperation
and collaboration: between an excellent advisory team and the teaching staff; between a
Scottish group of enthusiasts and their colleagues in other European countries; and now,
between a group of teacher-researchers and a far-seeing publisher. For all these reasons,
the Project materials deserve your attention.

1



Introduction

1. AIM OF THE SYLLABUS GUIDELINES

These syllabus guidelines are intended to help teachers to make up their own schemes of
work for pupils in SI - SA (Scotland), in Years 1-5 (England), and in years 7/8 - 11/12
(Australia). Any teacher's scheme of work will be an inevitable compromise between an
'ideal' and the existing materials (commercial, authentic, or home-made) available to that
teacher. It is hoped that these syllabus guidelines will help teachers to work together in
departments or in larger groups:

(a) to look critically at whatever materials they have available to them
(b) to spot irrelevancies or gaps in them
(c) to search for or create supplementary materials to replace the irrelevancies, fill the

gaps, and go beyond what has been provided.

The syllabus guidelines are not to be seen as a strait-jacket, but rather as a compendium
of ideas to pick and choose from. As such it is hoped that they may also be of use to
course-writers and curriculum planners. A methodological approach is outlined in this
introduction and suggestions given in each section of the syllabus.

2. LAY-OUT OF THE SYLLABUS GUIDELINES

The syllabus guidelines have been divided into two parts:

Part 1:Communication
Part 2:Language resource suggestions

Part 1 is common to all foreign languages since it attempts progressively to describe
communication areas and activities, tasks and events that pupils can learn to perform in
whatever language they may be learning. From these activities emerge the likely Functions
and Notions to be covered, and Communicative Skills and Strategies for successful
performance. These, too, will be common to all languages.

Part 2 is language-specific, and sets out the particular Language Resource in each language
that is suggested for the Functions and Notions that have emerged in Part 1. Part 2 also
suggests what grammatical areas it would be sensible to cover in an explicit way. Part 2 is
published separately in French and in German by CILT and is available from: CILT Mail
Order, 20 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AP. Lothian Region will produce Part 2 in
Spanish, Russian and Italian, and copies for these last three languages can be obtained
from The Adviser in Modern Languages, Dean Education Centre, Belford Road, Edinburgh, EH4
3DS.

It is important to relate Part 1 to Part 2, and thus to have a total picture of
Communication, Communicative Skills and Strategies, suggested Language Resource and
Linguistic Skills for the particular languages required.

The syllabus guidelines are set out in a series of progressive Stages from Stage 1 to Stage
5 in both Parts. In order to understand the rationale behind this, it is necessary to
describe briefly the Lothian GLAFLL Project and how it has developed.

3. LOTHIAN REGION'S GLAFLL PROJECT (GRADED LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
LEARNING)

A project was set up in 1977 to establish a Regional scheme for school and adult foreign
language learning that would reflect the requirements of the learners.

At school level the basic aim of the project was to establish a framework, create the
necessary resources, and develop the techniques which would permit all pupils to attain a
worthwhile level of communicative ability in one or more foreign languages, and through
this to acquire insights into language, language learning, communication, and culture.

The Project has drawn on both theory and practice. From the theoretical side the insights
of Chomsky, Hymes, Halliday, Wilkins, Corder and Krashen have been particularly helpful,
and on the practical side the work of John Trim and the Council of Europe's Modern
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Languages Project No. A and that of a host of classroom EFL/ESL practitioners of the
communicative approach has been immensely useful.

Inevitably the Project is a child of its time and is concerned with such themes as communi¬
cative competence, graded levels of achievement, language awareness, learner
responsibility, interlanguage, criterion-referenced assessment and self-evaluation, as well
as with the fundamental task of making modern language learning in school a relevant,
successful and enjoyable experience for both learners and teachers. It is important to
state that the Project has been concerned with learners of all levels of ability and that
the framework, resources and techniques created seek to provide teachers with ideas as to
how to cater for the differing needs of pupils.

The Project has gathered momentum over the years and now embraces work on syllabus,
methodology, materials and assessment.

Let us first describe the framework of Stages and Levels.

A. THE FRAMEWORK OF STAGES AND LEVELS

Following the call for a series of age-free graded objectives to cover the whole ability
range, which pupils would reach as they were ready for them, we set out to create a series
of progressive Stages in language learning, each one of which would be more demanding than
the preceding one.

The early Stages (up to 0 Grade or 0 Level) would provide for a general communicative
language learning experience on a common basis for all, which could gradually be turned to
more specific purposes in the upper school or in post-school learning.

This general experience would cover a wide range of activities reflecting the wishes of the
pupils themselves, as shown in the Lothian survey reported in the AVLA Journal, vol XVII,
no. 2, 1979. It would not be restricted to rehearsal for tourism, but would, for example,
take in listening or viewing and reading for information and pleasure, classroom
interaction in the foreign language, games, and the establishment and maintenance of social
relationships whether face to face or at a distance.

In practice, although ideally each Stage would represent a time-free, age-free module to be
worked through in whatever way was deemed most appropriate-(i.e. intensive short-course or
drip-feed longer course), the vast majority of schools would no doubt have to operate
within the same broad traditional pattern of drip-feed learning; thus the decision as to
how many Stages to have and as to the nature of the increments between them were determined
according to the particular institutional constraints of the majority.

In the Scottish school system, foreign language learning is compulsory for all pupils in
S1/S2 and is optional in S3/SA and in S5/S6. From a practical point of view it is helpful
to see each block of two years as a single unit of time within which to plan schemes of
work.

It was decided, therefore, to create an appropriate number of Stages as target objectives
to cover all pupils in S1/S2, then to create further Stages or target objectives for all
who continued into S3/SA and then into S5/S6. These would form the basic building blocks of
the scheme.

It was agreed that it would be both feasible and sensible to set out three incremental
Stages or sets of target objectives to cover the range of pupils in S1/S2. It was thought
appropriate in S3/SA to reintroduce Stage 3 as an objective for those who might only have
attained a Stage 1 or 2, and to add Stages A and 5 as further objectives for those who
could reach them.

In S5/S6, Stage 5 would be reintroduced and Stages 6 and 7 added. These Stages would have
common core elements (social communication and media information-processing) plus optional
vocation-orientated grafts (e.g. scientific, business, secretarial, academic, etc).

A 'Stage' would be an expression of a range of purposeful activities, events or tasks which
the pupil would learn to perform. Within each Stage, the pupil would develop a number of
skills and strategies related to communication, and would gradually build up a language
resource flexible enough to enable him or her to understand and convey his or her meanings
in the various contexts involved.

As the pupil progressed up the scale of Stages so he or she would learn to cope with more
and more activities or events or tasks, would develop more skills and strategies, and would
build up a larger and more flexible language resource to cope with the demands made.
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It was also apparent that a scale of Levels of Performance would have to be set out. This
would be related to the tasks and activities envisaged for each Stage. In the world of real
foreign language communicative performance a great variety of levels are encountered
ranging from low level pidgins, based on a very small language resource, to much fuller
interlanguage levels. Pupil performance was and still is being studied in order to develop
valid and reliable criteria for assigning pupils to particular levels of performance on the
scale. In practice it was seen as sensible to allow for 3 Levels of Performance at each
Stage. The Levels would overlap both upwards and downwards. Thus a pupil doing Stage 3
would be expected to perform at Level 2, 3 or 4, and a pupil doing Stage 4 at Level 3, 4 or
5.

The framework of Stages and Levels covered by these syllabus guidelines has taken the
following shape:

GLAFFL Stages and Levels

Years

Scotland S1/S2
England 1, 2 and 3
Australia 7/8 and 8/9

Stage

1

Level of Performance Expected

0
1

_2

T
2

_3

1
3
4

Scotland S3/S4 3 2
England 4 and 5 3
Australia 9/10 and 10/11/12 |_4

4 ri
4

_5

5 F
5
6

This means, for example, that pupils in S1/S2 (England:Years 1,2 and 3, and Australia:Years
7/8 and 8/9) have two years to negotiate with their teacher whether they should attempt
Stage 1, Stage 2 or Stage 3. The Stages should be seen as "ways of life" tailored to the
aspirations and potential of the pupils involved in them.

Similarly in S3/S4 (England Years 4 and 5, Australia Years 9/10 and 10/11/12) pupils have a
further two years to determine whether they should attempt Stage 3, Stage 4 or Stage 5.

It is hoped that the experience gained from the work involved in this Project will assist
in the formulation of the Standard Grade syllabuses and examinations about to be instituted
in Scotland, and that work from similar Schemes to GLAFLL in England and Australia will
also have a positive effect on examinations there.

It is not necessary for pupils to go through each Stage successively. Each Stage is
complete in itself, with a surrender value in terms of what it enables pupils to do. Pupils
can aim for whatever Stage they and the teacher judge is appropriate for them. The Stages
overlap so that Stage 2 for example is Stage 1 plus a little bit more. The "more" is
realised through additional communicative activities involving more skills and a larger
language resource. The "more" should also be reflected in the pupil's greater communicative
ability or higher level of performance.

The overlaps between the Stages make it possible, but not easy, to cope in the same class
with a range of pupils, some of whom are working towards Stage 1, others of whom are aiming
at Stage 2; or in later years with a class of pupils, some of whom are aiming at Stage 3,
while others are aiming at Stage 4.
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The words 'communication' and 'communicative' have already appeared several times in this
Introduction. It is time briefly to state what we have come to understand by these terms.

5. COMMUNICATION

For us, communication has come to mean using language for a purpose beyond that of merely
practising forms. The purposes for which we use language may involve listening, speaking,
reading or writing or various combinations of these. Communication is thus not restricted
to conversation, but covers all sorts of language-using activities such as listening for
information, reading for pleasure, playing games, writing letters, etc.

In order to judge whether a particular classroom activity is communicative or not we have
found it useful to ask ourselves a number of questions, to which the answer should be
"yes":

- Is there a purpose to the activity beyond that of practising particular forms?
Are there participants involved? Is their relationship to one another clear? OR Does
the activity involve processing information from a spoken or written 'text', and if so,
is the 'text' being used for the purpose for which it was produced?
Is there an information, opinion or affect gap between the participants involved, or
between the user and the spoken or written text? Is the speech or writing received or
produced unpredictable? NB A lot of role-play may look like communication, but it is
not, since what is said is entirely predictable to the participants. There is a
distinction between acting or "acting out" and communicating.

- Does the communication conform to real-life norms of discourse-coherence? NB Cued

dialogues, where participants merely express cued discrete "functions", without really
having to listen or adapt to each other, cannot be said to conform to real-life norms
of discourse-coherence.

Halliday has helped us to see that language performs three main functions in human
activity. It permits us to refer to the world around us and to our own psychological state
and thus allows us to exchange information. It allows us to create and maintain
relationships, and get things done through them. And it allows us to stitch together our
fleeting and discrete perceptions and thoughts into some sort of cloth, i.e. it allows us
to create text.

In some ways it often seems easier to say what communication is not rather than what it is.
It is not just restricted to conversation. It is not "gobbiting" of discrete functions out
of context, unstitched into text. It is not language practice (the display of language
forms for their own sake). It is not skill development (the exercise of an isolated skill
such as listening comprehension, as traditionally done in class with a text and ten
purposeless random questions on it).

The keys to communication are purpose, participants (absent or present), and context.

Some people have thought that communication and the communicative approach should now
replace all the other things we have traditionally done in the classroom. This is not our
view. What we aim to do is to add the communicative dimension to the other things that have
proved successful in classroom language learning, and through this to ensure that the
pupils develop a communicative ability in the classroom, and are not left to acquire this
by themselves "when they get to the foreign country".

To learn to communicate in a foreign language will in our view involve:

- the development of communicative strategies that can only be developed through
communicating

- the development of a range of skills, communicative and linguistic
- the development of a language resource that is flexible and sensitive to context.

It will be necessary to put emphasis at different times, to different degrees, on each of
these areas. It will also be sensible to switch from 'doing' to 'thinking about'/'becoming
aware of' in each of these areas from time to time. It is an appropriate balance of
activities in the classroom between language practice, skill development and communication
that is required. The teacher's most challenging task is to find the appropriate balance
for each pupil that both motivates and leads to effective learning.

6. CREATING THE RESOURCES AND DEVELOPING THE METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Looking in retrospect at the progress of the GLAFLL project it is clear that it developed
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in a somewhat haphazard way with certain of its impulses deriving from theory, others from
Lothian classroom practice, and others from EFL experiences in various places - the whole
gradually taking shape as these influences merged or clashed and were reconciled. The
description of the development of the various areas given here must be seen as an attempt
after the event to bring some order and coherence into what was much less clear at the
Lime.

The particular model of curriculum development we tried to adhere to was one that involved
the active participation of as many teachers as possible in the following tasks:

(1) To describe the outcomes we wished to attain in general terms; and then to describe in
detail those objectives to be pursued at each Stage.

(2) To examine what was known about learning processes, which, if set in motion, would
permit the pupils to attain the specific objectives and general outcomes; and then to
build up a flexible methodological approach that would trigger off these processes.

(3) To search for and specify the particular learning experiences which would set the above
learning processes in motion, so that the learners could attain the hoped for outcomes;
and then to find and create resources that embodied these learning experiences.

(4) To develop an assessment scheme which would permit teachers and learners to monitor
progress; and then to create appropriate testing instruments.

(5) To develop a formative evaluation system that would allow us to monitor the project and
take the appropriate action; and then to elaborate questionnaires and make
video-recordings of classroom work to help to bring this about.

It seemed clear to us that many recent modern language projects had jumped directly from a
specification of target objectives to the production of learning resources, using those
objectives as direct input, without taking the all-important step of examining how learning
processes might work. It was felt that the Council of Europe's project, the early Graded
Objectives Schemes in Oxfordshire, York and elsewhere, and Munby's deterministic approach
to syllabus design would all be of limited value, until they were able to take questions of
learning processes aboard. Some of the early experimentation that took place as a result of
the above schemes (including early GLAFLL) seemed to indicate that this scepticism was
well-founded, since a lot of pupil work was regurgitative rehearsal of a trivial sort,
leading to superficial displays of accurate target behaviour with little flexibility in the
use of the language learnt. Although memorisation had taken place, there was little real
learning that would enable the learner to create language according to his or her needs of
the moment. It seemed to us essential to be as concerned about learning processes as about
uses of the language once learnt.

6.1 Outcomes and objectives

The project aims to lead every pupil towards four basic outcomes as a result of the
experience of modern language learning in the classroom:

(a) Some level of communicative ability in the foreign language
(b) Some level of responsibility, and some idea of how to go about learning a foreign

language
(c) Some level of awareness about language and communication
(d) Some level of cultural awareness

The development of communicative ability is dealt with in the main body of the Syllabus
Guidelines. It is perhaps useful here to indicate what is meant by the development of
responsibility, language awareness and cultural awareness.

6.1.1 Responsibility

For the pupil it is a question of gradually accepting responsibility in the following
areas:

- negotiation of objectives and of learning experiences to attain them
- use of self-access resources for individual study or paired or group work
- recording of information for one's own purposes

self-evaluation through coming to terms with one's own progress and performance level
- decision-taking as to how much effort to invest in language learning to attain

whatever Stage objectives one aspires to.

Clearly there is a need for a sharing of responsibility with the teacher in all of the
above areas.
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Through taking on increasing responsibility, it is hoped that learners will come to terms
with learning how to learn a language, so that they will have some idea of how to go about
it should they need to in the upper school or later in life.

6.1.2 Language awareness

There is much concern at present at the lack of awareness, both in and out of school, as to
the nature and function of language. There are several schools of thought as to how to
remedy the situation. Some wish to teach directly about language, either in an introductory
course before foreign language learning starts (e.g. Aplin et al : Introduction to langu¬
age, Hodder & Stoughton, 1981), or as a formal linguistics course at an intermediate or
more advanced level. Others wish to foster a school policy around the theme of 'Language
for learning' or 'Language across the curriculum', in which teachers are helped to become
aware of the principles underlying language and learning so that they may reflect upon the
way in which they themselves use language in their teaching, and the way they invite their
pupils to use language in their learning. Such a school policy is probably best initiated
through an analysis of the sort of language experience pupils undergo in their classroom,
which often reveals a number of ills to be remedied. Others see the problem as being
largely a question of asking pupils to reflect upon their own experience of language,
language learning and language use. Through reflection of this sort, insights may be
developed, which can then be extended into new areas.

There is probably a place for all of these approaches in school. It is hoped that through
our project, modern language departments will feel well placed to assist in the development
of a general school language awareness policy. At the very least it will be useful for
modern language teachers to discuss areas of common interest and concern with English
teachers, so that the insights about the nature of language that are imparted to pupils and
the terminology used are not in conflict.

Areas in which awareness of language can usefully be fostered within pupils through the
drawing out of insights based on personal experience or through direct teaching are :

- Language as communication: What is language? Human v. animal communication. Different
forms of human communication - codes, braille, sign language, etc. The human need for
communication and the function of language to carry information and affect.

- How the language grows: A language as a human creation responsive to the needs and
concerns of its speakers. Language stability/language change. Language families.

- How languages affect each other: Loan words. 'Franglais' etc.
- Language variety:dialects. Different varieties of a particular language. Styles and

registers related to people and their relationships, and to uses and contexts.
How languages affect human beings: togetherness and divisiveness. Prejudice related to
geography, race, class, etc.

- How we learn a language: mother-tongue learning. Strategies for learning a foreign
language.

- Language as system: pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary. Functions, notions, context,
discourse organisation.

- Literacy: The development of reading and writing. Functional and expressive writing.
Literature.

6.1.3 Cultural awareness

There are a variety of ways of fostering understanding of and openness towards others and
their ways of life. Perhaps the most used but the least successful approach is the direct
teaching about "background information" as subject matter to be learnt and regurgitated.

It would seem more sensible to set up direct experience of people and things foreign
through pen-pal correspondence, foreign assistant work, tape or even video exchanges from
school to school, school exchange visits and holiday travel, as well as through the provi¬
sion of authentic documents such as menus, magazines, tourist brochures, songs, poems,
books, tapes, visuals and the like. These will no doubt give rise to discussions of a
socio-cultural nature based on the experience derived from such things, which can then
extend into further areas of interest. This is a very different sort of classroom activity
from the teacher talk (or text book script) and pupil listening (or reading) that
characterises the "teaching about" approach. Openness towards a foreign culture is probably
better fostered by experiencing it and reflecting upon it than by hearing about it at
second hand.
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6.2 Learning processes and methodological approach

It would seem both from a reading of current psycholinguistic research that there are two
processes involved in language learning. There is:

(a) the acquisition process, which enables the learner to internalise language (both chunks
and the creative system that permits one to rework the elements within the chunks). It
is the acquisition process that allows children to learn their mother tongue and adult
immigrants to learn a foreign language without formal training. Our task is to discover
how best to set the acquisition process in motion in the classroom. An effective way of
achieving this would seem to be to use the foreign language for classroom management
and normal classroom relations. Teacher talk has, of course, to be adapted to the
learner's level, and the learner must be active in processing it. Acquisition occurs
when learners use language whether in the receptive or productive modes.

(b) the formal learning process, which enables the learner to learn through studying,
memorising, analysing, practising, and exploiting directly those bits of language which
the teacher or text book has specifically selected for study. It is through the formal
learning process that pupils have traditionally learnt foreign languages in school.

It is our hypothesis that it is through "inner-chuntering" (sub-vocal internal use of the
foreign language), through various overt language-using activities such as conversation or
correspondence with others and through further covert uses such as viewing/listening/read¬
ing for information and for pleasure, that the pupil is able to shift both the chunks and
the system underlying the generation of language from the formally learnt source of
knowledge to the internalised acquired one.

Learners are dependent on that which has been acquired or internalised for most
communication. They do not usually have the time to call upon that which has been formally
learnt to help them. This latter can best act as a "monitor" on what the learner does with
his/her internalised knowledge. Learners who have never 'used' language in real time to
create their own meanings, or to understand the meanings of others, are traditionally
somewhat tongue-tied in real life conversation, irrespective of the size of their formally
learnt language resource. This is not to deny the importance and essential role of formal
learning as part of the total classroom exercise, provided that, through experiences of
using language, that which is formally learnt becomes part of the learner's internalised
system.

To these two basic processes we add a number of other factors involved in successful
learning:

(1) In order to acquire or to learn, pupils need consciously or subconsciously to find
system in the discrete bits of language to which they are exposed. Learners as they
progress find or create systems which are incomplete or erroneous, as measured against
a native speaker's grammar, and thus inevitably make mistakes. It is sensible to look
upon the pupil's grammatical development as progress from a limited pidgin system
towards a much fuller system. It is important to remember, however, that even a limited
pidgin will allow some communication to take place, and is therefore a positive step in
the right direction rather than something to be avoided or regretted.

(2) Pupils learn best when what has to be learnt is contextualised. Margaret Donaldson
among others has shown how misleading Chomsky was to suggest that language could be
looked at, described, explained, or learnt in isolation from the context in which it is
used.

(3) Pupils seem to learn most effectively when they are involved as themselves and when
they are able to take increasing responsibility for their own progress.

6.3. Learning experiences and the creation of resources

We are concerned with providing learning experiences whose end-point is always
communicative. It is possible to start from the Language Resource end, teach particular
language exponents and skills, and build up towards a communicative activity. It is equally
possible to involve pupils from the outset in a communicative activity, diagnose the
weakness in their knowledge or skills, and then teach to these. It seems to us that one
requires a judicious mixture of both approaches, according to the particular circumstances
one is in at the time.

Just as when teaching driving the instructor stresses at one time the use of the clutch, or
at another time the judging of distances, or at another time reversing into a parking
space, so the language teacher will at times be concerned, for example, with specific
language resource areas, or pronunciation skills or the use of the dictionary. Neither,
however, must forget that their prime concern is to facilitate the development of a global
skill - that of driving on the one hand, and that of communicating on the other.
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Learning experiences should reflect this concern for the global activity of communication
on one hand, and for the elements that go to make it up on the other hand. In short, there
needs to be activities for communication, exercises designed to develop skills and
strategies, and exercises concerned with the building up of a flexible language resource.

6.3.1 Learning experiences for communication

We have found it useful to set out communicative activities, events or tasks in the
following communication areas:

(A) Events involving relations with teachers and peers in the classroom or in school
(B) Activities involving real communication with speakers of the foreign language
(C) Activities for pleasure
(D) Communication tasks
(E) Games
(F) Simulations

There are considerable overlaps between the above areas which are not intended to be
rigorous, watertight compartments, but rather to be of pragmatic value in the setting up of
communicative activities.

As any foreign language teacher knows, communication in a foreign language is always
dependent on "a willing suspension of disbelief", an agreement by pupils and teacher to
overlook the fact that the natural means of communication is in a shared mother tongue.
Once this major hurdle is cleared, the way is open for real communication in the foreign
language to take place. This can be brought about by using the context of the classroom or
the school as in Area A, or by creating contexts and bring other possibilities alive, as
for example in Areas D, E and F. The classroom can thus be both a real world of
communication, and a world within which pupils can simulate communication or rehearse
directly for potential contacts with people and things foreign.

It is not possible to draw any very clear distinctions between communication tasks, games
and simulations. For our purposes we define tasks as small-scale communicative activities
that lead to the achievement of a predetermined purpose, e.g. buying a loaf of bread,
finding out about someone's hobbies, deciding with someone else what television programmes
to watch that night, discovering the day's events in a particular news-story, etc.

Simulations we think of either as larger-scale activities which involve a number of
participants in realistic tasks working within a co-ordinated whole, e.g. in the production
of a TV programme, in the creating of a class magazine, in the planning of a school trip
etc, or as improvisations in which pupils have to create roles and react to particular
situations.

Games, for us, have a fun element in them, are rule-bound, and often imply competition in
which there is a winner.

It clearly helps teachers when setting up communication tasks, games and simulations to
have some idea of drama techniques. It is helpful to bring pupils gradually through
confidence-building warm-up activities and role-play towards the more demanding
role-creating improvisations. A cline of such activities can be drawn up as follows:

Role-play Role Creation and Improvisation

i) Where the pupils are told what
to say, e.g. Say "I'd like an
ice-cream".

ii) Where the pupils are given
indications of what they might
say, e.g. "Ask for something to
eat".

1) Where the pupils are given an outline
of the role they are to play and have to
create it through language and other means.

ii) Where a situation perhaps of conflict or
tension is created and the participants
take it from there.

6.3.2 Learning experiences involved in building up skills and strategies and a flexible
language resource

Given the scope of the syllabus guidelines it has not been possible to devote time to the
specification of appropriate activities for the direct development of communicative skills
and strategies. These are, however, referred to at the end of Part 1.

Similarly it has not been possible to outline in any detail activities limited to the
building-up of the language resource or the development of those linguistic skills involved
in using it.
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PUPIL PROGRESS CARD

NAME:

PROGRESS CARD 5
Pupil
Column

Teacher
Column LOP

1. DISCUSSING LIKES AND DISLIKES WIH FRIENDS:

Ask if someone likes doing something
Say you like doing something
Say you don't like doing something
Say you prefer doing something else
Say you hate doing something
Say which school subjects you like/don't like
Say which sports you like/don't like
Say which pop groups you like/don't like
Say you like something a lot

a little
not a lot

2. ORDERING A MEAL AT A RESTAURANT:

Ask for a table for X people
Ask for the menu

Order a meal from the menu

Call for the waiter

Ask for the bill

Say that the meal was good
Understand a few common dishes on the menu

Understand common menu notices

3. COMMUNICATION TASK IN GROUPS:

Find out what your fellow pupils like and don't like,
and build up a class survey opinion

Things to get reactions to:
Particular sports: Which is the most popular to play?

Which is the most popular to watch?
Favourite subjects at school
Favourite pop groups
Favourite foods

4. GAMES LOGICAL LIKES
(See Lothian language practice games no.2)

5. READING ACTIVITY

Note down which reading activity you did

6. EXTRAS. Note down what else you did here
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It has seemed to us more Important at this Stage in our Project to attempt to suggest a
wide variety of communicative activities, since it is these that teachers know least about,
than to compile a list of skill development and language practice exercises most of which
are fairly well-known and are featured in existing commercial material. This is not to deny
the place or the importance of such learning experiences for pupils.

6.3.3 The creation of resources

Resources have to be found or created to set the learning process in motion. It has become
apparent over the years that most existing courses are deficient in several areas. Through
groups of teachers working together the following materials have been produced and will be
published by Macmillan Education Ltd during 1984/85.

1. Judith Hamilton: Corresponding with a French penfriend
Judith Hamilton: Corresponding with a German penfriend
Judith Hamilton and Maria-Jesus Cumming: Corresponding with a Spanish penfriend

2. French authentic materials (working title)
German authentic materials (working title)
Spanish authentic materials (working title)

3. Communicative exercises (working title)
French communicative exercises (working title)
German communicative exercises (working title)

6.4 Assessment

It is hoped to publish assessment guidelines to assist teachers to develop their own school
assessment scheme, a discussion about criteria for assessing communication, and examples of
tests designed to assess communicative ability at different Stages.

7. SOME SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO USE THE SYLLABUS GUIDELINES

7.1 Creating a scheme of work for a Stage

Teachers have found it useful to compare the syllabus suggestions with the content of the
materials they have available to them. In whatever way is found most suitable an eventual
scheme of work for a Stage is drawn up, consisting of a list of objectives to be worked
towards on the one hand, and a list of learning experiences leading towards these on the
other. The result is usually an amalgam of communicative suggestions from the syllabus
guidelines and of skill development and language resource exercises from commercial
materials.

7.2 Waystaging

The amalgam of activities, skills and language resource areas suggested for each Stage has
to be sequenced in some way to conform with material available or to be produced, and with
teacher and pupil wishes. We therefore ask teachers to break up the content of a Stage into
a number of Waystages. The actual number of Waystages will depend on the unit or lesson
structure of the main course book used, or on the particular internal assessment
requirements of the school. On completion of each Waystage, pupils will normally sit a

Waystage Achievement test that samples the syllabus covered up to that point. Schools have
usually set out about three to five Waystages leading to the completion of a Stage.

7.3 Making up pupil progress cards

Teachers are asked to make up individual progress cards for the pupils that spell out exac¬

tly what is to be mastered at each Waystage. The content of the progress card is determined
in advance, or negotiated with the pupils, in terms of communicative activities and the
functions appropriate within each activity. The progress cards permit pupils to monitor
their progress through a Waystage. Against each item there are three columns. In the first,
pupils are asked to tick items as they are able to do them. When they are ready to be
tested, they can ask the teacher to test them, and if successful a tick is placed in the
second column. It is, of course, impossible for teachers to check every item for every
pupil. It is therefore necessary for teachers to sample, and to allow pupils to test each
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other. The third column is for the teacher to indicate the Level of Performance the pupil
has shown. This will vary from pupil to pupil. The teacher tries to ensure that each pupil
attains at least his or her expected Level of Performance on each activity.

The progress cards have proved useful for several things:

- they act as advance organisers of work, and are explicit and easy for pupils to under¬
stand

- they allow pupils to see that they are making progress
- they are useful for revision and homework
- they allow pupils to work co-operatively in practising tasks and in testing each other
- pupils have been known to teach their parents at home from the progress cards.

An example of a Pupil Progress Card can be found on page 10.

7.4 Language resource booklet

It is useful for pupils to be able to keep a record of the Language Resource elements they
are learning, listed according to the functions they carry out, the semantic areas they
belong to, and the part of the grammatical system they enter into. This would be in the
form of a blank booklet with headings under which pupils could write in what they had
learnt. This is a much better way of keeping a record of what one 'knows' than the
traditional vocabulary book or jotter, in which words, phrases and exercises appear

higgledy-piggledy without rhyme or reason. A properly organised Language Resource booklet
is not only an aide-memoire for revision purposes, but a way of helping pupils to look for
system and thus to understand how language works. Teachers can usefully prepare such blank
booklets for their pupils, thus helping them to build up for themselves the same sort of
reference facilities as would be found in phrase books (functions), dictionaries (semantic
areas) and grammar books (grammar system). A blank jotter with predetermined page headings
is all that is required. A pupil can retain this for a number of years adding items as
he or she goes along.

7.5 Teacher self-evaluation

Through a self-critical approach, through examining whether the pupils are in fact
achieving the objectives sought, through asking pupils for their reflections upon the
materials and activities, the teacher is encouraged to evaluate what has been done, so that
appropriate changes can be made. Curriculum development is an evolutionary exercise
necessitating continual revision of aims, syllabus, materials, methods and assessment.

CONCLUSION

The syllabus guidelines that follow can best be seen as an attempt to encapsulate a few
ideas and suggestions recorded at a particular moment in the Lothian Project's life. They
will no doubt need to be revised frequently in the light of fresh insights and further
classroom experience.
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SYLLABUS GUIDELINES 1:
COMMUNICATION



Communicative objectives

1.1 Broad uses of language

To enable pupils to use the foreign language in the following broad areas and functions:

In interaction

To seek or give or exchange information and come to conclusions and decisions
To seek or give or exchange attitudes and reactions
To transact/get things done/achieve particular ends (through request, invitation,
suggestion, instruction, persuasion, etc)
To socialise and relate to others in general
To respond and react to things said and done

In information-processing/study skills

To seek information from spoken or written texts and do something with it
To record information for one's own or others' purposes
To give information of a specific kind through speech and writing

In activities for pleasure

To view/listen and read for pleasure.

Through enabling pupils to perform through the above broad uses of language our aim is to
lay the foundation in Stages 1-5 for later language learning for more specific purposes:

For academic purposes (to become a teacher or student at university)
For professional or vocational purposes (to use the foreign language in one's work)
For leisure (e.g. to make friends while on holiday, or to read in the foreign language
for pleasure)

1.2 Modes of communication

To enable pupils:

To listen/view for information
To read for information
To converse

To correspond
To give information through speech
or writing
To listen/view for pleasure
To read for pleasure

1.3 Roles and relationships in interaction

To enable pupils to be themselves as teenagers AND as potential adults in the following
relationships with foreigners:

Self to friend

Self to stranger

peer

adult

peer

adult

Self to salesperson or official
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1.4 Attitudes

To enable pupils to express the range of attitudes that are appropriate In the context
encountered. These will include:

Friendliness
Politeness
Humour
Semi-formal and informal attitudes
Pleasure and displeasure

1.5 Topics

To enable pupils to be able to handle the following suggested topics at the Stages
indicated:

Topics

Stages

1 2 3 4 5
Personal background ✓ S y y
Hobbies and sport / ✓ ✓ y t/

Pop scene - records/music
pop stars
gear

/ >/ v/ i/ i/

Fashion (optional) y y ✓ y y

Entertainment personalities v/ y y y

TV ✓ ✓ y y y

Cinema ✓ y y y y

Clubs/societies v/ y y y

Holidays y y y y

Travel/school trips etc \S y y y y

Bikes/card (optional) y s/ y y

Discos and dances y y yS y y

Relationships with parents y y y

Relationships with others/other sex y y y y

Pets y y ✓

Shopping/prices y y y y y

Pocket money y y y y y

School world y y y y y

Teenage reading y y y y

Personal experiences y y y y

Comparisons Scotland: foreign country y y y

Jobs and careers y y y

Events in the media y

Topics of general interest y

The topics to be handled at each Stage can only be suggested, since each individual may
well choose others. The above suggestions cannot therefore be prescriptive, but are
intended to highlight the sort of topics related to the interests and experiences of
teenagers.

2. COMMUNICATIVE EXPERIENCES

In order to achieve these objectives a range of communicative experiences has been
suggested within the following framework:

2.1 Communication Areas

(A) Communication in the classroom and the school
(B) Communication with speakers of the foreign language
(C) Communicative activities for pleasure
(D) Communication tasks
(E) Games
(F) Simulations
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2.2 Communicative skills and strategies

A outline of specific skills and strategies to be developed at given (G).

2.3 Roles and relationships through which pupils are to learn to use language effectively

The roles pupils will be asked to learn through are as follows:

Self as pupil in class with teachers and other pupils
Self as teenager with peers either British or foreign
Self as teenager with adults either British or foreign
Self as potential adult with others either British or foreign
Self as potential tourist in the foreign country
Self as potential host to foreign teenager
Self as student finding out information
Imaginary roles as required in communication tasks, simulations and games.

2.4 Contexts for communication

School
Home
Services

Foreign country
Media
World of work
World of leisure
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A Communication in the classroom and the school

INTRODUCTION

Classroom management is an area in which it is not sensible to attempt to suggest different
events for different Stages. The events that occur in the classroom and that give rise to
communication occur naturally and cannot be assigned to particular Stages. In the early
Stages of language learning it will be necessary to use English to cope with some of them.
The negotiation of lesson content, the explanation of grammar, and abstract discussion will
no doubt be in English. It is hoped however that over time more and more events can be
handled in the foreign language. Some, such as contextualised requests and instructions,
can be in the foreign language from the start.

Teachers must be aware of the inevitable impression gained by pupils if the mother tongue
is used for all real communication. They will soon perceive that the foreign language is
restricted to simulations and academic drills and exercises, but that if someone has
something real to say (e.g. May I borrow a ruler, please?) they are expected to use
English. This is clearly counter-productive.

The suggestions given here for the use of the foreign language for classroom relations are
not exhaustive, but cover a wide range of events. Most are the sort of event in which the
language involved is embedded in the context. It is therefore relatively easy for pupils to
understand.

It is through the use of the foreign language for classroom socialising and management that
the teacher can best surround the learners with an envelope of contextualised teacher talk
that will feed the learners' acquisition process. The talk must of course be adapted to the
comprehension level of the pupils. It requires patience, perseverance and an act of faith
on the part of the teacher to do this. The pay-off in terms of pupil comprehension skills
may not be long in manifesting itself, but there may be quite some time (8-12 months)
before production skills seem to benefit to any noticeable extent. From then on, however,
they seem to improve dramatically.

It is in our view important that the foreign language is seen to belong within the total
school context, as is suggested in the various institutional management events. It is very
helpful to the whole atmosphere of foreign language learning if Head Teachers or other
teachers in the school are seen to be able to use the foreign language in communication,
however inaccurately. Specialist language teachers, far from being distressed at the
possible lack of accuracy evidenced by other members of staff in real communicative use of
the foreign language, should be delighted that they are able to use the language at all!

Foreign language club activities can help to provide a context for meaningful use of the
foreign language within the school.

The foreign language can and should be used right from the start to bring about a range of
activities in the classroom. At the start of language learning teachers should encourage
pupils to listen and to perform physical actions. Later, with a larger language resource,
pupils can be encouraged to carry out activities related to other areas in the curriculum.
In the upper school it may be possible to set up a 'section bilingue' in which geography,
for example, is taught through the medium of the foreign language.
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A Communication in the classroom and the school

EVENTS POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS AND NOTIONAL AREAS

A 1 Socialising and
exchanging information

Pupil and teacher tasks
Greet and leave take
Phatic remarks

Exchange information with class about events of mutual
interest (football match, school meal, pop scene, etc)
Narrate a personal event/story
Tell a joke
Exchange information with individuals about events of
mutual interest.

A 2 Coping with language
problems

Pupil tasks
Ask for help/explanation
Ask how to say "X" in the foreign language
Ask what "X" means in English
Request someone to: repeat something

rephrase something
Request someone to speak slower/more clearly
Say "I don't understand"
Ask for a dictionary

A 3 Institutional management Institutional tasks
Put up signs
Write out notices
Give out spoken messages over
school tannoy

Pupil tasks
Recognise them
Understand them
Understand them

A 4 Planning the work of the
class

Teacher tasks

Prepare worksheets, etc, cue
cards, instructions for games
and other activities

Pupil tasks
Understand them

A 5 Negotiating activities
and lesson content

Suggest things to do and dis¬
cuss the pros and cons

Suggest things to do

A 6 Classroom management Find out who is absent
Deal with late comers

Say who and why
Apologise and explain
lateness

Take in homework
Give out homework

Explain why homework
not done

Organise class seating and
groupings and activities
Organise the relevant mate¬
rials and equipment

Understand and do and
seek for clarification
as necessary

Explain tasks to be done and
amount of time available

Indicate changes of activity
Bring activities to an end

Give instructions or make re¬

quests to individuals

Understand and do and
seek for clarification
as necessary
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A 7 Teaching/learning

A 8 Pupil organisation of
group or paired work

A 9 Individual pupil re¬

quests and statements

A 10 Evaluation

Teacher-initiated tasks

Explain a point
Provide examples
Maintain discipline
Ask questions and elicit res¬

ponses
Invite question from pupils
Elicit thought and comment
from pupils

Encourage and reassure

Teacher-initiated tasks

Say you've forgotten some¬
thing/don't have something
Request to do something
Apologise and explain some
misdemeanour
Ask for help or for inform¬
ation as required

Ask to be tested

Suggest an activity or
change of activity

Get pupils to look over work
Find errors and draw atten¬

tion to them

Encourage self-correction

Correct errors

Praise, encourage or help

Pupil tasks
Understand or seek
clarification

Respond

Seek information
Think aloud/Try out
thoughts by verbalis¬
ing them

Pupil tasks
React appropriately

React appropriately

React appropriately
Help and explain as

necessary

React appropriately

Agree
Disagree

Look for errors

Examine errors as ap¬

propriate

Correct self

Take note

Understand

React appropriately

Inter-pupil tasks
Agree who is to work with whom, who is to sit where, etc
Agree who is to do which work, who is to play which role,
etc

Agree who is to start and agree subsequent turn-taking
Ask for help and help each other as necessary
Evaluate each other's performance if appropriate
Change the activity as appropriate
Bring the activity to an end as appropriate

A 11 Pupil-pupil communi- Inter-pupil tasks
cation based on the Seek and exchange information about personal background,
pupils' world hobbies, leisure activities and sports; things seen, done,

heard; likes and dislikes of schoold life; pop scene;
family background; events of common interest; personal
experiences, etc

Arrange/choose/decide where to go to (which cinema, res¬
taurant, etc)
who to go with and when
what to do
what present to buy for someone
what TV programmes to watch
which way to go from A to B, etc

(FOR FURTHER EXAMPLES OF THIS SORT OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITY AND FOR WAYS OF ORGANISING IT
SEE COMMUNICATION TASKS IN SECTION D)
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A 12 Suggested foreign Clubs
language club acti- French club, Spanish guitar/flamenco group, German hiking
vities club, Italian cookery club, Russian folk club, etc

Language days or weeks

Week, day or part-day devoted to language-related activi¬
ties organised by department, class or year group

Invitations to primary 7 pupils, OAPs, handicapped child¬
ren, other staff, parents, etc

School bulletin prints normal information in foreign
language for 1 week, includes quizzes etc in foreign
language

Parties

After school: cafes, discos, Xmas parties with a foreign
language flavour, invitation to local foreign groups and
clubs

Invitations to other schools (Italian/Spanish departments
do this regularly)

Excursions

Places in Lothian with foreign connections - Mary Queen of
Scots, French Impressionists, guillotine in Queen Street
Museum, foreign ships at Leith, la Boulangerie, French
restaurants, Little France, Craigmillar Castle

Excursions in the manner of foreigners - i.e. Wandertage,
a day in the life of a colonie de vacances, barbecue,
treasure hunt with clues in foreign language

Excursions with a foreign exchange group

University plays - with preparation can be accessible to
SIV

Local town-twinning groups - pupils help in the displays,
tapes, posters, etc. Community involvement in establishing
and maintaining links

Surveys of foreign cars or foreign goods in local shops

Clubs, language days, parties

Things to do

(a) Invitations (d) Decorations
(b) Entertainments (e) Publicity
(c) Food and Drink

Tasks which can be done in the foreign language

(a) Invitations

Discuss who to invite
Discuss who is to write invitations
Find out how to write invitations in foreign languages
Write invitations

Deliver invitations

(b) Entertainments

Look for suitable : songs, music, games, quizzes,
puzzles, plays, films, jokes, topics for short talks/
anecdotes
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A 12 Suggested foreign
language club acti
vities (cont)

(c) Food and Drink

Find recipes
Read and translate recipes
Convert quantities

Organise shopping
Organise preparation of food and drink
Organise provision of cutlery, crockery
Organise payment

Ask for: permission to use Home Economic rooms
(pupils to write/state request with
prior warning to H E staff)

(d) Decorations

Decide what to use

who does what

Giving instructions on how to make things
what goes where

(e) Publicity

(i) Decide how to advertise event: posters, organ¬
ised visits to other classes, by tannoy, etc

(ii) Decide who does what

(iii) Make up posters/texts

(f) Excursions and things to do

(i) Decide where to go
Decide who goes
Decide what to wear

Decide who to invite (see (a) above)
Decide how to go

(ii) Issue invitations

(iii) Get permission from school/parent
(mother-tongue activity)

(iv) Book transport if necessary (pupils should be
encouraged to do this if possible - mother-
tongue activity)

(v) Organise games, etc (See under games)

(vi) Organise food (See (c) above)

Decide who does what: master of ceremonies, techni¬
cians, cooks, actors, musicians

Rehearse: songs, plays, jokes, etc
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B Communication with speakers of the foreign language

This area has been divided into 3 sections:

B1 Face to face communication
B2 Communication at a distance: pen-pal correspondence
B3 Communication at a distance: class to class links through script, tape or video ex¬

change .

B1 FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

This can only be achieved in the classroom with foreign assistants or with foreign visitors
to the school, or with foreign pupils on exchange visits. Ultimately, ofcourse, the ideal
situation for communicating face to face with foreigners is on a trip or exchange visit
abroad.

The rare occasions that do occur in Britain in which pupils can participate in meaningful
face to face communication should be seized, and as far as possible planned for so that
pupils do make use of the opportunities given them. Using native speakers who live in the
neighbourhood is always possible. Visits to places where foreign visitors are to be found
is also possible (e.g. airports). A small number of tasks that pupils could be set is
suggested for this area in Bl. A whole range of tasks that pupils could be set when
involved in exchange trips or visits abroad is given at D.

B2 COMMUNICATION AT A DISTANCE: PEN-PAL CORRESPONDENCE

It is hoped that all schools will be able to involve pupils in both pen-pal correspondence
with foreign teenagers, and class to class links through script, tape and video exchanges
with foreign schools.

Pen-pal correspondence can be organised through various agencies including the Central
Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges, and the Service de la Correspondance Scolaire
Internationale, Centre National de Documentation P€dagogique, 29 rue D'Ulm, 75230 Paris.

B3 COMMUNICATION AT A DISTANCE: CLASS TO CLASS LINKS

Class to class links are one of the most effective ways of bringing pupils into contact
with foreign teenagers. There can be exchanges of audio and videp tapes, letters, cards,
maps, photos, slides, timetables, posters, and other realia, which can lead to telephone
calls and even exchange school visits or holiday trips.

It is wise to agree in advance with the foreign teacher such things as:

- deadlines for the despatch/arrival of tapes, parcels
- length of tape and amount of time devoted to individual contact time as opposed to

items of general interest such as songs, poems, background information, jokes, etc.
(Individuals can perhaps best be catered for in a special section of the tape reserved
for personal messages, requests, etc so that pupils can have access to this themselves
as they wish.)

- content of tapes in terms of topics of interest, perhaps to coincide with their occur¬
rence in the course book or indeed to make up for their absence in the course book

- coverage of events of special significance to either side, i.e. school events such as

winning a match, or going on a trip, or events in the calendar such as festivals, Guy
Fawkes, etc to be recorded as they occur, but planned for in advance where possible.

Once arrangements have been made and contact has been established, pupils are likely to
find planning, selecting and sequencing of items every bit as enjoyable and purposeful an

activity as the recording of the tape itself.

Topics on which pupils might wish to exchange information with a foreign class might
include: Personal background, hobbies, school life, pets, holidays, leisure activities,
fashion, pop scene, local events, national events, attitude surveys, homework, pocket
money.

If pupils are to feel some real surrender value for their foreign language learning, then
communication at a distance is a relatively easy way of achieving this.
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B1 Face to face communication

Tasks

Bl.l Finding out about a

foreign visitor's
background, likes and
dislikes, etc

Possible Functional Content

Greetings
Finding out information
Exchanging information
Commenting

Possible Notional Content

Personal background
Likes/dislikes
Home
School
Leisure activities and

TV/films
Pop scene
Food and drink
Personal relationships
Past experiences
Things bought
Future intentions

Holidays
Time/weather
Well being/sickness
Thirst, heat, cold,
tiredness, etc

B1.2 Finding out facts from
a foreign visitor about
a particular topic

Asking for information Home town of foreigner
Tourist attractions
Prices

Appropriate teenage topic
(e.g. pop scene in foreign
country)
Appropriate general topic
(e.g. schools in foreign
country)

B1.3 Informing foreign Giving information As appropriate
visitor about tourist
attractions in your
own town

For other tasks relating to face to face communication with foreigners in Britain or on
visits abroad see section D.

B2 Pen-pal correspondence
STAGE ONE

Events

B2.1 Interpreting in English
contents of a letter

(written in the foreign
language) to an inter¬
ested third party

Possible Functional Content

Recognising
Interpreting

Possible Notional Areas

Letter beginnings/endings
Personal background
Events of interest, etc

B2.2 Responding in English
to a letter received
in the foreign langu¬
age

Recognising
Understanding the content
Reacting in English to in¬
formation in the foreign
language
Giving information in Eng¬
lish

Seeking further informa¬
tion in English

Letter beginnings/endings
Personal background
Events of interest
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STAGES TWO AND THREE

Events

B2.3 Responding to letters
received from pen-pal

Possible Functional Context

Reacting to information
given
Reacting to request for
information

Possible Notional Context

Personal background
Events of interest

B2.3 Understanding simple
personal letters and
answering them appro¬
priately (in the
foreign language
whenever possible and
in English where not
possible)

Giving information
opinions
comments

Seeking further information

B2.4 Exchanging pen-pal
letters to get to know
someone (writing in
the foreign language)

Seeking/giving information
Seeking/giving attitudes

comment

Reacting appropriately

Personal background
Likes/dislikes/interests
Pop scene
Home environment
School

B2.5 Social correspondence
with friends, e.g.
- exchanging informa¬

tion in general
- planning some com¬

mon activity
- getting information

or giving informa¬
tion relevant to

some particular
purpose

As above +

Making plans/arrangements
Seeking/giving/reacting to
opinions
Asking for/offering things
and reacting appropriately
Expressing good wishes and
reacting appropriately

Topics as above
Holiday arrangements (times/
travel, etc)
Gifts

STAGE FOUR

B2.6 Narrating recent
experiences

Seeking/giving information
Seeking/giving attitudes
Seeking/giving comment
Reacting appropriately

What you have just seen,
heard or done

B2.7 Thank you letters to
people who have
offered hospitality/
help

Thanking What you have just seen/done,
etc

B3 Class to class links
These class to class links can be through script, tape or video exchange.

STAGES ONE, TWO AND THREE

Events Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

B3.1 Getting to know people
via a tape exchange of
personal information

Greetings
Giving/seeking information
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B3.2 Making up a class tape
and understanding
tapes received. These
might include: mono¬
logues, anecdotes,
interviews, requests,
suggestions, offers,
songs, jokes, etc

Seeking/giving information
comment

Reacting to information
comment

Asking for/offering things
Reacting to requests/offers
Suggestions/reacting to
suggestions
Expressing thanks

Personal background
School/class background
Background information about
one's country
Events of importance
Personal experiences

STAGE FOUR

B3.3 Making comparisons
between Britain and
the foreign country
(in the foreign
language)

Giving/seeking information
comment

Reacting

Different ways of life

STAGE FIVE

B3.4 Exchanging views/
beliefs/attitudes
(in the foreign
language)

Giving/seeking/reacting
to information

comment

Exchanging opinions and
attitudes

Coming to conclusions

Topics of interest to the
participant

NB. For ideas on how to organise a class tape and script exchange, see Jones, B: "Le jeu
des colis". AVLA Journal, winter 1979, pp 159-167.
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C Communicative activities for pleasure

C1 Viewing and listening for pleasure
TV and radio, and tapes and videos

Authentic foreign TV and radio is in our experience too difficult for Stages 1,2 and 3. It
is really only from Stage 4 that pupils will be able to respond in any meaningful way to
such material. The BBC foreign news programmes on television have proved extremely useful
(Tele-Journal and Heute Direkt). These are best used at about Stage 5.

The BBC and ITV modern language programmes for television and radio are an invaluable
source of contrived material. It is those programmes that have been made with enjoyment in
mind, rather than the more explicitly pedagogical ones that have been found most useful.
The Language Centre at Brighton Polytechnic, Falmer, Brighton, has often issued useful
lists of what is available on BBC and ITV, radio and television.

It is relatively easy to make up material, perhaps with the help of the foreign assistant,
to simulate media programmes. The same information can be presented at several levels of
difficulty to suit particular classes. Interviews, information programmes on topics of
interest, weather and road reports and, of course, news bulletins can be contrived.

We are also in an age when video is becoming cheaper, and where at the level of the local
education authority it may be possible for teachers to take video equipment to the foreign
country and do their own filming and interview work. This can be closely tailored to the
particular concerns of the teachers in their classes at the time. More and more material of
this sort is likely to become available.

It is hoped that current negotiations between European governments will lead to the
exchange of television programmes from country to country in such a way as to make the
products available for teachers in classrooms. Whether through this or through satellite
television or cable television, it is hoped that access to foreign programmes becomes
easier. It is through this that the use of the foreign language could best be seen to be
part of our own daily reality. This might have profound effects on the level of British
motivation towards foreign language learning.

A bank of listening/viewing material

Ultimately what teachers might best work towards is a bank of graded self-access listening
and viewing material, colour coded for difficulty, comprising video and tape and related
scripts as appropriate, with attached questions, exercises and self-checking answers
designed to help learners use material by themselves. This would form a useful permanent
bank of resources into which the more transient media material of the moment could fit. It
is clearly important to expose pupils as much as possible to language in context, whether
contrived or authentic, and thus feed the all important acquisition process.

Films

Films borrowed from the nearest French Institute or Goethe Institute, or from the Spanish
Institute, 102 Eaton Square, London, SW1W 9AN, have proved useful, if careful preparation
work is done in class first.

C2 Reading for pleasure

Readers

There are of course many readers specially written or simplified for pupils at different
Stages in their language learning. Choice can best be made from the various Teaching
Materials Lists published for individual languages by CILT, 20 Carlton House Terrace,
London SW1Y SAP.

Poetry should not be forgotten. Poems by Jacques PrSvert for example, are accessible and
enjoyed by many pupils.
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We have found teenage magazines in foreign languages to be of interest to school leavers. A
catalogue listing some of these is provided by European Schoolbooks Ltd, Croft Street,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL53 OHX. Mary Glasgow Publications Ltd also produce excellent
magazines in various foreign languages. Their new Service compris material is extremely
good.

A bank of reading material

As with listening and viewing material ultimately what teachers might best work towards is
a bank of graded reading material, comprising texts for reading for information as well as
for pleasure. This could be made into a class library, with material colour-coded for
difficulty and perhaps classified under topic area (e.g. holidays and travel, hobbies and
entertainment, life at school, pop scene, cinema, TV, cars and bikes, fashion, etc). Where
appropriate, questions, exercises and self-checking answer sheets should be provided for
self-access work. The beginnings of just such a library that has emerged from the GLAFLL
Project is to be published by Macmillan Education Ltd under the title Authentic Reading
Materials in French, German and Spanish. Also to be recommended are the Bibliobus materials
published by Mary Glasgow Publications.

C3 Songs

Songs are of particular interest to the teacher and to the learner because they reflect
something of the foreign culture. It is of course impossible to select a song at random
without having some idea of the sort of pupils one is to cater for, and how they are
intended to react to it. Some songs may be just for listening to, others may be for
learning to sing. Some lend themselves more than others to exploitation - e.g. for
discussion or to illustrate a piece of background information. The foreign conversation
assistant can be a useful source of information as to what is currently popular at home and
can usually obtain examples and make transcripts for interested pupils.

One word of caution: songs should present an immediate appeal. Like poems, they are a way
of saying what cannot be said as well in any other way.
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D Communication tasks

It is important to involve pupils as themselves with their own interests and concerns, and
to ask them to cope through the foreign language with the sort of language tasks and topics
they are familiar with in their everyday life. These may include listening or reading or
speaking or writing or combinations of these. In this way it is hoped that they will feel
that the foreign language can become theirs, related to their interests, rather than some¬
thing always placed in a foreign environment alienated from their everyday concerns.

It is also important, however, to prepare pupils for potential contacts with people and
things foreign, so that they can derive maximum benefit from experiences abroad, whether as
a tourist or worker. This means exposing pupils to the foreign environment and way of life,
through video, tape, picture, slide and authentic material. It is thus a mixture of home
and foreign context that is required.

It is possible to create COMMUNICATION TASKS based on everyday events or potential tourist
ones that have a well-defined purpose, which an individual, or pair, or group of pupils can
carry out. All the tasks we have suggested involve information, opinion or affect gaps
which the participants must resolve through communicating in some way. In some tasks the
pupils share the same information, and must discuss it and come to conclusions about it,
e.g. they have the same tourist brochure and must decide which is the best hotel and how to
get the best bargain. In other tasks one pupil may have part of the information and another
pupil another part, in which case they must share their information to make up a total
picture, e.g. one pupil knows the morning news, and the other the evening news, and
together they must construct the day's events.

In other tasks one pupil may have one set of information and another pupil another, so that
they have to exchange information before coming to any decision, e.g. one pupil has the
BBC 1 television programme for the evening, and another has the ITV one, and together they
must plan an evening's viewing together. This will involve an information exchange as to
what the possibilities are, and then an opinion exchange as to what is best to watch.

It is hoped that through tackling such tasks pupils will develop self-confidence in their
ability to communicate with whatever size of language resource they have available to them.
It is important for them, through successful experiences of communicating, to build up a
healthy self-concept. It is important for teachers to observe and listen to pupils carrying
out tasks, so that afterwards at the appropriate time weaknesses in pupils' performances
can be remedied. Otherwise pupils may quickly adopt a pidgin system of communication with
each other, that is fairly remote from any native speaker variety, but that allows tasks to
be completed. This can rapidly become fossilized and is then difficult to improve. Pupils
should be encouraged to continue to improve their performance in particular tasks, and
eventually, perhaps, to record.

In some of the sections that follow, events have been suggested with a few illustrative
tasks based on them. It is left to the teacher to make up additional tasks based on the
other events given. For other sections a larger variety of tasks has been suggested, though
these are of course not exhaustive. It is hoped that teachers will use their ingenuity to
make up further tasks, based on the models given.

Making up tasks is often best done in pairs, so that teachers can try out their ideas on
each other to find out how particular communicative exchanges may or may not develop and
treat them appropriately before giving them to their pupils.

It is, as ever, the teacher's job to select a task that lends itself best to the particular
skills or activities which are to be practised at the time. Looked at from another point of
view the tasks also provide ways of exploiting particular functions, notions or grammatical
and vocabulary areas.

Materials for the tasks can be so designed that pupils can operate them themselves. They
can be kept in folders, graded for difficulty and colour-coded so that a library of graded
self-access communication tasks is gradually built up.

Although we have attempted to indicate what events are suitable at each Stage, we have not
attempted to assign tasks to Stages, since our experience has been that many tasks are

appropriate to a number of Stages, e.g. an interview can concern simple personal background
at Stage 1, or much more complicated psychological attitudes and opinions at Stage 5.
Experience has led us to believe that it is often the introduction of unpredictability,
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whether of an informational or attitudinal kind, that makes a task more complex for the
participants, since their expectations, derived from the context or from their experience
of life, are not met, and this means that the language itself must carry the full burden of
communication. If at later Stages there is a need to introduce complexity into tasks, then
the teacher is encouraged to build in unpredictability.

Some of the tasks suggested involve conversation, or correspondence, or writing only, while
others are multi-skill in the sense that whatever conversation or correspondence or writing
is involved will be based on prior listening to or viewing or reading of foreign material.

It is important to draw a distinction between communication tasks involving listening,
viewing or reading for a purpose and the traditional skill-development exercises referred
to as Listening Comprehension and Reading Comprehension, where pupils listen to or read a
text and then probably answer ten random questions on it. Such questions test understanding
only, but NOT whether pupils can complete a task on the basis of their understanding of a
text.

For most information-processing tasks involving the reading of authentic material it is
anticipated that dictionaries will be available. Learning how to use a dictionary is a
skill to be developed from Stage 1. For an analysis of other skills involved in information
processing the reader is referred to Section G.

Projects are merely larger scale communication tasks involving a series of individual
efforts over a period of time, or a number of co-operative ventures among groups of pupils
to produce a co-ordinated whole (e.g. producing a school magazine). A few suggestions for
such activities are indicated.

We have somewhat arbitrarily divided this area into six sections:

D1 Everyday tasks involving conversation or correspondence or message writing
D2 Events and tasks involving multi-skill activities based on listening to, or viewing, or

reading foreign material
D3 Events and tasks relating to potential tourist transactions
D4 Events relating to entertaining a foreign friend or helping a foreign tourist in

Britain
D5 Events relating to staying in a foreign home
D6 Projects
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D1 Tasks: conversation and correspondence

Event

Dl.l Identifying a person
or object

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved

Functions

Describing
Seeking information
Seeking confirmation
Notions

Size, colour, shape,
position, parts of body,
clothes, possessions,
actions, contents of
handbag, etc
+ Physical and psycholo¬
gical characteristics

Examples of Tasks

Pupil A has a picture of a
thief. Pupil B has several
pictures and must identify
the one described by Pupil A
as the thief.

Pupil A has a picture of his
lost bicycle. Pupil B has
several pictures of bicycles
and must identify the one
described by Pupil A as the
lost one.

D1.2 Identifying whether
objects are the same

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions

Seeking information
Describing
Seeking confirmation
Notions

Size, colour, shape,
position, clothes, parts
of body, possessions,
actions, contents of
handbag or suitcase etc
+ Physical or psycholo¬
gical characteristics

Pupil A has a picture of
someone he/she knows. Pupil
JB has a picture of someone
he/she knows. Is it the same

person?
Pupil A has a picture of a

handbag she has lost. Pupil B
has a picture of a handbag
she has found. Are they the

D1.3 Spotting differences

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions

Describing
Seeking information
Seeking confirmation
Notions

Objects, people, shapes,
position, clothes,
actions etc

Pupil A has picture, Pupil B
has same picture, with
several alterations. Pupils
must find the differences
without showing each other
the pictures.

D1.4 Discovering what's
missing

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions

Seeking information
Giving information
Seeking confirmation
Suggesting
Giving opinions
Agreeing/disagreeing
Asking for explanation
Explaining
Notions
Content of squares
(as appropriate)
Position

Sequence
Casual relationships

Pupil A has a card:

Bus

Airport
Air

Pupil B has a card:

Bus

Stop
Port

Water

They must discuss what they
have on their cards and on

the basis of this fill in the
blanks.

D1.5 Drawing as instructed

Conversation in pairs
or groups

Functions

Giving instructions
Seeking information
Notions
Relevant objects and
people shapes, colours,
spatial positions, size,
sequence

Pupil A has a simple map with
plans on it. Pupil B has a
blank map and must put in the
plans according to pupil A's
instructions.
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Event
Functions and Notions

likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D1.5 (contd.) Pupil A has a series of geo¬
metrical shapes (circles,
triangles, lines, etc) in a
particular configuration
Pupil B must draw these ac¬

cording to Pupil A's instruc¬
tions.

Pupil A has a street map with
various shops on it. Pupil B
must draw this according to
Pupil A's instructions.

D1.6 Arranging pictures/
objects in the
correct sequence

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions

Giving information
Describing
Sequencing
Explaining
Seeking information
Seeking confirmation
Notions

People, objects, and
activities as appropriate
Position

Sequence
Logical connector
Casual relationships

Pupil A has a series of pic¬
tures relating to how an
accident occurred. Pupil A
must explain the sequence of
events and Pupil B must ar¬
range his/her similar pic¬
tures accordingly.

Each one of 4 pupils has one
picture taken from a series
of pictures that depicts the
story of an accident. Each
must together decide on the
proper sequence of events.

D1.7 Following instructions

Conversation in pairs

Functions

Giving information
Instructing
Describing
Sequencing
Explaining
Seeking information
Seeking confirmation
Reacting
Notions

Objects, etc as appropriate
Colours

Shapes
Size

Actions
Positions

Sequence

Pupil A explains to Pupil B
how to assemble a particular
gadget brought to the class¬
room (e.g. mincer, model
aeroplane, etc). Pupil B must
assemble it.

Pupil A explains to Pupil B
how to do a particular physi¬
cal exercise. Pupil B must
do it.

D1.8 Interviewing someone Functions

Seeking information
Seeking opinions
Seeking attitudes
Giving information
Giving opinions
Revealing attitudes (likes
dislikes, approval, disap¬
proval, interest, enthusi¬
asm, etc)
Notions
Personal background
Opinions related to various
activities
Attitudes towards various

people, events, etc
Past time
Intentions

Pupil A interviews Pupil B
about his/her personal back¬
ground, e.g. age, likes/dis¬
likes, family, height,
weight, zodiac sign, best
subject at school, possible
career, father's and mother's
job, etc, and writes a report
or fills in a form.

Pupil A interviews Pupil B
who takes the part of a cel¬
ebrated personality and ans¬
wers as that person to quest¬
ions relating to personal
life, e.g. what he/she earns,

aspires to, etc.
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Event

Dl.8 (Contd.)

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

Pupil A has to interview
Pupil B using a personality
quiz or psychological profile
with points to be scored,
e.g. personal magnetism.

Pupil A interviews foreign
assistant for the school

magazine and then writes
something up in the foreign
language afterwards.

Pupil A as reporter inter¬
views Pupil B as a leader of
the nuclear disarmament move¬

ment about his/ her beliefs
and plans for the future and
writes a report.

Pupil A is interviewer on
Desert Island Discs. Pupil B
says what he/she'd take with
him/her and do in the circum¬
stances .

D1.9 Choosing things
(what to do, what
to see, etc)

Functions

Exchanging information
Exchanging opinions
Persuading
Agreeing/disagreeing
Notions

Likes/dislikes
Goods

Prices, etc
as appropriate

Both pupils have information
about a teacher who is leav¬

ing and about what he/she
likes. They have a set amount
of money to spend. They must
choose a suitable present
from information about goods
and prices at a particular
shop. They might each have
different but complementary
information.

Both pupils have information
about a journey from Y to Z.
One has the information about
the bus journey and the other
the train journey. They must
choose the best means of
travel for their purpose.

Both pupils have information
about TV programmes on that
night. (One has BBC and the
other ITV information.) They
must choose what to watch in
common.

D1.10 Arranging things

Conversation (face
to face or tele¬

phone) in pairs

Functions

Seeking information
Giving information
Seeking confirmation
Confirming
Suggesting/reacting
Expressing opinions
Expressing attitudes
Inviting
Accepting/declining
Notions

Days of week, places,
times, events

Both pupils have a diary of
events (with different
entries) and must find a

suitable common time to go to
the disco/cinema/sports
centre, etc.
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Functions and Notions
Event likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D1.10 (Contd.) Possibility/impossibility
Likes/dislikes
Approval/disapproval,
Agreement/disagreement
Future intentions

Dl.ll Explaining things

Conversation in pairs
or in groups

Functions

Giving information
Seeking information
Explaining
Expressing attitudes
Notions
Events and attitudes as

appropriate

Pupil A is told he met Pupil
B a long time ago, and that
they used to play football
together. Pupil B has never
met Pupil A before as far as
he knows. Why is Pupil A
behaving so strangely?

Pupil A has missed a train
connection and is in Station
X. Friends are waiting to
meet him/her in Station Y.
He/she must explain to a sta¬
tion assistant what has hap¬
pened and ask for help. Pupil
15 or teacher plays the part
of the station assistant.

Pupil A found a red handbag
with £5 in it, and has a bad
conscience because she/he has
not taken it to the police.
She/he confides all this to

Pupil B. Pupil B has actually
lost a red handbag with £6 in
it and concludes that Pupil A
must have pocketed £1.

D1.12 Making a class survey Functions

Conversation +

noting down answers
and reporting in
writing in groups or
as a whole class

Seeking information
and giving information
Notions
Personal background
Likes and dislikes as

relevant to the infor¬
mation sought

Each class member finds out

something different from all
the other members of the

class, and gradually a chart
of class habits/likes/dis¬
likes is built up, e.g. What
pet animals are kept at home?
Most liked/disliked subject
at school? Favourite sport.
Favourite actor? etc.

Pupil A is given a form to
fill in relating to Pupil B's
musical likes and dislikes
and has to fill this in by
asking Pupil B to provide the
appropriate information, e.g.

Like Dislike
Jazz

Pop
French pop
Folk
Classical
Modern
serious
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Event

D1.13 Arguing

Conversation in

groups

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved

Functions

Expressing opinions
Expressing attitudes
Agreeing/disagreeing
Explaining
Persuading
Notions
as appropriate

Examples of Tasks

A group of pupils is presen¬
ted with a moral problem and
must reach some conclusion,

e.g. They are told that a

girl went to an ice-cream
shop to buy two ice-creams -
one for herself and one for
her sister. On the way home
one ice-cream fell on the

ground. She said that one was
her sister's and ate the only
ice-cream. Was she justified?

D1.14 Debate

Conversation in

groups or in whole
class

Functions

Expressing opinions
Expressing attitudes
Agreeing/disagreeing
Persuading
Notions
Persuasion

Argument
Opinion
Moral obligation
Logical connectors
etc as relevant to

context

A debate is set up in which
pupils are either free to
argue FOR or AGAINST a
particular proposition, or
told to take up a particular
position and argue it. (This
can be done by drawing topics
and 'roles' out of hat.)

D1.15 Presenting a case
for something to
be done

Conversation and

perhaps writing
OR

Correspondence

Individual
OR

Group

Functions

Expressing opinions
Expressing attitudes
Persuading
Notions
Persuasion

Argument
Opinion
Obligations
Moral obligation
Regret
Logical connectors
etc as relevant to con¬

text

Pupils in a group are asked
to present a case for permit¬
ting any form of dress in
school. (Oral or written.)

Pupils in a group are asked
to present a case for a

re-writing of certain of the
school's rules. (Oral or

written.)

Pupils in a group act as

parents getting together to
draw up a behaviour charter
for teenage children. (Oral
or written.)

Pupils in a group are asked
to write a letter to a news¬

paper presenting a case for
something to be done.

D1.16 Message board

Writing

Functions

Stating
Expressing emotions
Expressing attitudes
Notions
as appropriate

Pupils write notices, mes¬

sages and general grafitti on
a board placed for that pur¬
pose in the classroom. Pupils
can answer each other's mes¬

sages .

D1.17 Adverts

Writing

Functions

Stating with persuasion
Notions
as appropriate

Pupils are told to make up an
advert in the foreign langu¬
age for a product. Panel of
pupils chooses best advert.
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Event

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D1.18 Filling in the
bubbles

Functions

Greeting
Exchanging information,
opinions and attitudes
Notions
as appropriate

Pupils fill in the bubbles on
a photo romance and make the
story do what they want.

D1.19 Writing to an agony
column

Functions

Greeting
Stating
Explaining
Expressing emotions
Notions
as appropriate

Pupils write with an imagin¬
ary personal problem to an
'agony' column!s t.

D2 Tasks: multi-skill activities

These tasks are based on listening, viewing, or reading foreign material.

STAGE ONE

Events involving individual work Source material

(a) Obtaining information

D2.1 Finding simple information from street signs, bill
boards, shop notices, etc in order to carry out
tourist transactions, etc (see also D3)

Written sources

Signs, notices posters, etc
Menus

Adverts

D2.2 Finding information
Extracting the gist

Spoken sources
Contrived monologue or inter¬
view on tape related to perso¬
nal background
Contrived general conversation
on tape or video

(b) Communicating the information obtained

D2.3 Filling in an appropriate form or aide memoire
with information obtained (e.g. personal back¬
ground details)

D2.4 Answering verbal or written questions in English
to some person who has a reason for asking them

D2.5 Answering verbal questions in the foreign language
to some person who has a purpose in asking them

STAGE TWO

(a) Obtaining information

D2.6 Finding information for personal interest, e.g.
horoscopes, the pop scene, events of interest,
topics of personal interest, the way of life in
a foreign country, another person and his/her
plans

Written Sources

Teenage magazine, hobby maga¬
zines

News articles
Leaflets
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Source Material (cont)
D2.6 (Cont) Any appropriate text/extract

Letters from friends

(b) Communicating the information obtained

(As for Stage 1)

STAGE THREE

(a) Obtaining the information

D2.7 Finding information about foreign goods and prices Written sources
Catalogues, adverts

D2.8 Finding information related to one's holiday plans Travel and tourist brochures
Leaflets
Timetables and other tabular
information

D2.9 Finding information for some set task Reference materials such as
text books

Hobby manuals
Cookery books
Fashion magazines

(b) Communicating the information obtained

D2.10 Answering written questions in the foreign langu¬
age from someone who has a purpose in asking them

STAGE FOUR

(a) Obtaining information

D2.ll Finding information for some set purposes e.g.

finding out about the news, or finding out about
a topic of interest

Spoken sources
(Contrived or if appropriate
authentic)
TV/radio
News/weather report
Other informative programme
Actual interview or conversa¬

tion on a suitable topic on
TV/radio or suitable taped
version

D2.12 Taking a telephone call from a private individual
and relaying the message to someone else

Telephone call

D2.13 Reading for information on a topic of personal Written sources
interest in order to present a project Magazine articles

Specialist books/magazines
Encyclopedias, etc

(b) Communicating the information obtained

D2.14 Exchanging information one has gleaned from
spoken or written sources with someone who has
matching/ mismatching information, and through
conversation in the foreign language, drawing
conclusions, and making decisions
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D2.15 Writing up a project on a topic of interest in
English (foreign language used as appropriate)
for public readership

D2.16 Presenting information as a written summary in
English for someone else

STAGE FIVE

(a) Obtaining information

D2.17 Listening to and understanding the basic gist of Spoken sources
actual TV and radio programmes TV/radio interviews, enter¬

tainment or information pro¬
grammes )

(b) Communicating the information obtained

D2.18 Making note in English for one's own purposes
from a spoken or written source in the foreign
language

D2.19 Interpreting information in English on the spot
to someone who doesn't understand the foreign
language and who asks for specific information

D2.20 Presenting the information as a verbal summary in
the foreign language for someone else

EXAMPLES OF TASKS

Event
Functions and Notions

likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D2.21 Getting information

Reading and conver¬
sation in pairs or
groups

Functions

Giving information
Seeking confirmation
Seeking information
Notions

Places, times, costs,
events, food, people,
hobbies, etc as rele¬
vant to context

Pupil A has diary of week's
events. Pupil B must find out
what Pupil A is doing that
week.

Pupil A has TV information
for that night. Pupil B must
find out what's on.

Pupil A has information on
how to make a particular
dish. Pupil B must find out
how it is made.

Teacher or Pupil A has
photo(s) of his/her family or
animals or possessions. Pupil
B must find out as much as

he/she can about the people/
animals/objects In the
photo(s).

Teacher or Pupil B has fo¬
reign travel timetable. Pupil
A must find out details of

journey from A to B for some
purpose.

Pupil B has cinema page from
foreign newspaper. Pupil A
wants to find out what's on.
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Teacher or Pupil A has
information about foreign
tours and trips available in
a particular town. Pupil B
wants to know what can be
done and how much it costs.

Pupil A has foreign menu.
Pupil B wishes to find out
what can be had.

D2.22 Choosing (where to
go, what to buy,
what to do, etc) on

matching or mismat¬
ching information
on the basis of

personal preference

Reading for infor¬
mation and conver¬

sation in pairs

Functions

Seeking information
Giving information
Seeking clarification
Clarifying
Suggesting
Agreeing/disagreeing
Asking for opinions
Giving opinions
Expressing attitudes
Giving reasons
Notions

Places, facilities,
events, times, goods,
prices, restaurants,
travel, shopping, TV
and other pursuits.

Both pupils have different
tourist brochures and are

told that they must choose a
certain type of holiday
together. They must exchange
the brochure information and
choose the best holiday.

D2.23 Making judgements

Reading for
information
Conversation
in pairs

Functions

Seeking information
Giving information
Suggesting
Agreeing/disagreeing
Seeking opinions
Giving opinions
Agreeing/disagreeing
Giving reasons
Expressing attitudes
Notions

People, characteristics,
traits, attitudes, likes,
dislikes, explanations,
indirect speech, logical
connectors, opinions and
shades of certainty/
doubt/ probability/possi¬
bility, etc

Pupil A has letter from pen¬
pal X. Pupil B has letter
from pen-pal Y. Would penpal
X and Y get on well together?

Pupil A has details of crime.
Pupil B has details of a
number of criminals. Who is

likely to have committed the
crime?

Pupil A has horoscope details
of last month's predictions
for Pupil B. Pupil B must
find these out, and also dis¬
cuss what actually happened
last month. Judge the accu¬
racy of the predictions.

D2.24 Finding clues

Reading and/or lis¬
tening for informa¬
tion (Individual
activity)

As appropriate to con¬
text

Pupils have information about
the various teams in the next

World Cup. They must discuss
the chances of the various
teams to reach the quarter¬
finals, then the semi-finals,
then the finals.

Pupils listen to and/or read
bits of information in which
there are various clues.
Problems are set in written
form and these have to be

correctly solved before the
reader/listener is allowed to
continue with the story.
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Event

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D2.25 Finding information

Listening or read¬
ing for information
and then perhaps
reporting in some
way through form-
filling or conver¬
sation or writing
(Individual or in
pairs)

Functions

Listening or reading for
information, then perhaps
giving information
Explaining
Notions

(As appropriate to
context)

Each pupil is told to read,
find out his horoscope from a

foreign magazine and report
it in some way.

Pupil A is told to read and
find out Pupil B's horoscope
and then tell him/her what it
is through conversation.
Pupil B must take a note of
this and report to the
teacher who can check whether
the information is correct.

D2.26 Finding information

Listening for in¬
formation and con¬

versation or cor¬

respondence, or

reading for informa¬
tion and conversa¬

tion or correspon¬
dence

(Individual or in
pairs)

Functions

Seeking information and
then giving it
Notions
(As appropriate to con¬

text)

Each pupil is told that he/
she is to go to the seaside
tomorrow and needs to know
the weather forecast. They
must listen to this on the

radio, find out the required
information and decide whe¬
ther and when to go to the
seaside.

D2.27 Finding out, discus¬
sing and coming to
conclusions

Listening for infor¬
mation and making
notes, then conver¬
sation and possibly
writing (Pairs or

groups)

Functions

Listening for information,
then exchanging informa¬
tion, opinions and atti¬
tudes

Hypothesising, suggest¬
ing, justifying, explain¬
ing, arguing
Agreeing/disagreeing
Notions
As relevant to informa¬
tion given, e.g. news
events, opinions, indi¬
rect speech, logical
connectors, shades of
certainty/doubt/probabi¬
lity/possibility , etc

One pupil listens to foreign
news as broadcast in the

morning and makes notes. The
other listens to foreign news
in the evening and makes
notes. A full picture of the
unfolding of events is then
gained through an exchange of
information. This can be told
to the teacher or written
down in some way.

D2.28 Finding out, dis¬
cussing and coming
to conclusions

Reading for informa¬
tion and making notes
and conversation

and/or possibly
writing (Pairs or
groups)

Functions

Reading for information,
then exchanging inform-
mation, opinions and
attitudes

Hypothesising, suggest¬
ing, justifying, explain¬
ing, arguing
Agreeing/disagreeing
Notions
As relevant to context

An event as seen from one

angle is listened to by one
pupil. The other pupil
listens to the same event

from another angle. Both are
asked through discussion to
find out the differences and

explain them if they can.

Pupil A reads a letter from a
pupil on his school trip
reflecting frustrations with
petty rules and restrictions.
Pupil B reads a letter home
from his/her parent, the
teacher taking the trip,
reflecting concern at the
wild behaviour of the pupils.
They must discuss the letters
and explain differences.
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Event

D2.29 Finding out, discus¬
sing and coming to
conclusions

Listening and read¬
ing for information/
conversation and

possibly writing
(Pairs or groups)

Functions and Notions

likely to be involved

Functions

Listening or reading for
information, then exchan¬
ging information, opini¬
ons, attitudes
Hypothesising, suggest¬
ing, justifying, explain¬
ing, arguing
Seeking information/giv¬
ing information
Seeking opinion/giving
opinion
Attitudes

Suggesting
Agreeing/disagreeing
Giving reasons
Arranging etc

Examples of Tasks

Pupil A reads a newspaper
particulararticle about

event. Pupil B listens to the
news about the same event

seen from auuLliei. angle. Ex¬
plain the differences.

D2.30 Get it done, however
difficult it proves
to be

Mixed-mode communi¬
cation (Pairs or

groups)

Functions

Seeking information/giv¬
ing information
Seeking opinion/giving
opinion
Attitudes

Suggesting
Agreeing/disagreeing
Giving reasons
Notions

Times, dates, places,
events, etc as appropri¬
ate to context

Pupil A looks in paper and
selects film to go to, and
telephones Pupil B to confirm
which film, time, place, etc.
Pupil B discovers from next
day's newspaper that film is
withdrawn and must write note

cancelling arrangement. Pupil
A telephones to make altern¬
ative arrangements.

D2.31 Tracing someone's
movements

Reading and discus¬
sion (Individual or

group)

Functions

Seeking information/giv-
ing information
Expressing opinions
Notions
As appropriate to context

A group of pupils is given a
collection of realia found in
the pocket of a murdered
person. They must retrace the
steps of the murdered person
in order to discover where

he/she might have been killed
and why. Clues exist within
the material given. Pupils
are allowed to interview
certain of the personalities
involved in the story, e.g. a
hotel receptionist or parking
attendant. The teacher acts

as these personalities.

D3 Tasks: potential tourist transactions

In this area a list of suggested events is given and some examples of communicative tasks
that arise out of them.

In Stages 1 and 2

Pupils are expected to learn to cope with transactions or visits to the foreign country ac¬
companied by adults, who do most of the organising. This, could be with parents or it could
be as a school group with teachers.

In Stages 3 and 4

Pupils are expected to learn to cope with transactions related to touring with parents or
friends where it is the pupil who becomes responsible for most or all of the transactions.
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In Stages 4 and 5

Pupils are expected to learn to cope with transactions related to staying in a foreign
home.

The above areas will all involve events related to:

(a) Travelling
(b) Finding the way
(c) Eating and drinking
(d) Accommodation/camping
(e) Shopping
(f) Getting services at post office, bank and police station + medical services
(g) Leisure activities including sight-seeing

STAGES ONE AND TWO

Event

D3.1 Seeking
information through
conversation

Possible Functional Content

Politeness

Attracting attention
Seeking information
Reacting to information
Seeking clarification
Thanking

Possible Notional Content

Whether there is and how to

get to: (availability, exis¬
tence and direction)

a) Station, underground sta¬
tion, bus stop, ferry

c) Cafe, restaurant
d) Hotel, campsite, toilet
e) Various shops and markets

related to food and drink,
clothes, toiletries, medi¬
cines, postcards, writing
materials, souvenirs,
gifts, films for photo¬
graphy, newspapers, maga¬
zines, books, records,
camping needs, etc

f) Post office, police sta¬
tion, cinema, swimming
pool.

Sights in general, i.e.
castle, monument, zoo
etc

D3.2 Buying through face
to face conversation

Politenesses

Reacting to request to
help
Asking for things
Expressing wish for some¬
thing

Giving information about
intended purchases
Seeking information
Asking for suggestions or
advice/reacting appropri¬
ately
Asking for/giving
Reacting to comment

Transacting payment
Thanking

e) Goods - see suggested list
above

f) Stamps at post office

Quantity, size, colour,
style
Availability, price
Best buy for a particular
purpose

Approval, disapproval,
suitability, too expen¬

sive, too big/small, etc
Money, change
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Event Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D3.3 Getting a meal/a drink Politenesses

Reacting to offer to help
Asking for things
Expressing wishes
Describing what you want

c) A table
The waiter
A meal

Something to drink
Size of portion, rare or
well cooked, etc
Where to sit

Asking for suggestions or
advice/reacting appropri¬
ately
Commenting
Changing one's mind
Transacting payment and
tips
Thanking

Food
Drink

Approval, dissatisfaction

Money, change

D3.4 Reading signs, noti¬
ces, instructions and
labels

Recognising/understanding
Looking for information

a) Names/places such as: sta¬
tion, airport, under¬
ground, platform, toilet,
waiting room, tickets,
information, etc
Signs such as: No Smoking,
Danger, Do not lean out of
the window, This water is
not for drinking, etc

c) Names/places such as cafe,
restaurant, snack bar,
pub, toilet, cash desk,
etc

Signs such as: No Smoking
d) Names/places such as:

hotels, campsite, etc
Signs such as: No Entry,
Private, etc

e) Names/places such as: che¬
mist, grocer, supermarket,
etc

Signs such as: First
floor, Ground floor, Exit,
Entry, etc

b) Names/places such as: post
office, police station
Signs such as: Opening
hours 10.00-12.00; 13.00-
18.00

D3.5 Reading lists of
things on offer (e.g.
grinds fnr salp( grinds
to be bought, menu,
list of drinks, wine
list, etc)

Seeking information a) Things to be purchased
duty free

h) Menu, wine 11st, snack bar
menu, etc.

c) Amenities on offer in
hotel or on campsite

D3.6 Understanding simple
announcements in situ

Seeking information

Overhearing and extracting
relevant information

a) Announcements about arri¬
vals and departures and
delays in airports, sta¬
tions, or ferry, train,
bus, etc

d) Requests for you to report
somewhere

e) Special offers announced
in shops, etc
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Event Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D3.7 Reporting a loss Politenesses

Giving information
Reacting to requests for
clarification and further
information

Asking advice/reacting to
advice

What you have lost: lugg¬
age, purse, etc
Description of colour,
size, etc

STAGE THREE

D3.8 Making a simple list
of things to buy or
things to do (for
oneself)

Listening for information Food and drink

Events, times, places

D3.9 Booking/reserving
things through face
to face conversation

Politeness
Seeking for advice
Seeking/giving information
Asking for things or ex¬

pressing wish to book/re¬
serve something
Reacting appropriately
Transacting payment
Thanking

Seats for a journey
A table at a restaurant

A room in a hotel/guest¬
house
A bed in a youth hostel
A place on a campsite
A seat in a cinema or

cultural event or at a

sports event

D3.10 Hiring something Politeness

Reacting to offer to help
Asking to hire things
Seeking/giving information
Commenting
Transacting payment
Returning goods with thanks
Apologising for damage

Bicycles, pedalos, water-
skis , skis, trunks, etc
Length of hire, price, etc
Money, change

D3.ll Reading maps/time¬
tables and other

pictorial/tabulated
information and act¬

ing upon it

Seeking for information a) Routes
Times of transport
Distances
Prices

Place of departure, etc
Parking notices re prices
to be paid, etc

d) Layout of camp site or of
hotel

e) Layout of supermarket or
shopping centre

g) Layouts of particular
sites, cinema seat prices,
swimming times and prices,
etc

D3.12 Buying tickets and
goods for travelling
by car

See D3.9 a) Single or return travel
ticket 1st or 2nd class

Petrol, map, town plan
g) Cinema etc, tickets, seats

D3.13 Seeking for advice
as to where to go/
what to do through
conversation

Politeness

Seeking for advice
Reacting to advice
Reacting to comment
Thanking

a) Best form of transport to
go somewhere, best route
to go somewhere

c) Best restaurant/cafe for
your purposes, best things
to eat and drink for your
tastes
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Event Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

d) Best hotel, guest house,
youth hostel, caravan

site, campsite for your
purposes

e) Best shop to go for some¬
thing, best thing to buy
(i.e. what souvenirs, what
local wines, what special¬
ities, etc)

f) Where best rate of ex¬

change is to be found,
best way of changing
money, best way to send
some correspondence, best
doctor/dentist to go to,
how to make an appoint¬
ment , etc

g) Best sights to see, best
leisure places to go to,
best things to do with
one's free time, best
countryside/seaside to
reach

D3.14 Reading extended
prose forms of in¬
formation related
to tourism

Seeking for information a) Travel brochures/leaflets
c) Information on eating out

in a particular town in
brochures/leaflets

d) Information on accommoda¬
tion in a particular town
in brochures/leaflets

e) Information on shopping
facilities in a particular
town in brochures/leaflets

STAGE FOUR

D3.15 Getting a room in a

hotel/guesthouse or
a bed in a youth
hostel

Politeness

Reacting to request to
help
Asking for what you want

Single/double room with/
without bath, shower, etc
Bed for X nights
Space for tent, caravan,
etc

Reacting to requests for
information

Giving information

Length of stay
Time of arrival/departure
Type of room required for
which people

Getting a space at
a caravan/campsite

Asking for information/
reacting appropriately
Commenting
Transacting payment
Thanking

Price of accommodation/
site space

Availability and where¬
abouts of amenities

Approval, disapproval
Money/change

D3.16 Getting things done
while in hotel

Politeness

Asking someone to do
something
Thanking

Wake you in the morning
Bring something to your
room

Deal with your luggage
Deal with your dirty
washing
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Event Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D3.17 Complaining when
something is not
right

Complaining
Reacting to explanations

a) Late arrival of transport
c) Food cold, drink gone

flat, mistake in the bill
d) Too much noise outside the

room, poor room service,
dirty room, late meals,
etc

e) Quality of goods, goods
broken easily, wrong size
of clothes, wrong change,
etc

f) Wrong amount of money from
bank, etc

D3.18 Changing money Politeness

Asking for information/
reacting appropriately

Expressing wishes
Giving information

Reacting to requests

Bank
Rate of exchange
How much foreign money you
would get for X pounds
How much money you want to
change
In what form (travellers
cheques/currency)
How payment is to be made

D3.19 Visiting a doctor/ Politeness
dentist when ill, Explaining
or a garage when
car has broken down

Why you are there
Where sore/pain, etc
What's wrong
Possible reason for
trouble

Reacting to requests for
information

What you ate
How you fell, etc

Reacting to advice What to do to get better
What to eat/not eat, etc

Transacting payment if
appropriate
Thanking

Prescriptions
Medicines
Instructions on labels

D3.20 Telephoning:

- to arrange travel
details

- to call a doctor
- to call the police

Politenesses

Giving information
Reacting to requests for
clarification

Reacting to advice/in¬
formation

a) Name, address, travel
details, times, places,
transport required, etc

c) Booking a table at a res¬
taurant , times, numbers,
etc

f) Telling doctor what is
wrong, etc
Calling police about loss
or accident

g) Getting information about
a particular cultural/
sports event and booking a
seat

D3.21 Understanding media
reports related to
tourism

Seeking information a) Weather reports
Traffic/road reports
Police reports

e) Advertisements
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Event Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D3.22 Planning with others
as to what to do and
where to go together
and making arrange¬
ments

Suggesting/reacting
Arranging
Inviting/reacting
Stating reasons
Commenting/reacting
to comments

Deciding/reacting
to decisions

Likes, dislikes, attitudes
towards:

a) Journeys
c) Eating and drinking out
d) Where to stay
e) What to buy and where
g) Visits to cultural or

sports events, trips to
the countryside/picnics,
etc, visits to particular
sights. Times, dates, ren¬
dezvous, prices, money
available, etc

D3.23 Filling in forms re¬
lated to particular
purposes

Giving information a) Requests for travel tic¬
kets, lost luggage form,
hiring bicycle form

d) Registration form, booking
information form

f) Parcel despatch form,
telegraph form, lost
property form, accident
form, medical form

STAGE FIVE

D3.24 Interpreting in a

variety of tourist
situations for an

English speaker who
cannot understand/
express himself/her¬
self

Translating the gist out
of and into the foreign
language

All the tasks and events

and topics above, e.g.
interpreting a menu for
someone who cannot read

it, asking for something
for someone who cannot

express it and
interpreting for someone
who cannot understand what
is said or written

D3.25 Commercial

Correspondence in
the foreign language
related to purchas¬
ing something from a
commercial concern

Politenesses

Seeking/giving informa¬
tion

Seeking/giving clarifi¬
cation

Asking for/reacting to
suggestions

Goods purchased

Examples of Communication Tasks

Events

D3.26 Finding the way

Conversation in

pairs

Possible Functions and
Notions likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

Functions

Giving information
Seeking information

Notions
Names of buildings and
places
Directions
Position
Means of travel

Length of journey
Distances

Pupil B has a map with vari¬
ous roads/streets and land¬
marks on it. Pupil A has same

map with the roads/streets
only, and has to get from a
starting point to a particu¬
lar place (i.e. bank or post
office). Pupil A asks how to
to get there and finds place
on map as Pupil B explains.
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Possible Functions and
Events Notions likely to be involved Examples of Tasks

D3.27 Buying/booking, hir¬
ing/ordering things

Conversation

+

Reading signs/noti¬
ces/ menus, etc

Correspondence

Functions

Greetings
Expressing wants
Seeking information
Giving information
Transacting payment, etc
Notions

Shopping
Goods and services

Travelling
Leisure time
Restaurant and cafgs
Accommodation

Pupil A must get a ticket for
a train journey from X to Y
in the foreign country on a
particular day. Pupil B or
teacher acts as salesman.

Pupil A must get a meal in a

foreign restaurant. Pupil B
or teacher acts the part of
the waiter.

Pupil A must get a particular
type of room in a foreign
hotel (in conversation or

correspondence). Pupil B or
teacher plays the part of the
hotel receptionist/manager.

N.B. Difficulty can be built
into these simple transac¬
tions by introducing the
unpredictable, e.g. no train
to Y on that day, or no fish
left in restaurant.

D3.28 Complaining or cre¬
ating a fuss

Conversation or

correspondence in
pairs

Functions

Seeking/giving informa¬
tion

Complaining
Apologising
Expressing attitudes
such as anger, indigna¬
tion, regret, etc
Notions

(As appropriate to con¬
text)
Attitudes
Past time

Negation

Pupil A, staying in a foreign
hotel, returns to room to
find stranger's luggage there
and his/her own baggage gone.
He/she complains to the hotel
receptonist. Pupil B or
teacher plays receptionist.

Pupil A has a dead wasp in
his/her soup. He/she
complains to the waiter.
Pupil B or teacher plays the
waiter who maintains it is

part of a vegetable.

Pupil A, staying in a foreign
campsite, has been bitten by
insects. He/she complains to
the camp manager and asks to
change places. The camp
manager has no other
available sites.

D3.29 Reporting what
happened

Conversation or

correspondence in
pairs

Functions

Giving information
Describing
Narrating
Sequencing
Asking for information
Asking for clarification
Notions

Objects and characteris¬
tics

People and characteristics
Events

Sequence
Logical connectors
Past time

Pupil A has lost a handbag/
suitcase with money and be¬
longings and must report what
has happened to Pupil B or
teacher (in conversation or
letter form). Pupil B or tea¬
cher is the foreign police¬
man, to whom the report is
made and must react appropri¬
ately.
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D4 Tasks: foreign visitors in Britain

STAGES TWO AND THREE

Events

D4.1 Telling someone how to
get somewhere

Possible Functional Content

Reacting to requests for
directions

Giving directions

Possible Notional Content

Places that tourists visit

(e.g. monuments, shopping
area, museums, banks,
restaurants, pubs,
accommodation, etc)

D4.2 Answering requests for
general information

Reacting to requests with
information

Time
Distance
Best place for some
particular purpose
Whether one can do something
(e.g. smoke, drink, etc)

STAGE FOUR

D4.3 Meeting a friend as
he/she arrives in
Britain and putting
him/her at ease

Politenesses Well-being
Asking for information/ Journey
reacting to information Tiredness
Asking after well-being

D4.4 Showing a friend round
your town/environment/
local sights of
interest

Reacting to requests for
information

Volunteering information/
describing

Sights
Shops
Parks

Countryside, etc
Descriptive expressions

D4.5 Showing a friend round
your house and showing
him/her his/her room

Reacting to requests for
information

Volunteering information/
describing

Rooms

Amenities, e.g. bath, loo,
TV, heating, fridge,
telephone, etc

D4.6 Describing daily
routines and times in

your family

Reacting to requests for
information

Volunteering information/
describing

Getting up
Meals

Going to bed
Leisure activities
Times and days

D4.7 Describing the local
transport system to and
from home

Reacting to requests for
information

Volunteering information/
describing

Buses
Trains
Times
Distances

Length of journey
Payments
Where to get on and off

D4.8 Enquiring about well-
being of foreign friend

Seeking (information,
opinion, feelings)
Reacting appropriately

Likes/dislikes
Health

Feelings
Sensations

Food/leisure

D4.9 Planning leisure
activities with friend

Suggesting/reacting
Explaining

Times, places, events
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Events Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D4.10 Offering food, drink
and other things as
appropriate

Offering Food/drink
Objects as appropriate

D4.ll Taking leave of your Politeness
friend at the end of Thanking
his/her visit

D4.12 Offering help and
simple advice

Offering help
Reacting to request
for help

Appropriate to context, e.g.
shopping, post office,
travel, restaurant, etc

D4.13 Describing sights and Giving information/describing Sights to see
amenities in home town Commenting
for tourists to visit

Leisure activities

Expressions of approval and
disapproval

D4.14 Comparing things
British to things
foreign

Seeking/giving/reacting
to information and comment

Ways of life
Goods/prices
Pop scene

School, etc

D4.15 Telephoning (call to
or from foreign
friend) and making
arrangements

See D4.9

D4.16 Writing appropriate
messages for foreign
vistor

Giving information As appropriate to context

STAGE FIVE

D4.17 Explaining differences
between things British
and things foreign

Comparing and explaining Way of life
How things work
Goods and prices
Pop scene

Special events

D4.18 Interpreting for a
foreign tourist or
friend in difficulty
(from English to
foreign language and
from foreign language
to English)

Interpreting other people's
meanings or explaining signs,
notices, menu items, etc to
a third person

As appropriate to context,
e.g. shopping, restaurant,
directions, travel and
transport etc

D4.19 Advising/exlaining to
someone what to do in
a particular circum¬
stance, e.g. in an
accident, when someone
is ill, the best
place to go for a

particular purpose,
use of telephone, use
of vending machine,
public transport
system

Giving advice and information
Explaining

Where to go
What to do
How to do it

Appropriate places and
actions

Shops, sights to see,
Accommodation, amenities
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D5 Tasks: staying in a foreign home

STAGE FOUR

This scenario which is first introduced at Stage Four needs no introduction. A list of
possible events follows:

Events Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D5.1 Making conversation
when being met at the
start of a stay

Politeness

Introducing oneself
Seeking/giving information
Reacting appropriately
Expressing sensations and
feelings
Expressing wishes

Personal background
Journey description

Tiredness

Hunger, etc
Food/drink/toilet/sleep, etc

D5.2 Being shown around
the home

Asking about routines,
places, etc

Seeking information
Extracting information

Rooms
Amenities
Routines (e.g. time to get
up, meal times, etc)

D5.3 Asking for things
Requesting things to
be done

Expressing wishes and needs
Asking and requesting
Reacting to information

Food/drink
Things/actions appropriate to
context (e.g. writing paper,
TV programmes to be put on,

etc)

D5.4 Asking how to do
certain things

Asking for information
Reacting to informaiton

Language problems, e.g.
to say something
Using amenities
How TV works

how

D5.5 Asking where things Requesting
Reacting to information

Places
Amenities

Gadgets
Directions
Rooms

D5.6 Taking part in general
conversation at meal

times, etc. so that
you know what the drift
of the conversation is

about, and so that you
can join in if asked to
or if you wish to

Politeness
Information
Comment

Attitudes

Topics as appropriate
Past experiences

D5.7 Planning activities in
common

See D4.9

D5.8 Reacting appropriately
to requests about your
likes/dislikes, feel¬
ings, well-being, etc

Giving information
Expressing sensation and
feelings
Expressing likes and dislikes

Well-being
Health
Present sensations, etc
Leisure activities

Food, etc
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Events Possible Functional Content Possible Notional Content

D5.9 Reacting appropriately Apologising
to particular events, Swearing
e.g. accidents, Thanking
mistakes, getting a
present, etc.

As appropriate to context

D5.10 Offering to help to do Offering
things/understanding Understanding information
what to do when asked given

Housework tasks
Given tasks

Shopping, etc

D5.ll Planning departure and Seeking/giving information
Journey

Days/times/dates
Travel/transport
Where to go, etc

D5.15 Taking telephone
messages for others

D5.16 Telephoning to make
arrangements (see D4.9)

D5.17 Writing appropriate Giving information As appropriate to context
messages for foreign
family

D5.18 Seeking advice as to Seeking advice/explanation Where to go
what to do in parti- What to do
cular circumstances

STAGE FIVE

D5.19 Explaining differences Comparing
between things British Explaining
and things foreign
(see D4.17)

Ways of life
Prices

D5.20 Coping with problems
and emergencies in the
home

Giving information Heating, fire, electricity,
gas
Illness, etc as appropriate

D6 Projects

The following suggestions are of course not intended to be exhaustive.

D6.1 Stages 4 and 5: Individual or Group Projects involving the finding out of information
and the presentation of that information for a public audience/readership See D2.13
and D2.15

A few suggested topics: Sport, pop scene, fashion, a particular individual or historical
figure, eating habits in a particular country or region.
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D6.2 Stages 3, 4 and 5: Writing a class magazine

The class can be divided into groups involved in different parts of the magazine. This
might include: interviews, local news, adverts, jokes, tittle-tattle page, agony
column, horoscope, sports reports, letters to the magazine, fashion page, puzzle &
quiz, etc.

D6.3 Stages 3, 4 and 5: Preparing a trip abroad

The class can be divided into groups responsible for different tasks: correspondence
for tourist brochures, correspondence for camping/hotel accomodation, making the
travel arrangements, preparing documents on tourist facilities, preparation of
phrase-book for language likely to be of use to the group, etc.
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E Games

The following Lothian teachers have been instrumental in the development of this section:
Judith Hamilton, Betty Morrison, David MacAlpine, Peter Wheeldon, Matthew Rankin, Karen
Allan, Birgit Weskamp, Peter Kershaw, Janice McLeod, Carolyn Hutchinson, John Bennett,
Nezha Khalid, Liz Halliday, and Ann Bruce.

It is sometimes difficult to differentiate between what we have called Communication Tasks
and Games. As in Communication Tasks, in Games there is an objective to reach which makes
it clear when the game is at an end. A game however will have the following additional
features:

(a) It will involve rules and procedures
(b) It is devised primarily with fun and enjoyment in mind rather than anything else
(c) There is often but not always a winner

We have experimented with a considerable variety of games, from the highly controlled
language practice variety, where the language used is stereotyped and to a large extent
prescriptive, through communication games where the language functions are to a greater or
lesser extent prescribed by the game itself, although the actual language realisations are
the choice of the pupil, towards games where the nature of the activity itself constitutes
the only limiting factor on the choice of language. Inevitably all games involve certain
functions more than others and even the most imaginative throw up the repetition of certain
"set phrases". The games judged most successful by teachers and pupils alike, however, were
those where the interaction between the players arose naturally from the activity and where
events proceeded from this interaction in a dynamic manner. Where it could be seen from a
game that nothing remained the same after someone had spoken, that everyone was involved in
listening to what was said and responding to it because it affected them, the game was
deemed highly successful by the pupils. Coincidentally of course these are the very games
which most clearly reveal the features of real communication - purpose, unpredictability,
an addressee, an information or opinion gap, discourse coherence and personal involvement.

We divide the area of games into three sections:

El Language practice games developed in Lothian (Stage 1)
E2 Communication games developed in Lothian (Stages 1-4)
E3 Puzzles and quizzes

El LANGUAGE PRACTICE GAMES

These games can be seen to concentrate on a particular area of the language resource e.g. a
structure, or vocabulary area, and are often very close to exercises. They include such
games as I Spy, Happy Families, Bingo, Kim's Game, etc which are already very familiar to
language teachers. More recently several games have been produced which aim at practising
language functions and these are, of course, particularly useful to teachers following a
functional/notional syllabus.

E2 COMMUNICATION GAMES

Communication games are intended to develop communicative skills particularly those of
listening and speaking. Unlike language practice games there is little attempt to control
the language, and many such games generate a wide range of language and language functions
in the course of interaction between players. Very often the emphasis is on co-operation
rather than competition, with the aim being to complete a specified task. Some of these
games require the making up of boards, folders, etc, but although this is initially
somewhat time-consuming, it pays dividends. Ideally they should be organised on a
self-access basis.

It is not always possible to indicate a particular Stage for a particular game, since many
games can be played at several levels and at several Stages. An indication has been given
wherever possible of the first Stage for which a particular game may be most suitable.

It must be pointed out that teachers do need to observe the language interaction between
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participants in games in order to teach later whatever language is found to be necessary,
so that pupils may improve their language resource. Without some teacher intervention at
the end of a game a pidgin level of communication may be established, become fixed and be
difficult to improve.

A bank of games

Ideally teachers need to establish a bank of games, organised wherever possible on a
self-access basis, so that pupils can set them up and use them largely by themselves.

Of particular use in the selection of games are:

Byrne, D and S Rixon: Communication games (ELT Guide 1). British Council/NFER, 1979.
Haley, A and A Duff: Drama techniques in language learning. Cambridge University Press,
1978.

Wright, A, D Betteridge and M Buckby: Games for language learning. Cambridge University
Press, 1979.

These language practice games were developed in Lothian for Stages 1 and 2.

1. LOGICAL LIKES

Materials

Paper and pencils

Purpose
To practise "likes/dislikes/preferences" and beat your opponent through the use of logic

Procedure

Pupils work in pairs.
The teacher puts 5 words on the board of things pupils might like (drinks, pop groups,
etc).
Pupils choose own order 1-5 and write the words on their paper.
The aim is to guess the partner's order with the minimum number of questions.
The question asked is "Do you like ?"
The answer gives the position as follows:

Yes, I adore Position 1
No, I detest Position 5

For the middle 3 the answer is "Yes, I like , but I prefer "
referring to the one above, e.g.

1. Vin Question : Tu aimes le cafe?
2. Limonade Answer : Qui, mais je pr§fere le th€.

The first pupil to get partner's order correct wins. This is a game where the pupil can
beat the teacher, since although structures are being practised, the fun lies in working
out the logical order with the fewest questions.

2. CUE CARD

Material
Cards with cues in the form of communicative functions on them (e.g. Call the waiter,
explain why you're late, etc)

Pedagogical Purpose
To practise functions

Procedure

Groups put cards face down in a pile. Pupils draw cards in turn. If the pupil can carry out
the function, he/she keeps the card, if not he/she returns it to the pack. Pupil with the
most cards at the end is the winner.

E1 Language practice games

3. The
4. CafS
5. Biere

Question : Tu aimes le the?
Answer : Qui, mais je prefere la limonade, etc
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3. CONSUMERISM

Materials
Pictures of consumer goods with prices in foreign currency clearly marked, stuck on to
cards (5/6 cards per participant)
Dice

Pedagogical Purpose
To practise asking for things, getting familiar with foreign prices

Purpose of Game
To accumulate the most valuable items, the winner being the person whose collection is
worth the most

Procedure
Deal out cards (5 or 6 per participant).
Pupil throws dice e.g. If 3, player asks for 3 items by name from any of the players. (Must
name each item on card - Can I have the ?)
Players try to accumulate the most valuable items (or lots of smaller items which others
are not so keen on). Rules can change so that only polite requests or grammatically,
correct ones need be obeyed, etc. Teacher decides moments when game should end.

4. DIRECTION GAME

Material
A board with 400 white squares, with a number of squares blacked out to create a maze, with
4 starting points at the edges and a finishing point in the middle of the maze
4 counters, one for each player
20 cards (approx) giving directions on them, e.g.: Allez tout droit, Tournez a gauche,
Prenez la premiere rue a droite, etc

Pedagogical purpose
To practise directions

Procedure
This is a group game for 4 players.
Decide which player starts. There are four starting points, one to each player.
Player draws card from pack placed face down.
Player follows the instruction on the card and moves counter unless square is blocked off.
Players can only move on to blank spaces.
First one to the centre of the board wins.

This game could be played with one player reading a card to another player who must follow
the instructions without seeing the card.

Note: "Allez tout droit" means "move as far as you like in a straight line".

BOXED CARD AND BOARD GAMES FOR LANGUAGE PRACTICE

These can be bought abroad or in toy or game departments in the larger stores or book¬
sellers. It is worth checking for new games, some of which like Guess Who can be used for
any language. Happy Families, Scrabble, Boggle, Hangman, can all be used at Stage 1.

E2 Communication games

These games were all developed in Lothian.

1. KLEPTOMANIA (Stages 1 and 2)

Materials
None

Purpose
To encourage pupils to initiate languge

Procedure

Stage 1: Teacher develops kleptomania and "absentmindedly" pockets pupils' possessions from
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desks, etc. Pupils' reactions only understood when in foreign language. Objects returned.
Stage 2: Class told of likely recurrence of such behaviour and encouraged to watch out for
it and react accordingly.
Stage 3: Kleptomania becomes contagious. Teacher names "thief of the day" and appoints a

pupil occasionally (not every lesson) who may remove objects from desks. Class don't know
who this is. "Thief" aims to avoid discovery. Class aim to learn to challenge the thief in
the foreign language and back up accusations.

2. DETECTIVE (Stages 3 and A)

Materials
Pencil and paper with written descriptions of several criminals which differ slightly - or
clear colour photographs of same

Purpose
To guess the culprit

Procedure

Prepare in advance descriptions of criminals, e.g. I. little old man, grey hat, blue suit,
black suitcase, umbrella; 2. little old man, grey hat, brown suit, black suitcase,
umbrella.

Choose a number of witnesses (about 6-8) each with one description of their criminal whom
they saw in the act plus the name of the criminal. Divide the rest of the class into
competing groups of six detectives to match number of witnesses. Each detective has a
description identical to that of one of the witnesses. Each team takes turns to send one
detective at a time to ask one question of the witness of his/her choice. Aim is for the
detective to find the witness who saw the detective's criminal. Witness may only answer

yes or no. Game is over when first team of detectives can give names to each of the
criminals.

3. WHAT'S THE PROBLEM (Stages A and 5)

Materials
Role cards, problem page cut-outs

Purpose
To give and ask for advice

Procedure
In groups. One person is given a personal problem e.g. "You are worried about failing your
exams". The others take at random or are given roles on the throw of a dice. These roles
relate to the person with the problem, i.e. grandfather, next-door neighbour, younger
sister, etc and each person has to give advice in turn about the problem. The one who in
the opinion of the pupil with the problem, gives the best advice, wins and then presents
the next problem.

A. WHO DO I FANCY? (Stage 1)

Materials
A picture of 6-8 teenagers (of the same sex)

Purpose
To guess in as few questions as possible which one your partner fancies

Procedure

Pupils in pairs. In turn each pupil selects a boy or girl he or she fancies. The other
pupil has to guess who it is by asking questions. Pupils then reverse roles. The pupil who
asked the fewest questions wins.

5. DISCARD THE ANSWER (Stage 1)

Material
Cards made up by teacher - 1 set of questions, 1 set of answers, some matching, some not
matching
5-6 sets per participant
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Purpose
Card game focussing on meanings, matching questions and answers

Procedure

Play in groups of up to 6.
Deal out the answers. Put the questions face down in centre. Each pupil draws a question in
turn which he or she places face down in front of him or her so that all can see. He or she
tries to match it with an answer from his or her hand. If it matches the player discards
the answer. The question is always returned to the bottom of the pack.
Whoever gets rid of their answers first wins.
Agreement must be reached with other players as to whether a question and answer match.

6. CONNECTIONS (Version 1) (Stage 3)

Materials
Board

Purpose
To create links between objects and ideas, explain them and persuade others to accept them

Procedure
Make up a board with pictures of objects and people.
Make up cards with names of objects. Pupils progress round board with counters on the throw
of a dice. They land on a square; they draw a card
To get a point they must make up a sentence in which they create a link between the picture
on the board and the word on the card. This sentence can be challenged by other players
either for reasons of grammatical accuracy or situational probability, i.e. if the player
cannot find a good reason as to why/when/where the sentence might reasonably occur he/she
fails to get the point. The player with most points wins.

7. CONNECTIONS (Version 2) (Stage 3)

Materials
Cards all with different pictures on them (objects and animals) e.g. a cow, a table, a
tree (6 cards per player)

Purpose
To practise the language of explanation and persuasion

Procedure

Pupils are given a number of cards with pictures on them. These they must dispose of as if
they were dominoes. Since all the pictures are different, pupils must invent a connection
between the card on the table and the card they wish to put down next to it. They must
explain the connection to others and persuade them to accept it e.g. "I am putting the
table next to the cow because both have four legs", "I am putting the tree next to the
table because both are made of wood". The other pupils may refuse to accept the connection.
First pupil to get rid of his or her cards is the winner.

8. CONNECTIONS (Version 3) (Stage 3)

Material
Cards in the form of 1 set of people, 1 set of objects

Purpose
Using imagination to create links

Procedure
In groups or pairs. Place the two sets of cards face down on the table. Each player in turn
takes one picture from each set and attempts to make a connection between the person and
the object. The game can be purely co-operative, or if preferred a point can be scored for
each connection acceptable to the other player. Player with most points wins. This game can
be made more complicated by introducing other sets of cards representing places, weather,
times, etc. Players would have to take 1 card from each set and make up a story on the
basis of this. The most imaginative wins.
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9. A DAY IN A FOREIGN TOWN (Stage 1)

Materials

Board, counter, dice, cards optional

Purpose
Encounter and solve communicative challenges

Procedure
The board is divided into squares representing places abroad pupils are familiar with i.e.
shops, services, banks, chemists, places of interest, etc in a imaginary foreign tour.
Players proceed round board on the throw of a dice. As they land on a square, e.g. shop,
garage, etc the teacher devises a communication task which they have to undertake before
they can proceed/earn a token/get a mark or whatever award is agreed. An alternative is to
create a set of cards with tasks, e.g." Buy something" or" Make a complaint", which pupils
pick up as they land on a particular square, but it has greater flexibility when the
teacher devises the tasks.

10. CUT-UP PICTURE STORIES (Stage 3)

Materials
Unfamiliar picture stories cut up

Purpose
To "create" a story of one's own

Procedure
Each player holds a picture which is only part of the jigsaw. Players may not see each
other's pictures.

There are several versions of this game: (1) Sometimes it is simply a matter of each pupil
describing his or her picture and the group fitting the jigsaw together; (2) Sometimes
players draw numbers of determine the order of their picture and have to justify its (often
apparently illogical) place in the story by inventing all kinds of extra details; (3) Some¬
times one key picture is removed and players have to work out what might have happened.

OTHER BOXED AND BOARD GAMES FOR COMMUNICATION

Guess Who and De Bono: Think links can be used at Stage 1 while Monopoly, Metropoly, and
Cluedo can all be used at Stage 3.

E3 Puzzles and quizzes

Mary Glasgow Publications provide a number of useful crossword puzzles, word searches and
games books.

There are also many foreign magazines with such puzzles and quizzes and self-analysis
questionnaires.
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F Simulations and plays

Like communication tasks, simulations have a purpose and involve pupils in taking on roles
and performing communicative functions as if for real in some simulated environment. Like
games, simulations are often devised for fun and enjoyment rather than for anything else.
Simulations seem to us to have one or other of the following additional features:

(a) Either they are improvisations that draw a great deal on the imaginative power of
pupils who must create their roles (e.g. The Raft Game, see below)

(b) Or they are fairly large-scale activities involving co-operation among pupils on a
number of tasks that link into some cohesive whole (e.g. producing a TV simulation).

They may of course have a combination of the above features.

Ken Jones in his excellent book Simulations in language teaching (Cambridge University
Press) refers to a simulation as an event which has "reality of function in a simulated and
structured environment". The activity undertaken is real and played out as real by the
participants who may be themselves or may be playing particular roles, but the environment
is simulated and the whole is carefully structured, though what takes place within it is
largely unpredictable. Simulation is now accepted practice in much vocational and manage¬
ment training and lends itself well as a technique in learning to communicate. Simulations
are essentially dynamic and unpredictable and are one of the best ways of involving the
whole pupil in purposeful activity. We have divided this area into the following sections:

F1 Simulations
F2 Plays

Few attempts have been made to suggest appropriate Stages for this section of the syllabus,
since, as with many communication tasks and games simulations can often be introduced at
several levels with appropriate preparation and with appropriate adjustments to the
complexity of language expected.

F1 Simulations

Fl.l A FEW EXAMPLES CULLED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THOSE FOUND USEFUL:

(A) THE RAFT GAME

A group of people are shipwrecked on a raft. The participants can either take roles or act
themselves. There is only enough food and water for half the group. The characters must
justify why they should remain on board. Eventually only the desired number will remain,
the rest get drowned. (This can also be done with parachutes on a crashing plane, crossing
the desert, etc.)

(B) PEOPLE, PLACES AND PROBLEMS

Prepare some separate slips of paper naming a theme and a scene, e.g.

Theme Scene

Crime does not pay in the market place
Nobody loves me on the boat to France
Life is very boring at a disco

Divide the class into groups. Put the slips of paper in separate boxes. A member of each
group collects one slip from each box. Groups then prepare a short sketch based on the
theme and the scene they have drawn. You can also do this with:

People Places Time Weather

a hijacker a ship midnight foggy
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(C) TRAPPED

The class is divided into groups of 6-8. Each member of the group is given a personality
and role and a reason for being in a hurry on this occasion. The group stands close
together on a square on the floor. They are told they are in a lift which starts to move.
Suddenly it stops. Players act according to their personalities and the degree of urgency
they feel their needs warrant. The lift starts again. Pupils' reactions and the language
used can be discussed afterwards. (The same can be done in a hut in a blizzard, a train
going out of control, etc.)

(D) OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Other suggestions that would need some structuring are as follows:

1. A group of people who desperately need to win on a horse wait for the racing result on
the radio

2. Someone arrives for a party on the wrong evening
3. Waiting for a longwinded person to finish a phone call at a public kiosk
4. A group of 8 people are in an air-raid shelter. The bomb has dropped. There is only

enough food for five. Three must be persuaded to leave. No murders or suicides
allowed

F1.2 CREATING A STORY-LINE WITH FICTIONAL CHARACTERS AND ACTING IT OUT: LE ROMAN SIMULE

This section has been contributed by David Meldrum, though the idea for this section came
from Francis Debyser, L'Immeuble. This is published by the Bureau pour L1Enseignement de la
Langue et de la Civilisation Franqaises a L'Etranger (BELC) in Paris. A simulated novel is
a piece of imaginary history, evolved over a period of time in the classroom. It is
composed by the pupils, from the starting point of a skeleton framework which outlines
characters, relationships, situations.

The framework

The pupils are given certain basic pieces of information which form the starting point of
the whole operation.

(a) The characters (number of, sex of, etc)
(b) Their relationship to one another (spouse, stranger, etc)
(c) The situation which brings them together

Example of a framework

(a) 12 people: 6 male, 6 female
(b) 1 husband/wife and 2 children, 1 husband/wife, 1 boyfriend/girlfriend, 4 others
(c) Staying in the same hotel during a holiday in Paris

Expanding the framework

(d) Nationality
(e) Age

d) 10 French and 2 others (to be established)
e) 2 aged 60+, 3 aged 40-60, 5 aged 16-40, 2 aged 16

Having been given this basic outline, it is the task of the pupils to create the actual
characters.

Creating the characters

The pupils will give names, addresses, professions, likes/dislikes for each character. From
the pupils' point of view, this is the beginning of the "novel". They have been given an
outline sketch intended to act as an initial framework as regards characters and setting,
and they now begin to bring life to the situation. It is important to have the the
characters represented in the classroom pictorially. Cut-outs of pictures from magazines
stuck on to a background is probably the simplest way of doing this. With a picture to base
their ideas on, the pupils will give the characters what seem to be appropriate names, ages
professions, interests, etc.
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Naming the characters

A French newspaper, phone book, etc, will provide a variety of names, in order to avoid the
over-use of the few French names which the pupil will actually have encountered. Reporting
the names to the teacher is in itself a useful exercise in pronunciation.

Profession and interests of the characters

The use of a French-English dictionary here is important if this is to be a meaningful
learning exercise. Otherwise pupils will simply be restricted to those few professions for
which they know the French, irrespective of whether it seems appropriate to the person or
not. The same applies to interests. With pupils inexperienced in the use of a foreign
language dictionary, this may lead to several "blunders", but "blunders" which will easily
be put right by the teacher, and will also lead to a more judicious use of the dictionary
on the part of the pupil. In this way the characters are actually created by the pupils.
This fact of the pupils' controlling the development of the "novel" should not be under¬
estimated as a motivating factor.

The storyline

It is important to stress at this point that once the class or class and teacher have
agreed upon any aspect of a character or any event which takes place, this should be noted
and become fact. If this did not happen, the project would degenerate into a series of more
or less haphazard events involving unreal characters, and would thus lose most of its
appeal. Once the characters have been established, the teacher should then proceed to
develop the "novel" by whatever means he or she feels to be appropriate. The modes of
approach are many, but there are certain important guidelines worth bearing in mind.

Variety in the type of exercise is important. Otherwise the class will simply associate the
"novel" with a certain type of exercise and will probably become fairly rapidly disen¬
chanted.

Structure The extent to which the teacher structures a given situation or allows the class
to develop it as they wish, will depend upon: (a) the level and ability of the class,
(b) the type of task involved, (c) the teacher's aim in setting the task.

Aims Each stage in the development of the "novel" will reflect a specific aim of the
teacher. In Debyser's L'Immeuble 66 tasks (rather than teaching aims) are set out and form
the basis of the content of the "novel". This is all very well if the raison d'etre of the
"novel" is to provide a framework to allow pupils to express themselves in the foreign
language, both orally and written. There are two points here: (1) The tasks Debyser sets
presume a relatively advanced level. (2) They are generally unrelated to any specific
teaching aim (other than the very general one of encouraging the pupil to express himself
in the foreign language). However, if the teacher were to develop the "novel" by setting
tasks which reflect his or her carefully planned objectives: (1) The "novel" technique
would lend itself to being used at any level. (2) The teacher would ensure that he is
presenting and adhering to his syllabus, but in a way which to the pupil does not smack of
text books and grammar lessons.

Types of task

There are many different types of task which the teacher could set in order to develop the
"novel". Those used will depend upon his specific aims. Some suggestions:

(a) Role-playing

To develop the pupil's ability to communicate in a given real-life situation
To practice/reinforce a specific function/point of grammar
To help the pupil to respond in an appropriate manner, e.g. protesting at the
unreasonable behaviour of another or persuading another of one's point of view.

(b) Letter-writing

Formal
Informal
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(c) Communication tasks

Two pupils are given different pieces of information relating to the same topic and are
required to converse in the foreign language until both have the knowledge they require
and have completed the task set.

(d) Writing tasks

To develop the pupil's ability to write in the foreign language. This could be a long
or short narrative or description. It could take the form of a diary of events
supposedly kept by one of the novel's characters.

(e) Coping with the authentic foreign language

In the communicative classroom, the teacher will wish to expose the pupils as much as
possible to the authentic language - both spoken and written. The "novel" and its
characters will provide a suitable framework for the teacher to present travel
brochures/timetables, cinema/theatre guides, etc, which will themselves form the basis
for comprehension and communication exercises.

(f) Giving a verbal report

This could be a description of a scene or event observed by one of the characters, or
an account of how he came to lose a wallet/purse, break his or her leg, etc. There are
doubtless other useful techniques which the class teacher will evolve to cater for his
or her specific aims.

Classroom use of the "novel"

The "novel" may be seen as a type of project to which one period per week is allotted over
the course of a session or term. How long it should last is a matter for the class teacher
to determine, taking into account the level, interest and motivation of the class. Bearing
in mind that it takes several periods to establish the characters before the "novel" proper
really begins, and that thereafter one would often only deal with one task per period, the
minimum number of periods required to complete a short "novel" would probably be 15-20. In
most cases it will be more. The class teacher will devise a situation to interest the class
and give scope for the working out of the learning aims. Here follows one possible out¬
line:

(a) 12 people: 6 male, 6 female
(b) 1 husband/wife and 2 children, 1 husband/wife, 1 boyfriend/girlfriend, 4 others
(c) Staying in the same small hotel in pairs
(d) 10 French and 2 others (to be established)
(e) 2 aged 60+, 3 aged A0-60, 5 aged 16-40, 2 aged 16.

PARIS EN 4 JOURS

THE FRAMEWORK

TASKS

1. Assign name and age to each character
2. Establish each one's address
3. Professions
4. Interests

Task Objective

Role-playing, booking hotel room5. Each character phones the hotel
to reserve a room suited to his

needs, wishes and pocket.

6. On arrival one character protests Complaining/protesting
that his room is not as he requested.

7. After settling in, characters plan
their first evening's activity.

Expressing immediate plans and intentions

8. Breakfast next morning.
Characters meet others for the first
time and get to know one another.

Socialising, acquiring/giving information
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9. Lunch. Characters eat out.

10. Over lunch certain characters discuss
what they did, saw that morning.

11. One character gives his views of the
Eiffel Tower.

12. Two characters plan which film to
go and see that evening.

13. Certain characters send postcards
to friends or family describing what
they have seen and done.

1A. One character loses his/her wallet/
purse and goes along to the Police
Station to report the loss and
relate the circumstances of the loss.

15. Characters settle their hotel accounts,
ask for bills and in certain cases

query charges.

16. Back at school one of the children
is asked to give a written account
of the holiday.

Ordering in a restaurant. Possible use of
authentic menus

Talking about what one did/saw, where one
went, etc

Short verbal description

Communication task in which each pupil has
information about different films. Also pupils
express likes/dislikes/preferences and seek to
persuade others

Informal letter-writing

Giving a verbal account

Paying, enquiring, objecting

Written summary

F1.3 MAKING A RADIO PROGRAMME SIMULATION OR A TELEVISION PROGRAMME SIMULATION

While it is not possible to enter into the technical details of how to make "good" tape or
video recordings here, it should be part of a pupil's general education that he or she
learns to use camera and recording equipment in order to get the maximum benefit from it in
school or outside. In many cases pupils are much more successful than their teachers at
this. It saves the teacher time and energy if pupils can use tape recorders themselves,
whenever they think they have something worth recording. A small cassette recorder, prefer¬
ably with a built-in microphone, is all that is necessary in the first instance for
"vetting" pupils' contributions to taped programmes. The fact that pupils' work involves an
end product which can be enjoyed by themselves and others is also a highly motivating
feature of such co-operative ventures.

For a final version of a tape, whatever its topic, it is perhaps as well to bear in mind
that interest in audio-visual or audio material can flag very quickly, even if pupils are

listening to themselves. This can be overcome by adopting some of the media techniques
employed in magazine style programmes:

keep it short
don't have too much of the same thing

- contrast views, voices, etc
keep questions and answers to the point

- music, especially by the class musician, can liven things up in short doses
- the unexpected always gets the listener's attention
- even the most dull language area can be enlivened by creative treatment, e.g. personal

questions of the "what is your name, address, age, etc" type can be turned into a
sinister interrogation with only a change of tone and no alteration of language. This
sets up all sorts of expectations in the listeners.

There is enormous flexibility in even the simplest language. One does not have to exploit
"directions" for example in the imaginary streets of Amblers - one could be lost in a

tropical forest with noises off and odd ear-piercing screeches; one could describe one's
home not to a potential penpal in role-play but to a visitor from the 21st century; one
could describe people, not from our point of view but as seen from a space ship by
intelligent beings unencumbered by our clumsy bodies. Pupils themselves, once they are made
aware of such possibilities, are a never-ending source of ideas for potential exploitation
of even the dullest material.
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(a) Recording interviews on tape

It is important that interviews have a point, an obvious topic, a beginning and an
ending.

People to interview
(by pupils preferably)

Other pupils as themselves
Other pupils playing a role
Non-language teachers with some foreign language ability
Other language teachers
Head teachers
Visitors to the school (students, foreigners, etc)
Foreign conversation assistants
Parents who can speak a little of the foreign language
Local people of interest
Foreign pupils over here
Pupils and adults abroad

Topics

Opinions on topics of teenage interest
Language ability and attitudes to foreign languages
Knowledge of foreign countries
Current events

Ideas as to improvements for school life
Problems of teenage/adult relationships
Facts of general interest

(b) Making your own radio programme on tape

A regular class or departmental radio programme gives an added incentive to the
production of listening material by staff and pupils. Having a deadline to work to is
also a spur to finishing projects off in time. Such programmes can include : school
news, current local events, human interest stories, skits, interviews, a serial, music,
jokes, a simulated "phone-in", opinion surveys, commercials.

(c) Making tape/slide sequences

Holiday slides or slides collected in the course of a class-to-class or
penpal-to-penpal exchange can be incorporated into a lively presentation with the
addition of dialogues, music or background noises and the help of the foreign
assistant. Where a foreign trip or exchange is planned, material-collecting can be
organised in advance so that topics such as shopping, scenery, local teenage fashions,
etc can be divided out amongst pupils who can later be helped to write simple scripts.

(d) Making home-made video programmes

Programmes might be made up on the following suggestions:

(1) Chat-shows with foreign assistants, non-language teachers, and school visitors,
compered by appropriate pupils. These need careful scripting in advance, which
could be undertaken by groups.

(2) Shows on a topic, such as Christmas in the foreign country involving different
age-groups in songs, sketches, and dances. A series of these can last several
years.

(3) Videos showing the class's progress in communication exercises and games, strictly
for internal consumption and a good laugh at the end of the year.

(4) Magazine-format programmes, including news and comment about events related to the
foreign country, interviews, and music, with perhaps each year-group taking it in
turn to produce a programme.

(5) Video-recordings of photo-romances. It is possible to film on video some
photo-romance magazines, taking each picture as a still, using foreign assistants
as voice-overs, and with the addition of suitably romantic music to produce a
highly entertaining "home—movie", which, unlike only one copy of a magazine, the
entire class can enjoy at onpe. These can also be used as a serial, the next
instalment of which is eagerly awaited.
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(e) TV simulations

This section has been contributed by Mr R Slater, PT Modern Languages, West Calder High
School. An actual TV simulation was made in West Calder High School entitled "Quatorze
- Quinze". This featured the following items:

(1) Motor-cycle safety: an introduction to the hazards of motor-bikes, followed by a
feature on a road safety course in our school

(2) Anti-smoking: an interview with one of the class's smokers: how she started, how
much it costs, how she wants to give up smoking but can't. (To lend authenticity,
the smoker appeared as just a dark silhouette on the screen)

(3) Cross-country: the finishing line at a cross-country race: an introduction, fol¬
lowed by interviews with the runners

(4) School-exchange: a feature on our French exchange: interviews with previous parti¬
cipants and those about to set off

(5) Our French assistant: a profile of our "assistant"

(6) Texas: an interview with one member of the class who had just spent 6 months in
Houston, and his impressions of the USA

(7) Outdoor education: one boy who is keen on outdoor pursuits took extracts from a
film on various activities and did a voice-over. He then interviewed the teacher

responsible for outdoor education in the school

(8) Weather: the weather forecast for Scotland

(9) Hockey: a feature on the trophy-winning 3rd year girls hockey team

10) Adverts: two or three adverts for the commercial break

11) News readers: a team of three presentable pupils with clear voices provide the
continuity

Similar simulations are currently being done in an attempt to set up video-exchanges
with foreign schools.

F2 Plays

There are few activities so totally engrossing as producing a play. Teachers who are
willing and interested but who hesitate in the face of such an undertaking might consult
with their colleagues in the drama department and perhaps read such books as: O'Neill, C et
al Drama Guidelines (Heinemann); Casciani, J Speak for Yourselves (Harrap); Maley, A, and
A Duff Drama Techniques in Language Learning (Cambridge University Press).

Translating plays from English sources

If teachers feel the need of a script to work from and cannot attempt this from scratch
themselves, some good plays used by the English, drama, history or guidance departments can
be translated and adapted for foreign language classes. Many of the plays currently used to
illustrate teenage problems and stimulate class discussion are good sources of plots,
dialogue, etc.

Plays written by pupils and teachers

Perhaps the most rewarding way of going about producing a play is where teachers and pupils
collaborate on creating a play around an event, topic, or problem. Inspiration often comes
from the pupils themselves and some of the most successful productions are those in which
the actors feel themselves "for real" in their parts. Since language teachers are not
concerned with training would-be actors, but with developing the language resource of
individual pupils it would seem important that what is produced relates to the pupils'
world to some extent. There are many ways of going about this. One of these is to give
pupils an outline of a scenario or perhaps a simple physical or psychological situation,
and ask them to project themselves into it in their imagination. Talking through
possibilities, looking for unexpected angles on everyday events, unusual reactions,
situations of stress or comedy can lead to a plot which may start off as fairly fluid. Such
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a procedure does of course entail a relationship of trust and confidence between pupils and
teacher and it may take time to find a medium for all the ideas, but it rarely happens that
a group of pupils fails to come up with a plot, because their imaginations when tapped seem
limitless.

In past years plays have been written by teachers and pupils on outlines such as these :
(i) Class enters competition to take them to World Cup Final. Results of competition
announced. Their coupon is 100% correct. Shamefaced pupil admits he forgot to post it.
(ii) A Scottish waiter in a Spanish Fawlty Towers cases havoc and allows the Spaniards to
get their own back.
(iii) A mass murderer strikes terror among a group of friends. One's coffee is poisoned,
one is pushed from a train; the group diminished, the murderer fakes his own death and
reveals himself in a gripping finale.
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G The development of communicative skills and strategies

Skills

Communicative skills can be developed in an indirect way through involving pupils in the
sort of communicative experiences already outlined in earlier sections of the syllabus,
since in order to complete the communicative tasks or take part in the various
communicative activities pupils will employ skills such as looking for information in
speech, or reading with understanding, or writing short and clear messages, or exchanging
information in speech.

Communicative skills can also of course, be developed in a more direct way through a number
of fairly well known exercise-types. These will include for example : listening
comprehension activities involving listening for information or listening t<3 speech and
answering questions, or reading comprehension activities involving locating and extracting
information, or gist-extraction, or tracing argument in a text.

Other exercises may concentrate on getting pupils to use dictionary information, or to
write summaries of textual information.

It has not unfortunately been possible in these guidelines to devote nearly enough time to
the elaboration of suggestions as to how to go about developing skills and strategies in
this more direct way. This is however not such a new field of concern to language teachers
as is the bringing about of communication in the classroom.

We would recommend: Candlin, C: The communicative teaching of English, Longman 1981, which
gives examples of exercise types.

Strategies

By strategies we refer to the means employed by experienced communicators to cope with
difficulties encountered (e.g. unknown words, background noise, inadequate language
resource, etc.) It is only through undertaking the sort of communicative experiences
already outlined, where the pupil's language resource is being stretched, that he or she
will require the strategies for coping with difficulty in communication.

This section is divided up as follows:

G1 Interaction skills
G2 Information processing and study skills
G3 Social skills
G4 Strategies

G1 Interaction skills

STAGES 1 AND 2

Gl.l Ability to follow the gist of conversations in which you are involved and to take
part as appropriate

G1.2 Ability to exchange information, simple opinions and attitudes in conversation in the
foreign language, and come to conclusions

G1.3 Ability to get things done and respond to requests and instructions through conver¬
sation

G1.4 Ability to plan and arrange things with others

G1.5 Ability to understand a letter in the foreign language and reply to it in English
(Stage 1) or in the foreign language (Stage2/3)

G1.6 Ability to play simple games through the medium of the foreign language
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STAGE 3

As for Stages 1 and 2 plus

G1.7 Ability to correspond in the foreign language expressing information, opinion and
attitude

STAGE 4

As for Stages 1, 2 and 3

G1.8 Ability to narrate verbally a sequence of events/personal experiences in an explicit
clear way

G1.9 Ability to extract information from spoken or written sources and exchange it in con¬
versation with another participant

G1.10 Ability to write messages in the foreign language

Gl.ll Ability to understand commercial correspondence related to tourism

G1.12 Ability to cope with the telephone in the foreign langage for social interaction

STAGE 5

G1.13 Ability to discuss a topic and to argue

G1.14 Ability to interpret (gist only) for others in and out of the foreign language from
both speech and writing

Gl.15 Ability to correspond for commercial purposes related to tourism and the purchase of
goods

G1.16 Ability to give clear advice, instructions or explanations in particular contexts.

G2 Information processing and study skills
STAGE 1

G2.1 Ability to use a dictionary

G2.2 Ability to use a table of contents or index

G2.3 Ability to use pictorial information (everyday symbols, etc)

G2.5 Ability to read signs, notices, menus, adverts

G2.6 Ability to look for information in spoken and written text appropriate to this stage

G2.8 Ability to present information obtained from a written or spoken source in a manner
appropriate to this stage

STAGES 2 AND 3

As for Stage 1 plus

G2.9 Ability to look for information in extended prose forms such as magazines, leaflets,
brochures, catalogues, etc

G2.10 Ability to read and understand the gist of articles and informative texts appropriate
to this level

G2.ll Ability to respond personally to stories and texts written for enjoyment

G2.12 Ability to present information obtained from written or spoken sources in a manner
appropriate to this stage
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STAGE A

As for Stages 1, 2 and 3 plus

G2.13 Ability to look for specific explicit information in contrived TV/radio (news,
weather, information, interview)

G2.14 Ability to understand explicit information, to follow argument and draw inferences
from written and spoken material

G2.15 Ability to summarise information in English obtained from spoken or written sources
in the foreign language

G2.16 Ability to study a topic, assemble information, present it in English, in project
form and discuss it verbally through conversation in the foreign language

STAGE 5

G2.17 Ability to make notes in English for one's own purpose from a spoken or written
source in the foreign language

G2.18 Ability to understand simple cultural allusions in spoken and written material in the
foreign language.

G2.19 Ability to study a topic, assemble information and write it up in the foreign
language (e.g. part of a tape/script exchange with a foreign school)

G2.20 Ability to cope with real TV and Radio of an appropriate sort in the foreign language
(News Programmes etc) and to be able to discuss the information provided

G3 Social skills

ALL STAGES

It is clear that within a communicative language learning framework more is involved
than simply linguistic proficiency. The way pupils behave and interact with each
other and with adults is also part of how they communicate, and in assessing levels
of communicative ability, teachers also consciously or unconsciously take into
account various non-linguistic features of performance. Communication, after all, has
to do with getting on with people.

The following non-exhaustive list represents some of the skills displayed by the
pupils judged as "good communicators":

- clear speech
- eye-to-eye contact
- general good manners
- appropriate facial expressions denoting participation
- listening to what others say so as to react appropriately, not merely putting in

an occasional, rehearsed remark
- knowing when to take over speech
- knowing when to stop talking
- interrupting politely
- knowing how to argue/object without being annoying
- encouraging others to join in
- helping others with language difficulties
- adapting language to the situation and knowing what is appropriate with regard to

other speaker(s).
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G4 Strategies

These strategies are designed for dealing with difficulties in communication.

ALL STAGES

G4.1 Ability to predict the intentions of others, and to know their probable reactions to
one's utterances

G4.2 Ability to infer from the total context what is intended by speaker/writer

G4.3 Ability to interpret gestures and facial expressions and any other paralinguistic
features to help one understand what is said

G4.4 Ability to guess the meaning of an unknown word or phrase from the linguistic context
in which it is used

G4.5 Ability to use knowledge about the relationship between the mother tongue and the
foreign language (if any) to help to infer the meaning of unknown items

G4.6 Ability to deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words through the beginnings of an under¬
standing of word formation in the foreign language (roots, stems, affixes, suffixes,
derivations, compounding, etc)

G4.7 Ability to get someone to repeat, rephrase, simplify what has been said or written so
that one can understand it

G4.8 Ability to get someone to spell a name or a word that one cannot grasp

G4.9 Ability to use appropriate mime, gestures and facial expressions to help to convey
one's intentions

G4.10 Ability to find and put together simple linguistic forms in one's language resource
to paraphrase what one wishes to say, whether these forms be standard or
learner-variety ones

G4.ll Ability to use one's knowlege of the relationship between the mother tongue and the
foreign language to create possible foreign words to convey one's meaning

G4.12 Ability to use one's knowledge of word-formation in the foreign language to create a
possible foreign word to convey one's meaning
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introduction

This part of the syllabus suggests Stage by Stage the content of the French Language Resou¬
rce that pupils can be encouraged to build up both through tackling and in oxjter to tackle
the various communicative events, activities and tasks contained in Syllabus guidelines 1:
Communication*

Syllabus guidelines 2: French has been set out in terms of suggested Communicative Func¬
tions, General Notions, Specific Notions and Grammar. An indication is given of the lan¬
guage exponents suggested for each Stage in each section. We have chosen to set out the
Language Resource that pupils might internalise in this way, since functions (what people
do or intend to do with the language they express) and notions (the concepts people refer
to when using language) help us to select which particular language forms oui pupils will
need to master. The functions and notions that were indicated in Syllabus .guidelines 1:
Communication can now be found in Part 2 with the suggested exponents for each Stage. For
further guidance on functions and notions we would recommend to teachers the article by
Brian Page: 'Notions, functions and threshold levels' in Audio-Visual Language Journal, vol
71, 1978.

FUNCTIONS, NOTIONS AND EXPONENTS

We have made extensive use of the Council of Europe's document Un niveau seuil, in order to
choose appropriate foreign language exponents to suit the functions and notions that arise
out of the communicative events, activities and tasks in Part 1 of this syllabus. The func¬
tions, notions and exponents listed can only be seen as suggestions, since for receptive
purposes, pupils must learn to cope with whatever functions, notions and exponents are
involved in native speaker speech and writing, and for productive purposes pupils must
learn to express their own meanings and intentions with whatever language resource is avai¬
lable to them at the time. This is not a prescribed syllabus. It is not intended that the
language exponents given should be systematically ingested and regurgitated., The grammar
and vocabulary through which Pupil A effects communeiation need not be the same as the
grammar and vocabulary through which Pupil B achieves the same end. What matters is that
both achieve communication at a level of proficiency commensurate with the nature of the
task set and with the context in which it has to be carried out.

The particular foreign language exponents given are intended to be suggestions that will
serve as the basis for formal receptive and productive work, or for teacher intervention
when learner needs are exposed. Any particular individual's receptive language resource is
likely to be gieater than his or her productive one, but any attempt to characterise the
nature or extent to which this should be so is hopelessly arbitrary. Theie is therefore no
systematic attempt made to distinguish between receptive and productive suggestions, except
in those cases where it is highly predictable that certain exponents will be needed for
recognition and understanding only, e.g. certain transactional formulae in shopping, cer¬
tain public announcement formulae, certain signs and notices In the foreign environment,
certain more complex but often used native speaker locutions, etc. In these cases a °
suggests that the exponent may be for Listening only, and an * suggests that the exponent
may be used for Reading only. In certain cases Items indicated as ° (Listening) or * Read¬
ing) at one Stage might well become part of the productive vocabulary at a later Stage.
Certain items will be required by certain pupils but not by others, e.g. particular
parental occupations. These have been marked as optional.

Each function and notion has been set out in the left-hand column and then language expon¬
ents appropriate to them have been suggested cumulatively along the page at Stages 1-5.
Thus the teacher can have a birds-eye view of what is suggested at each Stage, and of how
progression is achieved. If a particular language has several exponents for the same func¬
tion or notion, usually the easiest (or sometimes the most common exponent, which is often
also the easiest) will have been selected for the lowest Stage at which the function or
notion is introduced. Other language exponents for the same function or notion may be
introduced at later Stages. Teachers are expected to come back to particular functions and
notions as pupils progress through the Stages. Thus functions, notions and exponents can be
recycled, and further exponents added, as pupils progress, and as sensitivity to context
becomes more important.

It must be remembered that in order to be fully and effectively communicative the language



exponents selected must be appropriate to the user's role, to the relationship with the
addressee, and to the context in which participants find themselves. In setting out lang¬
uage exponents, it is very seldom possible to list all the contextual variables for any one
function or notion. Only the most likely ones will be shown. Teachers must therefore use
their discretion and their own knowledge of the language in selecting appropriate exponents
for particular contexts.

THE SUGGESTED GRAMMAR

The suggested grammar has been extracted from the language exponents used in the function¬
al/notional part of the syllabus. If we wish pupils to internalise ways in which particular
elements in a language resource can be combined with other9 and used flexibly and crea¬
tively in order to mean particular things in particular contexts, then we must be concerned
with grammar. Without the internalisation of a system pupils would merely be able to
regurgitate set phrases, or produce arbitrary combinations of single words which would
certainly not effect communication in the real world.

An internalised grammar based on a notional approach to the selection of forms should en¬
able learners to be able to understand and to express essential notions such as 'time',
'sequence', 'cause and effect', 'quantity', 'spatial relationship', etc at the earliest
Stages by providing them with a few key forms. They do not necessarily have to be able to
control the entire range of grammatical or vocabulary forms associated with these particu¬
lar notions. The notion of 'past time', for instance, can be realised at the early Stages
through one particular tense form or through use of words such as 'yesterday' or 'last
week' without full mastery of the entire past tense system in all its ramifications and
irregularities. We must beware of overloading pupils with too many grammar forms at one
time in a search for unattainable native speaker accuracy.

It is important for teachers to realise that the grammar that they teach, and the system
that learners find for themselves through communicative experience, will automatically give
rise to systematic errors (as well as unsystematic mistakes) at every Stage. These system¬
atic errors may arise from a number of sources - a misunderstood rule, an over-generalised
rule, an incoicectly drawn hypothesis, etc. Any grammar system that is not complete will
necessarily mean that if the learners operate it to their own ends they will make errors.
Tlie.se roust therefore be expected, since they cannot possibly be avoided.

By helping Stage t pupils to internalise the Stage 1 grammar, the teacher can, we hope,
enable them to have a system adequate enough to cope with whatever communicative needs may
arise, whether the exponents created on the basis of the Stage 1 system are correct or not.
Very occasionally pupils will be able to take appropriate whole chunks from their memory
store, but in most communicative situations they will have to rely on whatever language
resource system they have internalised to understand what they hear or read, and to create
language appropriate to context.

In order to show what might well happen in the classroom, exponents for a particular
function and notion are indicated. The function and notion are in Column 1. In Column 2 the
native speaker exponent that might have been taught is shown, in Column 3 a learner
exponent that might have been provoked by conscious application of grammatical rules at
Stage 1 is given, and in Column 4 a learner exponent that might arise quite naturally is
shown:

Function + Notion Native speaker exponent Learner exponent A Learner exponent B

Giving Event Je suis all£ chez le *J'ai al16 au *Je all§ le docteur
Information in medecin m§decin

(Narration) past
tense

♦

Move¬
ment

to

+

Name

}



It is not yet possible for us to do this for all functions and notions in our syllabus. The
interesting questions to which language teachers need to address themselves might be summa¬
rised as follow:

1. Having obtained from the pupil the form in the third column, as a direct result of
having taught the first stage of a passe compos§ system (J'ai £), does one:

(a) let the error pass?

(b) correct it as if it were some sort of anomaly, and thereby get the pupil to learn
'Je suis all£' as a lexical item, not yet fitted into the passg compost system?

(c) merely 'expand* what the pupil has produced by saying perhaps 'Pourquoi tu es all§
chez le m£decin, alors?' thereby exposing the pupil to a corrected version of the
form without formally correcting it?

(d) teach the '§tre + system as well as the 'avoir + £' system then and
there?

2. Having obtained from the pupil the form in the fourth column, does one:

(a) let the error pass?

(b) correct it along the lines of (b) above ?

(c) expand along the lines of (c) above ?

(d) reteach the 'J'ai ...£' system (and risk next time obtaining, 'J'ai alle') ?

(e) teach the '§tre ...§' system and reteach the 'avoir system.?
(Far too much learning to take in all at one time at Stage I)

(f) just teach the '§tre ...€' system, and risk next time getting 'JE suis mang£', for
example?

The circumstances surrounding the production of any error may differ, i.e. the pupils may
have been engaged in real or simulated communication, in which case errors are to be ex¬
pected and may be unimportant, or they may have been engaged in language practice, in which
case such errors were not expected and are important. The level of performance normally
obtained from the individual pupil who made the error may to some extent determine the way
in which the teacher hand'es the situation. Those who perform well should be kept to high
levels of accuracy. There would seem to be few clear answers to the questions posed. In
order to be able to cope with errors, teachers need to be aware of what occurs and why, and
they need to be sensitive to the particular pupil and to the particular circumstances in
which errors occur. Research into the actual exponents used by language learners as they
progress through Stages is required, as is research into the most effective way of coping
with error. For the moment a Judicious mixture of common sen6e, classroom experience, and
the insights provided by language-learning theory is all that we have to go on.

CAVEAT

The conscious formal study and practice of the forms of a language will not by itself lead
to the effective internalisation of a language resource with which to effect understanding
and communication in real life tasks. It was therefore suggested in the Introduction in
Part 1 that a balance between formal study and practice, skill-development exercises, and
communicative experience be maintained, and that a link be forged between the two in a
systematic way. Thus Part 1 of the Syllabus has been linked to Part 2, and the functional/
notional sections in Part 2 to the Grammar. It is the teacher's task to ensure that these
links are recreated In the classroom, and that effective communication be seen as the imme¬
diate end to any learning undertaken at any Stage. This Language Resource will 'power' the
communicative activities in Part 1. It will be of little use if learnt in isolation from
them.
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A Communicative functions: index

Al. Socialising (Initiation and Reaction)

Al.l. Mc»des of address
A!.2. Greetings
A1.3. Health enquiry
A1.4. Leave-taking
A1.5. Introductions
A1.6. Thanking
A1.7. Expressing good wishes

Exchanging Information (Question, Statement and Reaction)

A2.1. Identifying
A2.2. -Asking for/giving information
A2.3. Describing
A2.4. Comparing
A2.5. Narrating personal experiences
A2.6. Reporting
A2.7. Seeking confirmation
A2.8. Enquiring about or expressing knowledge
A2.9. Enquiring after or expressing opinions
A2.10. Agreeing or disagreeing
A2.ll. Certainty and doubt
A2.12. Permission
A2.13. Worthwhile or not

A2.I4. Preferable or not

A2.15. Necessity and need
A2.16. Appearance
A2.17. Arguing
A 2.18. Int ention

A2.19. Hope
A2.20. Abi1ity
A2.21. Obligation
A2.22, Likes, dislikes, preferences
A2.23. Wishes

A3. Exjres s i ng Atr iti'des (Initiation and Reaction)

Al.l. A_s k i ng for an evaluation
A3.2. Expressing love
A3.3. Expressing admiration
A3.4. Expressing approval
A3. 5. Expressing interest
A3.6. Express!ng anticiparion
A3.7. Expressing f riendship
A3.8. Expressing sympathy
A3.9. Expressing praise/encouragement
> UJ O Expressing surprise
A3.11, Expressing regret
A3.12. Expressing worry/reassurance
A3.13. Expressing indi fference
A3.14. Expressing boredom
A3.15. Expressing resignation
A3.16. Expressing di sapproval/complaining
A3. 17. Expressing di'.appointment
A3.18. Expiessing a^er/r-earing
A3.19. Expressing disgust
A3.20. Expressing abuse
A3.21. Expressing apology

A4. Ge 111ng things done (Initiation and Reaction)

A4.1. Offering
A4.2. Reques ting
A 4.3. Suggest log/making arrangements
A.4. 4. Invi r ing/making arrangements
A4.5. Reacting to offers, requests, suggestions and invitations
A4.6. Advising
A4.7. Warning
A4.8. Reminding
A4.9. Instructing
A4. JO. He 1 ping
A4.11. Persuading

A5. Oi^garising and maintaining copsounciation

A5.1. Attracting attention
A5.2. Pausing - holding the initiative
A5.3. Seeking conf i rmat ion
A5.4. Expressing lack of comprehension
A5. 5. A-sking for repetition or rephrasing
A 5.6, Asking how to spell something mentioned
A5.7. Asking for an expi anation/1rans1 ation
A5.8. Asking someone to explain what they just said
A 5.9. Asking how to say something in the foreign language
A5.J0. Laying out a letter
A5.J1. Punctuating and paragraphing
A3. 12. Telephoning



Stages 1 and 2 Su

Socialising
Identifying
Asking about/stating facts
Describing
Expressing intention
Giving simple opinions (as facts)
Stating ability
Expressing wishes
Expressing likes, dislikes and preferences
Expressing simple needs and sensations
Co raa>ent ing
Responding and reacting to:
requests for information,
statements end comments

Agreeing/disagreeing
Offering something
Requesting something
Asking someone to do something
Suggesting an action
Reacting to offers, requests, suggestions

and instructions

Accepting and declining
Reacting to unpleasantnesses
Apologising
Making arrangements
Inviting
Asking for permission
Asking for help
Attracting attention
Coping with language problems
Expressing: approval, disapproval,
gratitude, regret, interest, anger and
abuse

Giving simple instructions
Offering to do something
Complaining
Asking for specific advice
Reporting what others did
(single events)

Stage 4

Comparing
another

Narrating
Discussing
Asking for
Expressing

and ce r t a

complex o
Expressing
condition

Expressing
Express!ng
indiffere

resignati
disgust

one thing with

a series of events

topics of interest
opinions
shades of doubt

inty, and more
>pin ions

hopes and future
al possibilities
anticipation
6yrapathy,

nee, boredom,
on, surprise, and

Reporting vAsat
asked/1 hought

Giving detailec
instructions

Arguing for/ag;
Exemplif ying
Justifying
Expressing mori
Fersuading
Ex p 1 a i n i ng
Expressing dis.
worry

A1 Socialising
Function

_ S r a£e 1 St age 2 Sr^ge 3 ^ _ S • .^e 4
A 1.1 Modes of tfddrt-'ss

~ in speech James!
Monsieur
Madame
Maderoo!selle
Messieurs-Dames*

- on an envelope Monsieur* +pr£nom
Madame* -f-nom
Mademoiselle*

M, Mme, Mile*

A 1.2 Greetings

face to face Bonjour!
Bonsolr!
Salut!

- telephone AJ 1 ~, c'est X.

- in a letter
(informal)

Cher/Chere* ...

Bien cher/ch£re* ...

- in a letter
(formal)

Monsieur
Mad ame

Maderooiselle

Tu ef

A 1.3 Health enquiry

- initiating §a va?
Comment 9a va?
£a va bien?

Comment allez-vous?

£a va mieux?

*

10



Function Stage 1 Stage 2 St age J3 St age U Stage 5
ealth enquiry
cont.)

ting (Ja va, (merci, et
toi?)

va bien, aerci.
£a ne va pa6.
Pas mal, merci, et
toi?

Je ne me sens pas
bien.

Je ne suis pas en
forme.

Leave-taking

speech Au revoirl
A bientftt!
Salut!
Bonne nuit!

A tout & 1'heure!
A demain!
A lundi, etc.

Bonne journ££!
Bon apr2s midi!

a letter
fortaal)

AmitiSs*
Amicalement*
Grosses Bises*

a letter
rmal)

Veuillez agr£er, 3*nn-
sieur, l'expression
de mes sentiments les

plus distingu£s.*

IntioductIons

cing name Comment tu

t 'appelles?
Comment vous sppelez-
VOU8 ?

.

vlng name Je m'appelle X.

1.5 Introductions
(cont.)

introducing oneself Pr£nom + nom

Je m'appelle X.

. - °6.c t . _ srage <4 Stage 5

introducing another Void Mary. Je vous pr£ser

reacting politely
to an Introduction

Enchant £(e)!

1.6 Thanking^

in speech Merci (bien/beaucoup).
-

reacting when
thanked

De rlen. Je vous en pr

in a letter Merci pour les photos. Je te remercie beau-

coup pour les photos.

1.7 Expressing good
vishe#

initiating Jcyeux Noel!
Bonne Ann£e!
Bon anniversa!re!
Bonnes vacances!
Bon weekend!"

Bonne chancel
Amusez-vous bien!*

Bon app£titl
Bon voyage!

Sant6!
A la tienne!
Bonne f21 e1 *
A tes souhait

responding A toi sussi!



A2 Exchanging information
Tunction Stage 1 Stage 2

_ Stagt 3 Stage 4

A2.1 Identifying

Qj'est-ce que c'est?
C'est un poisson.

- objects and animals

- people Qui est-ce?
C'est qui?
C'est le directeur.
C'est roc. fr£re.
C'est mol.

-

- people
(on the telephone) C^ji est & l'appareil?

C'est Pierre?
C'est mol, Mary.

- ownership C'est 3 qui?
C'est £ moi.
C'est & Marie.

- whose turn it is C'est A qui?
C'est 3 toi.

A2.2 Asking for/ giv-
ing 1nfolma tion

- 3bking 'Yes/No'
questions

11 est malade?

Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

A2.2 Asking for/ glv~
J ng information
"Jcont.)

- reacting to 'Yes/No*
ques tIons

Out •

Non.
Peut~?tre.
C'est possible.
Je ne s*is pas.
Mais non, 11 ...

Je crois que oui/non. Bien sOr que oui/non.
Je n'en sals rien.

£a

- asking negative
questions

II n'est pas malade?

- reacting to
negative questions

Mais si I
Mais non!

- making statements J'ai perdu roon crayon.
11 ne pleut pas.

- asking where, why,
who, which, how,
hew much, etc

T1 est oO?
C'est qui?
Pourquoi tu es en
retard?

- answering where,
why, who, etc

A la malson.
C'est ooi, Mary.
J'ai rat6 le bus.

- asking how to do
something

Comment tu ouvres <ja?

- replying saying how
to do something

Avec un couteau.



unction Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

ing for/giv-
information

nt.)

ig when, why,
etc

11 arrive 2 huit
heures.
Elle est 2 la raalson.

>cribing

what someone

te

Il/elle est comment? •

what some-

is like
Elle est comment, ta
robe?

ng what some-
s like

11 est beau, ton ami.

mparing

a norm £a va?
Non, c'est trop cher.

hing with
er

C'est plus cher que
chez nous.

11 fait moins froid
ici qu'en Ecosse.
I18 mangent mieux que
nous.

rrating pers-
al experiences

e events J'ai chez le
mSdecin.

Function

1 n

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

si rating pers-
ial experiences^

:ont.)

iuence of
s

.... et ... ...» puis ... D'abord, ... puis ... Apres avoir fait
cela, j'ai ...

Avant d'aller au

]it, j'ai ...

sport in£

others said 11 a dlt: 'Je n'aime

pas £a.'
11 a dit qu'il aval
d£j2 mang£.

others asked Elle a dit: 'Vous
venez?'

Elle a demand€ si t

pouvais l'aider.0

others told us

o

11 a dit: 'Entrez!* 11 m'a dit de
m'asseoir ...

eeking confirm-
tion

iating
C'est 2 huit heures,
nfest-ce pas?

C'est bien 2 huit
heures qu'on se
rencontre?

nguiring^ about
r expressing^
nowledge

ng about people
pi aces

Tu connais Jean?
Tu connais Glasgow?

ng you know
<-..ic / sr.-ewhere

Je connais M<*rie.
Je fynrsis Edinburgh.



Paction Stage J Stage 2 Stage 3 /''.age *
*2.8 Enquiring about

or expressing
knowledge
(cont.)

- saying you do not
know someone/
somewhere

Je ne connais pas
James.
Je ne connais pas
Paris.

- asking someone if
they know how to do
something

Tu sals jouer de la
guitare?

•

- saying you know how
to do something

Je sals nager.

- reacting saying you
know

Oui, je sais.

- reacting saying you
did not know that

Ah, je ne le savais
pas.

A2.9 Enquiring for/ex¬
pressing opinions

- expressing opinion
as a fact

11 est malade.

| - asking someone's
opinion

Qu'est-ce que tu en
penses?

- expressing opinions 11 est absent, je
cr ois.

A men av

Function

•• 2 ring for
or expressing
opinions (cont.)

- reacting with
opinions

*2 .10^ Agi eelng and
disagreeing

non-comml 11 al
ear 11 on

agreeing

- disagreeing

saying the other
person is wrong

expressing doubt
about what someone

has said

correcting a state¬
ment, with emphasis

Stage _1_ __

Mmm
Oul

D* accord I
Je suls d'accord.

Mais non!
Je ne suls pas
d * accord .

C'est 3 hult houres
(pas 2 sept heures).

Stage 2

Ah bon!
Je vols

C'est £a.

Stage 3_ Stage 4 Srs

Je crols qu'il est
dans le jardin.
Je crois que oui.
Je crois que non.
Je ne crols pas.
Je ne pense pas.

Bien sQr!
Tu as raison.

Ce n'est pas vral, ga.
C'est compl£tement
faux, qa.

Ah bon?
Tu es sQr?
C'est vrai?
Vraiment?

Mon oell!
Tu rigolc
Tu parlet

Tu cxag?:
Sans blaj
(Ja o'fto1

18



Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage M Stage 5

Certainty and
doubt

ng If what was
was certain

Tu es sGr?
C'est certain?

ing that sooe-
g Is certain

11 vlent, j *en suis
SOT •

ting by express-
certainty

- C'est sQr.
C'est certain.

easing doubt Je doute fort que*.
£a m'£tonnerait
que*...

ting by express-
doubt

J'en doute fort.

rig If something
>osslble

11 e8t chez tol,
peut~?tre?

Peut-Stre que*...?

lng that some-
tg is possible

7u as peut-?tre
raison.
11 est lS-bae,
peut-3tre.

11 dolt ?tre malad<

ting by express-
possibility

Peut-?tre. C'est possible.
Oui, probable&ent.

£a se peut.

ting by express-
impossibility

Ce n'est pas possible.
C'est impossible.

Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

Certainty and
doubt (cont.)

ting by express-
probability/
iclon

Je m'en dout ais.*

Perm!ss1 on

ng for
i s s 1 on

Je peux ouvrlr la
fen?tre?

On peut partir,
hjonsi eur?

ting permission Oui. Bien sQr.

sing permission Non. Non, je regrette ...

>ldding C'est dSfendu.*
C'est interdit.®

Worthwhile or

not

ng whether some-
ig is worthwhile

(Ja vaut la peine?

ing that ecme-
ig Is not worth-
le

£a ne vaut pas la
pelne/le coup.

Prefe: able
or not

ting what 18
fer able

11 vaut trieux rtrs

>n



function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage * St;

A2.15 Necessity and
need

- expressing need Je voudrais aller aux

toilettes.
J'ai besoin d'un
couteau.

11 i* fai

- expressing
necessity

11 faut que*... Je dols
11 faut
restes.

11 faut

- askiDg if something
i8 necessary

Kst-ce que c'est vrai-
ment n£cessaire?

Faut-il

que ...?

- replying stating
something is
necessary

Oui, 11 le faut.
C'est n£cessaire.
C'est obligatoire.

-stating that some-
is not needed/
neces sary

Je n'ai pas besoin
de ...

Ce n'est pas nfcess-
aire.

11 me SPE

A2.16 Appearance

- 6tating that some¬
thing appears to
be so

Tu as l'air
fatigu$(e).

A 2.17 Ar gui

- enumerating points
in an argument

Pr emi ?rei
Deuxi^c
Finaleae

Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Sta

A.2,17 Arguing (cont.)
- paraphrasing C'est 3

- exemplifying ... par

A2.18 Intention

- asking about
intention

Tu fals quo! ce 6oir? Qu'est-ce que tu fais
ce soir?

- expressing
intention

Je vais au cinema ce

soir .

Je vals faire du ski
samedi.

J'ai d£cid§ de partir
demain.
J'ai l'infention de...

- expressing future
condition

S'il pleut, Je reste
3 la maison.

A2.19 Hope

- expressing bope Je vai9 y aller,
j'esp£re.

J'esp?re
venir lu

- replying: I hope so J*esp£re que oui.

- replying: I hope not J'esp£re que non.

A2.20 Ability

- asking and sever¬
ing about ability
to (no impediment)

Tu peux vtnir?
Je peux venir 3 hult
henres.



Function Stage I Stage_2__ Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

20 Ability (cont.)

Tu saia nager?
Je sais jouer de la
guitare.
Je nage Men.

sking and answer—

ng about knowing
OW to

?king and answer-
ig about language
>ility

Vous parlez anglais?
Je parle un peu

frangais.

Je lis un peu.
J'£cris un peu.

king and answer-
ig about inability

(impediment)

Tu ne peux pas?
Je ne peux pas sortir
samedi.

ating that you
not know how to

Je ne sais pas faire
ga.

Je n'ai pas encore
apprls d ...

1 Obligation

at 11 faut que Je parte.
(as a fixed phrase)

-

11 faut que ...

Tu dels . • •

ght to Tu devrais .. .

2 Likes , dislikes
and j) t e f e fences

king and ar.swer-
g about likes and
slikes

Tu almes le football?
Tu n'aimes pas le vin
bJ anc?
J'alme le ski.
Je n'aime pas le
haggis.

J'adore Toyah.
J'alme beaucoup nager.
Je dfteste l'anglais.

£a te plait?
£a t'a plu, le film?

J*at horreur des

tripes.

Funrrion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 3

2 Likes, dislikes
and preferences
(coot.)

sue ring that you
ite like something

Qa va. Comme ci, comme ga.

king and answer-
g about prefer-
ces

Quel est ton sport
pr£f £r6?
C'est mon sport
pr£f £r§.

Je pr£f£re l'hlstolre. J'aitae mieux danser
le rock.

-
.

3 Wishes

<ing and answer-

g about wishes
Tu veux . . . ?
Je voudrals ...

Veux-tu bien ouvrir
la fengtre, s'll te
plait?



*3 Expressing attitudes
function Stage 1 Stage 2 " Stage 3 Stage 4

_ St

A3.1 AsVing for an
evaluation

- lilcee/ dislik.eg Tu aimes Abba?
C'Stait bien?

Tu as aim€ ...?
t'a plu?

- opinions Comment tu l'as
trouv§?

Qu'est-ce que tu en
penses?

A3.2 Expressing love J'adore la musique
pop.
Je t'aime.

A3.3 Expressing
admiration

- initiating/
reacting

C'ftait formidable,
la musique.
Elle est super, Toyah.
Le film €tait magni-
fique.

- initiating/
reacting

C'est formidable!
C'est magnifique!
C'est super!

C'est extra!
C'est terrible!

A3. 4 Expressing
approval

Bien!

J'aime beaucoup ton
disque.
C'£tait bien, le
mat ch.
Le repas £tait
excel!ent.

Elle n'est pas mal.
Chic alors!

£a te va bien, cette
couleur.
Le film a'a plu.

Function Stage 1 Stage2 Stage 3 Sta^e 4

| A3,5 Expressing
interest

- initiating/
re act ing

C'est int£ressant,
1 'histoire.

La g'ographie, 5a
m' int£resse.

A3.6 Expressing
_

anticipation

- initiating/
! reacting
i

•

J'attends les vacances

avec impatience.
Je serai tr£s
content(e) de ...

A3.7 Expressing
friendship

- initiating/
reacting

J'aime bien Graham.
Elle est sympa, Marie.
C'est i&on ami(e).

C'est fflon copain.
C'est ma copine.

A3.8 Expressing
yy»v'i'

- initiating/
reacting

Quel doomage!
C'est dosage. Pas de

A3.9 Expressing praise
/encouragement

- initiating/
reac ting

Felicit at ions!*
(C'est) tr£s bien.
Formidable!

Bravo!*



function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 StLa_ge_* Stage 5

10 Expressing
surprise

□itiating/
eacting

£a alorsl
£a m'Stonne.
Tu m'£tonnes.

Je ne a'y attend
pas.

11 Expressing
regret

iitiating/
iacting

Je regrette, je ne

peux pas.
Excusez-moi.

. Malheureusement ... Je suis d£sol£(e).

2 Expressing
worry7
reassurance

.pressing worry

-

C'est inquiStant.

assuring £a ne fait rien. Ne t'en fais pas.

3 Expressing
indif ference

itlating/
acting

Bof! £a a'est £gal. £a ne ae regarde
Je m'en fiche!*
Qu'est-ce que tu
veux que j *y fass

^ Expressing
boredom

riating/
ac t ing

C'est ennuyeux. C'est ca8se-pieds
J'en ai narre.

Function Stage 1
_ Stage 2 Stage 3 Sta_ge 5

Exp ressing
resigoat1 on

iating/
ting

C'est comme tu veux.

TaDt pisl

Express i ng
disapproval/
coroplai nln^

iating/
ting

£a ne va pas.
Je n'airoe pas ga.
(Ce n'Stait) pas blen.
Ce n'est pas une bonne
id£e.
C'est stupide, £a.

Je n'ai pas aim5 £a.
La soupe est froide.

Le film ne m'a pas
plu.
C'£tait affreux.
C'£tait T>oche.

Ce n'£tait pas
faraeux.

C'Stait dcbile.

Expressing
Jlssr.ointment

ating/
"ing

J'ai df£u(e).
C'est doomage ...

'xpressing^
inger/svearing
ating/
ing

Zut!
Mince alors! Merde!

xp r e s f i ng
|_S_gU8_t

ating/
ing

-

C'est affreux.
C'est dfgoutant.

C'est d£gueu!a9se.
Quel's horreurl



Function Stage J Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage b Stag*

A3,20 Expressing
abuse

- Initiating/
reacting

Idiot!

EspSce d'iab£cile!
Allez-vous en! Plche-TBoi la palx!

Salaud!

A3,21 Expressing
apology

- apologising Je m'excuse ...

Excusez-moi.
Pardon ...

Kalheureusernent ... Je sui8 d$sol£(e) ...

.4 Getting things done
j^unct ion Stage 1 Stage_2 ^ Stage 3 S:age 4 Staj

' 4. 1^ Of fe ring Tu veux un bonbon? Je peux t'aider? Je peux t'eider a
monter les valises?
Tu veux un coup de
main?

. 2 Requesting

•sking for some-
tM ng

(Tu as) un crayon,
s * 11 te plait?
Je voudrais du pain.

Passe-mol les ciseaux.
•

Tu n'aura

grtiuDe, pa

asking soneone to
do something

Tu ouvres la fen?tre,
s'll vous plait?

Veux-tu bien ouvrir
la fen?tre?

Ouvre la fen?tre, s'il
te plait.

Pour riez-

passer 1*
vous plal
DIs-lul d

4.3 Suggesting/making^
arr angements

On va au clr.£ma?
Huit beures, £a va?

Allons voir le match! Si on all
cinema?

..., 5a t

4.4 Invl t ing/making_
ar rarsgfcpentB^

Tu viens au cinema
avec moi?
Tu peux venlr demain?

4 . 5 React ing tio
offers^ request s,
suggestions and
Invltat Ions

accepting
Bonne id£e!
Je voudrais Men.
Je veux bien.

Oui, avec plaisir.
Oui , raerci beaucoup.
D * accord!

Volontle r8! Je n*y m*

30



Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage S

ont.)

ning Merci.

Non, merci.
Je regrette, je ne
peux pas.

Je ne suis pas libre. Ma-lheureusement ...

ting
tantly

Si tu insistes.

vising

\g for advice Comment est-ce que je
fais 9a?

Quel est le meilleur
moyen de ...?

^g advice Tu devrais ...

A votre place, je .

arning Attention!* Doucement!* Ne touchez pas!"

emindlng

t forget to N'oublie pas ton
crayon.

N'oublie pas qu'on
se rencontre 3 huit
heures •

ng for a
nder

Rappelle-moi de lui
t£lCphoner.

nst rue tin£
1 s o A 4. 2. )

ructing someone
!o something

Tu coupes le papier
en t rois ... *
Prenez la premiere
rue 2 gauche."

Function

Helping

ling urgently
help

Stage 1

ing for help

ering help

cting to request
help

Au secours!°

J* arrive!

L Persuading

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A St3ge 5

Tu peux m'aider?

Je peux vous aider?

Tu peux a>e donner un
coup de main?

Tu veux un coup de
main?

Je t'assure que
Tu devrais ...

+

(use of superlati-
e,g. le meilleur)
+

(use of stress an

intonation)



Organising and maintaining communication
Function Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Sta

5.1 Attracting
attention

Pardon, Monsieur ...

S'il vous plait,
Madame ...

Excusez-moi ...

H£ ...!

A5.2 Pausing - holding
the initiative

♦

... alors
•.. euh
... eh b
..• voyo

\5.3 Seeking
confirmation

..., tu
. •., tu
..., n'e

A5.4 Expressing lack
of comprehension

Je ne comprends pas. Je o'ai pas bien
ccxapris .

A5.5 Asking for
repetition or
rephrasing

Comment?
Pardon?

Plus lenteroent, s'il
vous plait.
Voulez-vous bien

r£p£ter cela, s'il
vous plait?

Qu'est-ce que tu as
dit?

Je n'ai pas bien
compris?

5.6 Asking how to
spell something
mentioned

Comuent qa s'£crit?

5.7 Asking for an

exp1 an a tion/~
translat ion

Qu*est-ce que ga veut
dire?
En anglais, s'il vous
plait?

Function S£age_l Stage 2 St3
_ Stage A"

A5.8 AsV.ing someone to
expI 3in what
they just said

■

~ "6- ~
.

'

- z j> r

C'est

Qu 'es
veut

A5.9 Asking how to say
I something in the

foreign language

Comment dit-on ... en

fran^ais?

A5.10 Laying out a
! ~ "Tetter
i

("ce Al.l, Al.2, and
A).A.)

A5.ll Punctuating and
?_ara£ra£bin£

(Use of comma, full
stop, question mark,
inverted comsas, and
paragr aphs.)

A 5.1 2 Te 1 ephoning_
- greeting A118!

C'est toi, X?
Je voudrais parler 1
X, s'il vous plait.

Qui e
X 3 1
Ne qu

- ending a
conver sat ion

Au revoirl



8

GENERAL NOTIONS



3 Genera! notions; inuex

®-• Reference to people, places, things, events, qualities and ideas

Bl.l. People
B1.2. Things
B1.3. Places
Bl.4. Actions/events
B1. 5. Qualities
B1.6. Ideas/propositions

5 2. Ex 1st ence/non-existence; Avail abili ty/pod-availability

B3. Presence/absence

B4. Happening

B 5. Time

B5.1 Clock time

B3. 2. Points in time
B3. 3. Present time

B5.4. Future time

B5. 5. Past time

B5.6. Beginning
B 5.7. Ending
B 5. 8. Continuing
B5.9. CI. ang ing/becoming
B5.10. Before/after/at the same time
B5. II- Sequence
B5.12. Early/1 ate/on time
B 5.13. Dur at ion
B 3. I 4. Fre quency
B3. 1 3. Speed

B 6 • S_p ace

B6.1. Location
B6.2. Movement
B6.3. Distance
86.4. Motion towards
B6 . 5. From where

B7.

37.1. Numbers and fractions
B7.2. Measurement
37.3. Expressions of amount
57.4. Expressions of degree

B8. CV a r acteristics

88.1. Shape
38.2. Physical appearance
B8.3. Colour
B8.4. Material
att S of sater 1 *1

B8.6. Wetness/dryness
88.7. Seeing
B8.8. Hearing
B8.9. Tasting
B8 /1 0. Be el 1 ing
B8 . 11. Age
88.12. Condir5ons
B8.13, Psychological characteristics

B 9. EvaJuation

B9.1. Price
B9.2. Evaluating things seen, heard, done, eaten, etc
B9.3. True/false; Correct/incorrect
B9.4. Normality/abnormality
B9.5. Utility
B9.6. Importance
B9.7, Ease/difficulty

B10. Relations within and between units of meaning

BIO.1 Comparison
BIO.2. Possession
B10.3. Negation
810.4. Actor/action relations
BJ0.5. Logical relations between units of meaning



B GENERAL NOTIONS

'lotion Stage 1

To'cronco to pcop-o,

places, things.events
qualities & ideas

B1.l. People
- subject

- object

je,tu,il,elle,
on,nous,vous,
i Is,elles
Name e£

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A

reflexive

me, te, le, la",'"'"'
nous,vous,les
Name

Stage b

me,te,se,nous;
vous.se

lui,elle

qui est-ce qui?
qui est-ce que?
lequel . laquel le
lesque Is,lesque 1les

me,te,1ui,nous
vous, leur
a + Name je-t\4

eux , el'Tes
-r
in

qui.que dont:

celui/celle qui...
R auquel, a laquelle ci

:R duquel.de laquelle o:
iR (vers)1eque1,1aque 1 11

Netiou Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A . Stage 5

Bl.l(contd)

i
- demonstrative

t
1
1

celui-ci, celle-ci
celui-la, celle-la

1

- other expressions toute le monde
tous

i

un autre

quelqu'un d'autre
on

personne

plusieurs
tous les deux

quelques uns
ch acun

la plupart
certains

n'importe qui

B1.2.

- general la chose

i

•

le true

le roachin I

subject

- object

- reflexive

- interrogative

- relative pronouns

- demonstrative

il.elle
ils.elles

quoi?

le,la,les
en

(eg.J'en voudrais)

*
<T

Keg. |a se mange)
qu'est-ce qui?
qu'est-ce que

que....?
lequel,laquelle? |

lesquels,lesquelles? •~

, e^yjjUjL. +■ hiftW, 0i

quelle sorte de?

qui,que

other expressions quelque chose i 1 a moi ti e la plupart n'import* quo!



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

B1.3 PI aces i ci

la
ou?

d'ou?

y

(eg.J'y vais)
en

(eg.J'en revier

- relative pronoun

arriver

s
ou

B1.4 Actions/events f aire se passer avoir 1ieu
/ *
evenement

af f ai re

B1.5 Qualities comme ai ns i

de cette fa^c

B1.6 Ideas/Propo-
sitions (eg.Je n'airae pas ca)

ce

(eg. C'est bete f:a)
£a, ce . . .

r*

(eg. £a, c'est bete)

idee en

(eg. 0u'est-que tu
en penses?) j

y

(eg. J'y reflech

relative pronoun

i

ce qui
ce que

1
1

|
i
i

I
i

i

i
i

Noti on Stage I Stage 2 Stage J Stage U Stage 3

B2. r<nis tence , Non-
exis tence,
Avai labi li ty , Non-

i 1 y a
li n'y a pas Y'a-t-il encore?

Il n'y en a plus 11 en reste

availability

B3. Presence/Absence
A V

etre la

ne pas etre la
present
absent

L Qui est-ce qui
manque?

B4. Happening il y a
[eg. 11 y a un concert

ce soir)

arriver se passer avoir lieu

B5. . Time

B5.1. Clock Time Quelle heure est-il?
X heures
- et quart
- et demie
-moins le quart
X heures X
X heures moins X

midi

minuit

21 heures 30

(24 hour clock)

Vous avez l'heure?

vers deux heures



55.2 Points in tine

Stage 1

cjuand •
deux heures

- days of the week
aonths

geisons

fes tivals

- da"

raati n

apres-m: di
soi r
nui t

weekend
semaine

mois

annee,

Stage 2 Stage 3

u_

lundi.cardi etc
janvier.fevrier etc.
e te , autcr.ne ,hiver ,printemps
Noel
Nouvel An

Paques

Stage 4 Stage 5

"TFete Natlonale

(le 14 jui1 let)

On est le combien? "
le trois d£cembre etc. mil neuf cent quair<

vingt trois

- tine clause

express ions quand lorsque ^
au moment ou ^

B5.3 Present Time

- verbal expressions Present Tense

- other expressions aujourd'hui
ce matin,ce weekend etc.

Stage 1

5.4 Future Time

verbal expressions Present Tense
aller + infinitive

maintenant

?tre en train de

en ce moment

actue1leroen t

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Future Tense
etre sur le poir.t de

- other expressions demain

demain matin

deraain soir etc.

tout a l'heure

bientot
la semaine prochaine ete

dans X semaines apres deraain
le lendemain

5.5 Past Time

verbal expressions Passe Compose

Imperfect

- other expressions hier

hier matin

Passe Compose

Imperfect

R Pas t His toric

Present Tense
denuis

il y a deux semaines
avant hier

a ce moment-la

alors

la semaine derniere e

la veille s

V)
o



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1 1
i

| Stage 4 i Stage 3

D5.6 Beginning comnencer

'

dcpuis
debut

commencement

ne plus

1
T
1 se terminer
1

1

B5.7 Ending f inir

(eg.11 faut finir!
J'ai fini)

a.
arre ter

(eg. Arretez de faire

£a)

continuer

en train de
res ter

B5.8 Continuing encore

toujours

B5.9. Changing/
Becomine

changer
devenir

B5.10 Belore/After/
At the same

time

- before avant six heures de ja

f
i

1

i

i
i

avan t

eg.Qu'est-ce que tu |I
as fait avant?) j

avant de

auparavaiU
avant que

- after apres six heures

i
■

i

1

plus tard

1
j
l

n

apres R apres que....
apres avoir*** par la suite

l
i ,

1 1
i

1
1

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

B5.10 (contd)

- at the same time
a.

en meme temps

B5.ll Sequence

«

prochain
(eg.le mois prochain)

d'abord...puis
et puis
finalement

a la fin

L Au suivant

ensuite

premierement
deuxiememen t

troisiemement

Pluperfect

B5.12 Early/On Time/
Late

early
a.

tot

de bonne heure

late en retard trop tard

on time a l'heure

B5.13 Duration heure(s)
minute(s)

seconde(s)
jour(s)
semaine(s)
an, annee

roois

combien de temps?
pour combien de temps?

pour trois mois
encore

toujours
pendant

quinzaine
long temps
durer

[eg.le film dure
1 heure)

depuis
(eg.j'attends depuis

1 heure)

jusque

R pendant que. .

R jusqu'a ce que



Motion

B5.14 rFrequency

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

combien de fois?
souvent

encore (une fois)
ne....jamais
le lundi
tous les lundis

quelquefois

Stage 4

d * habi tude
pas souvent
rarement

X fois par semair.e
de temps en temps
la plupart du ter.ps

Stage 5

B5.15 Speed

X kilometres a l'heure

vi te

len teraen t

& L Sf>

B6.1 Location

ou :

dans
en

chez
derriere
devant
en face de
a cflte de

pres de
sous

sur

au bord de

loin de

entre

au milieu de
au dessus de
au dessous de

de quel cote?

le long de

se trouver

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

B6.1 (contd)
la

1C1

la-bas
derriere
devant
en face
loin
a cSte

par ici
. v

par la
en dessous

en dessus
en haut,l&-haut
en bas

dedans

dehors
au milieu

ailieurs

(la) ou..

B6.2 Movement

aller
entrer (.dans)
sortir(de)
partir
arriver
venir
monter

descendre
traverser

tourner

passer
rentrer

quitter
marcher

courirs
aller a pied

s'arreter

s * approcher

avancer

i racu l« r

0 t %

hrwtr fy*o



Motion

B6 . Motion towards

B6.£ From where

B7. 3
B7.1. Numbers &

Fractions

cardinals

- ordinals

B7.2 Measurement

- of distance

of weight

(eg.

Stage 1

ou ?
s

a,au,en
a l'£cole
au Canada

en France^

Stage 2 Stage 3

d' ou '
de Paris

combien?

zero

un,deux,trois,
...cent (1-100)
deni

(eg.demi-heure)

premier,deuxieme
dernier (1st, 2nd &

las t)

C'est loin?

kilometre
mi lie

a X milies

kilo

li vre, demi-livre
gramme

tout pres
* ^ '
a cote

Stage 4 Stage 3

un quart
mi lie (1-1000)
X et derai(e)
trois quarts

troisieme
(3rd-100th >

deux et deux

font... .

lourd

leger

C'es t a quelle
di s tance de . .

metre

cen time tre

peser poi ds

Notion

B7.2(contd)

- of liquids

Stage 1

combien?

litre,demi-litre
verre

bouteille

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

ter
- of temperature II fait quelle

X degr£s
molns X

temperatu

B7.3 Expressions
of amount

.4 Expressions
of degree

beaucoup
pas de . . . .

un peu
pas assez

trop

tres

trop
assez

pas assez

tout

encore

quelques
la plupart de
ne que
seulement

aussi que

plus que
moi ns que

si ... .

telleu



Notions Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 3

8. Ch aracteris ti cs

8.1 Shape

1

•

rond

carre

rectangulaire
triangulaire
cercle

carrf?
rectangle
triangle

en forme de. . . .

1
38.2 Physical

Appearance

1

grand
pe ti t
gros
mince

joli
beau

pas joli
pas beau

long
cour t

1 arge
^ troit

maigre
laid

moche

B8.3 Colour

!
de quelle couleur
noir,blanc,bleu
rouge,j aune,vert,
marron,gris

(bleu) clair
(bleu) fonce

orange violet
V

-f-

cui r

B8.4 Material

clothes
*•
etre en

lai ne

co ton

nylon

»otion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

B8.4(contd)
- objects papier

bois
verre

metal
or

argent
Plastique

B8.5 Characteristics o f
dur
doux

epais
fragile

B8.6 Wetness/Dryness
sec

humide

trempe^
mouilie

Seeing
voir
ne pas voir

voir bien
voir mal

VA
apercevoir ^

B8.8 Hearing
bruit entendre

ne pas entendre
entendre bien,
entendre mal

calme

bruyant
tranquille



-¥otloa Stage 1 .Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

B8.9 Tasting
A

e tre
%

(eg. C'est tres bon)
gou ter

(eg.Goute ^a)
L parfum

sucre,doux
amer

/.
avoir 1e gou

manquer de s

B8.10. Smelling
■vsen tiY

(eg.ja sent bon,
<^a sent mauvais)

odeur ca pue

B8.11. Age quel age as-tu?
avoir X ans

vieux

jeune

nouveau

neuf
moderne

ancien

B8.12 Conditions

- of people

See A1 . 3

(bras) casse*
raort

- objects/machines
s

casse

en panne
X ne marche pas

troue

B8.13 Psychological
Characteris tics

intelligent
. A .

bete

s tupide
genti1
sympa

paresseux
me ch an t
en colere

drole

amus ant

ennuyeux

bien eleve
mal eleve

vi1ain

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A

1

Stage 5

B9 _ t/d&xr* £4 o>v

6^ • 1 PvAct.
A

Combien coute

£a coute X francs
argent
francs,centimes

cher
bon marche

monnaie gra tuit pa vaut...
billet

piece (de X
francs)

C'est une

occa sion

B9.2 Evaluating
things,seen,
heard,done,
eaten etc.

bien,bon,beau
pas bien.pas bon,
pas beau,mauvais
joli
formidable

magnifique

degueulasse
choue tte

affreux

moche

extra
terrible

minable

debile

B9.3 True/false
Correct/incorrect

L correct/faux
L juste/faux

vrai ,pas vrai
faux

avoir raison

avoir tort

se tromper
faire une ei

men tir

roensonge

B9.4 Normality/
abnormal!ty

normal

pas normal
bizarre

etrange
drole

habi tuel



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

9.5 Utility
utile

pratique
pas pratique

s
... sert a

9.6 Importance important/
pas important

urgent

9,7 Ease/difficulty facile
difficile

probleme
diff iculte
solution

0. .Relations within
and between units

of meaning

D.l Comparison
A.

meme
^

different
parei1
pas pareil
corame

aussi...que
plus...que
moins...que
pas si...que

semblable

R le plus - que
£ le moins - que

).2 Possession le stylo deX
X est a moi

raon,ton,son etc.

le mien,3e tien et c"*| appartenir a

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

0.3 Negation ne,,,pas du tout
ne....j amais
ne...pas encore
ne personne

personne.....ne
ne...rien,rien...ne

ne. . . . que

ne....plus

R ne point
ne. ..ni . . .

ne nul lepar t

ne....aucun

).4 Actor/action .

relations

- active Pierre travaille

passive
R L'Ecosse a ete

battue par
1 'Espagr.e

T-

impersonal 11 pleut f
"TJnchante • R 11 le fait pleurer

R 11 lui a fait faire
ses devoirs

causatives

object of action Je vois Pierre

beneficiary of
action

11 a achete* des
fleurs pour sa
grande m£re

le vais te donner
in bonbon



Hotion Stage 1 Stage I Stage 3 Stage U Stage 3

U10.4(contd)

-.instrument of
action

Elle l'a tue" avec

un couteau

BIO. 5
Logical relations
between units of
meaning

-.conjunction et

aussi

1 1

non plus

- disjunction ou

mais

i
ou (.bien)...ou

j ne. . .ni .. .ni ..

- inclusion avec
ensemble j y'compris

- exclusion sans sauf a prt

- opposition mais ma 1gre

R bien que ...

quand meme
cependant
pourtant

R quoique •••
R bien que ...

- effect
... alors ...

R

si...que .. *

telleraent...q
si bien que ..

de sorte que

_ cause pourquoi ?
parce que ...

car R comment ca se

qu£ ?
R comment se fa

que ?
puisque
comme

a cause de...

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

BIO.5 (contd)

purpose pour + infinitive afin de + infinitive pour que

jun

afin que
jun

de faeon

(+ SUDjU

condition S'il pleut.je ne
sors pas

. . . .sino

deduction done



c

SPECIFIC NOTIONS

C Specific notions: index

CI.

CI . 1
CI.2
Ci. 3
CI.*
CI. 5
CI.6
Ci.7
CI .8
CI.9

C2.

C2. 1.

C2.2.
C2. 3.
C2. A.
C2. 3.
C2.6.

C3.

C3.1.
C3. 2.
C3.3.
C3. A.

CA.

CA. 1.
CA. 2.
CA. 3.
CA. A.
CA. 5.

C 5.

C 3. 1.
C3.2.
C3.3.
C3. A.
C 5. 3.

C3.6.
C3.7.
C5.8.
C5.9.

C6

C6. 1.
C6. 2.

C6. 3.
C6. A.

C7.

Personal carPcr jnd

Name
Address

Age
['ate of birth
National it»
Home townrigm
Family
Know led re cf . anguages
Parent's ;:b

Descri bir.c self ethers

Physical description
CIothes
Sex
Character
Possess ions

Daily routines

Health and hvciene

Health/illness
Visit to doctor dentist
Parts of the body
Personal hygiene

Body positions, movements, perceptions and sensations

Positions
Movements
Manual movements

Perceptions with ne senses
Needs and sensations

House and home

Accommoda tion
Rooms/structure
Home amenities

House furniture and objects
Kitchen utensils and machines
Cleaning
Garden/outside
Pet animals
Describing houses

School and education

Type of school
Subjects and exams
People/places and events in school
Classroom management

Careers and 1obs



C8. Hobbies, leisure and holidays

C8. 1. Sports
CH.2. Fop scene and nusic
C8 . 3. TV/rad io
CH.4. Cinema, theatre, concert, museum, exhibition, etc
C8.5. Other hobbies
C8.6. Excursions and sightseeing
C8.7. Holidays

C9. Relationships with others

C9.1. Types of relationship
C9.2. Invitations and appointments
C9.3. Clubs and societies

CIO. Town, countryside and environment

CiO.l. Town
CIO.2. Political and geographical terms
C1G.3. Countryside
CIO.4. Seaside
CiO.5. Agriculture
CIO.6. Plants/trees/flowers
CIO.7. Non-domestic animals
CIO.8. Weather

C11. Shopping and services

CI 1.1. Going shopping
CI 1.2. Types of shop
C1 1.3. Goods
C 11.4. Interaction in shops
CI 1.5. Hiring things
C11.6. Post office
CI 1.7. bank
C1 1.8. Telephone
CI 1,9. Police
C11.10. Emergencies
C 1 1. 1 1. Hospital
CI 1.12. Garage/petrol stations
C11.13. Tourist office

CI 2. Food and drink

C12.1. Food
C12.2. Drinks
C12.3. Restaurant/caf£

CI 3. Travelling

C13.1. Finding the way/directions
C13.2. Public transport
CI 3.3. Travelling by car
C13.4. Customs/frontiers
CI 3.5. Bicycles/motorbikes

CI 4. Accommodation

C14.1. Hotels/youth hostels
CI 4.2. Camping/caravanning

CI 5. Discussion on topics and news events

CI 5.1. Discussion terms

CI 5.2. News events

C16. Signs, notices and public announcements

C16.1. Filling in forms
C16.2. Signs in public places
C16.3. Signs for houses
C16.4. Signs for public transport
C16.5. Signs for car travel
C16.6. Signs for sport
C16.7. Signs for cinemas, etc
C16.8. Signs for shopping
C16.9. Signs for services
C19.10. Signs for restaurants, caf§s, hotels, etc



C SPECIFIC NOTIONS

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 J Stage 5
CI

Personal Background

CI.1. name s'appeler
L nom

i. prenora

able to spell
appropriate letters
of the alphabet for
own name

ecrire
.

(qgComment ga s'ecrit?
L signer
R signature

CI.2 address habiter
adresse

rue,avenue etc.

CI .3 age
A
age
X ans

jeune/vieux
anniversaire

|

CI.4 date of
birth

date horoscope ne le.....

(eg .le suis no le
trois juin)

0 Gemeaux etc.

CI.5 nationality
✓
ecossais

anglais
franfais
britannique

0 others as

necessary

/

nationalite
*

ct ranger

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

CI.6 home town/
origin

habiter
ag J'habite Edimbourg)

ville } v
) pres devillage^

CI.7 family
\

pere,papa
mere,maman
frere
soeur

famille

oncle
tante

grand-pere
grand-mere
cousin
cousine

0 others as

appropriate

bebe
fils/fille unique

plus jeune que..

at ne

cade t

CI.8 knowledge of

languages
fran^ais
anglais

0 others as

appropriate
parler
apprendre
comprendre

lire
ecrire

allemand,espagnol,
russe,italien

f

CI. 9 parent's
job

faire

egQu'est-ce qu'il
fait ton pere)

0 eg. ingenieur

i

C2

Describing self/
Describing others

C2.1. physical
description

grand/petit
gros/raince
beau,joli
pas beau
pas Joli

cheveux longs
cheveux courts

cheveux blonds
cheveux bruns
lunettes

0

cheveux frises
cheveux raides
cheveux punk
individual
variations as

hauve

aoustaches

>arbe
aesurei



Notion

C2 .1 Cl o thcs

Stage 1

pan talon

jean
T shirt

pullover/pull
anorak

chemise

cravate

jupe
ves te

chemisier

robe
chaussures

bo ttes

slip
b as

chaussettes

man teau

^mperneable
others as appropriat

avoir

porter

Stage 2 Stage

r:c t t l e

enlever
ch i c

pas chic
•rapluie
anches courtes

in anches longues
others as appropriate"

Stage 4 Stage 5

i us tun.e

chapeau
} others as

appropria te

el eg an t

C2.3 sex gar^on
fille
homme

f emme

nal e

feme 1le
H Sexe

C2.4 ch arac ter See General
B 8 13

C2.5 possessions crayon
s ty 1 o
mouchoir

porte-nonnaie

agenda
clefs

0 others as

appropriate

trouve >■*«.

(eg. Tu n'as pas trouve. b ague
bouc 1 es d for<

(eg Tu n'as pas vu . ..?)

V

Notion

C2.5 (contd)

Stage 1 Stage 2

argent
cartable

sac

montre

bracele t

poche
avoi r

ne pas avoir
perdu

(eg J'ai perdu mon stylo)

(in the house) radio

transis tor

stereo, Hi-Fi
magneto
tele

C2.6 daily routines3 se reveiller
se lever

manger
prendre le petit

dejeuner)
prendre le dejeuner
prendre le dfner
diner
prendre une tasse de the
aller a 1 *£cole
prendre le bus
aller en v$lo
aller a bicyclette
aller a pied
rentrer

f ai re les devoirs

regarder le tele
se coucher

aller au lit
others as required

s 'habiller

mon ter

des cendre
0 other routines as

required



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

3.

ealth & Hygiene

3.1. heal th,/i llness ^a va
ja ne va pas
£tre malade

avoir un rhume

£ t re enrhuhie
al lei'

N

avoir mal a

(eg J'ai mal au ventre)
L £a te fait n..il''

avoir la tie.re
L prendre la ter.pet^ure

grippe
Je me suis casse....

coup de soleil
pique par

b lessure

bless'
opera t i on

grave
mourir

mort

1.2 visit to doctor/

dentis t

rende z-vous

(eg Je voudrais un
rende z-vous)

mwduci n

Jentis te

hopital
tr.edi camen t

ordonnance

L Assurance
L S^curite Sociale

cache t

s uppositoire
s i rop

u
~c

.3. parts of the bod cheveux

y eux
vis age
te te

orei1les

0 dents

gorge
raai n

bras

ventre

estomac

j am be
pied

I

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage U
J

Stage 5

4 perceptions wvft.

■fU. -3*

regarder
^couter

vol r

en tendre

toucher

sen tir

remarquer

gou ter

5 needs fc
sensations

etre fatigue
Je voudrais aller

aux toilettes

avoir chaud
avoir froid

avoir faim

avour soif

avoir besoin de... avoir sommei1

etre heureux

etre content

£ tre malheureux

£tre deprime

se ii Home

accommodation mais on

appartemen t
chez moi
habiter

a la maison immeuble
/1
e tage
vi 11a

IILM

P
[

louer

meuble

non meuble

2 rooms/strueture toilettes
V C

s al le

porte
fen£ tre

salle de sejour
salle a manger
salle de bains

cuisine

chambre

piece
dedans

escalier
mur

piafond
plancher
as censeur

cave

ves tibule ^
1'en tree

grenier
terrasse



Notion ^ Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage J Stage 4 Stage 5

C2.3 (contd) dos

nez

bouche

cou

0
genou
doi gt

ongl e
coeur

0 others as appropriate

C3.4 personal hvgienr- prendre un bain
prendre une douche
eau

mouchoir

s avon

servie t te

se mettre

se coucher

m o fy.fc.i- r
bai <y $ it r

coif feur

shampo^ing
den tif r1ce

bro.-se a der. is

pei gr.e
bro&se

se brosser 1es

se ccifieur
miroir

se raser

r as o i r

se faire couper
ch

C4 . Body Positions/
Movements/Percep
tions'Sens ations

C4.1 positions

C4.2 movements

(

(

s'asseoir

ig.Asseyez-vous)
se lever

?g.Levez-vous)

~

ass is

debou t

coucho

1

1

C4.3 manual
move., en ts

ouvrir

fermer

porter
prendre

apporter attraper faire 'defaire
lever verser

pousser ' vider
tirer remplir
emporter laisser tomber
ramasser ' accrocher/d£cro
couper
jeter
teni r

tourner

I

Notion

1
Stage 1 ,Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage U Stage 3

C5.3 amenities in the
home

baignoire
douche

1 a v ab o

lumiere

al1umer
eteindre

bide t

robine t

gaz
m a zou t

electricit

ch auf fage
3 others as app

C5.4 furniture & objects
in the house

chaise

table

piacard
lit

lampe drap
couver ture

duve t

ore i 1 ler

telephone
0 others as appropriate

roe ub 1 e

tapi s
cendrier

D others as app

J

C5.5 kitchen utensils
& machines

f rigo
cuisiniere

machine a laver

0 others as appropriate

casserole

poe 1 e
boui11oire

Ivier
0 others as ap

C5.6 cleaning essuyer

Essuyez le tableau
noir!)

laver

faire le menage brosse

b al ai

as pi rateur
chif f on

eponge

poubelle
ne t toyer

•



Notion

C5.7 garden/outside

C5.8 pet animals

describing
houses

School &

Education

type of school

C6 . 2 subjects fc

exams

Stage 1

j ardin
f 1 e u r

chien

chat

poisson
oiseau

cheval

0 others as appropriate

grand
pe ti t

"ecole

college (d'enseignement
secondaire)

f ran^ais
anglais
f ai re

apprendre
mati ere

histoire

geographie
sciences

trn*®u*

mathematiques
Arts menagers
dessin

rausique
education physique
commerce

Stage 2

facile

difficile
int^ressant
pas interessant

le^on

ly cee
aller a

ecole primaire
uni versi te"

allemand

espagnol
russe

i tal ien

0 (other languages as

required)

Stage m

garage
dehors

ancien

mode rne

confortable

propre
sale

passer un exam
reussir

St.ij;* '■>

pe1ouse
grille

t ranqullie
cal me

b ruyant

ennuyeux
t?chouer

R b^ccj1auriat
R licence

>tion Stage 1

people1 places
& events in
s chool

classroom

management &
class room

relations

objects and
equipment in
the classroom

directeur

professeur
eleve
assistant

cl asse

salle de classe

salle

laboratoire de 1angues
gymnase
cantine

cour

bureau

r£cr£ation
vacances . .

Stage 2 Stage 3

bibliotheque
jour de conge
la grand salle

Stage k

concierge
jour ferie

Stage 5

The exponents shown in this section should be introduced as required,
them in particular Stages.

No attempt is made to place

affiche diapo lumiere r ideau
band e dictionnaire manuel store

bcfte disaue magnetophone stylo
bouton "ecouteur materiel tabl e

bureau *ecran micro tableau noir

cahier fen£tre photo televiseur

camera feuilie placard video-cassette
cassette fiche de progres porte volume

chaise f iln prise
chiffon gotmne projecteur
craie image regie
crayon livre retroprojecteur



classroom management
by teacher

Notions
absent

accrocher
activite
affaires
aider
aller
aller chercher

anglais
apprendre
arr£ter
attendre
bas
bete

bien, tres bien
brancher
calme

casser

chanter
chercher
commencer

comprendre
continuer

corriger
demander
dessiner
deux
deviner
distribuer
devoirs
donner
ecouter

ecrire
effacer

emprunter
enregister
erreur

£teindre
etudier
exaraen

exercice
faire les devoirs

faute

Notions

faux
fermer
f inir
fort

fran^ais
granmaire
groupe
jeu
jouer
juste
lecon
1 ire

v

1'un apres 1'autre
malade

manger
manquer
mettre

oublier
ouvrir

page
parler
partenaire
phrase
poser une question
preparer
prendre
prfct
preter
pronunciation
raconter

ramasser

ranger
regarder
r£p£ter
r£pondre
rester

Some examples

Mets tes affaires la- bas
Je vais t'aider

. Ne parle pas anglais!

Arrete de faire 1'imbecile!
Attends un peu!
Parlez plus bas!

C'est tres bien

Un peu de calme!

Qui vent commencer?
Tu comprends?

Mettez-vous deux par deux

Tu veux distribuer les feuilles?

Qui veut effacer le tableau noir?

Je vais vous enregister
v

Eteins la lumiere

C'est demain l'examen

Trop de fautes!

Some examples

Parle plus fort, s'il te plait

Mettez-vous en groupes
Nous allons faire un jeu

II est malade?
Ne mangez pas en classe!
Qui est-ce qui manque?

N'oubliez pas les devoirs

[tonfa

Tu^es pret?
Prete-lui ton stylo

Qui veut ramasser les feuilles?
Range bien tes affaires!

Tu n'as pas le droit de rester ici



pupil remarks
and requests

Notion

retard
reviser
role
savoir
s'asseoir
se balancer sur une chaise
se corriger
se depecher
se lever
se roettre

se retourner

se reveiller
Silence.'
sortir
suffire
Faisez-vous!
tard
test

tester

tirer
tourner

Tous ensemble!
Toute la classe!
travailler
tricher
venir
vite
vocabulaire
voir
vrai

aimer, ne pas aimer
al ler

avoir, ne pas avoir
bien, tres bien
chanter
chercher

Comment dit-on ?
ecrit-on ?

Notions

comprendre
correspondant
corriger
demander
dessiner
difficile
distribuer
ecouter

ecrire

eraprunter
ennuyeux
entendre
etre chez X
etre en retard

expliquer
faire, ne pas faire
faire marcher

fermer
f inir
j eu
jouer
lentement

lire
malade
mettre

oublier
ouvrir
Pardon!
parler
partenaire
passer
pouvoir

rater le bus

regretter
savoir
s'excuser

Some Examples

Pourquoi tu es en retard?

Tu vas jouer le role du boulanger
Je n'en sais rien

Ne te balance pas sur ta chaise

Mets-toi la-bas pour le moment
Retou rne-Loi!

fa suffit!
Je m'occup./ai de toi plus tard
C'est aujot :d'hui le U st

Tire les rideaux, s'il te plait

t-

Mais tu triches!
Viens ici!

Tu vois bien?
C'est vrai, ^a?

Je n'aime pas fa

Je n'ai pas de gomme
C'est tres bien, ca

Comnent dit-on "engineer" en

fran^ais

iSome Examples

Je ne comprends pas
J'ai une lettre de mon correspondant

Je n'aime pas dessiner
C'est trop difficile

On peut ecouter des disques?

Je peux emprunter un stylo?
fa, c'est ennuyeux!
J'ai ete chez le medecin

Voulez-vous m'expliquer fa, Madame?
Je n'ai pas fait cette feuille-la
Est-ce que je peux faire marcher
le magnetophone?

Je n'ai pas fini!

On peut jouer?
Voulez-vous parler plus lentement, Madame,
s'il vous plait?

J'ai oublie de faire mes devoirs

Qui est ma partenaire?

Je peux ouvrir la fenetre?
Est-ce que je peux sortir?
On peut chanter, Madame?
J'ai rate le bus
Je regrette

Je m'excuse, Monsieur



I

inter-pupil interaction
in the organisation of
communication tasks and

games

Notions

se mettre

s ' il vous plait
tai 1 ler {crayon}
toillettes
vi te

voir
vouloir

aimer, ne pas aimer
al ler

avancer

avoir, ne pas avoir
battre les cartes

bete

bien, tres bien, pas bier,
carte

case

C'est a qui?
C ' est a moi
C'est a toi
Changer de role
commencer

correct, pas correct
de

distribuer
donner

expliquer
fai re

faux

gagner
groupe
He !
idiot

image
imbecile

instructions

Not ions

jeter les des
jouer
jouer un role
materiel
mettre

papier
partenaire
passer

perdre
pion
poser les questions
preferer
prendre
pret
reculer

repeter
repondre
savoir

se retourner

tricher
voila...

Some Examples

Je voudrais me mettre a cote d'elle, Madame

Je he vois pas bien d'ici, Monsieur
Voulez-vous me tester s'il vous plait, Madame 7
Je voudrais aller aux toilettes, s'il vous

pla?t, Madame.

Qui peut m'aider?

Tu vas la-b. s. Moi, je reste ici
Tu avances tie trois cases

Je n'ai pas de feuille

Ne sois pas si bete!

Qui a les cartes?

On va changer de role
Qui est-ce qui commence?

i Passe-moi le de

Tu m'expliques comment ^a marche?

Qui a gagne?
Tu n'es pas dans notre groupe

II y a trois obj ts sur mon image

Ou sont les instructions?

Some Examples

Je vais jouer le rnle de Pierre
Tu as tout le materiel ?

Je n'ai pas de papier
C'est toi ma partenaire?

Tu mets ton pion sur la premiere case
|C'esttoi qui pose les questions

Tu es prete?
II faut reculer!

Je ne sais pas ce qu'il
faut faire
Tu dois te retourner pour ce jeu
Tu triches

The language required for the carrying out of the various tasks and games can be found in the appropriate sections
on functions and notions, eg:

describing A2.3

asking for information A2.2
expressing opinion A2.9
agreeing/disagreeing A2.10



Notion

C7. Careers & Jobs"*-

C8. Hobbies, Leisure
& Holidays

C8.1 sports

Stage 1

football
rugby
nager
tennis

sport pre fere
jouer a

regarder
0 other sports as required

Notion Stage 1

Stage 2 Stage J Stage 4 Stage 5

quitter 1'ecole
travai11er

f ai re

(eg Qu'est-ce que tu vas
faire?)

Professions as appropriate

pa tron

terrain

Discine

joeur
equipe
marquer
but

poin ts
match

voir le match
match international

gagner
perdre

C_C rrwruLe.

carriere

prof ession
me tier
f ai re

aller a l'universite
continuer les etudes

diplome
gagner
salaire

patron
chef

employeur
commerce

indus trle

agriculture
enseignemen t
us i ne

travailler chez X

chSmage

•V>
<r-

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

C8.2 pop scene/
mus ic

musique classique
musique pop

jazz
rock

disque
cassette

chanson

danser

concert

disco

groupe
transis tor

magnltophone
s t£reo
tele

vede tte
hit parade
nuroSro un

bourn

chanteur

chan ter

jouer de
Instruments as appropriate



Notion

C8.3 TV/radio

Stage I

regarder
radio
trans is tor

te 1 e

ecouter

Stage 2 Stage 3

emission

interview

Stage A

informations

Stage 5

bulletin meteo(

reportage

C8.4 cinema/theatre/
concert/
museum/exhib¬
ition etc .

cinema
film
voir
concert

billet

guic he t
place
vedette

We s

fil
fil
fil
fic
fil
act

th;

pie

tern

m comique
m policier
m de science-
tion
m d'^pouvante
eur,actrice
at re

reserver une place

C8. 3 other

hobbies
lire
livre
raagazine
revue

10 other hobbies as

C8.6 excursions'fo

sightseeing

appropri ate

journal
bande (less i nee

dessins animes

appareil
prendre des photos
faire la cuisine

jouer aux cartes

ph«. to roman
ror.an

poeme
bricoler
al ler a la p£che
faire la peche

faire unc

proa aade
aller au bord

la iner

allefchez

campaone
pare
faire un pique-nique

faire de la roontagne
faire les magasins
faire un tour

cathedrale
cha teau

monument

guide

musicien

orchestre
ba11et
dana?r,danseuse
exposition
tableau

sculpture
opera

pein tre

compositeur
sculp teur

C8.7 holidays vacances

etre en vacances

aller en France

J' ai e te en

rester a la^maison
Je suis alle ....

faire de 1'autost;
faire du tourisme y

Notion

C9

Relationships
with others

C9.1. types of
relation-
ship

C9.2 invitations
& appoint-
ments

C9.3 clubs &
societies

CIO

Stage 1

parents
ami

copain .copine
ai mer

aimer bien

groupe

Tu viens.. . . ?

club

Tovm,Countr
Environment

C10.1 tovn ville

village
centre-ville
rue etc

magasin
office du tourisme,
syndicat d'initiative

Stage 2

sortir avec

se rencontrer

aller chez
bourn

pare
commissariat

Stage 3 Stage A

££ m c~r»t r <wc c.

Stage 5

invjter.
invitation

ma lne

quartier
centre commercia

se disputer a
s'engueuler a
voisin
embrasser

faire une bis
s'entendre bi

reunion

'etre merabre d

soci£te

CIO.2 political/
geographica

region (eg.le Midi)
departement

eg Charente Maritime)
nord
s ud

est

ouest



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage U Stage 5

f)O.J countryside ennpagno nor. t ngno

r iviere
1 ac

colline

champ
boi s

herbe

vallee

foret

boi s

pays age

CIO.4 seaside mer

au bord de la mer

plage
nager

bateau

maillot de bain

se faire bronzer

faire de la voi le
"V

faire de la planche a
voi 1 e

sable

A.
c o te

i 1 e

vagues

prendre un coup de
solei1

CIO.5 agriculture f errae

fermier

0

0 (

agricult ure

poule t
vache

oheval

■nouton -

cochon

animal, be te
✓

ole
rr.oi ss on

faire la moisson

vignes
rai s i ns

.ignob1e
TTiers as required

CIO.6 pi ants/trees/
flowers

f leur

Jardin
arbre

plante

feuilie arbre fruitier

buisson

hale
0 as appropriate

Notion Stage i Stage 2 , Stage 3 Stage U Stage 5

CIO. 7 n©n-<toA*4/-.c animals oisoau

poisson
1

i
!

insecte rat
s ouris

1 api n
0 as required

-

CIO. 8 weather temps
il fait beau
il fait mauvais

solei1

il pleut
pluie
il neige
neige
il fait chaud

il fait froid

vent

il fait du vent

broui Hard

11 fait du brouillard

glace
i1 gele

averse

cl imat

ciel

nuage
tonnerre

eclair

lune

etoile
bulletin meteo '

temperature ,

X degres i

orage
A

tempe te

:n

hopping & Services

:il.l. going shopping acheter

faire les courses

cheter des providons
aire une liste

1
-A

11.2 names of shops/
markets etc.

magasin
mar che

superraarche
epicerie
alimentation

boulangerie
ph armacie

boucherie

charcuterie

patisserie
marchand de legumes
marchand de fruits

poissonnerie
kiosque a Journaux
1ibrairie

colf feur

lettoyage

11.3 goods For clothes see C2.2

For food and drink see C12.1. and C12.2



Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

C11.3 (contd)

- camping out al lumctte

camping gaz

pi le

- correspondence carte postale
timbre

souver.i r

papier a lettres
enveloppe ,

- smoking cigare t te
cigare

A c

C11.4 interaction
in shops

L

L

L

Vous desirez?

Je voudrais...

Vous avez...?

Je peux vous servir?
C'est tout?

C'est combien?
Combien |:a fait?
couter

argent
francs, centimes
raonnaie

essayer(des ve Cements)
me va?

L
,, Ttaille faites-vouQuel lei . , .

Ipointure faites-v
Je f ai s •

ous \

C11.5 hiring things louer

rendre

C11.6 post office pos te
timbre

bo'fte aux lettres te le

mo t

paqu
envo

C11.7 bank
b anque changer de 1'argent

cheque de voyage

cart

CI1.8 telephone
telephone
cabine

composer m numero
t£l£phoner a
occupe

ttage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

C11.9 Dolice j'ai perdu X
22.5 for possessions

commissariat vol
- "

(Se agent voleur

CI1.10 emergencies Au secours! ambulance
Au feu!
pompiers

Cll.ll hospital hopital
accident

C11.12 garage/
petrol
station

sta tion-service
garage
essence

super
faire le plein
me ttre X 1itres

hui le
eau

air
verifier lespneus

panne
£tre en par

reparer
mot eur

batterie
ne marche

vidange et
0 others us

C11.13 tpuriat
office

office du touri8me

syndicat d'initiative

carte

plan de la ville
brochure
excursion

Qu'est-ce il y a
a voir ici



Notion

CI 2

Food & Drink

C12.1. foo4
merger

1. q_=lque chose
a r.angqr

t i g e 3 I b t a y e b

common snacks

conmon

s tartors

p •-: za
cr :que-nonsieur
er-e lette
sar.dwich jambon/

fronagc
p&t£
s aucisson

» otr.ers as

appropriate

sc.pe
salade de tomates

assiette anglaise
assiette de

charcuterio

cr_dites

LfSt'e
o t r. e r s as

appropriate
< viar.de

bee jf
re: _:on, agneau
perc
veau

steak-frites
pc.let roti

:e d'agneau
:e de pore

real de pore
_ra geut

C others as

appropriate

Notion State 1 Stage 2 i Stage 3 Stage 5

C12.1(contd)
- sea food

& fish
pois son
moua s

huitres
soure de poisson

0 ethers as

appropriate

vegetables ieg-_xes
frites
ponrtesde terre
r iz

arc ttes

petits pois
haricots verts

sal ace

Coma res

o igr.cns
champignons
ail
poivrons
aubergines
courget tes
chou

poireau
0 ethers as

appropriate

- pasta pates
nouilles

condimerts sel

poivre
moutarde
huile
vinaigre
vinaigrette
mayonnaise
others as



Not ion

C12.1.(contd)

bread/
butter/jams1.

Stage 1

- .sweets

fruits

pain

gateau
biscuit
croissant
petit pain
beurre
confiture
sucre

dessert

glace
tar te

crene

bonbon
he olat

3 others as

ppropriate

Stage

fruits
salade de fruits

speciali¬
ties

pomme
orange
poire •

pec he
banane
raisins
others as

appropriate

Not ion

C12.1 (contd)

- cheeses

C12.2 drinks

Stage 1

fromage

boisson

boi re

quelque-chose a boire
limonade

coca cola

jus de fruits
orangina
biere

vinfrouge
J b1anc
[rose

lai t

eau

eau minerale
• others as appropriate

Stage 2

esca^gots
misses de grenoui 111?,

choucroute
cassoulet
ratatoui1le

0 others as

appropriate

Stage 3 Stage 4 IStage 5

caraerabert

brie

gruyere
0 others as appropriate

- hot drinks

C12.3 res taurant/
cafe

the

cafe

chocolat

res taurant

cafe

self-service
table

carte

servir

Gar^on!
Monsieur!

Madame

L'addition a'il vous

plaf t
erreur

C'etait tres bien,merci

prendre bar

snack-bar
bis tro

menu du jour
plat du jour

did.* CAU

cL

Su.cce



CI 3 Travelling

C13.1. finding the way/
di recti ons .?

13.2 Public Transport

ou :

pour aller
i ci

1 a-bas
V » /
a cote

pas loin
a gauche
a droit

tout droit

prenez la Xieme
rue...puis . . .

aller a....

feux rouges

rondpoint
carrefour

con tinuer

traverser

suivre
en f ace de , . .

a cote de . . .

apres. . .

avan t. . . .

For 'distance' expressions B7 2
For 'location' expressions B6.1

car te

plan de la ville
direc tion

nettre X heures pour.

(auto) bus

prendre le bus
J'ai rate le bus
J ' ai manque le bus
numero

train

prendre le train

ly

Notion

3.2(contd) - land

Stage 1

bateau

a£roglisseur
prendre le bateau
traverser la Manche

car

arret de bus

gare routiere
voyage

gare

bagages
quai
voie

taxi

prendre un taxi
metro

station de metro

ligne
tramway
billet

guichet

conpar timent
Wagon-res taurant
Wagon-1it
couche tie

salle d ' attente

Express
rapide
enrollstrer

bagage a main
tarif etudiant

Stage 2 Stage 3

bateau

a£roglisseur
prendre le bateau
traverser la Manche

billet simple
aller et retour

premiere classe etc.
horaire

Renseignemen >s
r^server une place
voyager
arriver

partir
vi a

Stage 4

port

Stage 5

bac

traversee

mer agitee
calme

air avion

prendre 1'avion
aeroport

3 travelling
by car

voiture

«uto

aller en voiture

caravane

garage
camion

rou te

autoroute

port
parking
s tationner

[For garage and petrol station see C11.12

s'arre ter

doubler

emboutei11 age
travaux

acciden t

assurance

limitation de vlte
amende

permis de conduire

-J)

cus toms/
f ron tier

douane
ouvrir

declarer

passeport



Not ion

C13.J bicycles/
motorbikes

CI 4

Accommoda tion

St age 1

ve lo

bicycle t te
aller en velo,
alier a bicyclette

C14.1. hotels/youth
hostels

hotel
chambre

auberge de jeunesse

'4.2 camping/
c a r a vaning

camping,
terrain d^, camping
faire du camping
caravane

Stage 2

faire du velo

Stag

<

St a j

velocoteur

mobyIe t te

Stage 5

litis)
ave: sans bain
ave; sans douche

rcserver pour X
nui ts

pension complete
derr.i-pension
petit dejeuner
corpris^non comp

clef
revei1ler

deception

tente

emplacement
mettre la tente

par yiur

trop bruy
a l'onibrt

Notion

C15

Discussion on

topics and news
events of interest

Stage 1

C15.1 useful terms

for discussion!

See also
A2.10

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

discuter
discussion
opinion
idee

question
probleme

s

difflculte
evenement

avoir lieu,se
a rriver
r€sultat
expliquer
explication
raison
complique
etre pour ou o
decider
decision
grave
important
bizarre
drole
se disputer
argument
solution
situation
but
cr i se

avanta^e
inconvenient^
avoir d® preju
reaction



Notion

C15. 2 common new;,
events

Stage 1

For sports events see C8.1
"rrrr

Signs,Notices and
Public Announce-

C16.1. fill ing in form^

Stage 2 Stage J Stage 4 Stage 5

attentat

e1ection
crise
terroriste

explosion
borr.be

coupe du monde
guerre
revolution

. *
Union iovietique
Etat s-Unis
gr eve
others as required

Nom
Prenom

Age
Adresse,Domicile
Pays d'. rigine
Date et ,ieu de

aiss ance

Ne le....
Profession
Na tiona1ite
Sexe
Etat civil,

. /

Marie,non marie,

Signature ^

Puree du sejour
A 1e. . . .

Notion

C16.2 signs in

public
places

Stage 1

Entree

Sortie
Ouvert
Feme
Libre

Occupe
[nterdi t

Defense de...

Toilettes, WC,
Messieurs,Dames
Reserve
Poussez
Tirez
Eau potable
Eau non potable
Danger
Pol ice

Stage 2 Stage 3

Pie tons

At tendez
Passez

Baignades interdites

Ne pas marcher sur
1es pelouses

Prive
Defense de jeterdes

ordures

Stage A Stage 5

R .. . sous peine
d1 amende

C16.3 signs for
houses

Sonnerie
Ascenseur
Chien mechant!
Proprietee prive

C16.4 R S.N.C.F.
[Renseigngnements

Billets inter¬
na tionaux

Bi1 lets Grandes

Lignes
Reservations
Horaire
Arrivee

Depart
Premiere Classe

Quai,Voie
Defense de fumer
Salle d'Attente
Objets Trouves
N'e pas se pencher dehors

7"

o

V



Notions

CIG.i (ccntd) - aeroplanes'

taxis

CI 6. 5 signs related to
travel by car

Stag*

R Tele de station

A10

RN8

Centre VI1le

Danger
Parking (P)
Stop
At tention!

Serrez a droite
Defense de atatinmioi
Stationnement inter-

di t

Rp entir

Si; ;> r

Fssonce

Servez-vous

Stage

Tnrcgis trement
Vols internationaux
Vols interieurs

Attachez voc ceintures
X anr.once l'arrivee du

vol en provenaiv e Oc
X annonce le depart du

vol a destination de

Porte nureero -

"Embarquement inmediat"

Deviation

Peage
Travaux

Voie sans issue

Priorite a droite

Passage Protege
Toutes Directions

Notion Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A Stage 5

C16.6 signs
rplfit-eri ro

R Piscine Stade

Vestiaires

C16.7 signs
related
to cinema
etc.

Location de billets
Defense de fumer
Fin
Interdit aux moinc do

X ans

Orchestre
Bn Icons

C16.8 signs/
notices/
announce¬

ments

related to

Ouvert de.
Ferme
Caisse

shopping

"Ascenseur
Soldes
Gratuit
Priere de ne pas toucher
Offre speciale
A enporter

C16.9 signs
related to

services

- .telephone

- Post Office

- bank

medical

Telephone
D^eroche z

Mettez 2 pieces de
20 centimes

Composez le numero
Parlez

R Telegrammes

A Change

LC-m^decin re^oit sur rendez-1
X heures a Y heuroa

Cpnsultations

I cuiller^e trois foi

- par

foi* —

Jour)



Notion

CI 6.9(contd)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage A

R Ne pas ava ler
Poison

Psage externe

!';tjge 5

camping/
caravaning

R Camping - Caravaning R Reception

slot
machines

Pieces de IF
Mettez 2 pieces

de IF

Appuyez
Ti rez

Poussez
^

Baissez la poignee

C16.10 signs e c
relatec. to

restaur .nts.) R
cafes,hotel sj

Menu a X Francs
Service Compris
Service non compris
Plat du jour
Caisse

Reception

jPens ion complete'
Pcmi-pension

O

6-



D

GRAMMAR

D Introduction

This should be read in conjunction with the main Introduction on Page 1.

1. The Grammar is set cot in a cumulative way, i.e. Level 2 Grammar is Level 1 + the addi¬
tions at Level 2, arc Level 3 Grammar is Level 1 + Level 2 + the additions at Level 3,
etc.

2. It has emerged that there is not much distinction between the grammar systems implied
for Stages 1 and 2 and these have therefore been combined in places. Each Grammar at
each Stage is an ever closer approximation towards the fuller foreign grammar system.
Each Stage grammar must somehow allow the learner to understand and communicate, but
cannot obviously include at any Stage all the grammatical elements that a native
speaker should have at his or her disposal.

3. The Stage indicated for the particular systems or sub-systems in the grammar is the
Stage at which we suggest some threads of that particular system or sub-system should
be pulled together, studied and consciously understood. Particular parts of systems or
sub-systems will no doubt already have appeared in receptive work or been needed in
production work, ir. which case they may have been introduced as single fixed phrases
rather than as part of an interlocking system.

A. The items outlined in the grammars are largely for production unless an ° for listening
only or an * for reading only is indicated. It is assumed that receptive grammars will
be considerably larger, but it is not possible to characterise this in any systematic
way.

5. It must be remembered that the Grammar specifications are not intended to be prescrip¬
tive. .They may well be the maximum at each level that could possibly be expected from
learners.



D Grammar: index

D1. Sentence types: giving information

D2. Sentence types: finding out infer atlon

D3. Sentence types: requests, offers and suggestions

DA. Sentence types: instructions

D5. Articles and determiners

D5.1. Definite article
D5.2. Indefinite article
D5.3. Partitive article
D5.A. Demonstrative article

D6. Adjectives

D6.1. Adjective before the noun
D6.2. Adjectives which follow the noun
D6.3. Possessive adjectives
D6.A. Interrogative adjectives
D6.5. Comparatives and superlatives

D7. Nouns

D8. Pronouns

D8.1. Pronouns which refer to people
D8.2. Pronouns which refer to things
D8.3. Pronouns which refer to places
D8. A. Pronouns which refer to ideas and propositions
D8. 5. Pronouns which refer to possession

D9. Verbs and tenses

D9.1. Present Tense: conjugation
D9.2. Present Tense: uses

D9.3. Passe Composi: conjugation
D9.A. Pass£ Compos€: uses
D9.5. Past Historic: conjugation
D9.6. Past Historic: uses

D9.7. Imperfect: conjugation
D9.8. Imperfect: uses
D9.9. Pluperfect: conjugation
D9.10. Pluperfect: uses
D9.ll. Future: conjugation
D9.12. Future: uses

D9.13. Conditional: conjugation
D9.1A. Conditional: uses

D9.15. Subjunctive: conjugations
D9.16. Subjunctive: uses
D9.17. Infinitive: formation
D9.18. Verbs taking infinitive
D9.19. Modals and other auxiliary verbs

D9.20. Reflexive verbs
D9.21. Passive voice
D9.22. Impersonal verbs
D9.23. Some common irregular verbs

D10. Adverbs

D11. Prepositions

D12. Sentence and Clause Connectors



GRAMMAR

D I SENTENCE TYPES: GIVING INFORMATION

Stages 1 2 Subject + Verb + Complement

Stages 2 & 3

Stage 3

Stages 3 & 4

Subject + Vert +

Subject + Verb

[VlrrPla
Adjunct.

Subject + Verb + Object

Subject + Verb + Object + Adjunct.

Subject + Verb + Infinitive

Subject + Direct object pronoun + verb
Subject + Proform (en) + Verb + Object

Profora + Verb + complement + noun

Main clause + subordinate clause with

parce que and quand

Subject + indirect object (pronoun) + verb
+ direct object

Subject + proform (place) + verb (+ adjunct)

Sentence + pour + infinitive (+ object)

g * Pi. C s

C'e tait tres bien

Je suis ecbssais

Je m'appelle Jack

Le train part a* dix heures
Je vais a Paris

Je reste trois jours en France

11 ne pleut pas
Je m'excuse

£a va, merci
Elle a trois ans

Je n'aime pas le football

J' ai un chien a la raiser.

Je joue bien a tennis

Je vais partir

Je le vols

J'en ai trois

II n'est pas bon, ce vin

Je ne sors pas parce qu il
pleut

Je lui ai donne dix francs

✓ / , \
J'y suis allee 1 ' anr.ee cerniere

/
Je vais au marche acheter des

legumes

Stages 4 & 5 Subject + direct object pronoun + indirect
object pronoun + verb

4/5R

4/5R

4/5R

Sentence + avant de + infinitive

Main clause + Noun clause

Main clause + Relative clause

Main clause + subordinate clause with other connectors
of time, purpose, cause, effect, result, condition
etc. See B 10.5 and 3D »12

D 2.

S tages 1 & 2

SENTENCE TYPES: FINDING OUT INFORMATION

Subject + Verb + Complement

Proform + Verb + Complement + Noun

Subject + Verb + Adjunct.

Subject + Verb

Subject + Verb + Object

Subject + Verb + Object + Adjunct.

Subject + Verb + Infinitive
(+ object + adjunct.)

Je le lui ai donne

J'ai des choses a faire avant de rentre

II est absent, Je crois

C'est celui - la que J'ai choisi

R II etait parti avar.t que J'arrive

£ * p* S

Vous £"tes fran^ais?
II es t bon, ce vin?

Tu habites Nantes?
II est comment?
Tu pars quand?

Vous partez?

Tu airaes le vin?

Tu prends lequel?

Vous avez un jardin chez vous?
Tu fais quand?

Je peux fumer?
Tu veux sortir ce soir?

N.B. Stages 1 fa 2 It is suggested that for Productive purposes only the declarative form with appropriate intonation
need be taught:



Stages 1 & 2 (contd)

Thus for Productive purposes, learners only have two rules to remember:

1. For Yes-No questions, the question form is the same as the statement form.
The distinction is shown by the intonation.

2. For questions with the question words : quand, combien de temps, ob, comment
and combien, use the statement form with the question word at the end.

For receptive purposes it will also be necessary for learners to recognise the
inverted question form and the est-ce que form:

e.g. Est-ce que vous aimez la musique?
Quand est-ce qu'il vient?
Ou vas-tu?

Stage 2 Questions with Qui and Que more often use est-ce que forms than other ones, and learners
might well try to master these:

e.g. Qui est-ce?
A qui est-ce que je parle?
Qu'est-ce que vous faites ce soir?

Stages 3/4/5 Inverted question forms are seldom used, but can be useful alternatives to the two question
forms mentioned above. They sometimes lend an air of formality to what is being asked.

D 3 SENTENCE TYI'LS: REQUESTS, OFFERS AND SUGGESTIONS

Stages 1 St 2 It is suggested that for Productive purposes only the declarative form with appropriate
intonation is taught for direct requests, offers and suggestions:

e.g. Je peux ouvrir la fenetre?
Tu veux une biere?
On va a la piscine?

Sometimes, of course, an even simpler version is possible: e.g. Trois bouteilles de limonade,
s'i1 vous pia^ t

Stage 2 Voulez-vous parler plus fort, s'il vous plaf't?

J) If. SENTENCE TYPES: INSTRUCTIONS

Stages 1 & 2 Command forms will be needed for receptive purposes in Class Relations:
e.g. Asseyez-vousI

Entrez!
Viens ici!

Command Forms for giving directions may be needed: e.g. Prenez la premiere rue a droite.

It is possible to avoid the imperative form when giving instructions by using a simple
"tu" or "vous" + present tense e.g. "Tu raets la fourchette ici, tu mets le couteau la'etc.

Stage 3 The command form as a system might be mastered for productive purposes: Mange
Mangeons
Mangez

D5
ITEM

V>5-1
Definite Article

STAGE

1 & 2

ARTICLES AND DETERMINERS

EXPONENTS

le, la, 1', les

EXAMPLES

la mer est belle aujourd'hui

D5-2.
Indefinite Article 1 fc 2 un, une, des (positive)

de, d' (negative)
zero article

J'en al un ~

Je n' ai pas de pain ^
Je suis medecin

Z>5"» 3
Partitive Article 1 & 2 du, de la, de 1', des (Positive)

de, d' (Negative)
Vous avez du jambon?
11 n'y a pas de Jambon

US', tf
Demonstrative Article 2 ce, cette, cet, ces A qui il est, ce crayon?



ADJECTIVES

STAGE

DL f
Adjectives before the j 1 & 2
noun

7)fc-l
^Adjectives following j 1 & 2
the noun i

D6-3
Possessive Adjective j 1-3

EXPONENTS

bon, mauvais, grand
petit, jeune, joli, cher etc.

Colours, most other adjectives

C'est un bon film

Cher James

II est a toi, le livre rouge?

mon, ma , mes
ton, ta, tes
son, sa, ses

notre, nos

votre, vos

leur, leurs

Oui, c'est con stylo

D fc-H
Interrogative
Ad.le c ti ve

Quel, quelle, quels, quelles Quelle heure est-il?

plus que
mo ins que

C'est moins cher que chez nous

le plus
le moins

C'est le batiment le plus
haut du monde

Notes on Adjectives : The Aural/Oral distinctions between the feminine and masculine forms should be taught:

e.g. grande(s)
pe ti t£,( s)

Many forms show no distinction in speech; e.g. joli(s) / jo lie(a)

D Nc<-> u $
ALL STAGES Nouns must be taught in singular and plural as appropriate. The gender of nouns

must also be taught.

D g PRONOUNS

I

Pronouns referring to people
as sublects. ob1ects.reflexives.
indirect objects and disjunctives.

Stages 1-5 See General Notions Bl.l.

3>S*2-

Pronouns referring to things as

subjects, objects etc.
Stages 1-5 See General Notions B1.2

Pronouns referring to places Stages 1-5 See General Notions B1.3

3)2 f
Pronouns referring to ideas
and propositions

Stage 5 See General Notions B1.6

J>2' 5
Pronouns relating to possession Stage 4 See General Notions BIO.2

^ Cs VERBS AND TENSES
NOTES

S tages 1 & 2 a) For productive purposes learners can operate on the basis that a verb is an -er one
unless they have learnt to the contrary.

Thus for most verbs they can operate on the basis of a two-sound system to express
present, past and future.



Notes (con t .1) Stages I & 2

Je
tu

il, elle Present Tense for Present and Future
on reference

iIs, el1es
Command Form (tu)

Subjunctive after "i1 faut que je"

Vous Present Tense
Infinitive

Command Form (vous)
Pas t Tense j'ai

tu as

il/elle a

on a

vous avez....

ils/elles ont

Future with Je vais
T u v as . . . , . . e t c .

Modals Je peux - ?

b) The spelling distinctions between the various forms of the sounds 'maz' and ' nf3ze' do not have
to be learnt for productive purposes at Stage 1. They can be explained as they occur in
reading material.

c) The Narrative Past Tense at Stage 1 is based on a "J' ai . . . . X e"sys tern. Verbs with etre should
be recognised receptively, and those essential to classroom needs may be learnt as lexical chunks.

d) Irregular verb forms will always pose a problem Through more and more exposure to the language
learners will gradually master them. At Stages 1 and 2, it can be expected that pupils learn
to master a few and treat others incorrectly as -er veibs.

Stages 3/4/5 Gradually the tenses and conjugation systems can be built up.

Expressing Present Time: See General Notions B5.3

Expressing Past Time: See General Notions B5.5.

Expressing Future Time: See General Notions B5 . J

D4-I
Present Tense

(Conjugation)
Stages 1 & 2 Present Tense of -er verbs

Present Tense of Avoir
Present Tense of Etre

Stages 1 & 2 Common Important
Irregular Present Tenses
See 3D 9.23

Stage 4 Present Tense of -ir
and -re verbs

i

2-

Present Tense Stages 1 & 2 To refer to the present

To refer to general truths

To express the future

Qu'est-ce que tu fais?
Je travaille

11 y a un chateau a Edimbourg

Je vais au cinema ce soir.

Stage 4 After "depuis" to indicate
an action started In the

past and still continuing

J'apprends 1'anglais depuis
4 ans .

2>i-3
Passe Compose

^Conjugation)
Stages 1 & 2 Verbs with avoir -• e

with je, tu, vous.
Other persons gradually
filled in in Stages 2-4.

As lexical items some

verbs wi_th £tre: aller,
arriver, partir Je suis arrive a 8 heuree



£>9.3 ( contd)

0 9.4

Passe Compose

D 0.5

Past His tori ^Conjugation)
Recognition only

D 9.G

Past Hi s torlc^l'ses)
Recognition only

Stages 1 & 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stages 1 Si 2

Stage 4/5 R

Stage 4/5

Soce comr.on i rregul ar
pas t tenses in je and
tu vous forr.s

eg. ete
fait vu

perdu cit
f i n i

and others as required

Verbs with c-:re

Reflexives *:th etre

To relate single events
that took place in the past

Past Historic of -er

-re,-ir verbs for recog¬
nition only

To describe completed
actions in narrative in

written form only (stories etc)

II s'est reveille tard

J'ai perdu rcon livre

D 9.7

Imperfect Tense^orjugatior.) Stages 1 Si 2 As lexical item

C'etait bien le film

Stage 3
(for reading)

Imperfect of -er/-ir/-re
verbs

Stage 4
(for production
purposes as well)

Imperfect of -er/-ir/-re
verbs

D 9. 8

Imperfec t^Jses) Stages 1 t 2 To evaluate an event ' C'etait bien

Stage 3R To describe the back- II pleuvait quand je
cloth to an action in suis rentre

the pas t.

Stage 4 To describe habits in J'allais a l'ecole a bicyc
the past 1'ann£e derniere

D 9.9.

Pluperfect Tense

Conjugation)
Stage 4

(Recognition only)
Verbs with avoir

j'avais travaille etc.

Stage 5
(Production)

Verbs with avoir

Verbs with etre

j'etais parti etc.

0 9.10

Pluperfect Tense^L'ses) Stage 3/4
(Recognition only)

To describe an event that
took place before another
event in the past

11 avait frappe a" la porte
avant d'entrer

Stage 5
(Production)

P9.ll

Future Tense

(Conjugation)
S'tage 4 Future tense of

-er,-ir,-re verbs

Common irregular futures
e.g. viendrai etc

J'irai en France 1'annee p

De.12

•Future Tense^Uses) Stage 4 To state what will

happen in the future
Je partirai demain



D 9.13

Conditional Tense

(Conjugation)

D 9 .14

Conditional Tense

(Uses)

Stages 1 & 2

Stage 4

Stage 5/6 R

Stages 1 & 2

D 9.15

Sub junctive^Conjugation)

Sta<\e 5/6 R

As lexical items

Je voudrais

Je pourrais?

Conditional Tense of

-er,-ir,-re verbs

Je voudrais de l'eau.s'il vous pla^

Je pourrais vous aider.'

For politeness with certain
model verbs

Stage 5 /6 R

0 9.16

SubJunetive£Uses)

0 9.17

Inf ini ti ve{"Format!on)

0 9.18

Verbs taking infinitive

In conditional clauses, to
say what would happen if
something else happened

R Conjunction of Present
Subjunctive -er/-ir/re

R Conjugation of present
subjunctive of avoir

and e tre.

R S'il avalt assez d'argent,
i1 1'ache terait

Je voudrais du pain, s'il vous pluT

3*4.

Stages 1 & 2

Stage 5 /6

Stages 1 & 2

As lexical item in e.g.
il faut que je parte

R After i 1 faul que
il se peut que
avant que
afin que

i

R expressing emotions

-er

-ir

-re

ll faut que je parte

Je siuis tres content que tu sois 1

J'aime nager
Tu veux boire?

Stages 1 & 2

Stage 3

D 9.19

Modals and other

auxiliary verbs

Stage 4/5

After modals and verbs of

liking eg. j'aime, je n'aime pas,
je voudrais, je peux etc.

After verbs of hope e.g.

j ' espere

Stages 1 & 2

Common verbs taking
a + infinitive

apprendre a
commencer a

Common verbs taking
de + infinitive

decider de

essayer de
finir de

oublier de

se souvenir de

Common verbs taking
indirect object + de +
infinitive

demander a quelqu'un de.
dire * *

permettre * M *

Common verbs taking direct
object + de t infinitive

empecher quelqu'un de •••

aller + infinitive

pouvoir + infinitive

J'aime nager

J'espere vous voir

r
r

eUf^r1'''

Je vais partir
Tu peux venir?
Puis-Je sortir?

vouloir + infinitive Tu veux venir?



i) 9.19 (contd) Stage 4

i

£tre en train de + infinitive
etre sur le point de ^infinitive
venir de + infinitive

i1 faut + infinitive

£lle. neat c Li Jlurlir

Stage 5 devoir: Je devrais*l . ,. .

^ , |+ lnflnitive
Tu de v r a i

Tu devrais aller le voir

Stage 5 R faire faire Je vais me faire couper les
cheveux

D 9-20
Reflexive Verbs Stages 1 & 2 Common Reflexive Verbs

in certain uses

s'asseoir se lever

s'appeler se coucher
s'excuser

1
Asseyez-vous.
Je ra'appelle Chris
Je ra'excuse

Je me leve a 7 r.eures et de
Je me couche a 10 heures

D 9-21

The Passive Voice Stage 4 Avoidance of the Passive

with "on"

On lui a donne' un biscuit

Stage 3 - 5 R Passive with avoir ete -e par R Le pays de Galles a ete bat
1'Angle

0 9.22

Impersonal Verbs Stages 1 & 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

II y a
11 faut

11 est + time expressions.
11 fait + weather expressions

11 semble

11 vaut nieux

11 fait beau

P 9.23

Some common irregular verbs:

The symbols following the infinitive indicate which parts of the verb are necessary:

Inf. = Infinitive
P. = Present Tense all forms
PI. = 1st Person only Present Tense
P3. = 3rd Person only Present Tense
C. = Command form only
Past = Past Participle/Passe Compost
Cond. = Conditional

Stages 1 & 2 aller P + C + Inf.

apprendre PI . 2

s'asseoir C

avoir Inf + P

boire Inf.

comprendre PI .2 Tu coraprends?
di re P3

litre Inf. + P + Pas t + e tai t

faire Inf . + P + Past

finir Pas t Inf .

mettre Inf. + C Je vais mettre ma robe bleue
ouvrir Inf.

partir Inf. + P + Pas t

perdre Pas t

11 pi aft P3
il pleut P3

pouvoir PI

prendre Inf. + P + C

savoir PI

sortir Inf . + P

venir Inf . + P + C On va faire un tour
voi r Inf . + P2 + Pas t

vouloir P2 + Cond.

Stage 3/4/5 others as found necess ary

. _



j> ID A ?> f c * £ 'i

Stages 1 & 2 Common Adverbs

bi en

beaucoup
mal
vi te

1 en temen t

for t

doucement

J'airoe beaucoup danser
lis ont mal Joue
Tu paries trop vite

Ne parlez pas si vite

In tensifiers

tres, si, trop

Stage 4 Comparison

aussil

plus 1 que
moi nsj

11 l'a fait aussi vite que rcoi

D II i' c UTIOKJ •>

Stages 1 & 2 Common Prepositions

a, apres, avant, avec,
chez, centre, dans, de,en
pour, sous, sur, vers.

aLprej t'ex* It

Stages 3/4/5 Other prepositions or phrases
as necessary

e.g. depuis, pendant, a cause de etc

k Cm»-rw rKu^ne,
1

2> 12. Tp P Aa/TI CLAUiL uwwcti cAS
Stages 1 & 2 e t

ou

mai s

Stage 3 parce que

jyt* r- CM. ^ r Ck. he. tc. k U 4

|2- ( contd) Stages 4/5R R puisque, cocime, si,
apres que, des que,

pendant que, tandis
(all + indicative)

lorsque,
que, quand

... 'it
. P

eUTi vfc-

R avant que, jusqu'a
afin que, pour que,

ce que,

pourvu que .. . iW**/ ZA.
(all + subjunctive)
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LINGUISTIC SKILLS

E Introduction

We have been unable as yet to c- ote the necessary time to working out a detailed specifi¬
cation of those exercise type best designed to develop linguistic skills. Language
teachers are already familiar with language-practice exercises, since they have
traditionally devoted a lot of time to these. In language practice what matters is the
mastery of particular native speaker forms. As was pointed out in the Introduction to
Syllabus Guidelines 1: Communication, a communicative approach does NOT mean a rejection of
the need to build up a language resource or of the need to practice elements within it in
controlled ways. Exercises designed to develop control over elements of language, however,
should form only part of the learner's classroom experience. Time must also be found for
the development of particular communicative skills and strategies and for the carrying out
of communicative activities.

One thing, however, appears clear: all exercises designed to develop linguistic skills
should be meaningful, in the sense that learners must be asked to make sense of what they
receive or produce. Meaningless mechanical drills can be done without thinking of the sense
of what one is saying and would seem to be a complete waste of time:

e.g. Stimulus Response

bi£re J'aime la biSre.

cigarettes J'aime les cigarettes,
poisson J'aime le poisson.
musique J'aime la musique.

Such a drill can be made a bit more meaningful by requiring pupils to insert a meaningful
verb in the answer:

e.g. Stimulus Response

bi£re J'aime boire la bidre.
cigarettes J'aime fumer les cigarettes,
poisson J'aime manger le poisson.
musique J'aime £couter la musique.

Even such drills as these, however, can rapidly become boring since they do not reflect
real-life language use. It would seem that the closer an exercise comes to real-life
language use the better it will be.

As in many areas we shall have to experiment with and evaluate a wide range of exercises
designed to lead to better pronunciation, better grammatical control, and better ability to
express meaning, in order to have a clearer picture of what learning experiences work. We
shall have to examine whether exercises that concentrate directly on elements of the
language resource lead to better learning than more global communicative activities, where
the elements of the language resource are indirectly involved and only part of what is
being practised. It may be that a compromise between the two will be the best solution. How
much explanation and conscious understanding may be required is an important question to be
investigated too. This will no doubt depend on the individual learner's preferred learning
style.

The best solution will be the one which equips the learner with the best communicative
ability.

A list of linguistic skills that would need to be developed in some way in any school
foreign-language course appears on the following page:
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E Linguistic skills
All Stages

El. Discriminating the sounds (phonemes, allophones and elisions, etc)

E2. Approximating the sounds (as above)

E3. Discriminating the rhythm pattern of the language

E4. Approximating the rhythm pattern of the language

E5. Discriminating stress patterns and their uses within sentences

E6. Approximating the use of stress patterns appropriately within sentences

E7. Understanding intonation patterns both in terms of sentence function and attitude

E8. Approximating intonation patterns in terms of sentence function and attitude

E9. Deciphering letters and written accents and forming them appropriately

EiO. Mastering the sound-symbol relationships in the language for reading and writing
purposes

Ell. Understanding and expressing concepts (abstract and specific) through appropriate
exponents in the foreign language

E12. Understanding and expressing the relationships between concepts within sentences
through appropriate syntax and morphology in the foreign language: who did what to
whom, which quality describes which person, etc, + word order, concords/agreements,
etc.

E13. Understanding and expressing relationships between sentences, or sentence-level
notions, through appropriate exponents in the foreign language for co-ordination,
relativisation and complementation (connectors for time, place, cause; anaphoric and
cataphoric references, etc)

E14. Understanding and expressing intentions through appropriate exponents in the foreign
language (functions)

El 5. Understanding the links between intentions, and linking one's own intentions
together coherently in speech and writing

E16. Reacting appropriately in speech and writing to intentions perceived in others

E17. Ability to perceive and use appropriate stylistic exponents in the foreign language
to relate to the addressee and to the context (appropriacy)
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General index of functions, notions and grammar

Ability A2.20 Availability B2

Absence B3 Bank C11.7

'.base A3.20 Becoming B5.9

Accept in<_ A4. 5 Before B5.10

Accommodation C5.1, CIA Beginning B5.6

Ad j ectives D6 Bicycles C13.5

Address CI. 2 Body C3.3

Addressing people Al.l Boredom A3.14

Admiration A3.3 Caf6 C11.3

Adverbs D10 Camping CIA.2

Advice A4.6 Car C13.3

After B5.10 Caravanning CIA. 2

Age B8.ll, CI.3 Careers C7

Agreeing A2.10 Causal Relationships BIO. 5

Agriculture CIO.13 Certainty A2.ll

Amenities in the home C5.3 Changing B3.9

Amount B7.3 Character B8.13, C2.A

Anger

Animals

Announcements

Apologising

Appearances

Appointments

Approval

Arguing

Arranging meetings

A3.18

C5.8, CIO.7

C16

A3. 21

A2.16

C9.2

A3.4

A2.17

A4.3, A4.4,
AA.5

Characteristics of
material

Cinema

Cleaning

Classroom talk

Clause connectors

Clock time

Clothes

Clubs

Colour

B.8.5, B8.6

C8. A

C5.6

C6.A

D12

B5.1

C2.2

C9.3

B8.3

Articles D5 Commenting A2.9 - A2.ll

Asking for information A2.2 Comparatives D6. 5

Asking for opinion A2.9, A3.1 Comparing A2.A

Asking for things A2.23, AA.2 Comparison B10.1

Attitudes A3 Complaining A3.16

Attracting attention A5.1 Concert C8. A
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Conditional Tense

Conditions

Continuing

Coping with language
difficulty

Countryside

Customs

Daily routines

Date

Date of birth

Deciding

Declining

Definite article

Degree

Demonstrative article

Describing

Directions

Disagreeing

Discussion on topics of
interest

Disgust

Dislikes

Distance

Doubt

Drinks

Duration

Early

Education

Emergencies

Ending

Evaluation

Events

Exams

Excursions

Exhibition

Existence

D9.13, D9.14

B8.12

B5.8

A5.4 - A5.9

CIO. 3

C13.4

C2.6

B5.2

CI.4

A2.18

A4.5

D5.1

B7.4

D5.4

A2.3, C2, C5.9

C13.1

A2.10

CI 5

A3.19

A3.22

B6.3

A2.ll

C11.2

B 5.13

B5.12

C6

CI 1.10

B5.7

B9

B1.4, B4

C6.2

C8.6

C8.4

B2

Explanation

Family

Feelings

Finding out information

Finding the way

Food

Flowers

Fractions

Frequency

Friendship

From where

Furniture

Future tense

Future time

Garage

Garden

Geographical terms

Giving information

Goods

Greeting

Happening

Health

Hearing

Help

Hiring things

Hobbies

Holidays

Home

Home town

Hope

Hospital

Hostel

Hotel

House

A2.2, BIO.5

CI.7

A3

D2

CI 3. 1

CI2, C12.1

CIO.6

B7

B3. 14

A3.7

B6. 5

C5.4

D9.ll, D9.12

B5.4

CI 1. 12

C5.7

CIO.2

A2.2, D1

C11.3

A1.2

B4

A1.3, C3, C3.1

B8.8

A4.ll

C11.5

C8, C8.5

C8.7

C5

CI.6

A2.19

Cll.ll

CI 4. 1

C14.1

C5
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Household objects C 5. A Models D9. 19

Hygiene C3, C3.A Motions towards B6.A

Identifying A2. 1 Motorbikes C13.5

Imperfect tense D9.7, D9.8 Movements B6.2, CA.2

Impersonal verbs D9.22 Museum C8.A

Indefinite article D5.2 Music C8. 2

Indifference A3.13 Name Cl.l

Infinitive D9.17, D9.13 Narrating A2.5

Information exchange A2 Nationality CI. 5

Inst ructions A A. 10, DA Necessity A2.15

Intention A2. 18 Need A2. 15

Interest A3. 5 Needs CA.5

Interrogative adjectives D6.A Negation BIO.3

Introductions A1.5 News C15.2

Invi tatior.s AA. A, C9.2 Notices C16

Irregular verbs D9.23 Nouns D7

Jobs 07 Numbers B7. 1

Kitchen utensils C5.5 Obligation A2.21

Knowledge A2.8 Of fers/offering AA.l, D3

Language difficulty A5.A -
• A5.9 Opinion A2.9

Languages CI.8 Paragraphing A5. 11

Late B5.12 Parental job CI.9

Leave-taking Al.A Partitive article D5.3

Leisure C8 Parts of the body C3.3

Letter lay-out A5.10 Passive D9.21

Likes A2.22 Past tense D9.3 - D9.10

Location B6.1 Past time B5. 5

Logical relations B10.5 Pausing A5.2

Love A3.2 Perceptions CA. A

Machines C5.5 Permission A2.12, AA.7

Making arrangements AA. 3 -
- AA. 5 Personal background CI

Manual movements CA.3 Personal hygiene C3.3

Market C11.2 Persuading AA. 12

Material B8.A, B8.5 Petrol CI 1. 12

Measurement B7.2 Pets C5.8



Physical appearance

Physical descripticr.

Plants

Pluperfect

Quantity

Politenesses

Pop scene

Position

Positions

Possession

Possessions

Possessive adjectives

Possibility

Post office

Praise

Preference

Prepositions

Presence

Present tense

Present time

Price

Pronouns

Psychological
characteristics

Public announcements

Public transport

Punctuation

Pupil-pupil talk

Radio

Reasons

Reassurance

Reference

Reflexive verbs

Regret

Relationships

B8.2

C2.1

CI 0.6

D9.9, D9.10

B7

A1

C8.2

B6.1

CA.l

BIO.2

C2. 5

D6.3

A2. 11

C11.6

A3.9

A2.22

Dll

B3

D9.1, D9.2

B5.3

B9.1

D8

B8.13

C16

C13.2, C13.3

A5.ll

C6.A

C8.3

B10.5

A3.12

A3.12

D9.20

A3.11

C9, C9.1

Reminder

-■porting

Requests

Reserving

Resignation

Restaurant

Rooms

Same time

School

Seaside

Seeing

Seeking confirmation

Sensations

Sentence connectors

Sequence

Services

Sex

Shape

Shopping

Shops

Sightseeing

Signs

Size

Smelling

Socialising

Societies

Space

Speed

Sports

Statements

Subjects at school

Subjunctive

Suggestions

Superlatives

AA.9

A2.6

AA.2, D3

C13.2

A3.15

C12.3

C5.2

B5.10

C6, C6.1, C6.3

C10.A

B8.7

A2.7

CA.5

D12

B. 11

CI 1

C2.3

B8. 1

Cll, Cll.l,
C. 11.A

Cll.2

C8.6

C16

B8.2

B8. 10

A1

C9.3

B6

B5. 15

C8.1

A2

C6. 2

D9.15, D9.16

AA.3, D3

D6.5
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Surprise A3. 10 Town CIO, CIO.

Swear!rg A3.18 Transacting in shops C11.4

Sympathy A3.8 Transport C13.2, ci:

Taking leave A14 Travelling C13

Tasting B5.9 Trees C10.6

Telephone A5.12, C11.8 Verbs D9

Television CS.3 Wants A2.23

Telling the time B 5.1 Warning A4.8

Tenses D9 Weather CIO.8

Thanking A1.6 Wishes (good) A1.7

Theatre C8.4 Wishes (expressing wishes0 A2.23, A4,

Time B5 Worry A3.12

Tourist office CI 1.13 Youth hostel CI 4. 1


